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Hearing the Voice of God (6 sermons)
Follow Jesus (1 of 6) How many people can remember the last time Jesus spoke clearly to do
something? Here's the real question. Have you done it? When nothing comes, go back to what the last
thing Jesus said was. Following Christ introduces you to a whole new set of challenges in your life.
Following Christ is a courageous thing to do because you will face things you'd never have had to face.
You'll face some opposition, difficulties, challenges, setbacks. You've got more questions than answers,
but they're different questions.
The Princess Syndrome (2 of 6) Church isn't perfect, it has many problems, probably so many problems
we could spend a day or two just describing them all, but nevertheless His church is His church. It's His
bride, it's the one He came for and He will make His church perfect. We can't follow Jesus and not be
engaged with His people, and the cause He has in changing a community. Life is not all about you, and
the sooner you realise it, the happier you will become.
Hearing the Voice of God (3 of 6) People are the measuring stick of how you're doing with God. It's very
easy to be drawn into all range of spiritual experiences and these are wonderful, but if it doesn't convert to
being connected to people and working with people and helping people, there is something majorly
lacking. If you engage with Jesus, with Him and His work, you will discover the true identity and call of
God on your life. If you focus on using God just to get your needs and whatever met, He said you'll end
up inward-looking and non productive. You'll actually lose your life. Learn how to hear His voice, and then
choose to consistently say yes, and respond by doing something
Hearing the Voice of God (4 of 6) Adam heard God speaking to him when he was in the Garden, even
though he'd sinned and walked away from God. People can hear the voice of God. We need to learn what
it's like and how to recognise it. Once you become a believer Jesus expects not only would you hear His
voice clearly, but you would actually respond and follow Him. So for a believer the number one thing that I
would say if you have to learn anything in your life, this is the thing you'd want to learn; how can I build a
relationship with Jesus and hear His voice consistently?
When God Seems Silent (5 of 6) Most of us would have had an experience where you really need God to
give something to direct you but nothing happened. You sought the Lord, you prayed, read your Bible and
nothing seemed to happen. It can be very troubling. You ask God to help you, He doesn't seem to help
you; ask God to guide you, He doesn't seem to be guiding you, you don't seem to hear anything and it
seems quite disturbing. It seems like at times heaven seems to be silent about the things that are really
important.
Evidence of Your Discipleship (6 of 6) By this shall all men know you're My disciples: your love for one
another. If you won't let me wash your feet, you won't have a part with Me. I am a foot washer. Those who
follow Me are foot washers. Sometimes Jesus doesn't do the foot washing directly, He does it through a
member of the body, so we need relationships, connections.
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Let's open our Bible in Mark 2:14. I want to speak a
message called Follow Jesus. It says: He came by
and He saw Levi, the son of Alphaeus, sitting at the
tax office; and He said to him: Follow Me; so he
arose and followed Him. Now as it happened, as He
was dining at Levi's house, many tax collectors and
sinners also sat together with Jesus and the
disciples; for there were many, and they followed
Him. Notice the word 'follow' again. Then the
Scribes and the Pharisees saw Him eating with the
tax collectors and sinners. They said to the
disciples: how is it He eats and drinks with all of these terrible sinners? Jesus said to
them: those who are well, have no need of a physician; but those who are sick. I didn't
come to call the righteous, I came to call sinners to repentance.
Let's go back to that first verse again: and Jesus said follow me; and he arose and
followed Him. You know Levi was an unusual person. Levi was a tax collector. In those
days, Israel lived under Roman oppression, and the Romans transacted with some of
the locals to become tax collectors. In other words, they just used them. They used
them as a go-between, and they required that they extract taxes. Now you can imagine
the attitude there was, to someone who's a tax collector for the hated Romans, and
most of them were corrupt people anyway. They put an edge, or a margin, on what they
charged for tax; so everyone thinks they're paying too much tax, so they were
absolutely scorned, derided and despised. He was a tax collector. He lived in a
community where everyone hated him. His only comfort was the money he got, and the
wealth he had, from living as a tax collector. But at a personal level, he was without
friends; he was without a sense of belonging, or without sense of community. He's one
of the most unlikely people in that town that Jesus would call to be His follower, and His
disciple.
It's the same today. God chooses the most unlikely people; so the call comes out: follow
Me. Here's the interesting thing about this; Jesus said: you didn't choose Me, I chose
you. Now there's a lot of things in life you don't choose. You don't choose the city you're
born in, you don't choose the nation you're born in, you don't choose your family.
There's a lot of things in life you don't choose, and you can't have any say in it, you just
have it. There's one thing you also can't choose, and that's the call of God on your life.
It's God's decision to call you. Jesus - you didn't choose Him. He chose you. The Bible
says: He chose you, before the foundation of the world. Think about this. God chose
you. He selected you, chose you for something. The problem is, we don't mind being
chosen, we just neglect the next bit. He chose us to do something. He didn't choose you
for a ministry. He didn't choose you to be a great leader. He didn't choose you to Pastor
a church. He didn't choose you to have some kind of phenomenal business. He didn't

choose you for any of those things; and so often what we think is: because I'm come to
Jesus, that now all of my life somehow will go well, and I'll be blessed, and I'll have all
these things happening in my life. This is what Jesus called you to do: He called you
and me, to Follow Him. Follow Me, follow Me.
I want to highlight for you, five characteristics of people who are following Jesus. I don't
care if you call yourself a Christian or not. What counts is, are you following Jesus?
People follow many things. I don't know what you're following. You could be here, and
we all look when we stood up and worshipped God; but are we following Jesus in our
personal life? That's what Jesus called you to do, to follow Him. Think about that. We
are called to follow a person.
I looked up in the Bible, how many times the word 'leader' appears. I'm sorry - doesn't
appear very often. I looked up in the Bible, how much the words 'follow,' followed,'
'follower' is. It's there everywhere. The world doesn't need a lot more leaders; it needs
many people following Jesus. That is the core of it. If you follow Jesus, you'll have an
influence, and create ripples; and people will want to follow you, because they see what
you have. Why don't you have a think about this: Everyone is following something,
everyone. Whether you're aware of it, whether you've made an intentional choice,
whether you did or not, you are following something.
One of the things that people follow are celebrities. People love celebrities. Look at
Woman's Day, they're full of celebrities; and people are just fascinated with what the
celebrities are doing, so they follow celebrities, they follow what they're doing. But you
know celebrity is a mask, and it eats away the face. When a person's a celebrity, their
personal life is on public display, and the crowd that loves them and follows them can
just spit them out the next day. I've worked with many celebrities over in Asia, and I've
come to discover that they're like public property; to be used, consumed and discarded
when I don't like you anymore. It's a horrendous thing to be a celebrity. Fame exacts a
tremendous personal price, and what I can see for most celebrities, there's very little in
their life worth following. And yet they influence people, they give their opinions, they're
promoted as having values, and we see them on the television, all that kind of thing.
There's no value in this. Jesus called us not to follow the celebrities of the world, but to
follow Him.
Here's the second thing people follow. People follow fashion. You notice that people
follow fashion? They want to know what the latest thing is; and it's very hard to resist the
latest thing. That's why we live in a consumer society. There's a pressure to follow:
everyone else has it, I need to have it. I've got to have it! I noticed this week, they had a
great release came out on television, and guess what it is? It is the iPad Mini - you just
HAVE to have it! No, I don't have to have it; and so there they hold it up, and it's this
latest thing, you just NEED to have. Everyone's going to buy one of these - you'll need
one of these too. You'll be second-class if you don't have one of them. It'll make you
happy if you have one - until the year after when they produce another model. See, this
is what happens. The Bible says: the fashion of this world passes away. In other words,
what people think is great today, is gone tomorrow; something else is in its place. So

when the Bible talks about the fashion in this world, it's talking about it's values, what it
believes in, what is hot, what is great to go.
I can remember about three to four years ago, it was really hot to buy up property; and
then suddenly it's a disaster. That's the fashion of the world. I remember reading a little
while ago: oh, there's an oil crisis, the world's running out of oil, and blah blah blah blah
blah. I just read yesterday and they tell me how they've found these new methods of
extracting oil, and now America will now increase its oil production, and become almost
not dependent at all on any global oil from other countries. Hello! What's going on here?
I read in the paper, they say: oh, we'll worry about global warming. The world is
warming up and whatever; but I can remember in the '70s, they were worried about the
next Ice Age. [Laughter] Someone can't be right with all of this. It's called the 'fashion of
the world', and it influences you; and you begin to live, and you begin to set your whole
course of your life around it, begin to start to shape our values and what we think. It
affects the way we educate our children, raise our children, the fashion of this world. But
Jesus said: follow Me. Don't follow the world, follow Me, follow Me, follow Me. Be
distinctive - follow Me. Follow Me. That's His command, to follow Him.
Here's another area that people follow. People follow the crowd, especially if you're a
teenager. I've been following you on Twitter. Really? Following me on Twitter? Actually I
don't even use the thing, but however, people follow all kinds of people on Twitter; and
so there they are. So we say who are you following? Well I'm Twittering so-and-so,
following all of their Tweets. Wherever they go they say mindless things, like I met with
so-and-so for lunch, and you're following all of that. Why are you following them like
that? Where does all that go, that mindless Tweeting, where people just blurb out what's
on their mind? They all hang out there, had lunch with so-and-so today. Oh really, oh and Facebook's the other one. We're getting to that one! [Laughter] Facebook. My
goodness me - and so social media now, you've got this whole thing of people are
following what so-and so - they can't do a day without getting on the Facebook, and
finding out what's going on. Oh, they're doing that, I need to do that - without being
aware of it, and I'm not speaking against them - these things are wonderful ways that
we can connect and communicate, and it's a great influence, but who are you following?
Are you following Facebook? Are you following Twitter? What are you following? Who
are you following? What is setting the course for your life?
Jesus said: follow Me, I'll Tweet you every day! [Laughter] How about that? [Applause]
You want to see heaven's Facebook? There it is there, the Bible. Get into it every day,
and look up and see: oh, that's happening, oh, that's happening. If you love this, as
much as you love getting on Facebook, you might find you follow Jesus, instead of
someone else. Come on, think about this. Who are we following? Then the other thing
is, the popularity circus in the Christian world; another celebrity circus. Should we go
there? Well I can remember when I was told: you need to go to this leadership
conference, this is one of the foremost Christian leaders. You need to go and hear what
he has to say, and we went and heard what he had to say, and I came away with the
conclusion in the middle of it: that man is manifesting, and needs help. [Laughter] Am I
the only one who can see this?

Then a little while later, I was following the Christian news, and I found that someone
who is a prominent leader, that's influenced thousands of churches all over the world
stood up and - very courageously stood up by the way. I admire and honour his courage
- and said: we got it all wrong, when we said: copy the corporate structure of the world. I
first of all, had to just honour him, that he had the courage to say he got it wrong; and
my thinking is: what about the thousands of churches that are all going down that route,
and had been led astray by following something else other than Jesus? Come on, this
has ruined churches. It's totally ruined, and changed, the nature of the western church,
following those models. God's trying to bring the church back to its family origin, its
supernatural origin, and to get back to following Jesus. That's what the Bible tells us to
do: follow Jesus. Jesus said: come follow Me; and you know when you follow other
things, you end up usually following demonic spirits. The Bible says: this whole world
operates under the influence of the demonic realm; in Ephesians 2. Some people are
following their offences - so you hurt me. Hello! Who's leading you now? Is Jesus
leading you? If Jesus was leading you, He'd take you that way, to forgive them and
bless them and connect with them. No, no, no, no, you're following your offences, and
you're following your bondages, and following your addictions. Actually you're being
carried around, and pushed around, by demonic spirits.
I go to many places, they don't even talk about it. I went to one church, a big church, a
very famous church, and they said: we didn't realise that deliverance was part of the
great commission. Who are you following? Who are you following? You got a book, you
got the Holy Ghost, you got men of faith, that you can model your life on? We're not
called to follow them. We're called to follow Jesus. We're called to follow Jesus. It's
following people that'll get you into trouble. We do need to follow Jesus, and Jesus
ministers to us through people. In fact actually, following Jesus requires we connect with
people. However, we shall right at the beginning, at the core of our being: I'm following
the Lord. You know, I've found in the course of my life, that lots of people had a plan for
my life. My family had a plan, but it wasn't God's plan. Joy's family had a plan, and they
told me it over and over, and that wasn't God's plan either. The plan God had was quite
unique, and I couldn't find it until I followed Jesus. Until I made a decision to put my life
in His hands, I was in a mess; and if I'd stayed listening to what everyone else said, I
would never have been here. Constantly, at key points in my life, I've had to make
decisions, follow Jesus. That's all I'm called to do in my life. I am not, by identity, a
Pastor. I function as a Pastor, but I am a follower of Jesus. That's who I am. I'm a son of
the living God; so it doesn't matter where I am, or what I do, the identity never changes.
It's still: am I following Jesus? That's who I want to be, all my life, a follower of Him; who
loved me, and gave Himself for me, following Jesus.
So let's have a look at what following Jesus might mean. You could always ask yourself
right now: I wonder who I'm following? Who's the voice in my life? Here's the thing about
voices in your life - have a look at what fruit they have. Don't just look at their giftings. I
have seen over the years, many gifted people and talented people, and they shine very
smart; but you look behind them, and oh my goodness! Have they got a good marriage?
No. Have they got a good family? No. Have they got savings? No. Have they got a good

track record at work? No. What? Why am I listening to that person? Well they look
good, and they're saying smooth things. You've got to look for fruit - and follow Jesus.
Okay, let's have a look at it, what following Jesus might look like. Okay, first thing is, it's
good to tell you what it doesn't mean - now you're going to love this bit. It does NOT
mean that you have all the answers! In fact, you've got more questions than answers.
How many know that? Got lots of questions, wish God would tell you the answer? You
have lots of questions. You have more questions than you had before you started, but
they're different questions, you know? The question I used to have was: who can I go
out and have a drink with? Now I don't have that question anymore - you have different
kinds of questions when you're following the Lord. The second thing is, it doesn't mean
is suddenly all together - I just come to Jesus, now my life is all right. Actually your life
isn't all together. You discover as the light comes into just how broken and messy you
are, and I remember crying for the first two years, and many times since then; as I've
become aware, with every fresh touch of Jesus, what's in my life that needs to change.
It doesn't mean you've got your life together, so don't think you've got to have your life
together in a church. Stop trying to impress people. Follow Jesus. He just takes you like
you are.
He said to the tax collector, He said: that guy there, follow Me. Everyone said: why is
Jesus mixing with these wrong kinds of people? That's what religion does, it's got you
all boxed u:, you're never good enough, you're the wrong kind of person; but Jesus said:
don't listen to them. Follow Me. I'll accept you, love you. I've called you. Your part is the
following, be available to follow. So it doesn't mean that you've got your act together,
doesn't mean that you're even too smart, see? It doesn't mean that your life will go
smoothly. How many thought your life would go smoothly after you become a Christian?
It did for five minutes, then after that lots of things happened. No, it doesn't mean your
life will go smoothly, without challenges, setbacks or difficulties. In fact, my experience
has been quite the opposite. I found there are challenges that come I would never have
had without following Christ.
Following Christ introduces you to a whole new set of challenges in your life. Following
Christ is a courageous thing to do, because you will face things you'd never have had to
face. You'll face some opposition, difficulties, challenges, setbacks. You'll face things,
and you'll think: God should have done that; and He doesn't do it. You face griefs and
difficulties, and you think: whoa! But you know God is creating an authentic
representation of Christ, and people are watching how you respond; and they're asking:
do we see Jesus in this person, as they go through that? Do people see Jesus,
reincarnated in you, living through you, as you face those challenges of life? That's what
people are looking for. They're not looking for a perfect Christian. They love to say: oh
well you're a Christian, you shouldn't be doing that. I say: I'm a Christian, I love Jesus, I
do all kinds of things that aren't right, but God's helping me to grow in those areas. You
understand that? You're walking with God. It's a journey. That's what following Jesus is,
it's a journey; by nature, it's a journey; and so it doesn't mean you'll see clearly
everything God's doing.

I would like to have a plan. I'd like God to have just laid out for me a plan, step by step,
of how it would all work out. I didn't get anything, except the next step; and you know
what? I've never had much more than the next step. People say: why don't you have
this big thing with this? I said: well I don't know, all I know is I know what to do next. I
know I know what to do next; and I can see ahead some of the way, and I'll walk as far
as I can see, but I don't have it all together. And it's nice to set out plans, but you've got
to have them flexible, because God can just interrupt them like that. Do have a plan, but
make it a flexible plan. Put it in pencil, not in ink aye? [Laughter] Allow God to interrupt
your life, because you'll find if you're walking with Jesus, and following Jesus, He
interrupts your schedule something terribly! It's part of what He's like, and so then it
becomes an issue of: who's in charge of my schedule? Am I following Jesus; or
following my schedule? A lot of people are following their schedule. Some are following
their finance, which is not much going anywhere. We should be following Jesus, need to
be letting Jesus direct how our life goes. So it doesn't mean you won't have any of those
problems. In fact you'll have all sorts of things like that. It's a journey, so following Jesus
is actually a journey of faith. It's a journey; I'll put it in a different language. It's a journey
of connection to a person, and trusting Him; and that's what you're called to do: follow
Jesus. We could just simplify the whole Christian walk, it's just this: following Jesus.
That means, that you're on a journey of life with Him.
So what does it mean to follow Jesus? Have a look in Matthew, Chapter 4. You'll see it
in there. I think the church has got to return to the simplicity again, of just following
Jesus; and it takes away all the complications, of all sorts of things, when actually your
life is just centred: today as I rise, I celebrate, worship and follow Jesus. I let Him help
me with my day. Yes, I've got my plans, and I put my plans in His hands, and I choose
to follow Him. Jesus said, in Matthew 4, Verses 19 and 20; and He said to them: follow
Me. I will make you become fishers of men; and immediately they left their nets and
followed Him. Now that word 'followed,' when we think follow, we kind of think there's
someone over here out in the front, and I'm behind, and they're telling me where to go.
How many think that's what it means? See, we would normally think that's what it
means. I used to think - until today I thought that's what it meant. I thought: well Jesus,
there you are, you're going ahead, you follow Me; so all I've got to do is listen, and be
told what to do. Actually that's not what it means; and that will release you immensely,
when you realise, He isn't going to tell you everything to do.
If Jesus has to tell you everything to do, then you're not taking responsibility for
ownership of your life, and bringing your contribution of creativity into it. You're not
owning your dreams in your heart, you're not owning the things that God put in your life.
You're waiting to be told what to do like a slave; and we have to learn obedience. We'll
come to that in a moment - but you see the word means: to go on a journey together
with someone. So when the Bible says: follow Me; Jesus is saying something simply
like this. He said: I'm inviting you, to walk with Me, through your life's journey. In other
words, I want to come into your journey, and I want to walk with you, alongside you. See
the thing about walking alongside is, that we're partners and sharers of life; so He's not
waiting for you every day just to have some little prayer time, and ask Him what to do,
and wait and hope you'll hear something. He's asking you to invite Him each day into

the sphere of your life, and begin to walk with Him, and have Him part of what you do
through the day. It's a journey of life, therefore it comes as every aspect of our life.
So the word 'to follow' means: to be on the same road as a companion. Or it means like
this, it means: to enter another person's world, and journey with them. So getting it like
this, Jesus is saying: I want you to enter My world, My perspective, and journey your life
with Me; and that'll result in a whole number of things. I'll explain some of those things.
There's probably more, but I'll give you some that are very clear to me. So it's not the
goal: that I'll be this, or I'll be that, or whatever; I'll have this or that. It's not the goal that
I'll get to heaven. The journey itself is the goal. Now of course there's rewards in
heaven, of course there's things we look forward to, and there's things we press
through. But God wants you to understand: enjoy the journey, focus on the journey. He
said: follow Me. That means, walk on a journey of life with Me, bring Me into every
aspect of your life, bring Me into your life. He didn't just say: read your Bible, or pray.
Those are great things, but Jesus said: you can read the scriptures, but these speak of
Me, and you won't come to Me that you have life. So what He's wanting to do is, to
come into every sphere of our life.
We tend to compartmentalise our lives, so here we are, we're at church. We're at
church, doing Jesus' thing; then I'm out doing something else. That's not how it is. He
said: I want to be part with you, in a journey through your life, that's every part of your
life, every aspect of it, see? So it means to be caught up with what God is doing. So
here's a core question. On any time, any day, when you face any situation, what is God
doing? What is Jesus doing? What do I see? You know what Jesus said? He said: I do
what I see the Father doing. Now sometimes He was really purposeful, He was on a
mission, away He'd go. Sometimes He carried on like there was no panic at all. You
know they'd say: oh, a girl's dying, she's dying, you've got to hurry, got to hurry, got to
hurry! And He just moseys along, and stops to talk to a lady. Why? Because He saw
what the Father was doing, and so He lived His life this way. Was He busy? Yes,
sometimes so busy, He couldn't even eat. However, He had one driving thing: just listen
to what the spirit of God is speaking to Me, and do that. See what the spirit of God is on,
see what Father is showing Me what to do. That could be in relationships, in terms of
ministry focus. He'll get up one day, have a time of prayer, they said: we're having a
revival, stick around and preach; but He would say: no, I've got to move somewhere
else. He was internally led by the spirit of God, He Himself was a disciple of the Father.
He was a disciple. Notice this - He said: I say what I hear the Father saying, I do what I
see the Father doing. In other words, what He's saying is: I've learned to yield to the
spirit of God, and be happy with this life, full of the joy of the spirit, flowing with what My
Father is doing.
When the parents said: where were You? We sought You; and they were angry, and
they were scolding Him for staying, He said: don't you understand, I had to be about My
Father's business? Even at the age of 12, He was aware of the presence of the Holy
Spirit around His life, guiding Him what to do. So that starts to get you really thinking
how you do life, because a lot of people are living in the house of God like a slave,
waiting for God to tell them. He doesn't tell them, they don't know what to do, so they

just carry on, and then kind of disconnect from God - except for Sundays. So what does
it mean then, to follow Jesus? Let me give you five marks of following Jesus.
Number one, which we've already referred to is, following Jesus means walking your
journey, it means sharing life with Him, just share your life with Him. Share your life.
Talk about your family, talk about your marriage, talk about the issues. In other words,
there's no issue of your life, that He's not interested in coming and helping. He's
interested in the pains, the struggles, the fears. He knows them better than you do. He's
asking that you would invite Him into that part of your life; so when you begin to share
the aspects - Lord, today... - and it's not just an hour's prayer at the beginning of the
day. It's just on the way through the day - Lord, I don't know what to do about that, that
really got me by surprise. Just talk with Him, and it's so simple, to just engage Him like
that; to talk with the Lord, and listen, and slow down and listen to your heart.
In Mark 3:14 it says: He chose them to be with Him. So number one, to be following
Jesus, is to be with Him. Now to be with Him doesn't mean I've got to have an hour of
prayer every day. That'd be a great help for you. Being with Jesus means: I consciously
and intentionally allow Him to come in and around whatever I'm doing through the day.
In other words, I just turn my mind to Him, and say: Lord, what do you think about that;
or Lord, what about this? How do I handle that Lord? It's like praying continually. It's just
being in a flow, where actually whatever I'm doing, Jesus is with me. Otherwise you've
got this thing: when I'm in church and ministry, Jesus is with me; but when I'm in my
workplace, Jesus is not with me. This is not true; and that kind of thinking has created
this - it's a Greek thinking of: this is spiritual; and that's secular. In God's eyes there's no
division. If you're at home, and you're a mother and a wife, and you're fully involved
there, bring Jesus into your life, and into your home, and you're following Jesus. But I'm
not out preaching. No, no, you don't need to - or I'm not out doing this, I'm not out doing
that. No, you don't need to. Do what you're doing now, being a great wife, a great
mother, and do it with great joy, and bring Jesus into it, and you'll be following Jesus, so
that means talking with Him. It means commune with Him, talking with Him about life.
Sometimes we think we've got to run everything ourselves, and we get stressed out
unnecessarily. One of the signs you brought Jesus into it is: in His presence, there is
joy. Ha ha! You lose your joy, lose your peace? Jesus isn't there anymore. You've
shifted. Start to open up again.
The second thing is, we need to develop a relationship with Him. That means: listening
to His voice; and responding. In John 15:27 He says: My sheep hear My voice, I know
them and they follow Me. So get this, so the biggest skill you can learn, if you're going to
learn any skill, is this one skill: how to hear what God is saying. If there's one thing
every believer must learn, it's how to hear the voice of God, recognise it, and then trust
Him that this is the best way for my life. It's about knowing He loves me; and trusting
Him ,by listening to what He says, and doing it. There's no following Jesus, without
doing what He says to do. How can there be? How can there be?
John 14:21, He who has My commandments, and does them, is the one who loves Me.
Now let me ask you this. Don't put your hand up, because this is not to embarrass you.

How many people can remember the last time that Jesus spoke clearly to do
something? Don't put your hand up. Here's the question, that's the starter question,
here's the real question. Have you done it? Have you done it? You're in a meeting, and
you felt God speak to you about something. Did you write it down, and go do it, or did
you say: man that's great, God spoke to me; but didn't do it? So responding to the Holy
Spirit in obedience is a crucial part of being a follower of Jesus. There's no other way.
So this is the interesting thing; God puts His spirit in us, so you'll always have Jesus
with you, have the spirit of God with you. You've just got to decide whether you become
conscious of His spirit within, and attuned to listen to the flow of spontaneity. As soon as
you lose your peace, stop. You're disconnecting from following Jesus. You're going your
own way, and you'll be stressed out. Why so many people are stressed out is, they've
got burdens on them, that God never intended them to have, because they're no longer
following Jesus. They've actually gone their own way, thinking: I have to work it all out
myself. It's learning how to bring these things to the Lord, and listen to Him, and
respond to what He has to say.
It's all so complicated isn't it? So that's a very decisive question: what was the last thing
Jesus said to you? Are you doing it? You know, one of the things God spoke to me of a
little while ago, and it really saved me huge grief, He spoke at a personal level: get rid of
your mortgage. Get rid of debt, so we started to work hard on getting rid of our
mortgage. Now that was just before the building boom, and then the building boom
came. Everyone's saying: you need to do this; in fact many were saying: you need to
mortgage the church, and expand, and all this kind of thing; and I listened to it all. In the
end I thought: what was the last thing Jesus said to me? I prayed, and asked Him:
speak to me, tell me something, what do I do? I'm a leader, tell me? - and nothing. So
when nothing comes, go back to what the last thing Jesus said was. I went back to the
last thing, and I said: you know something? The last thing Jesus said was: get rid of my
debt. If He said it personally, then there's no difference between personal and
corporate, we keep it the same way corporate. Then of course, within about two years,
that whole building thing went, prices of everything dropped; we'd have been carrying a
mortgage up to our eyeballs, and no way of servicing it. So sometimes you just don't get
a fresh direction. You've got to follow the old one, until you get a new one. That's not
sort of rocket science, all this stuff is it? Following Jesus. [Laughs]
I'll give you the last three quickly. The next one is: if you're going to follow Jesus, we
must commit to personal change. We must commit to personal change. Let me tell you
this: there is no following Jesus, without commitment to change. How can there be? If
you're following Him, He wants you to change. Here's the plan of God, Romans 8. God's
design is that we be conformed, become more like Christ. That means, I've got to
change; because I'm not very like Christ, in a lot of areas in my life. How many find
sometimes you're not very forgiving? How many find sometimes you get quite angry?
How many know sometimes we've got all kinds of things that we don't like in there? God
wants us to change! So what amazes me - I'll just put it straight out here - as a Pastor,
we know of so many marriages which are struggling, have got major issues in them.
When we do a marriage seminar, people don't come, and actually commit to change.
That's foolish.

We have wonderful people here who teach on training children; and I've seen some,
and they've got their kids out of control, things are not going well. Hello! Are you blind or
something? Invest. Get some training, learn what to do. Church is to be an equipping
centre, not a nursery, not a hospital. It has those aspects to it, but it's one thing to have
like a little room, where you carry your patients, and you help them for a little, while they
recover. It's another thing for the whole thing to be full of patients, and nurses running
around giving IV feeds every day, trying to look after - this is not the church. Jesus says,
those who follow Me, they're called to be warriors, and to be great soldiers for Him. So
some people have got issues with finance, and so we get involved with counselling with
them, and we find they have these massive issues of finance. The whole financial world
is a total mess, they're not following Jesus; they're following the chaos of advertising in
the world, and irresponsibility; yet when something's put on, they don't commit to come.
What stupidity is that? We have to be committed to invest in ourselves. It's not the
Pastor's job, or the leader's job, to make your life go right. You've got to own this
yourself.
If you need help, you put up your hand, and find it, from wherever you can get it. If
you've got brokenness in your soul, everyone has a bit of it. Get along to a course. If it
doesn't do it all, go back and do it again, don't worry about it. Just own change, own this
business of growing. It's your life. Don't stay a baby all your life. Make a decision to
invest. Next year, as we begin to share what we'll do next year, you make the decision:
what do I need to grow in? In fact, before you even get there: what do I need to grow in?
Where do I need to grow personally? Where do I need to change? What things do I
need to learn, to become a better follower of Jesus? Next year, when there's
opportunities up, you put your hand up, and turn up, and get to change. That's how life
works. Get in a group - so commit to change. Ha ha! You've gone all quiet on that one.
Tell someone next to you: he was talking about you, you know; it wasn't me, I've
changed enough. I don't need to change - I've arrived. [Laughs] How many know
someone that's already arrived? There we are, don't need to change.
Matthew 16, Jesus said this. He said: if any man really purposes in their heart, that they
will come after Me, and walk the journey with Me; this is what He said, oh, you're going
to love this! He said: you'll have to deal with selfishness, and there'll be a cross, there'll
be a part of your life that I can't carry for you. There'll be some stuff you won't like,
where you'll have to actually surrender and yield. He said: you can't follow Me, unless
you're doing that route. Now this is what we want: we want a path of following Jesus,
that bypasses Gethsemane, Calvary; just take me straight to the resurrection!
[Laughter] Glory! I want glory! I want buzzes, and things happening! But no, it's not
going to be like that. Before every resurrection, there's a death; and I have journeyed
with God long enough to know, that it goes in ebbs of flows of life and death, that life
comes when something dies.
So sometimes the thing that needs to die, is your dependency on yourself, the bondage
you've got in your heart; there's an area you have to bring to the cross, issues in our life.
Jesus said: if you want to follow Me, you're going to have to deal with self-centredness,
the self-protective life, the self-governing life; and take up your cross. That means

specifically, you will face some challenges in your life, that no one else will face; and if
you will face them, and walk with Jesus in them, you'll come out with a resurrection life
out the other side. No one can carry your cross. We can help make one for you.
[Laughter] Wouldn't that be right? We could make crosses for everyone, it'd be great;
but you're the only one who can carry your cross. [Laughs]
Okay, here's the last two then. Learn how to be great at serving, to serve generously. I
don't know anyone following Jesus, who isn't a generous server, giving of yourself.
Jesus said: in the world, everyone wants to be great, and be a kingpin, and have
privilege, and have this and have that; but it shall not be so in My kingdom. He said: if
you want to be great in My kingdom - Matthew 20:28 - then learn to be a servant. You
want to be the top dog? Who wants to be the top dog? The most important and famous
in the kingdom? Awesome! Just serve everyone, and there you are, you've arrived! Now
that just gets over you, because you see people want title, they wanted this, they
wanted that, but actually it's just in the serving of people you grow as a follower of
Jesus. Here's the thing. In church, so many people want a position. Why would you
want a position? Ridiculous. It's just a job to do. Anyone desires the office of an elder,
do work, so work, you've got to work, something to do, so all positions are just titles.
See, what really counts, is serving. So if you've got the kingdom heart, you're a follower
of Jesus, you can take on a role, and then you can let go of the role. You can pick up
this role, and then let go of that role, that's not a problem. Why? Because your life isn't
in the role. Your life is in following Jesus. Your life is in serving; and if you're a server of
Jesus, it doesn't matter whether anyone here notices you at all. What really counts, is
the audience of one. Well I'll tell you something, if you're following Jesus, and you're
serving well, everyone's going to notice you, because you'll stand out by being so
different. I know it's sort of basic, it's not rocket science - tell someone: this is simple,
you knew that didn't you? I knew you knew that.
Here's the last one then. I'm not even going to go into this one too far, but let me just tell
you, here's the last one. If we're going to follow Jesus - I'll put it to you really straight on
this one - it does mean: we share His mission. Now let me ask you this: how is it
possible to follow Jesus, and not share His mission in the world? Jesus is constantly
engaging with lost people. He came to save the world, not just a few people at church.
Think about it - and His mandate is to go, and engage with other people, and make
them disciples; not just get a decision for Jesus. One of the greatest deceptions of all - I
don't even know how many people, when they say a little prayer, really get saved. I
know that's not what Jesus said, you can't see it anywhere in the Bible. He said: I want
you to be people who follow Me; and following Me, means learning to listen to Me, and
do the things that I say. That's what we're called to make; so you can't look around a
church, and say whether it's any good or not. You can see certain factors of it, but one
thing you've really got to look for, is how many people are pursuing passionately, they're
followers of Jesus; and those signs, those five signs will be there.
Now what does it mean then, to engage in mission? It means: just as Jesus entered
your world through someone; you consciously make a decision, you'll intentionally enter

the world of other people, who don't know Jesus; and find their story, find their journey,
and help them discover the One, and hear His call on their life for the first time, and then
encourage them to follow Him. We should not think that it's okay just to pray a sinner's
prayer, and that's that. That's not what Jesus came to do. That's only one part. It's like
getting your foot out of the womb, but the rest doesn't come out. You know there is a lot
more to go. We're called actually, to build people, who love Jesus, and follow Him.
So here's some simple things then, you could look and ask yourself these questions: am
I bringing Jesus into most parts of my life, some parts of my life, no parts of my life?
Have I reserved Jesus for Sundays? What room do I make for Jesus? Do I talk with
Him, engage Him in His word, in prayer? Do I bring Him intentionally into the issues in
my life? Number one, that's very, very important - do I bring Him.
The second thing is, am I listening to Him? What did He last say to me; and am I doing
it? Am I listening and building a trusting relationship, where I can trust Him with my
finances, trust Him with my marriage, trust Him with my pains and sorrows? Have I
made a decision, am I serving? Am I committed to change? What did I last change in?
Where was there an issue that I last stood up, and actually embraced change? How
engaged am I in reaching people? This coming year's going to be a great year. We're
going to push forward in this whole theme of becoming a follower of Jesus, becoming a
follower of the One who loved us. Amen?
Why don't we close our eyes right now. Father in heaven, I just thank You that You love
us, that You are with us; and I thank You that each person here has heard the call of
God. Lord, I pray for grace to follow you.
Just while our eyes are closed and heads are bowed, is there any person here has not
yet actually responded personally to Jesus Christ? God sent His Son in the world, to die
on the cross for your sins. If you're here, and haven't made a personal response to
Christ; to receive Him into your life, to commit your life into His hands, to journey
through your life with Him. God calls you to follow His Son, Jesus Christ. In Him is life.
Whoever follows Him, will have the light of life. They won't walk in darkness. If you've
never made that decision to follow Jesus Christ, I'd love you just to raise your hand
today, and say: today's my day, I want to make that decision, become a follower of
Jesus.
I wonder just while we've been listening, and just enjoying the meeting today, in the
midst of it, if you felt God speak to you about some aspect of following Jesus. It could
be just beginning to share your life with Him at a greater level, it could be the issue then
of listening to Him and reading His word, listening to His voice, responding to Him;
obeying something He's already told you to do. It could be an issue of an area of
change in your life, your marriage, your family, your finances; whatever it is, you just
need to make a decision, you're going to start to move there. Maybe it's the area of just
engagement in mission, or engagement in serving in some kind of way. What is your
serving like? Do people find you as a generous server, or do they find you as someone
who's always withdrawn, and holding back waiting for someone to serve them? Are you

engaging intensely in anyone's life, reaching out to people to enter their world, find out
where they are, and let them see: you don't have all the answers, but there is a God
who loves them, that could help them; and point them to Him.
When we follow a Pastor or leader, we point people to them, and their preaching, or
their ministry or whatever. When we follow a church, we point to the church, this is the
area where you get your help. When we follow Jesus we point people to Him. How
many are feeling God's spirit speaking to you, and challenging you today, about
following Jesus? I'd like you just to raise your hand, if there's some area that God spoke
to you, just raise your hand. God bless, God bless, God bless, many hands, many
hands.
Father, we just thank You today, that Your hand is on our life to change us. I pray that
change will become practical, tangible, and real; as we exit this year, and even into next
year, Lord there'll be an arising of people to follow You, in a whole new dimension. Lord,
we give you all the honour, because You model for us, what it means. You came from
heaven, You came into this earth, You love people, You walk with people, You engage
with people, You serve people. You've brought a revelation of the kingdom of heaven.
Now Lord, we commit our lives to do the same, in Jesus' Mighty name.
Summary Notes
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1. Introduction
· Mk.2:14 “And as He passed by He saw Levi the son of Alphyaeu7s sitting at the receipt of
custom and said to him :”Follow Me” … and he arose and followed him”
· Levi was a tax collector employed and used by the Roman oppressors.
· Tax collectors were despised, scorned and hated by Jews, considered traitors.
· Jesus chose Levi : summoned him to follow Him.
· John 15:16 “You did not choose me, I chose you” – He invited himself into our life
· Each of us is chosen by God – His call is to “Follow Jesus”.
· Our call is to attach to a person Jesus and to “Follow Him!” – a personal call.
2. Everyone is following something!
· Everyone follows someone or something – only question is who/what will we follow?
e.g.
(1) Celebrities – pop, movie, business – Fame is a mask that eats away face
(2) Fashion/values of the world (1 Cor. 7:3 fashion of this world)
(3) Popular leaders in the Christian World (1 Cor.3:3-5 Paul? Apollos?)
(4) Demonic Spirits (Eph.2:1-2)
(5) The Crowd (friends, face-book, social media, web, twitter) (Acts 28:4-6 … they changed
their minds)
· Jesus is the true leader – will you follow him?

3. What does it Mean to Follow Jesus?
(a) What it does Not Mean?
Following Jesus does not mean that:
i) You have all the answers
ii) Your life is suddenly all together
iii) Your life will go smoothly without challenges, setbacks, difficulties
iv) You will always see clearly what God is doing
v) You will always have money
It is a journey – constantly moving after the one you said Yes to!
It is not the goal, the reward, the destination – it is the journey itself being with Jesus
(b) What it Means to “Follow”
· Mt 4:19-20 “He said to them Follow Me and I will make you fishers of men, and they straight
away left their nets and followed him”.
· “Followed” = NT190= Akoloutheo : ‘az’ union; “Kelenthos” = road
= to be on the same road as a companion
= to enter another person’s world and join them on their journey
= to be caught up with what God is doing and participate
(c) How We Follow Jesus
(i) Share Your Life with Jesus
· Mk.3:14 “He appointed twelve that they might be “with Him”
· “Be With” = intentional sharing of our life allowing the Holy Spirit into every area.
· Not just “me and Jesus” but also connection to His Body the Church.
· Acts 9:4 We cannot separate Jesus from His people, His church.
(ii) Develop Relationship with Jesus
· Jn.15:27 “My sheep hear my voice. I know them and they follow me”
· Following Jesus is closely connected to serving Him and serving people.
· Following means trusting and obeying His words – doing what He says.
· Jn. 14:2 “He who has my commands and keeps them, it is he who loves me”
(iii)Commit to Personal Change/Spiritual Growth
· God desires each of us to become like Christ – to represent him Rom.8:29.
· Spiritual Growth is not accidental it is a journey of intentional change.
· Mt.16:24-27 “If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross and
follow me”
Literally: “If any person resolves or determines in his heart to journey with me he must
contradict his selfish nature and surrender to my leadership”.
· Jesus accomplished at the Cross all that is needed to save us. Our response is to apply it to our
lives.
(iv) Learn how to Serve

· Jn.12:26”If any man serves me let him follow me ….”
· Following Jesus is closely connected to serving Him and serving people.
· Mt.20:25-28 “Whoever desires to become great among you let him be your servant”
· Jesus rejected the leadership model of the world – position and privilege.
· Jesus modelled and taught serving : great followers are great servers.
· Kingdom Leadership = serving people and meeting needs.
(v) Share His Mission
· Mt.28:18-20 “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations … teaching them to observe all
things I have commanded you”
· This is an intentional effort to enter the lives of other people and journey with them to become
followers of Christ.
· John 21:20 – Follow Me!
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Open your Bible with me in gospel of
Mark 1. The last message I
preached was a message called
Follow Jesus, so we're going to pick
that up. I feel challenged on that
one, on Following Jesus. People are
following many things today, and I
want to challenge you to follow
Jesus. This is something we do
corporately, but it's also something
that is very individual, and so I want
you to think.
You can be following all kinds of
things. We saw last week a number
of the things we could be following. Let's just start with a key verse to trigger off with.
Then I want to share with you a message which I've called the Princess Syndrome, and
you'll see what it's about, and how it connects to following Jesus in a moment. I didn't
even know there was such a thing. In fact, it wasn't until after I'd thought about it, and
got some ideas together, and felt the Holy Spirit quicken some things, I thought: I
wonder if that is something? I should look it up - and then it turns out that it's well known
in psychologist circles: the Princess Syndrome. I'm not going to be talking about that.
I'm going to be talking about discipleship, following Jesus, and about one of the issues
that stops us, so let's have a look.
Mark 1:17-18, Jesus said to them: follow Me. Here it is. He hasn't changed, He still calls
us to follow Him, not follow an experience, to follow Him. It's a person, not follow a
doctrine - follow a person. Not follow celebrities - follow Jesus. We're called to follow
Him, and I feel the Holy Ghost pressing on me, the church needs to return to the very
foundations of what our faith is about. It is about following Jesus; and it says it was the
disciples, the followers of Christ, that were called Christians. Today we call lots of
people Christians, and it doesn't say anything, it doesn't really mean anything much at
all. You can call yourself what you like. What counts is that you follow Christ, and that is
not just a decision you make, it's a lifestyle. Jesus said: Follow Me, I will make you to
become fishers of men. If you follow Jesus, your life will become something it isn't now.
He will make you something you're not. He will change you, to become something He
wants you to become, and that is someone vitally interested in the salvation, and
welfare, of people. That's what He'll make you.
People who get caught into experiences, and forget the lost, forget the needs of people,
have gone astray from the faith. We're called to follow Jesus, and He will make us a
fisher of men. He will make us someone who engages people who don't know Him, and

gathers them up in different kinds of ways. It doesn't mean you'll be all evangelist. It
does mean engaging people where they are, and helping them progress in their
relationship with God, is what all believers are called to do. So to follow, just define it
again, what it means to follow Jesus; I'm still trying to get a handle on it, so every week
as I study, I'm looking for more insights on it. So the word comes from a word that
means union; it's two words coming together - union; and the second one is in a road;
so it means being united on a journey, or a road, with Jesus. So notice here to follow
Me, it means literally to be: on a road, with someone as your companion; that's what it
means. To follow Jesus, you are on a journey with Him through life, so following Jesus
is about the journey, not just about where you're going to get. It's actually about learning
how to have a day to day relationship, and walk with someone through life.
It's sharing the journey. He comes as a companion to you, to share your life with you.
You walk with Him in life, sharing your life with Him, and so it's a journey on the same
road. The word means literally to enter someone else's world and journey with them. So
if we're going to follow Jesus, we're going to enter into His perspectives on life. It's
thinking life differently to the way you've thought it. If you want to follow the world, it
follows a course; but when we follow Jesus, we begin to think about how He sees life,
what is His perspective on life? What is important? What isn't important? What is of
value, and what's not of value? So our values begin to change. We begin to shift how
we think about life. One of the challenges that the church faces is, the lifestyle of so
many believers is so similar to the world, and the anxieties and pressures and problems
they have are so identical, it's hard to find someone following Jesus. There's plenty of
people going to church; it's someone following Jesus that'll provide the answer.
We want to focus on what it means to follow Jesus, so it's a lifelong journey with Him,
being committed both to Him and to His cause. I don't think you can be a follower of
Jesus without loving His church. Church isn't perfect, it has many problems, probably so
many problems we could spend a day or two just describing them all, but nevertheless
His church is His church. It's His bride, it's the one He came for, and He will make His
church perfect. I don't think we can follow Jesus, and not be engaged with His people;
and also with the cause He has, in changing a community. Following Jesus means that.
I want to pick up one aspect of following Jesus, in a scripture you'll be very familiar with
shortly; and so here's the first thing that you have to realise, if you're going to follow
Jesus: It's not all about me. [Laughter] Tell someone: it's not all about me. Speak the
words: It's not all about me! And I know that just on that one revelation, some of you
could go home today very disappointed. [Laughter]
Life is not all about you; and the sooner you realise it, the happier you will become. Your
family, your children, need to learn this lesson - many lessons they need to learn, here's
one lesson they need to learn: it is not all about them. Wake up! You've got to fit into the
world somewhere, and you've got to learn how to live in it, and make sense with it, so
it's not all about me. Now I want you to have a look in Luke 15. I'm going to follow this
thought: it's all about me; and I'll describe what I call the Princess Syndrome in a
moment. So we read in Luke, Chapter 15 - now I'm going to come to the discipleship

verse in a moment, but I want to give you just something that'll make sense to you now,
when you see this. When I go to the passage that Jesus said what it means to follow
Him, you need this in the back of your mind, as we're going there.
Now you know the story. This is the story in Luke 15, and it's a revelation of who God is,
and what God is like, in three phases; Jesus is the shepherd. God reveals Himself as
the one who lights up our way, the Holy Spirit. He also reveals Himself as Father, and
this story about the Father - we call it the Prodigal Son - but it's actually about the
extravagance of God as a Father, and His love as a Father. Now we've ministered it to
you from the perspective of the Father's love. I don't want to approach it that way. I want
to look at it a different way. I want to have a look at the younger son's ruin, and why he
was ruined. I want to draw your attention to four words, and here's the first two of them.
The first two of them are found in Verse 12: And the younger one said to his father,
father, GIVE ME - give me my share of the property. Give me - and we find from that
point on, he goes progressively down into total ruin. Then there's a turning point comes
in his life - verse 17, he came to himself and said: how many of my father's hired
servants have bread enough to spare and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my
father, and I'll say: father, I have sinned against heaven and before you. I'm no longer
worthy to be called your son. Here it is - MAKE ME. Give me the path to ruin; Make me
the path to promotion. Now if you just took that away you'd have something. Give me, is
the path to ruin. Now you notice here in the story, give me; his mentality is this: It's all
about me. It's about what I want. He has a sense of entitlement. I was interested in
reading the American elections recently, they said there's a major concern in the way
the country is going. It is moving away from it's foundations of personal responsibility,
and moving towards a sense of entitlement - that the Government needs to come
through for me, and provide something for me. That is the road to ruin.
When you get a sense of entitlement, it's my right - to have a sense of entitlement
means: I believe that I am owed something, by someone. The Government owes me,
the church owes me, my parents owe me, someone owes me something. That kind of
sense of entitlement is identified by the two words 'give me.' Give me - spirit of
entitlement, a sense of entitlement. He had no interest in the welfare of his father. In fact
actually, a person who's got this 'give me' mentality sees people from the perspective of:
can I use you to get me somewhere? Give me. It's all about me. I want something from
you, that will help me get to where I want to get. There's an expectation of special
treatment. I'm special, you should break the rules for me. I should get this ahead of
time. I should get what I want, when I want. Notice he's also strongly promoting himself me, I want you to give to me. It's about me. I want to fulfil my own destiny, and I want to
be free of restraints; so his focus is on his personal rights. Dad, you're going to die, and
I'm going to get a share, but I'm not interested in waiting. I want it all, and I want it now!
Now, do those thoughts sound very familiar, in today's generation? It is a road to ruin.
It's a road to ruin, total road to ruin. Now I want to just talk a little bit about the Princess
Syndrome. The Princess Syndrome goes something like this: when children become the
focus of all the attention in the family, they become like little princesses. It's all about
me, and it's all about what I feel; and if I'm unhappy, you've got to make me feel happy.

If I want this, you've got to give me what I want. The loss of fathers in family, bringing
order and identity, has contributed to this. The breakdown of families has contributed
deeply to this; and so we have a generation arising, and actually they've all got a
princess syndrome - it's about me. I want to look good, I want to feel good, I want you to
meet my needs, so don't tell me anything that will upset me.
So we'll have to change our education system. We won't have a pass/fail! In my life, I
don't know about you, but all my way through life, there were many pass/fails. You got
the job; or you didn't get the job. That's a pass/fail isn't it? Why would you hide from
someone, that real life works that way; that you sometimes get things, sometimes don't?
That's actually life, and if you qualify, you get; if you don't qualify, you don't. This is
actually what you experience in life. Why would you hide from a generation these
realities, and give them kind of soft-grades? I'm all for education, and for improvements
in education, but what I'm seeing is a generation arising, that's actually got like a
princess syndrome. It's all about me, and what I feel, and what I want, and you coming
through for me. It's actually not the understanding that this is the road to ruin.
So there's a whole season in education, where there's this focus on the esteem of the
child. Fine, but actually our esteem is not found by cultivating and nurturing self. It's
actually found by identifying with Christ - totally, radically different. So when you pamper
people's esteem, what happens is, you don't help them. It becomes more, and more,
and more about me. Then, let me tell you, when you come into the kingdom with that
mentality, then you know what? God, it's still all about me; and so when I pray, I want
you to bless me and help me; do this for me, get me this, get me that; and that moment
something goes wrong, and I don't get what I want, now I'm having a hissy fit. I don't
need to go into all of those, but you can see that there's a generation emerging with a
great sense of entitlement, and what they need, is to be challenged over this. It's the
road to ruin. What you need is, a cause to live for bigger than yourself. You need a
person to connect to, and a cause to live for. You need to get outside yourself, and into
something bigger.
Every time you get into yourself, you decrease and become smaller and smaller. It's
when you get caught in something bigger than yourself, you grow in capacity, and start
to flourish. In fact actually, we're designed that way. We were never designed to be the
centre of the world. We're designed not to be the sun. We're designed actually, to have
Christ as the centre of our world, and from that perspective we establish who we are.
One of the things a child has to establish, in the family, very clearly has to be
established: who is in charge; and if mum and dad don't establish they're in charge, that
child gets the princess syndrome, it's all about me, and then there's this spoilt-brat kind
of deal, where they want everything, and they fuss and create tantrums, all kind of deal
when they don't get their way. They come into church, they do the same thing, and I've
seen many people fail in their walk with God, for this reason. They never got, that it's not
all about me. They just didn't get it, because our society cultivates that.
It keeps presenting that. All the advertising's directed that way: you will be happy if you
have this, you'll be happy if you have that. You just need this. Oh, you can get it right

now - three years and you don't have to pay a thing! It's interest free all that time; but
what they're not telling you, is actually you don't need it to make you happy, because
after you've got it, by the time you come to pay for it, you'll be unhappy. So it's not all
about me, so we need to realise that. Of course there's a whole thing here, you may
have heard about a guy by the name of Narcissus in Greek mythology. He loved himself
actually, that's the best way to describe it. He was in love with himself, and he wanted
everyone to admire him. He was very beautiful, wanted everyone to admire how
beautiful he was; and so everywhere he went he expected everyone to say: oh, you're
lovely, you're wonderful, you're beautiful, it's all about you. We've been watching that TV
series called Big Bang Theory, and for Sheldon it's all about him. The whole world is
about him, and his obsessions; and of course this is the extreme of it, it's all about him,
and it's disrupting and dysfunctional in all relationships. So Narcissus, it was totally
about him; and so all his relationships, what he wanted was people to give to him, but
he didn't want to give anything back; and so he destroyed all relationships, rejecting
everyone, until one day he sat by some water, and saw his own face. He thought that
looks amazing, that's a wonderful person, I like that person; and touched the water, and
the water moved, and the person was gone - a bit shocked because the person's gone.
Then he looked into the water again, and there it was, he saw himself. He became
captivated by himself, and in the end, he began to wither away, and just grow old and
die, even though everyone tried to help him. So when you use that term Narcissus, it's
someone who's totally preoccupied with themselves.
Unfortunately, many people are caught up with that. They're caught up with themselves;
and when you're caught up with yourself, let me tell you this. I have learnt this, in
moving in the spirit. The one thing, that will stop you flowing in the anointing, is being
preoccupied with yourself. That should teach something, shouldn't it; that the moment I
think about myself, the anointing stops flowing. I've proven that over and over and over,
and we teach and demonstrate how to move with the Holy Spirit. It always comes to this
point: if you think about yourself, the flow of the spirit shuts down, and you have no
movement of God, when you look in on yourself. There is no movement. There's no life
there. Now there's times to reflect, and to consider our needs, and so on, but here's the
thing. The result of being self-absorbed is, people do this: they end up with broken
relationships. So you've got a generation emerging that can't form committed
relationships, doesn't know what they are. They're preoccupied with getting something
out of a relationship; rather than growing, and becoming someone who can build into it.
There's a major problem in our society of this, and it's all around this thing: give me.
It requires a radical shift, and at the core of discipleship, and following Jesus, is a shift
from: 'give me', to 'make me.' He said: Follow Me, I will make you something. There's a
shift, that requires internal changes on a daily basis; so one of the things that happens
when people are occupied with themselves, is they end up rejecting everyone else,
because others have got no value to them. They end up absorbed in themselves, end
up with all kinds of problems, it creates division in the church, it creates division in the
workplace. You look in the workplace, at the cause of the problems, and most of the
time it's people; it's all about me, is the thing that's going on. This creates all sorts of
difficulties. You think about addictions. Why do people get so addicted into drugs?

Why? It's all about me, and their pain, and what they want to feel like; and they totally, in
the end, become so gripped with it, that they ignore all the hurt they're causing everyone
around them. So this is the path to ruin, a path to ruin. It's rooted in pride. Look where
he ends up! This should be a lesson for us.
It says in verse 15: he went, and joined himself to a citizen of that country, who sent him
in the fields to feed the pigs. He ended up down with the pigs. The path of give me, give
me, give me, is a slow steady path to ruin, in every aspect of your life. At some point,
you've got to say: God, help me to make a shift on the inside; and you'll see that the
core of discipleship, is a shift around that issue, of who's in charge. Have a look in
Matthew 16 verse 21: From that time, Jesus began to show His disciples, He must go to
Jerusalem, and suffer many things at the hands of the elders and priests and scribes,
and be killed, and be raised up the third day. What is Jesus doing? He's revealing His
life's purpose. He's revealing: this is what the Father has planned for Me. This is the
course I must run, because it's not about Me, it's about salvation of many. It's about the
world. It's about salvation coming. It's about My Father's plan, it's not about Me.
Therefore I will experience suffering, I will be put to death, but I will rise, and then we
will accomplish what God sent Me for.
But you see Peter interrupted Him. Look what Peter did. Peter took Him - so he put his
hand on Him, or even took Him aside, and he began to rebuke Him, saying: be it far
from You Lord, this shall not happen to You! Now I want you to see what he did. The
first thing is, he begins to rebuke Him. Now the interesting thing about the word rebuke
means, it means literally to place value on someone. So what he's doing is, he's
saying :listen, You are the one who's helping me be the centre of attention. We're
having revivals. There's a coming kingdom, and we're going to rule in that kingdom, and
if You go mess it up by dying on the cross, what will happen to me? Listen, listen to me,
he said. He began to rebuke Him. If you really care about people, you will talk about
things in their life; so he began to rebuke Him, and this is what he said: Be it far from
me; or literally, it says: pity Yourself. What he's really saying is: now I heard what you
say about suffering, and crosses and stuff. I didn't hear resurrection at all - but what I do
sense is this. You need to look out for Yourself, pity Yourself, have mercy on Yourself,
look after Yourself.
Now that's an amazing statement to make, because I hear that all the time, you need to
look after yourself. Actually it's true, you must be responsible for yourself. There's a
difference between being responsible for yourself and your needs, which are valid
needs, and then being preoccupied with yourself. That's quite a different thing. Here is a
direct statement from Jesus of His purpose, His life's purpose; and someone's saying:
there's hardship in that, don't take that route. Well I feel God's calling me to do this. Oh,
that sounds pretty tough, don't take that route. I feel God's calling me to get up, and do
this. Oh, well don't take that route, it'll be difficult for you. Now I tell you what, there'll be
a Peter in every person's life, to say: don't take that route, look out for yourself. What
will happen to you financially? What will happen to you if you do that? If you gave your
life to serve the Lord, what would happen to you? Oh, I don't think that's a good move.
You know, Jesus said: sometimes the enemies of the call of God, are within your own

household; trying to keep your family members happy, who don't carry the same spirit of
faith towards the things of God that you do. He said: that's why, in discipleship, there
would come choices you'd have to make, as to the priority you place on the call of God,
or the work of God, in your life. It's quite a challenge, and no one escapes it. How many
can identify a time, when you felt committed to do something that was going to be costly
for you, and there was some resistance, and people tried to talk you out of it? How
many have had that happen to you? See, it's almost everyone here. Interesting isn't it
aye?
So here's the next thing that Jesus did. Now what Jesus did is quite interesting. This is
what He did. He turned and said to Peter: get behind Me Satan, you're an offence to
Me. You're not mindful of the things of God, but of the things of men. Now in that is a
tremendous amount of insight. I want you to have a look at the first thing He said - He
actually confronts the mentality. He confronts it strongly, and says: behind Me Satan.
Now here's the interesting thing. He ascribes to Satan, the mentality: look after yourself,
give me. Of course Satan was the great give me, give me, give me person. That's
where it all stems from; and so when He heard that thought come through, look out for
yourself instead of - put yourself before God's purpose for Your life, He immediately
ascribed it to the devil, and rightly so. The devil will obstruct every attempt you make to
fulfil the course of God, by saying: look out for yourself, it'll cost you too much.
The second thing He said: you are an offence to Me. That word means, you are putting
in my path, something that will stumble and hinder me going forward in this purpose of
God. When people tell you: hey, look out for yourself, take pity on yourself, have
compassion for yourself, and it's all about you, it stumbles you fulfilling God's purpose in
your life. It's not all about you. It's about the Lord and what He wants. Isn't the deal one
of covenant? My wife married me, it was a covenant. She agreed to follow me,
wherever I went. I was a Catholic boy when she married me. She didn't know I'd go all
over the world casting demons, and doing weird things all over, in different countries.
No one told her that. I was a teacher, and earning quite good money; and she didn't
know, when she said she'd follow me, that that would involve hardship and difficulty,
which she would have to embrace her part in it. This is the thing you see, is that you
don't know. When you give your life to Jesus, the deal is one of covenant, not casual: if I
agree with you, I'll go there; if I don't agree with you, I don't. If I like it, I'll say yes; if I
don't like it, I'll say no. That's not the deal we're in! We're in a deal of covenant, where
He makes everything available to me. I make all I have available to Him as well. That's
the deal. It's covenant! It's actually a commitment to engage in a journey together
through life. This is why today's generation needs this message, because they don't
understand what it means to journey through life, and stick through thick and thin, when
it's tough. They need to actually get a message life is about covenant relationships, not
casual. It's about: make me to serve; not: give me what I can.
So the third thing that Jesus said to him: you are stumbling me. In other words, this kind
of thinking is an obstacle. You know, there's humanity to it as well. He wrestled with this
thing, of going to the cross; and when He prayed in the Garden, and sweated blood and
tears, His whole humanity didn't want to die. He sweated over that one. That's why He

said: you coming along, and telling Me I shouldn't do it, that's a real stumbling stone for
Me. I need you to say: yes, go for the will of God! Not every reason why I shouldn't.
And the last thing He said, so He identified the source of the statement: look out for
yourself, and give me, as being the devil. The impact is an offence, or a stumbling
block; and He said: the root of it, is in the way you think, because you have more
concern, and your affections are set on, what people think, rather than what God thinks.
So He identifies that the core, or the spirit behind it, is the devil. He identified that it
stumbles you, in your walk with God, when you get exposed to it; and He said: it all has
to do with what's of the highest value in your thinking, in your life. Are the things of God
important to you, or are the things men more important? He's not saying you shouldn't
be concerned with the issues of life. He's saying: it's about priorities; and so there'll
always come a point, where what you feel you'd like to do, what you would want to do,
what would be nice to do, comes in conflict with what God wants you to do; and that's
when you meet the next part, which is what Jesus says. He used it as an opportunity to
instruct, about what it means to be His disciple, and here it is.
He said: if anyone desires to come after Me - that's anyone - who desires to come after
Jesus? Well we all do, we all sort of, it's not a trick question. The word desire there
means literally: has any one here purposed to follow Jesus, anyone purposed to be His
follower, to walk in the same path with Him. He says: this is what it's going to take, to
stay on the same path; here's what it'll take, these three things: Let him deny himself;
take up his cross; follow Me. You can't get that clearer. I haven't preached on that verse
for a long time, and people don't like that verse, because you know what it's got in it?
Two very uncomfortable things - number one: deny yourself; and we don't like to have
that one in there; and number two: take up your cross. We don't want crosses, we want
power and glory! [Laughter]. But before the glory, there's the cross; and if it took Jesus
to go through the crossm into the glory, there will be points in our life in following Him,
where the will of God, and our will, will cross; and that's when you have to make the
choices. It's in those costly choices, that you find the favour of God. That's where
resurrection comes.
So number one, deny self. Any man come after Me, he must deny himself. So what it's
saying is this: you've actually got to recognise, that the self-centred, what's-in-this-forme, give-me mentality must be rejected. You actually have to make decisions to reject,
and these are daily decisions. Now it's not about proper care for needs, proper
managing your finances, proper looking out for emotional and physical needs, or
keeping yourself fit, or anything like that. It's actually the whole issue of a self-centred
way of thinking and acting. What's in this for me, is no longer my viewpoint. Now if you
think about this, if everywhere I went, I changed; and no longer was it: what's in this for
me; but: what can I give; you would be on the path to kingdom thinking. You do the
counselling in the marriage - how many of them come in: what am I going to get out of
this, you know? What can you give me? I want sex, I want this, I want that; and you've
got to re-orient their whole thinking - actually what do you bring into this thing? You're
bringing in very little. You're not ready for marriage yet. Isn't that how it works?

In other words, people come into the relationship thinking: what can I get out of this
marriage, and they end up destroying it. But if they came in saying: what can I bring into
this marriage, what can I give in to this marriage - that would start to build it. That's true
of every arena in life. If you approach it from not: what's in this for me, but: what can I do
to serve? How can I give in to this? Then you'll radically change your view of life: what
can I give? How can I serve? How can I help? What can I do? You see it's a way of
thinking, that just says: no, to: what do I get out of this? What do I get out of this
anyway? The whole path - number one, deny self. Now every one of you has to face
that, it's your own journey, where you have to deny self. I can't do that for you
unfortunately. You could pray a prayer, but that won't do any good. Could have an altar
call - that won't do any good either, because at the end, you still have to say: NO! No!
No to me; yes to others. That's what it'll boil down to.
And take up the cross. Now here's the interesting thing, what does it mean take up the
cross? Well you don't have to take up Jesus' cross, He's already done the dying on the
cross for sin. You don't have to go to the cross for sins, or anything like that, but what
does it mean to take up the cross? Very simply, it means doing what God requires of
you, regardless of what people say or think, or what you feel. Better run that one by you
again. Take up your cross - the cross was the instrument of death, so when you took up
your cross you were on your way to death, on your way to the gallows. Now here's the
thing. The gallows was a horribly painful unpleasant thing; and not only that, people
looked at you, stared at you and ridiculed you, so that kind of gives you the picture, why
He used the word cross.
So what He's really saying is: you need to make decisions; and it's take up your cross
daily Paul adds, one of the gospel writers adds. It's a daily decision, that I'll do what God
is calling me to do; I'll follow what He's calling me to do, regardless of what people say,
or think, or how I feel, or if it inconveniences me - I will still do it. I'll do what God wants
me - so you notice the perspective is thinking: what God is wanting for me. It's a heaven
perspective, it's a thinking about how I work in this situation, what is the spirit of God
saying for me to do. What is the word of God saying for me to do? It takes away a lot of
guess work, just: God, what do you want in this situation? Lord, I'm really happy to do
that, and follow Me, follow Me means that I walk in the same spirit that Jesus did, and I
follow the same leadings He did. He was led by the Holy Spirit. I need to follow Him, so
that means I keep my eyes on Him, not on what people are doing.
Interesting Peter said: hey, what about this disciple over here? John, what about him?
What's going to happen to him? And he's all het up about what's going - he knows he's
going to die - so he goes: what about this guy here, you know? Jesus said: if he lives
forever, what's that to you? You follow Me. In other words, mind your business about
what God's doing in someone else's life. You just follow Me. Mind your business. Don't
worry about what God's doing with someone else - you just make sure you're following.
Don't worry about what this one's doing this, this one's doing that. No, no, no, no, mind
your business, stick with what God called you to do. Even Paul wrote, and said: study to
mind your own business, it's a good - tell someone, mind your own business. Good idea
isn't it? There's even an accounting program, isn't there Bruce, on that one: Mind Your

Own Business? [Laughs] So if you're going to follow the Lord, what it'll require, is you
adopt a lifestyle of saying: I'm here to give what I can, even if it's little I'll give what I can.
Two, it'll mean at times, it's not comfortable for me, it's painful for me, or difficult for me,
if people don't agree; but I've got my eyes fixed on Jesus. That's all it is. Just for a
simple example, I'll give you two simple examples, that just show you how simple this
thing works out; just keeping in mind: deny self, take up your cross, follow Jesus, okay?
Here's the first issue. Someone upsets you. That's pretty common isn't it? [Laughter]
They upset you because of your pride. You become offended and hurt; so deny self. I
need to deal with the pride, and the offence, and the hurt, and I need to bring resolution
to it. Stop focussing on me, what about me, give me, you owe me an apology, give me,
give me. I need to actually realise, something's happened, it's set me back. It's not what
I expected, or what I hoped for, it's knocked me around a bit; but here's what I'm going
to do. I'm going to actually deal with this thing, very quickly. Instead of demanding my
rights, I'll surrender my rights; and think: yes, they have offended me. What can I put
into this to improve the situation? Most people want to go there: well I'm going to see
them, I'm going to get there, and their nose is flaring, and their eyes are out there
bulging, and their highly set up - I'm going to tell them what's what! Good on you mate,
you know? They're not walking after Jesus, that's for sure; and you'll end up with the
pigs, like everyone else does, who follows that path. It doesn't go anywhere. It ends up
in destruction. What you need to decide is: yes, actually what's happened is not good.
However what can I give in to this, that could improve or change the situation? You
understand, just the change in thinking?
Number two, take up the cross. Well what would it mean to take up the cross? Well I
need to forgive, because on the cross Jesus forgave. But I don't want to forgive, I want
to shake my fist! Oh, so take up your cross, and forgive. Then follow Jesus. What did
Jesus do? Jesus showed grace and mercy to people. Remember what they said, when
He came past one town, and the disciples said: these guys have rejected us. We should
call down fire! Give me the word Jesus, and we'll call fire down, and burn them all up!
Oh, they were really full of 'Holy Ghost' fire, you know and this 'righteous' indignation. I
notice when people get angry, they always say it's righteous anger. I doubt it, I haven't
seen much of that really. [Laughter] Righteous anger's usually addressed to the poor,
and fixing the grievances of the afflicted, not towards being angry about your own
injustices. Anyway, that's an aside. So I've lost the track now [Laughter]
So what do you need to do? You see most people just flare up. Well it's a very, very
simple thing. Instead of saying: I'm hurt, and it's all about me; why don't you just say:
what could I do to help this situation? How could I build a bridge of peace into this
relationship, and be a peace-maker; and what will it cost me to do it? I need to forgive. I
need to go and ask what's my part in it, and say: I'm sorry. [Wails] But it's all about me,
and they did this. I should be getting someone saying sorry to me! But they're not saying
sorry to me. It's actually about letting it go. You may have only contributed ten percent.
Just go and put your ten percent right. What about them? Don't worry about them, it's
not about them. It's about you, doing your part, to make this a different situation; and in
doing that, you follow Jesus; because when you follow Jesus, you'll have the peace of

God in your heart. That's how you know you're following Him, your heart is at peace.
Why? Because the spirit of God, the kingdom of heaven is righteousness, peace. As
soon as the peace lifts, you're out of place. You've got to make a decision; deny self,
take up the cross, do what Jesus would have done, okay?
Second example, quite easy, I've learned this, is when it comes to moving in the spirit,
very, very simple. The moment you stop, and think about yourself, the movement of the
spirit stops, just like that; and that should be a lesson, that if you want to flow with the
Holy Spirit, stop thinking about yourself. I found one of the things that's helped me
mostly, in ministering to people, is very simply this: begin to think how much God loves
them, and agree with that. Begin to think about the person being of great value, and that
God wants to help them, and I could just be a channel for that. As I orient my thinking
that way, the spirit moves. It's not really hard is it, it's quite sort of simple stuff. Okay,
follow Me.
So let's finish it up. We'll go back to that one in Luke 15, finish back up there again. The
young man had a revelation; and when you're right down in the pigs, and your life's a
mess, and everything's fallen apart, you're having a disaster, maybe 'give me' was the
part that got you there. Maybe it's a financial ruin, and when you think about it was: give
me, give me, give me; and you went to the store, and you got thi,s and got that and got
something else. Then there you are, down there in ruin, and they're coming to the door
to take away your stuff, and you're embarrassed and humiliated. You're right down
there, and then he came to himself. Isn't that a good thing? What does that mean? It
means he was actually out of his mind. We've got lots of crazy people - they're out of
their mind. You know when you start to think according to the ways of God, you come to
your senses, you come to your senses. Usually you come to your senses when you
repent and acknowledge the truth, then your mind clears, the demons go, and you think:
that was stupid of me. Anyone had that one before? That was stupid. Why did I do that?
What came over me? [Laughs] What came over me? So he came to his senses. I'll give
you the key thing. The first thing he did - and this is what we need to do - need to just
recognise the condition. He said this: I'm perishing with hunger, my life is a mess. I need
to recognise, the reason it's a mess, is because the way I'm looking at life is: give me,
give me, give me. That's why I'm in this mess. It doesn't matter whether you're a
Christian or not, I've seen plenty of Christians get into a mess, because they still had
that same thinking. This is one in the house of God really, this young man here.
The second one here is, it needs to be heartfelt repentance. He said: I know I'll go to my
father; and I'll say: I've sinned against heaven and before you. There has to be an
admission of wrong, that actually my attitude has been wrong, and that I've hurt people
with it. That's the hard one, and you notice he was willing to go and say: I've sinned
before God. What I did is actually sin, that's the root of it; self-centred thinking, give-me,
is sin. Oh? See we think of sin as: well I got drunk, or did this, or did that. We don't
think, that actually that whole self-centred orientation of life, is actually out of order, and
therefore sin.

He said: I'll say I've sinned against heaven, and I've sinned against you, so here's the
thing. Number one, I need to recognise that my 'give me' approach to life and
relationships, whether it's work, marriage, children, family, ministry, whatever it is,
actually is a path to ruin. I need to come and start to reflect and say: God, show me not
only where I'm at, but show me how I've hurt people through this. Then he went to the
father, and he was willing to apologise and say: I am sorry, what I did was wrong. I have
really damaged our relationship. I'm not even worthy to be called your son. Notice
there's no claims, no entitlement, it's all gone. He said: make me to be a servant in the
house. What a change!
So number one, we need to recognise just the condition we're in, and that mentality and
way of thinking. Two, deeply repent, because it has affected those around us. It has
affected people in your sphere of influence. Where appropriate, put it right by
apologising. Then thirdly, we need to actually take up the cross. There's actually a
decision, that I'm going to do things differently, I'll do things differently. You notice what
the young man did. He come back, and he said: I'm going to be a servant; so make a
commitment you'll serve in situations. The moment you set yourself to serve, a decision
to serve others, and make your value in life: I will honour people, I will serve people;
because this is who I am. When you make that decision, everything in your life starts to
shift; because every situation you go into, it's not: what can I get out, give-me, and
getting angry and upset and offended. It's now, what can I put in that will make it better?
What can I contribute that would shift this? How can I be a blessing, how can I build?
Now I may not be able to fix everything, but I can do my part to make this office, this
house, this neighbourhood, my marriage, my family a better place; and in doing so,
you're following Jesus, because He said: if you want to be great in the kingdom, serve.
Serve, serve, serve, serve, serve, serve, serve, serve, serve, serve.
You never graduate from it. It doesn't matter what position you hold, title or rank, they
don't mean anything. It's all about serving, and if you haven't got the serving thing fixed
up, then the title's a mess. It just means you use everyone, and you'll hurt them; but if
you've actually got serving right, you can have a position or no position; it doesn't mean
a thing, because when you have no position, you're serving; when you have a position,
you're serving. It's just how you serve different, and this is what's going on right through
the world right now, the corporate structures are starting to collapse, because they are
based on: give me, and entitlement; and not on serve me. Now they're starting to
collapse, and the world's saying: we need to look to another way of doing life. Churches
which picked up that model for years, and ran with it, and where are they going to look
now? Need to come back to what Jesus said, and Jesus was able to - now get this,
you'll love this. We'll finish with this. It's His last meal. Now if you're about to have your
last meal, you want it to be a special meal, a happy meal; let it be a happy meal with
everything added on. What you would probably want is everyone to be nice to you,
because you're about to do this very big thing you know. I'm going to go to the cross, it's
going to hurt! [Laughter] What He did instead was, He washed the feet. See, that is the
spirit of the kingdom. That is the spirit. Now if you follow Christ, that's the spirit you walk
in, a spirit of serving.

Why don't we just close our eyes right now, shall we? Father, God, we just thank You
for the great privilege, of being called to walk in Your kingdom, and to have Jesus as
such a model. We thank You Lord, that even now as we open our hearts, You will come
forth, and You will serve us. You will minister to us, You will help us. Lord, wherever our
feet are dirty, because of the way we've walked our life; we may be down in the pigsty
because of the decisions we've made; but You will come, and wrap Your arms around
us, and help us to get up out of it.
Just while our eyes are closed and heads are bowed, is there anyone here today, that's
not yet become a follower of Jesus, haven't given your life to Jesus? Be a great day to
do that, wouldn't it? To be in the atmosphere of God, the presence of God. Why don't
you make that decision today: I'm going to actually open my heart to Jesus Christ. I'm
going to take the first step, by inviting Christ into my life, and trusting Him to deal with
the issues of my sins and failures of the past. That's the first step. Then it's a journey
after that, walking with Him. Is anyone at that place to receive Jesus? Would you raise
your hand, just let me know, any person here? You're not a Christian by coming to
church. You're a Christian by a decision, the work of God; and so the work of God in
your heart comes when you believe and trust Christ. Is there anyone here just right at
that place of decision right now?
Just before we finish now - we're going to finish just exalting Him and lifting Him up - I
wonder is there anyone here, and God really challenged you; you realise actually, this
thing of give-me, give-me has been more in my life than I realised, and I really need to
address it. God has been speaking to me about this issue of denying self in some area;
of actually reorienting, to become what can I give, and how can I serve; rather than what
can I get, and what can I receive. If you heard God speaking about that, or maybe about
the issue of the cross, where actually you've quit on many things, because people were
upset, or someone didn't like it, or it cost you something; it hurt, it was difficult on the
way, and there were unexpected setbacks and difficulties; and Jesus is saying: come
on, pick up your cross, you need to follow Me again, come on, start walking with Me. If
you know you had God speak to you today about that, just make a response today.
See, we love all these words about 'destiny' and 'future' and 'purpose of God', but you
know the pathway there, is the pathway of following Jesus; and it involves denying self,
taking up your cross, following Him. That is the path of a disciple. It's the path of every
disciple, there are no exceptions.
I thought it'd be different for me, you know, I'm sort of special. My mum told me I was
special. All the time, when the kids bullied me, they told me I was special. Yes, you're
special; but stop being a pretty princess, and make a decision to man up and follow
Christ. If that's you today, and you know God was speaking to you in some area, why
don't you raise your hand right now, God challenged you - God bless, God bless, many
hands coming up. Father, I just thank You. Why don't we just, as we stand together,
what we'll do is, we'll just worship with that song we sing right at the very end of the
service. We'll just exalt Him, and you build an altar in your heart. If God spoke to you:
you need to go and put a marriage thing right, a family thing right, a relationship right, a
work situation right; work out how to do it, how to own it, how to go there with a serving

heart, how to actually make the apology a good apology. Then believe that now you're
going to come and serve. You know the path to my promotion in the workplace came
one day, when I went to my boss and apologised to him, because I had neglected
something in my work that was very important to him. I could see the astonishment in
his face, but within eighteen months he'd promoted me. Hmm, principles of God work.
Come on, let's just stand and worship Him shall we, let's just stand up, flow into that
song.
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1. Introduction
· Mk.1:17-18 “Then Jesus said to them “Follow Me, and I will make you become fishers of
men”. They immediately left their nets and followed him”
· Each of us is called by God to attach to Jesus and to Follow Him.
· “Follow” = NT190= akoloutheo az = “union”; Keleuthos = “road”.
= To be on the same road as a companion.
= To enter another person’s world and to join them on their journey.
= A lifelong journey with Jesus constantly learning and being committed to His Cause.
· Jn.10:27 “My sheep hear my voice, I know them and they follow me”.
2. “It’s Not all About Me”
(a) “Give Me” – The Entitlement Mentality
· Lk.15:11-12 “The younger son said to his father: “Father give me, my share of the estate”
(NIV)
· Story is about the father’s generosity – also contains keys to why people self-destruct.
· “Give Me” = mentality = It’s all about me!
· Son was self-centred = sense of entitlement
= no interest in the welfare of his father
= expectation of special treatment
= Strongly promoted himself – self focused
= Used others to advance himself, exploited relationships
= Focus on personal rights rather than responsibilities
(b) “The Princess Syndrome”
· When children become the central focus of family they can grow up self centred.
· “Princess” = the centre of attention. Whatever princess wants she gets.
· A generation is emerging with a great sense of “entitlement” rather than responsibility.
· Education system has greatly contributed to “Princess” mentality.
· e.g. Narcissus - Greek myth very attractive young man renowned for his beauty.
- He wanted others to give to him but he gave to no-one.
- He formed many relationships, drew from them then rejected them.
- Eventually he became captivated by his own image in a pool of water.
- He refused all attempts to help him – withered away and lost all his beauty.
· Fruit of this self-absorption is:

- Broken relationships - Division - abuse in relationship
- Rejection - Mental illness - addictions/crime
· The Root is Pride Proverbs 16:18 = Pride goes before destruction.
· Lk.15:15 “He joined himself to a citizen of that country and he sent him into the fields to feed
the swine”
· The path to ruin – financially, relationally, emotionally and spiritually “Give Me”.
3. Jesus Teaching on Discipleship
Mt.16:21-25 “If anyone desires to come after me, let him deny himself, take up his cross and
follow me”.
(vs21) Jesus reveals his commitment to serve the Father – his commitment to the will of God. He
reveals his path involves suffering, death, resurrection.
(a) Peter’s response “Save Yourself”
· (v22) Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him saying be it far from you. Lord this shall
not happen to you.
· “Rebuke” =NT2008= epitimeo = to fix a value upon, raise the price of, admonish or forbid.
· “For be it” = pity yourself; show mercy and kindness and look after yourself.
(b) Jesus Rebuke of Peter
· (V23) “He turned and said to Peter: Get behind me Satan. You are an offense to me for you are
not mindful of the things of God but the things of men”.
· He identified the source of this statement = “Satan” - one opposed to the purpose of God’s
Spirit.
· He identified the impact of this statement = “Offence” – something hindering your course.
· He identified the root of this statement = “Mindful” – to set the affection on short term personal
gain.
(c) Jesus Instruction to Disciples
· (v24) If any man will come after me – will =NT2309= to be resolved, determine, purpose.
(i) “Deny Self”
= turn away totally from self-centred way of thinking and acting.
= “What’s in this for me?” is no longer the viewpoint or attitude.
= total opposed to a self-centred agenda.
(ii) “Take up His Cross”
= Doing what Jesus requires of us regardless of what people think or say or do, or what may
personally experience e.g. pain, inconvenience, pressure, difficulties, hardships.
= this is a daily decision (Lk9:23) – it is personal.
(iii) “Follow Me”
= look to Jesus constantly for direction, strength, encouragement.
= stay attached to Christ and His cause.
· The outcome of this kind of life is blessed and rewarded, now and eternally.
· E.g. Forgiveness = deny self, take up cross, follow Jesus example.
4. It’s All About Serving
· Lk.15:17-19 “He came to himself … “Make me to serve”

· The change in heart – from Give Me = Make Me to Serve = Great favour and blessing.
(i) Recognise Your Condition (v17) – “I perish with hunger”
(ii) Heartfelt Repentance (v18) = “I will go – I have sinned”
· Admission of his wrong and willingness to turn away.\Admission of how he had hurt others by
this self-centred attitude.
· Turn away and put it right with those we have wronged – apologise
(iii) Decision to Love and Serve others (v19) “Make me like one of your Servants”
· We cannot experience resurrection until we identify with Christ’s death.
· Sins of selfishness, self-idolatry must come to the Cross.
· When we die to selfishness we are free to love and serve others.
· Dead people don’t react, get offended or hurt, or walk in pride.
· There may be roots in the heart to address.
(iv) Follow Jesus “Son of Man came to serve and give His life”
· Walk in the opposite to pride – humility.
· Matt.20:26-28 “Whoever desires to become great, let him be your servant”
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I want to share with you something that would be extremely
helpful for you, and I'm going to ask you to do something at
the end of this too, which will be even better still, so I'll tell
you in a moment what I'm going to ask you to do. Let's pick
up where we're on. We're talking about following Jesus, and
the Bible doesn't talk about coming to meetings, it talks
about following Jesus. Coming to meetings and gatherings,
it talks about not forsaking gathering together, or being
gathered together; but the primary focus of Jesus' ministry
was that we would engage Him and follow Him, so we'll pick
up our key verse we were looking at which was found in
Mark 1, and Jesus spoke to some of the disciples.
This is what He said to them here, He said to Simon and
Andrew, his brother, who were casting a net into the sea for
they were fishermen, and Jesus said to them: follow Me, I
will make you become fishers of men; and immediately they
left their nets and followed Him. Every one of us is called to
be connected to Jesus and to follow Him. We talked about
many, many things that people follow today, and you could be following the trends,
following the fashion, following the world. You could be following the Middle East, you
could be following lots of things; but ultimately many of these things lead to all kinds of
pressures that we don't need. We are called to follow Jesus Christ, and we want to talk
about what that would look like, following Jesus. I mean in those days there, there He
was, He said: follow Me; and you just came up and followed Him; but there was always
a price for it, so last week we shared on, in following Jesus, you will be caught up into
what He's caught up in. There is no way you can follow Jesus Christ without being
changed, and starting to shift in your values; what's important, what isn't important.
When you begin to follow Jesus Christ, your whole value system begins to shift. It shifts
because He will lead you somewhere you've never even thought of going; and the Bible
says in this verse here, it says: I will make you fishers of men; so there's one thing
absolutely certain, that when we follow Jesus Christ, He will teach us how to be a lover
of God, but a lover of people. You can measure how spiritual you are, not by how many
visions and dreams you have, but whether you actually overflow and love people, and
connect with them and help them.
People are the measuring stick of how you're doing with God. It's very easy to be drawn
into all range of spiritual experiences, and these are wonderful; but if it doesn't convert
to being connected to people, and working with people and helping people, there is
something majorly lacking. So that's where we start, that's where we got to, and we
shared a little bit about how we seem to have a generation which is fairly precious. Last
week we talked about the Princess Syndrome, and how many people are just wanting to

look after themselves, fuss over themselves; and in doing that, Jesus said: you can't be
My disciple, unless you deny self, take up your cross, follow Me. In other words, He's
saying very simply this: I'm called to something much bigger than looking after myself.
He said: I am called to change the world, and changing the world will involve Me
suffering, dying, going to the cross. Peter's response was: don't even think of doing that;
and Jesus said: listen, if you don't actually deal with this issue of self-interest, and
embrace the difficulties and hardships accompanied with My mission, you can't be a
follower of Me.
Then He went on to say an interesting thing - I don't want to develop it today, I want to
look at something else. He said: if you save your life, in other words, if you look after
yourself, you'll lose it. He said: if you try and preserve your selfish interest, you'll end up
immersed in problems beyond what you can imagine; but He said: if you will lose your
life for My sake, you'll find it. What He's saying is something like this: If you engage with
Jesus, with Him and His work, you will discover the true identity, and call of God, on
your life. If you focus on using God just to get your needs and whatever met, He said
you'll end up inward-looking, and non productive. You'll actually lose your life.
So I don't want to go into that. I want you to look with me in John 10:27. We're still
looking on the theme of following Jesus, and this is going to be quite practical for you,
very practical. Verse 27: My sheep hear My voice, I know them, and they follow Me.
Here it is: My sheep hear My voice. They follow Me. Now what could be simpler than
that? So here it is, right in a nutshell, what we're talking about today. We're talking about
hearing the voice of God. Jesus said: if you belong to Him - here's the first thing - you
hear His voice; and two, you respond to what He's saying. So at the end of the meeting
today, I'm going to ask you this question: What impression, or what impressed you
about today's message? In other words - or in today's service - what impressions did
you have, that impacted you? In other words, I'm going to ask you to start to reflect,
what you actually received today; then the second question is: what will you do with
that? What steps will you take, or what choices will you make, because the Bible's very
clear. If we come into gatherings, and we spend a lot of time listening to messages, and
never respond, we end up in a religious, deceived state. The Bible is always very
practical, God calls us to act; to listen, and then to respond, so I want to just pick up this
thought here today about hearing the voice of God. So tell someone: actually, you need
to hear the voice of God.
How can you follow someone, if you don't know where they're going? That's pretty
simple isn't it? How can you follow someone, if you don't know where they're going?
How can you know where they're going, unless they tell you where they're going? So if
you're going to follow Jesus, you need to know where He's going. You've got to be able
to listen to Him, so essentially to belong to Christ means very simply this: that we have
a capacity to hear Him. Every person here can hear the voice of God. Listen, even if
you are not saved, you can hear the voice of God. Adam, after he fell, heard the voice
of God. Every person can hear the voice of God; and if you become a believer, then
hearing the voice of God becomes absolutely vital, totally vital to your life! So here's the
thing: communication is foundational to every relationship, communication. You cannot

build a relationship without communication; and it needs to be two-way, absolutely twoway! ...and your wife's nodding furiously. Now that means you have to listen. [Laughs]
Okay, so communication, one of the biggest skills in communication, is the ability to
listen; to actually listen, and hear what the person is saying; not jump to conclusions
what they might be saying, but actually hear what they're saying; and then make a
response. If you don't hear what someone else has got to say, and actually hear it
properly, and make a response, that relationship's going to be in deep trouble. That's
true of every area of life. How many know that's true of life? Now I want to just picture
this up a little bit. Now can you imagine a young couple going out together, usually what
you notice is that they talk a lot. Isn't that right? Then you see the same couple years
later, and he's got the paper, and he's got his nose in the paper, and she's sort of
looking, where to look, and there's no talk going on; so notice that relationships start
with a lot of talk, and then when you see them and there's not much talk, you could say
that relationship's pretty well in bad shape. Would that be right?
So what are the conditions there? What does it look like, when a relationship is in bad
shape? Actually there's no passion, there's no fire, there's no excitement, there's no joy.
It's actually ho-hum. Is that right, ho-hum? No ho-ho, it's ho-hum. So when relationships
have deteriorated, the ho-ho has gone, and there's just ho-hum [Laughter] isn't that
right? Okay then. Now what would that look like for a Christian then, who started their
relationship with a lot of ho-ho, and now it's ho-hum? The core behind that, is they've
stopped hearing and responding to Jesus; and they've substituted personal connection
with Jesus, hearing what He has to say, with religious duties, or religious habits. Now I
believe it's great to have habits. We need to have habits, but they are not a substitute
for living connection with Jesus. Now that really creates a bit of a problem, because if
we individually stop hearing Jesus and responding to Him, we are now living our life out
of habit and routines, and it lacks passion, life, vitality, spontaneity - it becomes ho-hum
and routine.
The problem is, most people don't know when they stopped hearing and responding.
They just drift that way. It's true of marriages. It's true in families. It's true of all
relationships, that if they're not nurtured and built in the communications area, they will
diminish until there's nothing left. Now understanding that means we need to place a
high priority on personally, and corporately, hearing the voice of God. Of all the skills
you could learn in your spiritual journey, if I could just nail it down to one, it would be
this: learn how to hear His voice; and then choose to consistently say: yes, and respond
by doing something. Would that be true? That sums it all up aye? You don't need much
more than that, but I'll give you a bit more [laughs], because it raises a lot of problems
and a lot of questions, so here's a couple of questions I could ask you straight away to
just get you thinking.
Here's the first one. What's the last thing that Jesus said to you? How long ago was it?
What have you been doing about it? If that's a bit of a guilty response after that, and it's
a long time since you last heard Jesus speak personally to you, your relationship is in
trouble - not with Him, He's fine. You're the one who's in trouble, because you've

replaced a living, vibrant connection, with routine, and it gets boring, and you get bored.
You get to quit on doing the stuff that God wants you to do, so that's interesting isn't it?
Well okay then, so we'll think about that. So Jesus actually made a number of cautions.
Looking through the gospels, and Jesus' teaching, did you realise, eight times it's
recorded in the gospels alone, Jesus said: that he that has ears to hear, let him hear. In
other words, He's saying: make sure you stay tuned in to God; and He gave many,
many warnings related to that. In the Book of Revelation, which is about the end time
church, it's about the revealing of Jesus Christ, seven times He said: let he that has an
ear to hear, hear what the spirit is saying to the churches.
Now here's an interesting thought: God is speaking to you individually; God is speaking
to the church. Now if God is speaking to you individually, then He'll speak in a personal
way, about the issues of your life, about your relationships - He's interested in every
arena in your life. He does want to talk to you about that. But He also wants to talk to us
corporately. Now when He talks to us corporately, I'll put it down in a simple thing. It
means: He's talking to Bay City people, about something, at one time; hence the need
to place importance on what God is saying to us. Now I can go on the Internet, I can
hear all things God's saying all over the world, to all kinds of different people, but they're
all around the world. What I need to be hearing is what God is saying to us here, in
Hastings, New Zealand; and so to do that I need to be attentive to that, so Sunday
gatherings for example, we gather at church like this. I wait on the Lord for messages. I
just don't think: well give me something to do you know? I'm listening to God. In fact, if I
don't hear from God, I get quite upset, under pressure, and I don't know what to do. It's
no trouble, if you have experience, and if you're a teacher, to have a message; but it's
something else to hear the voice of the spirit, and say what God is saying to us; so
when I bring messages, I endeavour to hear, or have something quickened, by the Holy
Spirit, that's what He is saying to us. He is saying at the moment, He's inspiring and
calling us, to follow Jesus; to actually centre our focus on Him; and to understand in our
life and personal walk, what it'll mean to follow Him, to be a follower of Jesus Christ, not
just a Christian.
Now lots of people call themselves Christians, but to be a follower of Christ implies a
dynamic of a walk with God; so if you're coming to meetings on Sundays, and this is
your home, then God would be saying something here. Either through the worship, He'll
say something, in the meetings He'll say something. Usually I find when I speak and
minister the word of God, about a half, if not more of the church, were already thinking
about that, studying it or had heard something on it a week to two weeks before,
meaning God is speaking to the church. He doesn't just speak one Sunday, then
another Sunday. Usually there's a flow, and He's speaking about a number of things,
and He's wanting us to adjust and respond; hence the importance of keeping and taking
notes. I notice so few - I just don't know about you. I can't remember an hour later what
anyone said, except my wife - sometimes. [Laughter] Then I'm on to the next thing. I'm a
man you know; that was then, I'm on to now, and so I don't always retain what I've
heard.

I've made it a discipline over years, write down when I'm in a meeting what was said,
what happened. I do it in personal meetings, I do it in group meetings, I do it in Sunday
meetings. I write down what was said. Even when the young guys are preaching, I write
down what they said, what the message was, because in it, I'll hear from God. So I
might record the message, and write the notes on it, but as I'm writing the notes, I'm
listening: God, what are you saying to me? And I'll write at the top of the page: I heard
this. Now either you believe God's talking to you, and you respond; or you believe God's
talking to you in your head, and it's ho-hum, oh yeah, okay, move on. You see the
relationship with God requires response: My people hear My voice, and follow. Follow,
means I make decisions to respond to what I've heard. Getting the idea? You all got
quiet all of a sudden. I must be getting in too deep. I need to lighten up [laughs] praise
the Lord.
Now here's a couple of ways you could think of, of helping yourself, on whether you're
hearing God. One of them is: on Sundays, just take some notes. I notice the newsletter
that you get, there's a little space to write them down. All you've got to do is remember
to bring a pen, write something down. Here's the second thing you could do: Get
involved in a small group, where they can ask you these two questions: what has God
been saying to you? What have you been doing with that? Now we think that our
Christian life can be lived alone. It cannot be lived alone. It's never designed to be lived
alone. We're designed to live in community, so not only does God speak to us
individually, the Spirit speaks to the churches - not only our church - He speaks to
churches all over the world. I have been to prophetic churches around the world, and
I've found the very things I'm preaching, someone else has been preaching it in other
places as well. When people are prophetic, they're picking up what God is saying, and
He is talking about turning the church, re-centring on Jesus, re-centring on the harvest,
re-centring on discipleship.
In this last couple of months, every place I've gone, the one thing that's been common
everywhere, is the emphasis again on harvest of souls, and on discipleship. It is
everywhere, so that means to not go and move intentionally that way, means we're not
hearing what the Spirit is saying to the churches. Getting the idea? When you hear what
the Spirit says, and you respond, you become an overcomer! Being an overcomer's not
that hard really. It's not like I'm on top of it all the time. Have a look at all the people in
the Bible. One thing that's got to be common, with all the great heroes of faith, is how
many times they were defeated; and fell down, fell over, or made mistakes, or just plum
outright sinned; yet they were all core men of faith, because when God spoke to them,
they responded. So I don't think being an overcomer means I'm on top of everything all
the time. I think it means that when I hear God speak, I say: yes; and do it. You start to
do that your life will shift immensely. Amen.
So what does the voice of God sound like? What does God's voice sound like, when He
is speaking to us? And of course it raises other questions; what if God isn't speaking?
What if I've been praying and asking for something for a long time, and He hasn't
spoken? That is a real horrible one. How many know what I'm talking about there?
You've got an issue in your life, and in that issue in your life, heaven is silent! In the

midst of that silence, there's stress, because I need a reply from heaven, and no reply is
forthcoming. It's like God's got the pip, and He's not talking, shut down; and so, how
many know that experience? Right, we all have it; so when I say that the Bible says: My
sheep hear My voice, and follow Me, we also have to take into account, there are times
when God remains silent for a season. In that season, your heart is tested, what you will
do; and in that season, He requires that we just trust Him, and do the last thing He told
us to do. That's probably as simple as I can get it.
Now I hate those times when He's not telling me, but I've learned in them trust Him, and
relax. He's got an answer. It is coming, and in due time, He'll tell me. He will tell me. He
will show the way. He's promised to show the way; so if you're stuck in that place now,
and it feels like you've got an issue in your life - maybe it's an issue with a child, an
issue with a spouse, an issue with finances, an issue with a job - there's so many of
them in life, and it's like God speaks on lots of trivial things, but on the big thing He's not
saying anything. That is horrible, and it happens to all of us, and it happens more often
than we'd like to say - it happens. And in those times remain confident, trust in the Lord
with all your heart, don't lean on your own understanding and try and find your way.
Walk with God, humbly dependent, confessing His word over your life, and trusting Him
- and acting on the last thing you were given.
Now having put that aside, now we'll look at hearing the voice of God okay? So if you
hear the voice of God, what will it sound like? Very, very simple - Jesus spoke in 1
Corinthians 6:17, Paul wrote: he that's joined to the Lord is one spirit with Him. So we
have to be very, very clear that when God speaks, He is speaking to our spirit; and
here's the amazing thing. When the disciples were on the earth, they literally had to
physically follow Jesus, and walk after a person; but now Jesus said: there's a whole
new deal; and so He says: I want you to abide in Me. I'm going to put my spirit inside
you. My spirit and your spirit will be joined, and because of that you will be able to have
free access to the realm of heaven, but you will be on the earth. You'll be living here, but
you'll have access to the realm of heaven, the realm of the spirit. My spirit will always be
with you, so you won't need to physically be in Israel. You can be with Me. I will be with
you. I'll never leave you, not forsake you; so notice it's he that's joined the Lord, is one
spirit - and therein is the key. If we're going to hear from God, it will be in our spirit. Now
I'm not going to downplay the word of God in this. The word of God is vital to all
guidance and direction, and moving from the word of God creates disasters. However,
God wants us to learn how to recognise when He's speaking to us, so it will be from our
spirit. So He wants us to learn how to be aware of the movements of His spirit within us.
Now worship is one great way you can learn how to flow with what God is doing.Have
you noticed in a worship meeting, or at the beginning, and there's a flow begins to build,
and as the musicians began to lead you actually can feel yourself shifting, and things
begin to move, your spirit becomes stirred inside you, you start to arise within. You are
starting to arise in your spirit, so all movements of God are movements in our spirit, so
He leads you from within your spirit. That means - here's the interesting thing - that you
are one spirit with the spirit of God - now get this - so therefore, His thoughts will come
into your thoughts, His feelings will come into your feelings, His visions or pictures will

come into yours, the impressions He has will, come into yours. In fact everything that
He is like, He's a person, the Holy Spirit's a person - He will implant into your spirit, His
own very thoughts and ideas. That's a very, very simple concept. God is joined to me.
I'm one spirit with the Lord. He's never far from me. I don't have to come to a service, to
actually hear the voice of God. It's wonderful to come, and to be inspired in corporate
worship. There's a place for that, and hear what God's saying to the church; but I also
need to be stirred in my own spiritual life. I need to grow and develop spirit awareness,
spirit sensitivity. Everyone can develop it. It's not automatic, it's something you develop.
For example, a mother can quickly pick the voice of her child in a room of yelling
children - huh, that's my one! You just hear noise, she hears her child. She has tuned
her ear to the voice of her child. We have to tune our ear to the voice of our spirit,
because that's where we'll hear the Holy Spirit. You won't necessarily have some great
big picture and revelation. You may not have some great big open dream, or thing like
that; but you can, within your spirit, hear and receive impressions of the Holy Spirit.
In John 7:37-39, Jesus was speaking, and He said: out of your belly, out of your spirit,
out of within, you will flow rivers of living water; and He was speaking of the Holy Spirit,
or the ministry of the spirit. The word I want to draw your attention to is - two words; one
is 'out of your belly', out of your spirit, out of deep within you - that's the first word. The
second word is this: flow. Flow is not one, two, three, four, five, six. Flow is more like a
river moving. It's a spontaneous movement; so the movements of the Holy Spirit, and
the guidance or direction of God, or the voice of God will be: number one, from within
you; number two, it will be a flow. It will be spontaneous, and there'll be a moving. Now
that seems so very, very simple, yet there's a whole lifestyle of actually learning how to
hear that voice. So God's voice is not going to be yelling at you, although He can. It's
not going to be outside you, although it can be. It may not be very dramatic, although it
can be. Usually, for most of us, most of the time, it's like Elijah described: a still small
voice, very still. In other words, it's not loud, raucous, pushing, pressy; and it's very
small, it's very little, and very easily stopped.
Now if we're going to hear the voice of God then, that means I've got to deal with inner
noise, and learn how to come to rest. If I have got a lot of noise going on my soul, it will
distract me from hearing God. If I've got a lot of turmoil in my soul, it will stop me
hearing God; and so the reason a lot of people don't hear much from God, is because of
turmoil going on inside their life; and usually in the turmoil, when you really most want to
hear God, there's so much turmoil, it blocks your hearing; and so you've got to do
something about the turmoil. Let me give you some of the common hindrances, things
that literally obstruct that flow of the spirit; then we'll just give you some very simple
ways, you could just develop it. It's not hard, but it's a lifetime of practice. Here's some
of the things. One of the things that will stop you, or hinder you - I'll use the word hinder,
because nothing stops God. Even Adam and Eve, after they sinned, heard the voice of
God. So here's the thing: hidden sin. If you've got things in your heart God's been
talking to you about, and you're not responding; that sin will create noise in your life, that
blocks out God. It's like you just don't hear Him anymore. If I regard inequity in my heart,
He shall not hear me; so it affects our prayer life, everything. Hidden sin opens the door

to being: the voice you hear, is the one that condemns you, that's not the voice of
Jesus.
So there are many voices, many impressions we have within; we have to learn how to
distinguish what they are, and removing a few of the hindrances can help. One of the
hindrances is sin, un-confessed, un-repented of. Another common hindrance, more
common than you'd realise, is if we are disappointed with God. This is a bigger one than
you realise, disappointed with God. If you are disappointed with someone, you're hurt,
because they didn't do what you thought, the way you thought. What normally happens
is, you close your heart up to them; and when you close your heart up to someone, then
when you meet with that person, there's a distance between you, and you're not really
receiving properly. So if we've been disappointed, we've prayed, sought God over
something and nothing happened, there's a tendency to feel hurt, rejected and to blame
God, and then shut down. This just hinders us, and here's the problem. If you're wanting
to hear the voice of God, of course you're going to have to face this issue where you felt
disappointed by God, [laughs] and I don't want to face that! So now we hold the hurt in
our heart, it just blocks us. We need to resolve things, and if there's a hurt and a grief
and a disappointment, God knows about it. The big one that's got the issue, that's not
facing it, is ourselves.
Another area related to it, is unresolved grief and offences. Offences with people, and
with God, are blockers to hearing from God. I just can't have my heart with offence in it.
I can't stay that way, because I lose peace. It's just a horrible way of living your life.
There's so much turmoil inside, about what someone did, and how hurt you are; you
can't - it just drowns out the voice of God, which is very gentle. So when you try to hear
the voice of God, if there's hurts and offences, resolve them very quickly. Another thing
that can be a problem is mindsets, where you've got a mindset about something, or
you've got something you've just set your mind to. For example a person's asking God
to direct them over a relationship, but they've already got their mind made on it. They
want to go in that relationship. They're just doing a nominal thing, asking God about it.
You're not going to hear. You'll just hear what's in your heart already, so when we're
approaching God for guidance and direction, we've got to come from a place where,
whatever the Lord wants, we're happy with. If you come from the place: hey, this is what
I've already got made up, I want You to confirm it, well that's crazy stuff. God's not going
to rubber stamp your plans. You have to come with an open heart, and no mindsets
about what it'll be. Mindsets often come out of hurts and offences, so come with a free
heart.
Another thing that will hinder you, is an over-dependence on reasoning; where we've
learnt to reason and work everything out, and we get stuck in our head trying to figure it
out. You can't figure God out; so for most people, their thoughts, and the flow of their
life, is off their reasoning; but God want us to learn listen to the thoughts from the heart.
There are thoughts from your heart. These are the thoughts of the spirit man. We have
the mind of Christ, so there's a flow from our heart and spirit, and we need to listen
through that; then our thoughts of our mind - they can can be quite distorted. You can
have an opinion about something, that's completely wrong. You can have an attitude

that's completely wrong, but if I listen to the voice of my heart, then I can actually then
re-think life. Now a lot of people, the moment they see something, go back into
reasoning, trying to work it out. It just hinders them flowing with the spirit of God, so
those are some of the most common hindrances.
Of course if you're loaded with demons that can make a huge problem too, just get full
of confusion, and doubt, and condemnation. So the voice of doubt, and condemnation,
and being put down, all of those voices do not come from God. They come from the
demonic realm, through access to our mind. God loves you, He wants to talk with you;
so what would be some of the simple keys on how you can receive from God? Lots of
people have got different ways of doing it. Mark Virkler has written a brilliant book about
Hearing the Voice of God, we've done a great course - how many have done that
course by the way, Hearing the Voice of God? Well look at that, see, already so many.
Okay then, now here's what I have found helps. I'll just put it in language that's easy.
The first one is: you need to free up your spirit. If your spirit is held down, because
you're oppressed in your thoughts or emotions, you won't easily hear the voice of your
spirit. So many times we come to listen to God, or want to hear God, our spirit is heavy,
shut down. That's why, in the meetings, we encourage you to enter in, to give out
something, to give something to God; so you can free your spirit up in a number of
ways. One is by starting to express gratitude to Him. Another way is by praising Him,
until you start to feel your soul and emotions move. Another way is by praying in
tongues. Praying in tongues will stir your spirit up; so we need to actually do something,
that our spirit is free.
It may well be that you've got clutter in your soul. Then bring it out, and put it out before
Him, and remove the clutter. Write it down. Do something that gets it out of your head,
where it buzzes around; put it down in front of the Lord, then arise and begin to praise
Him, and worship Him; pray in tongues, so you feel your spirit flow. Sometimes it can
take a little while to feel the flow of your spirit, hence worship meetings are great places
for hearing the voice of God. I love our worship. Every time I come in here, I feel
impressions of the Holy Spirit, straight away, because there's such a great atmosphere;
and you can come in on what someone else has done; or what's even better, you can
come and contribute, and build something, that everyone else can be blessed with. So
the first one is free up your spirit. Soft music can help you. Constantly, when I'm
preparing messages, I have some soft, what I call spontaneous, music flowing; because
I've found if I have words, they tend to echo in my mind, and I wake up, they're just
stuck in my mind; and so I found that with secular and spiritual songs, and I found if I
just want to just be in a flow of hearing God, the best thing is just to have some
spontaneous instrumental music going, it just really helps you. It's quite surprising. So
those are some things, but free up your spirit, whatever it takes.
The second thing is: you need to focus your attention, or fix your thoughts. Most of us,
our mind wanders all over. If you're going to hear the voice of God, it requires you
centre, or fix, your thoughts on Him. I have noticed an interesting thing, that when I'm
ministering to people, that if I fix my thoughts on trying to meet their need, I shut down in

my spirit. If I fix my thoughts on myself, I shut down in my spirit; but if I actually just
consciously begin to think, and meditate, that Jesus is there, I begin to see Him as a
wonderful shepherd, see Him as a friend; my spirit opens up, and I can start to receive.
Just learn a very simple thing: fix your thoughts. Fix your thoughts on Him; so you can
use scriptures to create pictures of Him, but you've got to get rid of your external
distractions, and internal distractions, and focus or fix your thoughts; and the best way is
with a picture. If you're not good at a picture, try to perhaps meditate on a scripture, but
focus your attention on Him. In order to see something from the Lord, you've got to look,
or listen. You want to hear something, you've got to be listening, actually be attentive.
So the next thing is faith; I need to expect that God will speak. I need to expect God will
give me something. I should expect God to do something. Why? Because He said: My
sheep hear My voice; so there's a place of expectation, and that God will give
something, that there'll be a quickening. How would it come, if God spoke to me? Well,
it'll come just as a spontaneous picture, a spontaneous thought, just comes up into your
thoughts, just like that - wow, where did that come from? Or a spontaneous word or an
impression, just have an impression, or you may just have a feeling, an emotion.
Sometimes in a meeting I'll be praying, I'll just be worshipping, and I'll feel this emotion
come up. I think: oh, that's interesting. What's that emotion? What's causing that
emotion? Then I begin to track what God's wanting to say; so you have to then identify
what those sensations are you pick up. Of course if you're just a busy, busy person, you
spend all your time on the internet, all your time chitter-chatter, all your time on the
phone; and you don't develop the discipline of slowing down, and being still, and
listening to your heart, you won't develop a walk with God that sustains you. You'll live
out of highs and lows of experiences and meetings, rather than actually learning to yield
to the voice of the Spirit.
When the spirit of God speaks to us, He'll never speak contrary to the word of God. It'll
always align with the word of God. It'll always be very, very simply - it'll be aligned with
what God's word said, and never violate the written word; so if you're getting things that
aren't in the word of God, then beware, be cautious; because if it's contrary to the word
of God, why would the spirit of God give you something, that He wrote something
different about? It makes Him a liar; so if anything you receive by revelation is contrary
to the Bible, then it's contrary to the spirit of God. You're getting it from somewhere else.
Just shut it down, stop listening to that stuff.
The second thing it would do, is it always brings a fruit in your life of peace. When God
gives you something, there's a witness in your spirit, there's a peace in your heart. It's
always like that. The third thing is, that when God gives us something, it usually:
comforts, edifies and exalts us. It lifts us up, it builds us up. It never condemns, and puts
you down. He just doesn't do that. He says: I do not condemn you, I come to save, not
condemn, not to judge. He does never condemn us; so if you're hearing condemning
thoughts, they're not from God. Someone prophesies a condemning prophesy, that's
not from God either - bless you brother, but I don't receive any word of it. You know, it's
as simple as that. Why should you receive something that's contrary to scripture?
Someone says things that are condemning and putting down, that's not God. He's not

going to treat you that way. He'll talk with you with love, encouragement, and He'll tell
you the truth, and He'll show you what to do to move forward; so things that come from
God are very, very clear. Very simply, they're in line with the word of God, and the
character of God; they produce a fruit of peace, and good results in our life. They
witness with our spirit, they tend to edify and to build us up. They tend to strengthen us.
If someone prophesies, or there's some word you get about something in the future; if it
comes to pass, it most likely was God. There are many reasons that things don't come
to pass, and one of them is that we don't respond to them; so here's the thing then,
very, very simple. It's not hard to hear the voice of God, not hard to move and to listen
to God, but you've got to go quiet, and still your heart, and listen. Free your spirit, focus
your attention, faith, expect God to speak to you and give you something; feel or identify
what you have; and then respond and act on it. It really helps if you're identifying things
to journal them, write them down. What did God say to you?
So let's just close our eyes right now. Father, I just thank You that You are speaking to
us, even today, as again in every Sunday, you have been speaking to us. I want you
just to close your eyes for just a moment. I want to ask you two questions. What
impression, what impressed you in today's service? What impression came into your
heart? You may have not thought of it as being God speaking to you. It could have been
during the worship, during something someone said, or did, during the meeting, or
during this message. But what did God speak to you? What impression did you get that
touched you? What impressed you today? Think about that. The second question is,
what will you do about that?
So I want you just to think about that. What did God say that impressed your heart?
What impression did you get? It could be totally unrelated to anything I have said, but
nevertheless there was an impression you got, so have a think about it. If you can't
answer that, then slow down and say: I wonder why I didn't feel anything, or sense
anything? So just talk with the person next to you, and share what impressed you, what
impressed you. My sheep hear My voice - what impressed you? Secondly, say what
you're going to do about it. Have a think about that. You may not even know Jesus. You
may not be a Christian yet, but God can still have spoken to your heart.
How many people, you can identify clearly, what it was, God was speaking to you in the
service today, you know God spoke to you about something? Well that's a lot of hands
up here; okay then, very, very good. Okay, how many of you know what you're going to
do as a result of that? That's fantastic, wonderful, great. Okay, take it away, and
remember to do it. How many of you, it was a bit of a struggle; in fact actually, you
found a bit of a struggle over it, you felt a bit under pressure, and nothing seemed to
come? Just put your hand up if that was you? Some of us will identify, let's just be
honest. Okay, there's not so many, okay then. So what I'd like to do over the next
season in the church, is at the end of our message each time, just ask the question:
what did God impress you with today? What was impressed on you? What were you
touched by, in the service today? What impressions did you receive, identify what they

are; and then ask the question: what are you going to do about what God was showing
you. Then we'll finish up our service.
If God says by His spirit: He says take heed what the Spirit is saying to the churches;
it'd be really great for us to be aware what God is saying, articulate it, and then know
what we've got to do to respond. Amen. My sheep hear My voice and they follow Me. In
other words, believers hear, and can identify what God is saying, then do something to
put it into action.
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1. Introduction
· Mk.1:17-18 ““Follow Me and I will make you become fishers of men. They immediately left
their nets and followed Him”
· Each of us is called by God to be connected to Jesus and to “Follow Him”.
· Foundational to following Jesus is hearing and responding to Him speaking.
2. Communication is Essential to Relationship
· Jn.10:27 “My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me”.
· If we belong to Christ we have the capacity to hear Him speak to us.
· Communication is essential to cultivate and develop relations.
Communication = active listening and responding.
· Without communication relationships wither and die, they become sterile.
· When did you last hear God speak to you?
What did He say to you?
What are you doing about it? – How are you responding?
· Jesus cautions (i) Gospels: He that have ears to hear – let him hear (8x)
(ii) Revelations: He that has an ear to hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches (7x)
· Mk.4:23-25 “For whoever has (ears to hear) more shall be given”.
· God speaks to us individually and corporately we must listen and respond!
· When we are no longer hearing the Holy Spirit we become passive, spiritually asleep.
· Two helps (i) Sundays: Bring Bible – take notes – listen for the Holy Spirit
(ii) Small Group: Ask one another questions – What is the Holy Spirit saying to you? How are
you responding?
3. What does the Voice of God sound like?
· 1 Cor.6:17 “He that is joined to the Lord is one spirit with Him”.
· We are joined spirit to spirit with Jesus – constantly connected to Him.
· He lives within our hearts and desires to reveal Himself within us.
· The more we become aware of His presence the easier to hear His voice.
· He is not some nebulous force but a person with thoughts, feelings, personality.
· Jn.7:37-39 “Out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water”.

· God’s spirit within us “flows” like a river = is spontaneous, moving.
· Western lifestyle focus on the mind and reason – Bible focus is on being Spirit conscious.
· The movement of the Holy Spirit is flowing, spontaneous words, thoughts, pictures,
impressions and feelings.
· God’s voice is like a still small voice within us (1 Kg.19:12).
4. Common Hindrances to Hearing God Speak
· Listening to God =- listening in to spontaneous words, thoughts, pictures, impressions, feelings
within. These are easily blocked or hindered.
· Common Hindrances:
i) Hidden sins iv) Having “mind-sets” or idols in the heart
ii) Disappointment with God v) Over dependence on mind and reasoning
iii) Unresolved grief and offence
vi) Demonic oppression
· Inner impressions that we receive can come from three different sources
(i) Self – selfish
(ii) Evil Spirits – evil, demanding
(iii) Holy Spirit – good!
5. Keys to Hearing the Holy Spirit speak (Hab.2:2)
(i) Free Up Your Spirit
· If your spirit is weighed down there is little or no flow.
· Speak in tongues – activate your spirit (1 Cor. 14:14,4)
· Soft music can help.
(ii) Focus Your Thoughts
· Fix your thoughts upon Jesus – use a picture from Scripture.
· Remove external distractions.
· Press through internal distractions by focussing/fixing your thoughts.
· In order to see you need to look – fix your mind on Jesus the Source.
(iii) Faith – Expect to Receive
· Expect to receive spontaneous thoughts, words, impressions, pictures, feelings as you still your
heart and look.
· It is easy to think that God won’t speak to me.
· Faith is based on what God says “My sheep hear my voice!”
· Voice =NT5456= Phone = sound, frequency, tone, voice, words.
(iv) Feel – Identify the Impressions You Receive
· Identify the flow of thoughts, ideas, words, pictures, impressions.
· Value them as being a flow of the River of God.
· Write them down (journal) expecting more to come.

6. Process What You have Received
Test it Respond to It
· Agree with the Word of God? What must I do?
· Edify, Comfort or Exhort?
· Open to the Counsel of Others?
· Exalt Jesus or Self?
· Fruit of Peace?
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It was some years ago, we had a bit of an old car, a station
wagon. You know, in those days you just jammed all the kids
in the station wagon; and we were going through a time or a
season in the church when we were facing tremendous
spiritual pressure. A lot of bad stuff happened, and I had this
case with - my file with the police was very, very big. Anyway
we were home one night, and I looked outside, and my car's
gone, and apparently the kids had seen it drive down the drive
and go, but they didn't think it was anyone else, but someone
had stolen our car. They'd got into it, and started the thing up,
and drove the station wagon off; and I remember thinking:
we've got no way of replacing this thing. This is a disaster for
us, and I remember just thinking: Lord, what do I do about this.
So I rung up the police, and I reported: hey, my car's been
stolen. I gave them the number plate; there's this Ford Falcon
station wagon, and it's our family wagon, and here's the
number. They said: oh, you'll never get that back.
You know something rose up inside me, and I said: we'll see; and I got off the phone,
and I felt the Lord impress in my heart that scripture when David had been ripped off,
and the Lord spoke to him and said: pursue, overtake, recover all. So Joy and I just
stood in prayer, and we agreed. We agreed on certain things, so we said: Lord, we just
speak right now, we forbid the stealing of our car. We command that car to be returned.
Father, we pray the police will discover the man, we pray the conviction of the Holy
Spirit will come on him, and that we will end up better at the end, than we have at the
beginning. So we stood in prayer, and then went to bed. It was about 11 o'clock at night
I suppose. We woke up at one, and there's a phone call, and I thought: oh, who's
ringing me at one? This is a bad time to ring. It was the police, they said: we found your
car. I said: really? This is the car that wasn't going to be found, that was gone, going to
be broken up for parts? They said: yep, we've found it.

So anyway we were able to go get the car, and have it restored, and got it back home
again; so number one, now I had a look at the petrol tank, and blow me down it had
been empty when it had been stolen, and he couldn't drive it. Now it was full of gas - so
I'm one up already. Anyway, so the next day, you know, the police go through their
thing; so next day I'm out there cleaning the car, and trying to tidy it up, thinking: I
wonder how the kids allowed this to be pushed down the drive, and someone steal it
like this. I heard this sort of shuffling around behind me, I looked around and there's a
young guy there, and I said: hello, how are you? What can I do for you? He said: I'm the
young man who stole your car. I said: really? Wow, I'm glad to meet you. I hear they
caught up with you. He said: yes, they did, but when I found it was a Pastor I felt - I've
been tormented all night. He said: I haven't been able to sleep all night. I've felt so bad
all night, I just haven't been able to sleep; so he said: I've never done it. I've stolen a lot
of things in my life, and I've never done this before. He said: I wanted to apologise for
taking your car.
I said: apology accepted. I said: I believe, we're a Pastor, we pray, and we've been
praying for you. We prayed that God would touch your life; and I began to ask him some
questions, and his story. We took him in, and he had a meal with us. This is the guy that
stole the car - so we had a meal, introduced him to all the family, and that was I think
Saturday. The next day, he was in church on Sunday, and we led him to the Lord, and
his life was blessed, so it was actually able to turn it around completely. Now not all
stories end like that. I've had other thefts that didn't turn out that way, but on the other
hand, God is able to turn everything around for our good. Do you reckon that? The other
big thing is, to keep your attitude sweet.
Alright then, I want you to open you Bible with me in John, Chapter 10. I want to share
with you tonight, what I shared this morning, on hearing the voice of God; because of all
the things, it's the most important for you to be able to do in your life, is to know when
God is talking to you. God talks to us, it's got to be important. In fact, I can think of times
God spoke to me, and my whole life changed. Just one example, I can remember like it
was yesterday, standing doing my lawns and I was in Dannevirke. There I was with the
lawnmower, chundering through all the lawns, a huge amount of lawns we had to do
then, and in the middle of this [dok-dok-dok] with the mower, I heard God speak to me.
He began to speak to me, and talk to me, about what He wanted for my life. I wasn't
praying, or doing anything much, just praying in tongues a little bit. It was a sunny, hot
day, and I'm doing the lawns, not really thinking of anything very spiritual. Suddenly in
the middle of it, God's voice came; and He began to speak to me about what He had for
me, about Him calling me to be a Pastor, calling me to lead His people, calling me to a
place of leadership. I had no desire for such a thing at all. I said: I don't think so, I've
actually got other things I'm really busy doing, I don't really want to be the leader of a
church at all; and I'm really quite full, doing what I'm doing already.
He said: no, this is what I've called you to do. I'm going to make it happen. I said: well
You'll have to make it happen, because I'm not putting myself forward; and I watched. It
was about three months, from when He spoke to me doing the lawns, and I was
ordained and sent in as Pastor of the church, and I didn't do a thing. It just all seemed to

happen. It unfolded, and unravelled, and it was because of many other things of course,
but here's the point: my life changed the day I heard God speak. If you were to hear
God speak to you, it could change your future. It could change your future forever; so I
want to just talk to you about hearing the voice of God, so we'll just have a look at a
couple of scriptures first of all. Let's have a look in John, Chapter 10, Jesus talking
about thieves and robbers and good shepherds. Verse 27, He says: My sheep hear My
voice, I know them, and they follow Me. My sheep hear My voice. Here's the deal: You
can hear the voice of God. Now even if you don't know Jesus, even if you're not saved,
you can still hear the voice of God. You have the capacity to hear God speak to you.
Adam heard God speaking to him, when he was in the Garden; even though he'd
sinned, and walked away from God. People can hear the voice of God. We need to
learn what it's like, and how to recognise it. Once you become a believer, Jesus
expects, not only would you hear His voice clearly, but you would actually respond and
follow Him. So for a believer, the number one thing that I would say, if you have to learn
anything in your life, this is the thing you'd want to learn: how can I build a relationship
with Jesus, and hear His voice consistently? Think about this: All relationships depend
on communication. If there's no communication, then what happens to that relationship?
It just begins to diminish, and wither - I see you nodding over there it's right. It's right,
isn't it. Relationships wither, if there's no communication. Communication requires that I
have a heart to listen, to hear and respond to the other person; so communication's
always two-way. What kind of relationship will we be having with God, if all we do is talk
to Him, and we never hear from Him? What kind of relationship is that? See, God wants
you to have a relationship, and one of the greatest things to cultivate, is your capacity to
hear Him speak. So we want to have a look. Notice what He says in John, Chapter 10.
We'll read it in another couple of verses. It says in Verse 4, it says: the sheep follow
Him, for they know His voice. When we were in Dannevirke, we had a pet sheep. I didn't
know anything about sheep, I was from the city, so we decided we'd get a pet lamb. We
got the pet lamb, the farmer gave us a pet lamb, we thought it was a cute little lamb,
and I found out all the problems with cute little lambs - that grow up. Finally we had this
sheep, and here's an interesting thing about the sheep: it recognised my voice.
I would walk home from school - I was just over the road, living over the road, and the
sheep would be around the back, and all I would have to do was call out, Sheepy - or
Christmas dinner! [Laughs] I'd call out Sheepy, and what would happen is, immediately,
it would just roar around the side of the house, and come up to where I was. If I just
whistled, that was all it took. It would come around, it would come up, and it would come
exactly to where I was. That's the problem, if you've got pet sheep, they just become
very, very friendly, but they learn to recognise your voice. They know who you are, they
recognise the voice. My mother came to look after the children at one stage. Her voice,
they did not know, the sheep did not know; so my mother had no control over the sheep
whatsoever, just couldn't get it to do anything. It was just a menace for her, and pooped
all over the beans; but however the thing is, that the sheep learn the sound of the voice.
That's what Jesus said. He said My sheep hear My voice. In other words, they
recognise the tone, or the frequency, or the sound, of Me speaking to them and they

respond. So what I want to do is to open up for you just some very simple things on
hearing the voice of God. Here's an interesting scripture. I want you to have a look at
this one here, before we go on and give you the practical keys, in Mark, Chapter 4 and
Verse 24, he said: take heed what you hear, or how you hear; because the measure
you use, it will be measured to you; to those who hear, more will be given. Whoever
has, to him, more will be given. So here's what he's saying. He's talking about having an
ear to hear. About eight times in the New Testament in the gospels, Jesus says: have
an ear to hear. In other words, it's important to learn to listen and recognise God
speaking, and respond; and this is what he says. To those who respond to what God's
saying, He gives you more, and you have abundance. If we don't respond to what God
says, then what we think we have, we lose; or what he's saying in another way round,
putting it a different way, he's saying this: your relationship with God will increase and
deepen and grow, if you continually respond to what you're hearing Him say; but if we
ignore what He's saying, then our ears and heart become dull, we don't hear so much
any more; and we think we're doing well as a believer, but we're not really at all.
So here's a couple of questions. When did you last hear the voice of God? When did
you last hear God speak to you? What did He say to you? Have you done what He
said? Have you responded to what He said? When we respond to what He says, it
unlocks blessing, and the flow of His spirit in our life. So if it's a long time since you've
heard God, then you've got a problem in your relationship with Him. You say: no I
haven't, I don't think I have, I'm coming to church and I go to a meeting. No, no, no, no,
coming to church is good, but it's no substitute for personally connecting with God.
In 1 Corinthians 6:17, it says: he that is joined to the Lord, is one spirit with the Lord. We
are joined to the Lord. When you become a believer, the spirit of God enters your life,
you become one spirit. You and the Holy Spirit, or the spirit of God, are joined; so that
means it's possible for you to receive all the time, input/communication from the Holy
Spirit. He is within you. Jesus, when He left, He said: now I'm going; but He said: I will
not leave you an orphan, I'll not leave you alone, I will give you another comforter, the
Holy Spirit, spirit of truth. He will lead you into all truth. So the spirit of God has come to
live inside us. We are joined one spirit to the Lord, so here's the first key. The first key
we see is, if I'm going to hear God, I will hear Him within my spirit, because that's where
I'm joined to God. That's where I'm joined to God.
The second thing it tells us is this. It says in John 7:38-39, Jesus said: out of your
innermost being, will flow rivers of living water; and He was speaking about the Holy
Spirit, and the ministry of the spirit. So here's the second key: The movement of the
spirit of God to speak to you, comes as a flow like a river. Now we need to understand,
that if we're going to hear God, we're going to hear Him from our heart, from our spirit,
from our inner man; so if you are looking for God to guide you from outside, you're going
to be mislead very easily. If you're looking for God to guide you by circumstances,
you're going to be mislead very, very easily, because good circumstances do not mean
we're in the will of God. There's a story in the Bible, where the weather looked great,
everyone thought it was good to get on the ship, but Paul, hearing from God, said: no, I
perceive that if we continue this journey, it's going to end in disaster. But everyone

believed the captain, and the good conditions, and the good circumstances, and the
story is history of course; the boat sank, and they lost the whole cargo. It cost them a lot
of money not to listen to the voice of God, so circumstances looked good, but actually it
was going to be a disaster.
Just the same, circumstances can look difficult, and look against us, but that does not
mean God is not leading you that way. So you can't look outside you for guidance.
You've got to learn to look within, and look into the word of God, and listen to the spirit
of God, if you're going to let God guide you. So there's some very simple things: number
one, that we're joined to the spirit, guidance will come from the spirit within; secondly,
it'll come like a flow. Now we need to understand this. God has designed you. You have
a mind and a brain, you can think. How many can think clearly? There's one or two there's three people can think clearly, the rest are quite confused. Okay, alright - but we
have a capacity to think and to reason, work stuff out. So the language of your head,
and the language of your heart, are very different in nature. The language of your head,
is quite different to the language of your heart. If God is going to speak to you, He'll
speak from your heart and spirit, and the way He'll speak will be different to the way, or
the language, of your head.
The language of your head is like this. First of all, it's very logical. We tend to reason,
so: hmm, I'm facing this problem, what should I do? So we get into reasoning mode, we
try to figure it out. So the language of your mind, or thinking, is a language of reason, it's
a reason of logic. It's a language where you try to work things out, one, two, three. Well
if I do this, then that may happen. If I do something different, then this might happen. It's
about reasoning and figuring things out. How many know what I'm talking about here?
In fact actually if you are doing some figuring things out, scientists say that the left side
of your brain is incredibly active and busy, because that's where you process, and your
thoughts come. So when we're listening to the language of our head, it's a language of
structure, a language of order, it's a language of thoughts, one after the other. It's
reasoning, but we can't reason our way into divine guidance. You can't reason your
way, into the things of God.
We need to receive by revelation, and we receive from our heart; so the language of
your heart is quite different. The Bible says: it is a flow. It is a flow; that means it's
spontaneous. If you ever watch a river, rivers don't sort of go: one, two, three, four.
Rivers sort of flow, and move, and they bubble, and they're full of life, so He's using the
language of a river, saying that the movement of the spirit of God within you, to speak to
you; one, it's like a river, it is spontaneous, it comes as a movement or a flow, from
inside you. What kind of flow does it come as? It comes as a flow of pictures, or images;
it comes as a flow of words; it comes as a flow of thoughts, or ideas; it comes as a flow
of impressions, where you sense something or feel something. It comes as a flow,
sometimes, of emotions; let me give you an example. How many of you have been in a
movie, and there was some certain point in the movie, maybe there was someone and
he was an underdog, and finally he comes and he wins some great - he rises above all
circumstances, and he suddenly achieves and he wins and he gets a great
breakthrough? Often it's very easy to feel emotional.

You feel something rise up, and you think: I wonder why I'm feeling tears; or we see one
of our runners in the Olympic Games, and they run the distance, and they pass
everyone there, then you see them on the dais, and they put on the medal, and they
play the New Zealand anthem. You feel your heart sort of - you feel emotions rising up
inside. In other words, the picture of someone achieving and winning a prize, stirs
something in the heart; so emotions can be evidence of movement in your heart.
Thoughts and spontaneous pictures are evidence of movement in your heart, so we
need to understand, if God's going to speak to me, I've got to learn how to tune into the
flow from my heart. There's a verse in the Old Testament, it's found in the Book of
Habakkuk, Chapter 2, this is what he says: I will stand on the watch, or I'll set me on the
watch, and I will look to see what God will say to me. So in other words, notice this, he
said: I will position myself.
He's a watchman. He's a man of prayer, so when he says: I'll set myself on the watch;
he's saying: I will position myself, and then I will look to see what God will say to me. In
other words, he's implying that many of the ways God speaks to us, we see something;
and then how I'll respond when God speaks to me. So let me just give you first of all,
some simple reasons why people struggle to get something from God, so we just get
that out of the way; and then I'll give you just the very simple steps, or process, that will
help you. You begin to practice these things, you can begin to start to flow, and hear the
voice of God. I'd love you, at the end of the meeting, to just in a few minutes, just to
open your heart to see what God is wanting to say to you. What an amazing thing, if you
can go away, and you say: God spoke to me in the meeting tonight. Then I'd love to
pray for a few of you, and we'll see what God will say to you - we'll listen to God.
So here's some of the reasons that we get blocks. Remember, if we're going to hear
from God, it will come as a flow from inside; so if you have sin in your life, you have
deliberate things wrong, what that will do is, it'll tend to give a voice of condemnation.
You'll hear constantly, you're reminded about what's wrong. Hidden sin blocks, or
hinders, the flow of the spirit of God talking to you, because what God's wanting to tell
you about is your sin, and if you don't want to deal with your sin, then there's kind of like
this block inside. God says: I want to talk about that sin. I want you to get out of it. I want
you to repent, want you to get right, want you to get flowing with me again; and you're
saying: I don't want to talk about it. I don't want to even go there. So if I'm going to hear
the voice of God, I've got to make a decision that things that offend Him, I'll remove
them consciously, as I'm aware of them. So the first thing is, hidden sin can cause a
block in our heart.
The second thing that can cause blocks to us hearing the voice of God, the second
thing. very simply is: if I'm disappointed with God. I've found many, many Christians are
not hearing God anymore, because they had a difficult situation in which they were hurt
and disappointed. When we're disappointed, there's a grief and a pain gets in our life;
we don't understand why this happened like it did. We feel God somehow has not been
fair to us. Now how are you going to hear God, if you've got an attitude to Him? You
know if you meet someone, and you've got a bit of an attitude and you're disappointed
in them, you feel the wall go up the moment you see them. You notice with Adam, the

moment God came to him, he went and hid. So if we are disappointed with God, and
holding grief in our heart, it can block hearing God. What you're better to do, is just face
your disappointment, and say: God, we've been needing to talk for a long time, and I've
been disappointed, and I shut down my heart, and I drew back from you. I've just been
going through the motions of being a Christian, but I'm not connected. Then begin to
talk to Him about your disappointment. He already knows about it - you're the one who
won't face it and admit it - so disappointment.
The other thing is griefs and offences, grief and offence. So we can have situations
which cause grief or which offend us; we get an attitude in our heart. Those things can
be just blocks, like a stone in the heart, like they harden up your heart, and build a wall
that stops you receiving. So if we're going to come near to God, the Bible says: when
you come to pray, forgive; so don't come holding things against people. That creates
issues or blocks in the heart, it creates like a lot of noise, that stops you being sensitive;
because remember, if we're going to hear the voice of God, we're going to have to listen
to our heart; and if you don't want to go there, that's going to be a problem. I was talking
with one person who asked for prayer, and the person was wanting to be prayed,
ministered; and I began to say: well you know, one of the things you need to do is to
face some of the feelings, some of the issues of conflict you've never faced before; and
her whole face screwed up - she didn't want to do it. I said: well what you're wanting is
for God to solve your problem, without you being willing to look at your problem, and
talk to Him about it. You'll have to talk to Him about it. You'll have to bring out what's in
your heart to Him.
Another thing that stops us hearing the voice of God, is a mindset. Now a mindset
means, you've fixed your thinking; so therefore, anything that's contrary to that, you're
not going to hear it; you've got a mindset. If you've got a mindset that all Arabs are
terrorists, you know what's going to happen when you meet an Arab? Immediately, he's
a terrorist. In your mind, he's a terrorist. Now, of course, not all Arabs are terrorists. This
is just actually a mindset; but what it'll do, it'll stop you connecting with that person. It'll
create a block immediately, because you've got this mindset; and so many times, one of
the reasons we struggle to hear from God, is because we have a mindset about how it
will happen, or what He needs to say, or what we want Him to do; a mindset, or we
have something we've already set on. So for example, I've had people come, and they
want to share with me about a relationship; but when I try to point out the problems in
the relationship that need to be addressed, they don't want to hear. They've got a
mindset, that blocks everything contrary to what they think; and so they reject counsel,
they reject the voice of God, to pursue what they want to pursue. I've had that over and
over and over again, and so this is a problem. Mindset is a fixed way of looking at
something, and people have many mindsets about God, and about life, and about all
kinds of things; finances. If you have mindsets, then you have literally constructed a
wall, that stops you receiving anything contrary to it. That's something that can block
you off. You can have a mindset about men, a mindset about women, a mindset about
finances, a mindset about who you are, you can have all kinds of mindsets. So these
are some of the things that can just create blocks, and we need to just be aware of
them.

Of course the last two, one of them can be demonic oppression. Sometimes the reason
you can't hear God is you're too oppressed, just got too much heaviness. Have you ever
noticed if you get depressed, you don't hear God? Every noticed when you're
depressed? Some people don't get depressed, but many of us have experienced
depression at various times. When you're depressed, there's like a spirit sits over your
mind, and your mind clouds, and you can't receive from the Holy Spirit. Until you break
that depression, you don't hear God; because it's a demonic spirit, that's influencing
your mind, instead of the spirit of God influencing your mind. Then the last one, and one
of the major reasons people don't receive, or hear from, the spirit of God, is they just
lean into their own reasoning all the time, and try to work everything out. We have to
learn to shift, and make changes, to hear the voice of God.
So having shared those things, how many can identify with at least one of those things;
you can say: man, there's one of those I've struggled with, one of those I've wrestled
with? That's great, that's very honest; so the question then would be: if you've identified
one thing blocking you to hearing the voice of God, what will you do to address it? What
will you do to address it? I need to hear God's voice. Why? Because my life is
committed to Him. I'm walking with Him. I'm in a relationship with Him. I need to know
Him speaking to me. I need Him to encourage me, I need to hear His voice, I need to
get His perspectives, I need to know what I should do. I need to know those things, and
if I've got blocks that hinder that, I need to address them. So what will you do about the
block you've got? When will you do it? You want to write down if you're taking notes,
write down this is the block, I'm aware of it, this is what I'm going to do. I'm going to deal
with it, and I'll just start on it this week. If you need help, get some help, just deal with it,
get it out of the way.
Okay then, so let me give you several simple ways that we can receive, or hear, or
recognise the voice of the spirit of God; and then I want to give you some checks, some
things because I know a lot of people say: well God told me this, God told me that, and I
look at them and I think: you are weird, weird plus! So we want to be able to hear God
without the weirdness factor, okay? So I'll give you several checks to stop the weirdness
factor creeping in.
So if I'm going to hear the voice of God, here's several practical things you can do.
Number one, free up your spirit. If you are going to hear the voice of God, it's going to
be from within, it's going to be a flow. You need to literally free up the flow, from within
your spirit. Now what are the ways you could do that? There's quite simple ways you
can do it, it's not very hard. Speaking in tongues is a way of freeing up your spirit. You
just get a flow, when you speak in tongues. Your spirit is flowing, your spirit is praying.
Here's another thing you could do, is you start to begin to thank God, and begin to
recognise and remember the blessings, and begin to express gratitude to Him.
Gratitude will cause your spirit to lift up, see? That's another way. Begin to start to
praise Him, your spirit starts to come up; so there's several things I can do, that will free
up my spirit. Sometimes the reason your spirit is uptight, and there's no flow, is because
you've got a conflict, or something you're anxious about, so when you try to listen to
God, you just hear this thing talking, and yelling in your mind.

The voice of God is gentle. It's quite light. It's easily stopped, so if I've got noisy, noise in
my mind, and distracting, dominating thoughts, I have to literally aggressively cast them,
push them out of the way, otherwise I'm not going to hear from God. So number one,
free up your spirit. Number two, there's a need to focus your thoughts, or to fix your
thoughts, towards God. So how do you do that? You are literally having to eliminate
distractions. Now how do you fix your thoughts? One of the best ways you can fix your
thoughts, is with a picture. If you were to take a scripture, and the Bible says that Jesus
is ever before me; and you were to begin to picture, I wonder what it looks like for Jesus
to be before me? I'll just begin to picture Him standing there, He is my friend, and He's
near me, and I will fix my attention on Him, that He is near me. Then what will happen
is, the fixing of your attention with a picture, starts to cause everything else to just
diminish, as you fix your mind; so you fix your mind on Jesus, the person. It helps to put
a picture there, but it's not the picture we're focussed on. It just helps you focus your
thoughts.
The third thing is, when you focus or fix your thoughts on Jesus, there needs to be faith.
You need to expect Him to say something to you. You need to expect Him to speak to
you. Faith means: I believe what God says. He says: My sheep hear My voice, so it
shouldn't be hard for me to hear His voice. Probably, I doubt it, because it seems so
easy; and it seems to be such an easy thing, I doubt that it's really God. When people
are listening to the voice of God, here's the thing. It will be like an impression, or gentle
flow of thoughts. It's so light, it can seem as though it's your thoughts, and that's
because they are your thoughts in your head, but they've come from the Holy Spirit.
There are lots of thoughts can get in your head. Other thoughts that are centred, or
come from yourself, they generally are focussed on yourself. Thoughts that come from
demons, generally are very demanding and pressuring, and they're often evil in intent;
but the thoughts that come from God are usually gentle, and life-giving, and quite easily
stopped. So I need to fix my mind on the Lord, expecting Him to give me something, for
something to begin to come.
Then the fourth thing, here's a simple key. Feel what you're thinking, feel or identify
what you're getting, what you are receiving. Identify the impressions you get. For
example, how many of you have read through a chapter of the Bible, and one verse is
kind of lit up? It seemed like it just seemed to stand out to you, you just noticed it? You
looked at the whole page, and then one, you just seemed to be drawn to it, didn't know
anything about it, but seemed to be drawn. How many have had that experience? Okay,
alright. I'll tell you what that is. That is the Holy Spirit drawing your attention, He wants to
speak to you out of that verse. So even though you've looked at, and read the whole
chapter, the one that you felt the draw to, that is where the spirit of God wants you to go
to, and take time to ponder and think and dwell in it, because He wants to speak to you
from that. It's in fixing your mind on it, and allowing yourself to think about it, you begin
to open up to the thoughts of God, and the insights from the Holy Spirit. That's how it
comes to you. It's how I get messages together.
I can do all the study, but study is using your natural mind, your logical processes; you
look up a concordance, you look up a dictionary, you look at the verses, you find this,

find that, blah blah blah, but all of that's just logical. What is needed, is the flow of the
spirit, to illuminate what's important; put together what you haven't recognised before, to
connect ideas with it, you haven't seen before. That requires a flow of the spirit to do
that; so to do that, I've got to stop being in the study mode, and actually get into a
pondering, allowing the Holy Spirit to speak to me through His words. I often find that
works in the shower. Why does it work in the shower? I can hear God better in the
shower, than in the study. Well it's really quite simple, because in the shower, you're
relaxed. In the shower, you don't have books and things around you, you've just got
what you've got in you, and you have a chance to just ponder while you relax.
So I'm just relaxing in the shower, and thoughts start to come, oh my! I just see exactly
what it is. Sometimes I've found just going to bed at night, thinking about something
from the word of God, that God was drawing my attention to; I wake up the next
morning, and as I'm waking up, ideas are coming to my mind. They're coming from the
spirit of God. Now remember this, it's so gentle and light, it feels like your own thoughts.
It feels like it's just from you. You've got to learn to recognise the thoughts that come
from God, so it helps if you write them down, and as you write them down or journal
them, you can often get in a flow of writing. It helps if you act on what God says,
because He says: if you'll act on what He gives you, He'll give you more. So if you're
reading a chapter, and one verse comes to mind, and you take time and attention to
look at it, God promises He'll give you more. He'll start to open up what He's wanting to
speak to you, out of that situation.
Now it's very gentle. It's a very gentle flow. It's so gentle, it hardly feels like anything.
That's why you've got to silence all the noise inside, free up your spirit with gratitude
and praise, letting things go to God, focussing your attention on Him, expecting for Him
to give you something; and then identify the impressions, the things you feel. I will
sometimes, when I'm even studying or looking for messages, or things like that, I'll just
feel no life on something. It's good but there's no quickening, no life on that. Wherever
the spirit is moving, there's something comes alive, so you could have a whole page of
things you're reading and look at, but there's just one you feel you're drawn to. That's
where the life will be. That's where the spirit is leading you, and so it's very, very simple.
Now this is not just something that happens once, or often, or when you're in a prayer
meeting. This is something you build a daily relationship with God, time in His word,
time in prayer, looking for God to speak to you; and if you're serious, you write down the
things God's saying to you.
I have in my iPad, as I've been seeking guidance just recently; I have every little piece
of guidance that I felt God giving me, is itemised in my iPad under 'Guidance.' Why?
Because each little thing itself may not be very much, but together they form a
consistent, and compelling, direction from the spirit of God. Are you getting the idea?
Remember, it's not in the big; it's in the little. Jesus said: the kingdom of heaven is like
the sower that sows the seed, if you don't understand the power of the seed, the devil
will take the seed away. I believe that many of us, God has sown seeds to you, and
given thoughts and ideas; but because you didn't understand it, and thought it was so
little, you let the devil take it away, didn't understand it's significance in changing your

life. This is one of the problems. When God gives us things, it's very, very little; but
when we give ourselves to dwelling on it, pondering on it, thinking about it, asking Him
for further insight, it grows. Within the seed, is a tree; so in all aspects of our life, within
the seed is a tree. It's in the little thing, if you'll give yourself to it, and develop it, it
begins to grow - - so hearing the voice of God.
Now let me just finish on how not to become an idiot at the end of it - we'll probably put
it under that heading - or you could put it down under the thing of guidelines as to
whether you heard the voice of God; but how not to become a spiritual idiot, how about
we put it that way? So there's a few ways that people become a spiritual idiot, let me
just give them to you. These are cautions about impressions you receive. Number one,
here's the first question: does it agree with the word of God? If what you're receiving, is
just contrary to what the Bible says - the Holy Ghost's not going to contradict Himself. I
had some people say: oh, I just feel I prayed, and we feel it's right to move in with one
another, and live together; and I say: what, you mean you're going to be having sexual
relationships? How can the Holy Spirit be leading you to do that, when He says: abstain
from fornication? Come on, help me understand how the one who wrote the Bible, now
is telling you a different story,, and it's your story, it's so different because it's about
you?
Actually this is what He says, so don't say that's guidance from God. That's coming from
your own heart, it's all about you. So if it doesn't agree with the word of God - I hear all
kinds of weirdness come, and people say: God told me this, God told me that, God told
me, all kinds of things. I think: this is just weirdness. You're hearing from yourself; or
you're hearing, even worse, from demonic spirits. If it's from the spirit of God, it'll never
contradict the Bible. It may highlight things we haven't been aware of, and it may bring
understanding of things, but it'll always have a reference base in the Bible, so your
spiritual experiences need to be anchored back to the word of God. Getting the idea?
How many can think of some weirdness already? [Laughs] Okay. Here's the second
thing: what you're getting, does it edify, and exhort you, and stir you up, and build you
up; or does it put you down?
If it lifts you up, then it's probably the spirit of God. If it puts you down, it's probably
demonic in origin. That's quite simple isn't it? God does not condemn; He lifts us up.
Now sometimes the things He speaks to us are a little bit painful. I remember when I
was having some time downloading to God, because I was in a very painful situation;
and then there was a silence, and I know that silence, He's about to talk to me; and He
said this. He said: I'm not committed to your comfort, I'm committed to your character.
Then He began to nail me on something. He said: what you did was wrong; and I knew
that was God. I didn't feel condemned. It was specific. It was exactly about something I
knew what I'd done, and it gave me hope that if I changed, I would see something
happen. I remember being in a meeting one time, I walked in there, there was this guy
in a wheelchair. I lookedm and I thought: oh no, a guy in a wheelchair, oh no, no, I don't
like wheelchairs. I felt my heart sink with unbelief. As I walked to my seat, the Lord said:
you've got a bad attitude. He just said it: you've got a bad attitude.

Now that's not putting me down, that's just saying: you have an attitude, it's a bad one,
and I needed to repent. I just said: Lord, I just repent straight away. He said: now this is
what I want you to do. I want you to meditate in healing, and I want you to picture and
see that man healed. I want you to believe for Him to get up tonight, and come out of
that wheelchair; so I spent some time through the service while worshipping, meditating,
then faith suddenly came into my heart. How did it happen? I suddenly - now I was
doing this, meditating on him being healed by Jesus, Jesus coming over, touching him
and being healed and stepping up. I was imagining it in my imagination, and then
suddenly, the picture of God just suddenly flashed into my mind, and I saw him stand
up. Whoa! Heal and walk. I got very excited, because I'd never seen that happen
before; and we got praying for some people, then eventually I prayed for him, and sure
enough, he got up, he not only walked, he ran! [Laughter]
Now, notice the things in there: the correction from the Lord was quite straight, and
quite specific, but it was for good. It never gave condemnation. It gave a clear directive
how to get out of it. Not only that, it produced a good fruit, so I know it came from God.
Okay, number one, the word of God; number two, it edifies, exhorts and comforts. It
does you good, lifts you and blesses you; third, here's a good one - it's open to the
counsel of others. Now this is where a lot of people go off the rails, this is where they
become just spiritually stupid, and do crazy stuff. If I've got something from God - in
James 3 it says: the wisdom of love is teachable, and approachable, and open to
reason, it's open to being talked about it; so if you've got guidance from God, it should
be able to stand in the light with spiritually mature people. So if God says He's told you
to do something, and you put it out before some spiritually mature people, and ask for
their counsel; if it's God, it'll stand the test. If it isn't God, they'll say: no, we don't think
that's God. Now that doesn't mean they're against you, or they're not hearing God. It
means you counsel is getting the light of day, it's getting scrutiny.
One of the most common ways I've seen people go off the rails, is this; they just have
no one to run their counsel by, because they don't build relationships with people that
could give them advice. This is crazy nonsense. In the counsel of many, plans are
established; do in getting direction that's another area. A fourth one: it brings a fruit of
peace in our life, and it exalts Jesus and lifts Him up. So there's just some simple things.
Now I want you just to close your eyes for a moment. I want you just to stop for a minute
now, just stop, now we're just going to finish the service up and I'm going to pray for a
few people; but here's the first thing I'd like to ask: What impressions, or wha impressed
you tonight? As you think about tonight's service, was there some point where
something impressed your heart? You felt something stir, because of what was said or
done or happened? What was that thing that impressed you? Try and identify it right
now.
How many of you felt, as you felt that impression, quite clearly, you were to learn
something, or God was getting your attention about something? How many felt God's
trying to get your attention about something, just put your hand up, while our eyes are
closed. Okay, lots of hands going up, very, very good. Okay then. Here's the next
question then: what will you do, about what that issue is? What will you do? What will

you do? What action will you take? What steps will you take, to respond to what God
said to you tonight? Now here's a wonderful thing: God is accessible all of the time. He's
accessible all of the time.
Praise the Lord. I'm going to just pray for a few people, then we're going to have an
opportunity for you to receive prayer. Well just close your eyes, look up to the Lord.
Don't look to me - I want you to look up expecting Jesus to speak with you; and He's
able to speak to you without my help at all, able to speak to you inside in your spirit; but
I'm going to, just myself, reach out to the Lord for something for you. So I'll just be
relaxed, and have my spirit free; and as I'm doing that, I'll be fixing my attention on
Jesus, looking to Him about something He wants to say to you. I'll expect He'll give me
a picture, a thought, it'll flow spontaneously, and if I'll speak about it, I believe the spirit
of God will just flow and touch your life.
Well I just thank You Lord, thank You Lord, You just love her, You know her. Thank You
Lord that - well there it is, and immediately I see it. So let me just share with you what I
saw. I just saw a picture drop into my mind of a boat in a storm, a boat in a storm; and it
feels like your life, you are in a storm. There's many things, are coming up all around
you, and it's stirring up a storm in your emotions, and in your thinking, in your soul, and
it's kind of like that picture of the storm, the boat is filling with water, and the waves look
big, and the wind looks big. You're thinking: I just think I'm going to sink, I feel like I'm
being overwhelmed by it all. But the Lord is with you. He wants you to see that He is
with you in the midst of your storm. You need have no fear, because Jesus is with you,
He is standing with you, He is alongside you, He wants you to have no fear about what
is happening.
He wants you to understand, that the storm you're in, is an opportunity to stand up. It's
an opportunity to believe, it's an opportunity to hold on to God's promises in your life.
God is healing things from your past. It's like Lazarus. He kind of called Lazarus out,
and the cave was opened up, out come this man; but oh my, they were grave clothes,
and they're all the smell of death. It's like God has reached into your life, drawn you out
into salvation experience, and now there's all these grave clothes, old things, old things
clinging to yo,u that other people put on you. Jesus wants you to know, He's going to
take them all off. Don't be worried about the storm, don't be worried about the grave
clothes, don't be worried about the trouble in your emotions. Jesus said: I am with you, I
will never leave you, focus on Me in this storm, and look to Me to show you, and I will
teach you how to walk through the storm.
Now Lord, I'm asking that You would bring Your peace, that You would calm the storm
in her soul tonight. Every spirit that troubles you, we forbid its operation. Now Lord, just
let Your peace come, here it is, just coming right now, just like that, see? Just coming
out of heaven, flowing over your life, because with God's words, come His peace and
His presence. Touch her Lord, touch her, [blows], Holy Spirit, come on her now. Holy
Ghost come. Praise the Lord.

So all I did was free up my spirit, focus my attention on the Lord, look for a picture. I got
the slightest picture, and I just began to talk about it, and as I talked, it grew and
became something that was real, and touched her life. That's how simple it is. So I
thought you know, you must have - no, it's no big thing, it's just remaining quiet inside
and listening. This is a lifestyle. It's a habit you develop, waiting in the presence of God,
meditating in the scriptures, and asking Him to speak to you. Imagine if God was
speaking to you every day, imagine if He was talking to you about your day, and starting
to share with you things He wanted to do in that day. Wouldn't that be wonderful? It can
happen for you, but you have to position yourself for it.
Thank You Lord. Father, I just thank You for Mel, Mel again, just close your eyes and
look up to Jesus, because He's the one that is wanting to speak with you. He's the one
who's wanting to speak with you. Thank You Lord, Thank You Lord. Now again, as I just
stay relaxed, and just reach out to the Lord, and just stay focussed on Him - I'm not
trying to get any answers. I'm just reaching out, and saying: Jesus, You love her. She's
Your daughter. Show me what You want to say to her, so as I was doing that, I just felt
something very, very simple happen. You know what I saw? I saw a path. It was kind of
like a steep gradient, and you were on that path. It's like you're climbing up hill, and it
feels like you have been climbing up hill. You know when you're walking on a flat path,
it's quite straight forward; when you're walking on a down hill path, it's even easier; but
when you're walking an up hill path, there's an effort in every step. I feel the Lord
showing me that you're having to take an effort, conscious effort with every step you're
taking. But I see you coming to the top, and there's decisions you're making, then it
goes down the other side. It's a lot easier.
The Lord wants to encourage you, keep your eyes fixed on Him. He's got your hand.
You're not going to falter, you're not going to fall and roll back down hill. You're going to
make decisions, and you'll go over the top of the mountain, and start to come into a
place of enlargement. The Lord says: it's okay. It's okay to make decisions. It's okay to
change your mind. It's okay to have new thoughts. He's with you. He knows the journey
you're taking, and He's helping you. Now Lord, just come and touch her right now, pour
out Your presence upon Mel. There it is, presence of God coming now. Holy Spirit
[blows], just touch her, come from heaven upon her, rest upon her and bring peace into
her heart tonight, in Jesus' Mighty name.
Always with words from God, there comes a peace in a person's life. [Laughs] Holy
Spirit come, there it is, thank You Lord. I think there's a great presence of God to speak
to people tonight, be great if others could hear God's voice speak.
Sezzy, can I pray with you? Praise the Lord, thank You Lord, come, come Holy Spirit,
come Holy Spirit. Come Holy Spirit. Well of course, it's not easy just to pray for you,
because I know something about your plans; but if you just fix your eyes on the Lord,
and I fix my eyes on Him, I just know He's going to show us something. Now as I'm
doing that, I'm just consciously removing all awareness. Sarah's my daughter, I notice
the decisions she's making right now, I've just got to push them all aside. I just begin to
look to Jesus, and I see what Jesus has done, and then I'll just give words to what I'm

seeing. Now this is what I see. I see Jesus, and He's holding a box, a treasure chest,
and it's very big, and it's full of treasure; and I see you have reached your hands out to
Him, and you've got hold of one side of the box, He's got hold of the other. What He
wants you to know, is He has invested great treasures within you, He's built within your
life, many treasures; well beyond what you realise, well beyond what you understand,
but you've had a hunger for things of the spirit, and God has built and imparted and put
into your life many things which are treasures.
There are natural treasures, but there are spiritual treasures, and God has put spiritual
treasures in you; and that box, as I'm looking at it, is a closed box, meaning that at this
point in time, it's sealed up, and people can't see what's in it. But then as you go forth
with the box in your hands, I see the lid opening, and you're beginning to explore the
treasures, then you're beginning to distribute the treasures. There's just many, many,
many, many, many, many people, many, many different people. I see some of them are
incredibly poor, some of them are incredibly poor. I see orphans. I see children. I see
poor people, desperate people, and you're opening your hands, treasures of the
heavens are flowing into the lives of people. I feel the Lord saying: don't forget your
destiny, because He hasn't forgotten. Your destiny is to carry His word, His spirit, His
life, to carry healing miracles, and a flow of prophetic revelation from heaven; expect it
to increase, not diminish. Take the treasures one by one, explore them, use them,
employ them. The Lord says: He's going to open the doors for you, one after the other,
after the other. You will be amazed. This is something God's called you to. I know you're
connected, and I know as a couple, you're going into a place (Zimbabwe), but God's
wanting you to know there's something He has through you, and I see it connected with
the children, to those who are in poverty, those who are poor, and I see miracles flowing
through your hands. I see gold dust on your hands, I see a flow of the river of God from
heaven, touching people's lives.
I see you having prophetic visions, I see you bringing people and they're standing there,
and as they lift their hands they're coming to encounter God. Just there's many of them,
all at once, hundreds upon hundreds. I see you standing there and heaven opening,
and the rain of God coming on people, and them experiencing Him. This is your legacy.
These are the treasures, and God has given you a little taste. You've seen little bits of
this, a little bit of that, a little bit of something else, but they've all been accumulating
over many years, and now the Lord says: the box is yours. Now begin to explore the
treasures within, and release them into the lives of others. Here it is. In a moment,
there's going to be a handing in to your life, into your spirit, of many, many treasures;
and particularly the whole area of visions, revelations, insight to heaven. It's going to
increase, not decrease, but guard it, because it's treasure. It's treasure we have within
an earthen vessel, Christ in us. Here it comes, here it comes, heaven opening over your
life right now - oh, look into heaven, look up, there it is, right now, and see, as He gives
to you. Stay in that place of looking. It'll unravel for you without me doing anything, just
stay in that place of looking. Praise the Lord.
I wonder is there anyone here tonight that doesn't know Jesus, it'd be a great night to
receive Him, to ask Him to be your saviour. There may be others tonight, if you want to

receive Jesus Christ, I'd love to just pray with you, come up and just let me know and I'll
pray with you. There may be others tonight, and what you're needing is just us to lay
hands on you, and just to release a fresh flow of God's spirit moving in your life, to
speak to you. If you'd like that tonight, why don't you come on up here, but don't focus
on who's praying for you. Just come and stand, lift your hands. If you know God was
speaking to you about something tonight, and you've decided to act on that, just make
your way to the front. We're not going to find out all what it is, we'll just lay hands and
endorse it, and just bless you. I feel tonight there's an impartation, come on people.
Would you do that tonight, just come, come, people tonight needing to come. Let's just
stand together, let's stand. You know God spoke to you? Make your way to the front. If
you're wanting a release of this flow of anointing, of the spirit of revelation, make your
way to the front.
Summary Notes
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1. Introduction
· Mk.1:17-18 ““Follow Me and I will make you become fishers of men. They immediately left
their nets and followed Him”
· Each of us is called by God to be connected to Jesus and to “Follow Him”.
· Foundational to following Jesus is hearing and responding to Him speaking.
2. Communication is Essential to Relationship
· Jn.10:27 “My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me”.
· If we belong to Christ we havge the capacity to hear Him speak to us.
· Communication is essential to cultivate and develop relations.
Communication = active listening and responding.
· Without communication relationships wither and die, they become sterile.
· When did you last hear God speak to you?
What did He say to you?
What are you doing about it? – How are you responding?
· Jesus cautions (i) Gospels: He that have ears to hear – let him hear (8x)
(ii) Revelations: He that has an ear to hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches (7x)
· Mk.4:23-25 “For whoever has (ears to hear) more shall be given”.
· God speaks to us individually and corporately we must listen and respond!
· When we are no longer hearing the Holy Spirit we become passive, spiritually asleep.
· Two helps (i) Sundays: Bring Bible – take notes – listen for the Holy Spirit
(ii) Small Group: Ask one another questions – What is the Holy Spirit saying to you? How are
you responding?
3. What does the Voice of God sound like?
· 1 Cor.6:17 “He that is joined to the Lord is one spirit with Him”.
· We are joined spirit to spirit with Jesus – constantly connected to Him.

· He lives within our hearts and desires to reveal Himself within us.
· The more we become aware of His presence the easier to hear His voice.
· He is not some nebulous force but a person with thoughts, feelings, personality.
· Jn.7:37-39 “Out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water”.
· God’s spirit within us “flows” like a river = is spontaneous, moving.
· Western lifestyle focus on the mind and reason – Bible focus is on being Spirit conscious.
· The movement of the Holy Spirit is flowing, spontaneous words, thoughts, pictures,
impressions and feelings.
· God’s voice is like a still small voice within us (1 Kg.19:12).
4. Common Hindrances to Hearing God Speak
· Listening to God =- listening in to spontaneous words, thoughts, pictures, impressions, feelings
within. These are easily blocked or hindered.
· Common Hindrances:
i) Hidden sins iv) Having “mind-sets” or idols in the heart
ii) Disappointment with God v) Over dependence on mind and reasoning
iii) Unresolved grief and offence vi) Demonic oppression
· Inner impressions that we receive can come from three different sources
(i) Self – selfish (ii) Evil Spirits – evil, demanding (iii) Holy Spirit – good!
5. Keys to Hearing the Holy Spirit speak (Hab.2:2)
(i) Free Up Your Spirit
· If your spirit is weighed down there is little or no flow.
· Speak in tongues – activate your spirit (1 Cor. 14:14,4)
· Soft music can help.
(ii) Focus Your Thoughts
· Fix your thoughts upon Jesus – use a picture from Scripture.
· Remove external distractions.
· Press through internal distractions by focussing/fixing your thoughts.
· In order to see you need to look – fix your mind on Jesus the Source.
(iii) Faith – Expect to Receive
· Expect to receive spontaneous thoughts, words, impressions, pictures, feelings as you still your
heart and look.
· It is easy to think that God won’t speak to me.
· Faith is based on what God says “My sheep hear my voice!”
· Voice =NT5456= Phone = sound, frequency, tone, voice, words.
(iv) Feel – Identify the Impressions You Receive
· Identify the flow of thoughts, ideas, words, pictures, impressions.
· Value them as being a flow of the River of God.
· Write them down (journal) expecting more to come.

6. Process What You have Received
Test it Respond to It
· Agree with the Word of God? What must I do?
· Edify, Comfort or Exhort?
· Open to the Counsel of Others?
· Exalt Jesus or Self?
· Fruit of Peace?
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John 10:27, Jesus said: My sheep hear My
voice, I know them, and they follow Me. So
one of the things is, it's possible for any
person to hear the voice of God. Whether
you're saved or unsaved, God has got no
trouble speaking to you. He can get
through to you. He's got a way of doing it,
and even if you're unsaved, people don't
always recognise it's God, but many times
they understand, actually that's God trying
to get a hold of my attention.
But for a believer, this is what Jesus said: if
you're My sheep; two things - one, we hear
His voice; two, we respond, we actually do
what Jesus said, we follow Him, or we
make choices to act on what God said. Last
week we shared with you some very simple
keys on how you hear the voice of God. We
talked about the flow of the spirit within you,
how Jesus said that the spirit of God would
flow like a river from within. We shared that
the voice of your head is different to the
voice of your heart. The voice of your head is logical, rational, one idea after another in
an order. The voice of your heart is spontaneous, with pictures, and it flows. We saw
that the spirit of God when He speaks to us, speaks to our heart, brings witness in our
heart; and this is not something you just take for granted. It's something you cultivate. It
becomes a way of life, of learning to listen to the promptings of the Holy Spirit; and you'll
save yourself a lot of hardship if you listen to the promptings of the Holy Spirit. How
many felt unease or something was disturbing them and they ignored it, then it turned
out really bad for them? How many have had that experience? See, we've all had that

experience at some point; so what happens of course is that if you override or ignore
the directings of God in your life, there's a consequence of it; so neither does God want
us to be just a puppet, where He tells us everything; so there's this balance of human
responsibility, of thinking and working out how to interact, and work my life out; with God
working with me, to guide me and direct me. The two go hand in hand.
One of the most common experiences that people have is this: What do you do, when
God doesn't seem to be talking? What do you do, when God seems to be silent? Now
He's never silent, He's always speaking, and He's always available to speak; but there
are times in our life, when God seems to be silent. How many of you know a time like
that, known a situation; and it's very, very challenging! In Psalm 28, David knew this.
Let's have a look at it in Psalm 28, a time when God was silent. Of course, if He's silent
all the time, you've got a problem, you're disconnected. Psalm 28: To You, will I cry O
Lord, my Rock; Do not be silent to me, lest if You are silent to me, I become like those
who go down into the pit. So David is saying, or the Psalm is saying, he's saying: I need
You to talk to me God, I need You to speak to me. I put my life in Your hands, I'm facing
pressures and difficulties, I need You to talk. So he's saying: if you go silent on me, and
give me the silent treatment, I'll end up in the pit of hell, pit of depression, pit of despair.
So let's just talk a little bit about what happens, when it seems like God is silent. Most of
us would have had an experience where you really need God to give something to
direct you, but nothing happened. You sought the Lord, you prayed, read your Bible;
and nothing seemed to happen. It can be very troubling. You ask God to help you, He
doesn't seem to help you; ask God to guide you, He doesn't seem to be guiding you,
you don't seem to hear anything, and it seems quite disturbing. It seems like at times
heaven seems to be silent, about the things that are really important. How many know
that kind of situation? I hate that kind of situation. I have learned some things about it,
so when God seems to be silent, there's always a reason behind it. There's always
something we need to learn from it, when God seems to be silent; but you can go
through many different experiences, and unfortunately many Christians don't respond
the right way. Some get very angry and resentful, that God is not talking to them; some
get offended that God's not talking; some just feel depressed, or feel what's the use,
and actually feel like: well, I'll just get on with my life, and they kind of park it.
But it's of concern to us, if we're talking to God, and there's no response. Something is
not right. We need to figure out what to do in situations like that, and at times God
seems to withhold from us, the very thing we need to make a decision, or the very thing
we need to get us out of a fix. When that happens, it can be quite distressing, unless
you know what to do. One of the things to understand, is that when God is silent, there
is always a reason for it; and sometimes that silence, can just be to let what's in your
heart, rise to the surface. There's a king called Hezekiah, and it says: God withdrew
from him for a while, to see what was in his heart; to test him, let what was in his heart,
come to the surface. That's found in 2 Chronicles 32:31; so King Hezekiah was a godly
man. He walked with the Lord, God blessed him and guided him; but there was a period
of his time, when it felt like God had withdrawn from him. Now did God leave him? No.
Does God leave you? No, He doesn't leave us, but it feels like He's not there. It feels

like other things are really there: the pressures of finances, the pressures of a family
situation, the pressures in a marriage, the pressures of your work situation, the
pressures of a decision you need to make.
It feels like those are there, but God isn't there. The reality is: He is there, He is never
going to leave you, He is always with you. The challenge is: how you handle that time,
when it doesn't seem like God is responding. I want to give you just some things NOT to
do, some things not to do; and we'll just give you some Bible examples on it, some
things you should not do, when God is silent, and you just really do need to get some
direction from Him. Now there's a lot of areas, that it's not clear what the answer is. We
actually need the spirit of God to speak to us; decisions you make about your work,
where you live, who you'll marry, decisions about family, there's a lot of things you can't
actually, easily read, and find an answer exactly for it; so we actually have to position
ourself, to let God talk with us. So what do we not do when God is silent?
Now I'm going to give you an example of a person who did this very thing, and every
one of these people that did this thing, got themselves into trouble. So here, not
necessarily in order of importance, but here's my number one. It's found in Luke 24:13.
There were some disciples, after the resurrection of Jesus; now remember Jesus had
died, He'd been buried, He'd risen from the dead, but He hadn't spoken to them. In
other words, they had a period of silence, when God was not talking to them; and the
Bible says that the two disciples headed out of Jerusalem, the place where they were
called to be, the place where they were called to remain, the place where they were
called to pioneer, the place where God had positioned them; and they began to go to
Emmaus, which means literally the place of hot pools, the place of comfort. They began
to withdraw, away from the placing that God had given them.
So one of the things that people do, when they feel God isn't speaking to them, or
coming through, is they pull back from church and fellowship, that's what people do.
They don't know why, they just do it. It's actually because, to come into fellowship, or to
come into where people are, they're reminded of this conflict or pain or grief that they
have, and don't want to be reminded of it; and rather than resolve it, withdraw from
where they can be reminded of it. So the disciples went that path, and here's the thing
that happened to them. When Jesus began to talk to them, they couldn't even recognise
Him; so I have observed over many years, when people have faced disappointments
and struggles and pain, that they withdraw from their connection to the body of Christ,
or from relationship with people. When you do that, when you withdraw, you make a
serious mistake, because now your problems will increase and get greater. The voice
that'll be stronger will be the voice of the world, and your own feelings, not the voice of
God.
One of the things I've learned is, when you're in pressure, in difficulty, as much as lies
within you, bring it into relationship and connection; don't withdraw. How many of you
know someone like that? Oh yeah [laughs] okay then. Here's another one, number two:
Don't harbour resentment; don't harbour resentment and blame in your heart. Now if we
read in John 11:21; Martha, when she heard Jesus was coming, went and met Him, and

Mary was sitting in the house. Martha said to Jesus: Lord, if You'd been here, my
brother wouldn't have died. Now you've got to realise what's happened. Martha and
Mary are sweating it out, over the sickness that the brother has. They've sent a
message out to Jesus, and guess what? Jesus doesn't reply. He not only doesn't reply,
He doesn't do anything either. He just remains where He is, and refuses to respond;
and it seems to them, or it seems to Martha anyway, Jesus doesn't seem to care about
her. It seems to her like, He's just ignoring her. It seems like He's rejecting her, and this
is their time of need. Remember they're the friends of Jesus, He's been in their home,
He's been for meals with them, He's stayed with them, they are His friends - and yet
when they need His help the most, the one who healed everyone else, didn't heal their
brother. In fact he died, they'd had a funeral, he was buried, and they were all in the
grieving stage.
Now you can understand, for her, God was silent; and now Jesus turns up. She's not
exactly very happy, and what's in her heart comes out of her mouth; she said: if You'd
been here, then he wouldn't have died. Now notice this, she's putting blame on Jesus,
that the death of the brother came about, because He failed to do something. There's
resentment and blame in her heart. When we get knocked around or disappointed, or
suffer a grief in our life, and God does not seem to be talking to us; it's very easy, out of
the grief, to them want to blame someone for what's happened. So the moment Jesus
came, they started to blame Him. Don't blame! Blame leaves you a victim. Blame stops
you actually exploring: what is it, I need to do or grow in, this particular time.
Here's a third thing then, here's another one. Luke Chapter 7:20-23, and this is John the
Baptist. John the Baptist went through a bit of a painful situation, and he was cautioned
by Jesus. Now in this particular situation, John has gone out preaching the gospel, he's
gone out proclaiming Jesus is the coming saviour, He's the lamb of God, he's had this
revelation about who Jesus is; and now he's stood up, and he confronted Herod and his
wife, that their marriage was wrong, and it was out of order; and for his speaking the
truth, he's thrown into jail. So he's sitting there in jail, and he's awaiting death. He knows
now he's stuck in jail; but the messiah is here, Jesus is here, and here's the problem:
He's not speaking or doing anything. Now you can understand, for someone who's in
prison who's facing death, when God does not seem to be speaking or doing anything,
that is very distressing. Here's the warning that Jesus gave. Jesus spoke, and told the
disciples, in Verse 22: tell John the things you've seen and heard - the blind see, the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have
the gospel preached to them; and blessed is he, who is not offended because of Me.
Now why did they go to Him? They went to ask this question: are You the one we've
been looking for? Now John knew that Jesus was the one, he got revelation; but he
became hurt inside, that Jesus had failed to get him out of jail. He become upset that
God had not rescued him out of a difficult problem. In fact actually, the Bible makes it
very clear, he ended his days in that jail - his head was taken off. Now here's the thing:
For him, he fully expected that Jesus would rescue him somehow out of the jail; and
when Jesus didn't, the warning that came to him was this. Here's the warning, because
he was starting to doubt the revelation he'd received. He's going, and now instead of

saying this: is the one; he's saying: are you the one? So when we are in a difficult
situation, and God doesn't seem to be speaking, it is very easy to harbour these two
things: to harbour doubt about what God last said to us; and to feel offended, that He
hasn't responded to our need; doubt about what God last said. Remember, he got
revelation about who Jesus was. Now he's doubting the revelation he got. It's very easy,
when you're in a difficult situation, it seems like you're in prison, it seems like the walls
have closed in, it seems like there's no way out. It's very easy in a situation like that, to
begin to doubt what God has been speaking to you; and easy to become offended with
God, and build a wall of resentment or resistance. Don't harbour offence!
Here's another one, another one that took the wrong way round. I'll give you two more,
and then we'll show you just exactly what you need to do. It's found in 1 Samuel,
Chapter 13. This is King Saul. Now here's what - Saul has actually had a word from
God, and this was the word: I want you to go to this place, I want you to wait there until I
come. Now here's what's happened, and we read in Verse 6 of 1 Samuel 13: the men of
Israel saw they were in great danger. They were in danger, because in Verse 5, the
Philistines gathered together to fight with Israel, 30,000 chariots and 6,000 horsemen,
people like the sand which is on the seashore, for the multitude came up and encamped
at Michmash, at the end of Beth Aven.
The men of Israel saw they were in danger, and so they went and they hid in the caves,
the thickets, the rocks, holes and in pits. Some of them followed crossed Jordan to the
land of Gad and Gilead. As for Saul, he was still in Gilgal, and the people were following
him, trembling. He waited seven days, according to the time set by Samuel; but Samuel
did not come, and the people were scattered. So he said: bring a burnt offering and
peace offerings, and he offered the burnt offerings. Now it happened, as soon as he'd
finished presenting the burnt offering, Samuel came, and Saul went out to meet him,
that he might greet him. And Samuel said: what have you done? He said: I saw the
people were scattered, you didn't come, the Philistines had gathered against me; and I
said: I just need to go and make an offering to the Lord, so I forced myself, and did this
offering.
He said: that's very foolish, you're going to lose your authority, you'll lose your kingdom,
as a result of this. Now notice here, don't harbour fear or anxiety, and act in a reaction
to what's going on. Don't hold on to fear and anxiety. Here's the problem with Saul. The
problem was, he was insecure. Now what was the reason he was insecure? He was
insecure, because he saw all the problems, but he didn't see how big God was. He was
insecure because he saw the people leaving, and he didn't see God was still with him.
He was insecure because he had no current word from God, except the last one to go
on, and he's waiting for something to happen, so here's what happens. In the face of
pressure, anxiety and fear took over him, he shut down, and he said: I know what I'll do,
I'll make something happen to get my way out of this. How many have known what it's
like to be in a place like that, where you've been tight, it's been difficult, it's been tense
for you; and instead of actually waiting for God to give you directions, and show you
what to do, you actually had to force yourself; but you tried to make something happen?
When you do that, it always messes up. It always ends up like that.

That's the tendency we have, is we want to get back into control again, and feel safe;
rather than actually leaning, and trusting, on the Lord. My experience has been God
sometimes talks quickly, sometimes talks specifically, sometimes very directly; and
sometimes He's incredibly silent, and it's distressing. You can go through all of these
feelings, and want to try and do something. Here's the last one we'll look at it. It's found
in Genesis 16, and this is Sarah. Sarah, Abram's wife, had borne no children - Verse 1 and she had an Egyptian maidservant, whose name was Hagar. So Sarah said to
Abram: see now, the Lord has restrained me from bearing children. Notice she blames
God for the situation? Please go into my maid, or have sexual relations with my maid;
perhaps I'll obtain children by her. And Abram heeded the voice of Sarah. Then later on,
Verse 11, the Angel of the Lord speaks to Hagar, and says: behold, you are with child,
and you'll bear a son. You'll call his name Ishmael, because the Lord has heard your
affliction; but he shall be a wild man, his hand against every man, and every man's hand
against him. He shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.
Now get this one here. Every day you look in the papers, one of the things that you can't
help but notice, are the troubles going on in the Middle East. You'll notice that the
primary area of the troubles is around the Arab nations, the descendants of Ishmael;
and when you look at those problems, what you need to be aware of is, those problems
would never have occurred, if Abraham hadn't done this foolish thing. In fact the earth
would have been free of all of that current conflict around there, if he hadn't done this.
The dilemma, generationally, of his mistake, was enormous. We're still experiencing the
consequences of it today. Notice what it says of Ishmael, he said: he'll be a wild man,
he'll be like a wild ass you can't reason with. Dave was sharing some of the stuff over
there in Pakistan, he said they use the term 'donkey brain', because people get so
stubborn, and fixed, and set, you can't shift them out of it; and this is exactly what the
Bible said. He said the generations that will come out of Ishmael, they will be like a
donkey brain, you can't reason or talk to them. They're just stubborn and they're set;
and notice this, he said: they will be all against one another. They'll be in conflict, one
with another. How's this all happen? Now you've got to consider this, that Abraham had
got a promise from God: I am going to give you children, I'm going to create out of your
seed, all the nations will be blessed. He got that in Genesis 12. Now what you've got to
realise is, ten years have passed, and God didn't speak to him and tell him too many
things, so when God said to him: I'm going to bless you, I'll make your name great; and
out of your seed, all the nations will be blessed. He didn't tell him about a great famine,
that was coming in the land that He sent him to.
He sent him out into the land of Canaan. He didn't tell him there was going to be a
famine there, or what to do in the famine. He didn't tell him that: yes, I'm going to give
you children, but there's going to be some delay in this process. So after ten years in
the land of Canaan, going through a famine, going back to Egypt, coming back out of
Egypt up there; there he is, he still hasn't got a child. Now he's thinking: I need to help
God out; and his wife, who's lost her faith in God can actually work in her, to give her
children, thinks: well the only way it's going to work out, can't be me this promise is for,
it must be just Abraham. So in her reasoning, she's trying to reason out the prophesy.
She's trying to work out how God is going to make it happen. So she's thinking: well I'm

not having any children, and he's going to have the children; it must be through
someone else, so she starts to get into the reasoning process, how God will work it out,
and comes up with the grand idea: won't you have sexual relations with my maid? Of
course, this is where Ishmael came from.
So what can happen is, when there's a delay, and God isn't working out what we are
looking for Him to do, it's very easy for us to think: how we can help God out, to make
this come about. We try and reason it, and work it out. When we do that, we have an
Ishmael. Ishmael's are horrible - they're painful, and they cause a lot of conflict. How
many have had an Ishmael in your life? You've tried to help God out over something?
One or two. The reality is, we've all tried to help God out with something or other; and
when we did it, what came out of it, was not good at all. We have a better idea that
God's; so people have prayed for a partner, prayed for someone for life, and rather than
actually build their character, and walk with God, and build great relationships, they kind
of hurry the process up a little bit, get someone that God never intended them to have then it's a mess. You'd be better single, than with someone God never intended you to
be with. Come on, think about that. A lot of people - all the counsellors say: yes, that's
true. [Laughs]
We've all counselled people: mate, that was a bad decision, what were you thinking? I
wasn't, I just wasn't. I know, I won't go there [laughs] I just wasn't thinking clearly, and a
lot of guys just don't think clearly. There'll be people here today, just not thinking clearly;
because what you're doing, instead of trusting God, and building into your life the path,
and the journey with God, to get you where you're supposed to go, you just want to take
the shortcut and get a quick answer. It doesn't work that way, so what can I do? What
can I do, if God does not seem to be answering? How many in that place, you need an
answer from God for something in your life right now? One or two, actually I'd say a lot
of people are needing an answer from God, and sometimes He's real quick to give it,
sometimes there's a bit of a delay, sometimes it's a long time.
So I want to share with you, what you can do, in the time when God is silent. I can
assure you this: He will not stay silent forever. He will speak on it, even if it's not right
now; and one of the things I've found frustrating is, the one thing I want Him to answer,
and He's not saying anything; but He's talking about a lot of other things, the trivia
[laughs] the little things in your life, the little things in relationships. He's talking about
what seems to be trivia, and you've got one big main elephant sitting there, waiting to be
dealt with; and it's like He's just pretending it isn't there. You know that situation? We
have that, and it happens like that; so you've got to learn how to handle that, and to deal
with it, otherwise you get overwhelmed. So since it's easy for us to be overwhelmed with
painful emotions and feelings over that and so on, we need actually to deal with it, so
here we go.
If you've got some important decision, some important thing, God's not talking; or you've
got some painful thing. and God's not helping in some kind of way; it's very easy to
become disappointed, so here's some things you can do. Now these are not just: hey,
here's a one, two, three, four, do this, and it guarantees. Here's the first thing you've got

to realise is: you can't make God to anything, you just can't. He is in control, not you.
You can't make Him do anything, so this is where a lot of Christians get really
disappointed. They think: well, if I just praise loud enough, then He'll do it. If I just read
my Bible enough, He'll do it - and He doesn't do it. I'll pray in tongues for an hour a day,
and He still doesn't do it; so you start to get into this scheming thing: how I can make
God give me what I want. Until you've come to the end of all of that, you're not going to
get anything. It's like He refuses to be pressured that way. I hate that when it's like that,
because I've tried everything at times, then you end up just crying, then you get angry,
and then you get sulky, and then you withdraw and don't pray. Then you stop reading
your Bible, then you get back up again, because you've still got to get an answer; and
you get connected again and start again, all over the same thing. How many know what
I'm talking about? We've all had that, all been down that route. Tell someone, you know
what that's about don't you? You've been there.[Laughs]
Okay then, so what could we do? What are some things that we can do? Here's a few
things. The first thing you can do is, I found always: strengthen yourself in the Lord.
Focus on strengthening your life with God, because negative emotions and fears or
issues can surface very quickly. 1 Samuel 30:6, David was facing a major crisis, of
everything gone wrong for him, and the Bible says when everyone else panicked, and
become afraid, and began to blame and wanted to kill him, he strengthened himself in
the Lord. So what would you do to strengthen yourself in the Lord? You need to just
face, and let the emotions come out, that you've got going on there; because when
you've got a lot of emotions stewing around inside, you can't build in your spirit on top of
that. You've got to be honest about the feelings and struggles, pour them out before the
Lord. What else you can do, start to remind yourself or remember the victories you've
had in the past, where God answered you. Remember them, go back over them, how
God came through for you; so you remember the track of the victories you've had.
These are some simple things you can do. Meditate on the faithfulness of God. Go and
take pictures of people in the Bible, and read about the crises they were in, and how
God came through; and meditate on it. In other words, do some work establishing and
strengthening your trust; because if you lose trust, and stop trusting God, that's when
things start to really fall apart.
So the first thing I found it's helpful to do, is rather than trying to get the solution of make
God speak to me; work on strengthening my inner life, getting the emotions out of the
way; and starting to remind myself of the promises of God, and building the spirit man. I
tell you one thing, if you're going to hear God, you will hear Him in your spirit; and if your
spirit is being strengthened, and there's adversity: one, you'll come out the other side a
better person; two, you're more likely to hear; so there's the first thing is - strengthen
your spirit man. That involves praise and worship. Now a lot of people come into church
on Sundays, and they've struggled through the week. They've struggled through the
week for a whole range of reasons, and no one blames that people struggle. Struggle's
a part of life. It's what you do in the struggles, and the tendency in the struggles, is
instead of building and strengthening your inner life, and learning how to praise God
and thank Him, and lift up the atmosphere around them; people tend to just go down,
and withdraw, and shut down. I watch, I kind of see in church, and I watch the level of

participation of people; and I can tell that many people are shut down, because when
we are building an atmosphere, where we're actually giving something to God, that is a
place you can break through; when everyone else is with you, and they're rising up, you
begin to praise God - yeah, well I don't feel like it. This is not about feeling, it's actually
about: this is what I choose to do, in my adversity.
You have a think about, for example, Paul and Silas, in Acts 16. In the middle of their
adversity - they'd been beaten up, whipped and put into jail for doing good; and then
they began to praise God, lift Him up, begin to exalt Him, sing songs, and actually just
magnify God; and that is when they got an answer. They got an answer - then. You
think they knew they were going to get an answer then? No, they did not. In fact
actually, they could have remained in prison; but what they knew to do, was to magnify
God in the midst of the difficulty, by thanking Him and praising Him. I've found a lot of
people don't do that. When we come into a Sunday meeting, no matter what you feel
like, no matter what you've been going through; make a decision you'll stand up and
you'll begin to give praise, give something to God, give the honour to Him. Of course
when you try to do it, if you're offended inside, it will surface quite quick; and you can
then resolve it, and push it out of the way, because praise and gratitude will always
surface this other stuff that's in your life. Getting the idea?
So I come to meet with God. I don't come to actually end up depressed at the end of the
meeting. Now here's the thing. If we have say, 300 people come in, and 20 are excited
and give themselves to God; then there's all these others, the 280, that are bringing a
spirit of heaviness and depression; and 20 people have to shift that off everyone. That's
not God. That's not the way to do it. The way to do it is, we come and we gather to give
something to God, and we then give it to Him. I give Him the very best. I get into those
songs, I come in, and I like to be the strongest, loudest, most vocal worshipper of God.
Why? Because I have learned, no matter what I'm feeling, if I will do that, my spirit will
energise and arise and lift; and other things take perspective. Getting the idea? But it's a
choice, it's a choice to do it, and I've practised it enough now that I can arise in my spirit,
quite quickly; so one thing, strengthen yourself in the Lord.
Here's the second thing you can do. You can examine your relationship with the Lord, to
see if there's things in there you need to face. Sometimes there are things to face.
Sometimes there are issues to face. Sometimes, if God hasn't been speaking to you,
God's silent, maybe there's compromise; maybe there's an area that God had spoken to
you, you've done nothing about it, and so it's all gone quiet, on the God front, in that
area. Maybe there's an area where you actually are violating God's principles in some
way? You know, you're sleeping with someone, and then you're wondering why you're
not hearing from God. I know what you're going to hear from God, I'll tell you it right
now. So if you are, if you're in sexual sin, or sexual immorality, this is what the word of
God is: STOP IT! Simple. Stop it, because you're grieving the spirit of God. It's as
simple as that. Don't grieve the spirit of God. Don't quench the spirit of God. Don't grieve
Him, just stop the sin, turn from the sin, quickly get back into God. Why? Because then
you'll hear about it. Who knows what you've got in, already got such a mess, it's unlikely
the thing's ever going to work out properly; so stop it, that's it. You don't need lots of

words. We need to hear what God says, so if there's compromise, sin, there's
something in our life we know is wrong; and in the time when you get in that
atmosphere of worshipping God, that's when you start to remember it.
When you remember it, deal with it quite quick. Did God say something to you? What
did He last say? Did you do it? What was the last thing God said? If you can't
remember, you're in trouble. See, you're in trouble, in your relationship. Now the
problem is, we substitute activities, for authentic heart relationship. Authentic heart
relationship requires communication. So remember this, that we can be going to church,
I could be giving, I could be serving, I could go in in the prison, I'd be going down the
community, all kinds of things. But if I'm not hearing God, or I haven't heard Him for a
long time, it's very easy for everything to reduce down to just church, and Christian
busyness; and we don't carry a presence of God around our life. We're just doing good
things. Now we need to be more than that. Don't stop doing the good things; but just reengage with God again, so the good things you're doing carry His presence into them.
So when did you last hear God speak? Keep a journal, keep a diary, write down what
God is saying; because if you don't write it down, you forget it. Oh it's getting very quiet.
[Laughs] These are really, really important things, aren't they? So we don't know what to
do, we haven't heard God for a little while. Now I believe you need to be proactive. You
have to be proactive in seeking God, not just a victim, and passive: oh well, God's not
talking to me, He talks to someone else, doesn't talk to me. Don't be a victim, be
proactive! Seek for answers, seek for answers. You've got to be proactive, so we need
to seek answers. So how am I going to seek answers when I'm not hearing God? The
Bible tells us very clearly, to seek wisdom. Wisdom is the principle thing. Wisdom is
knowing what to do. I don't know what to do, God, show me what to do, so how would I
go about seeking that wisdom, if I'm not hearing much from God, and I'm overwhelmed
by the problem? Well there's a number of ways you can go doing it. Start to search the
Bible for some principles that might apply. For example, if you were choosing someone
to marry, there's no verse that says: marry this person; so now you've got to look at the
principles that would be appropriate for that. Is the person one spirit with me? Are they
joined to the Lord? Are they a believer? That would be a good thing to ask them,
because if they're not a believer, you've got some big problems, division right at the
beginning. Principles - have we got similar values? Can we walk in unity? Well they'll be
principles in the Bible; so you can start to look for principles in the Bible to help you with
those decisions. You can seek wisdom.
Here's another place you can seek wisdom. You seek wisdom from wise people. Now
there's lots of foolish people, don't seek wisdom from foolish people. [Laughs] Seek
wisdom from wise people; so if someone has got a track record of failure in their life,
that is not the person to seek wisdom from. You want the person that's got some
success track in their life. I'm surprised how easily people are seduced by nice words
that people have, and how they don't actually stop to see what is the fruit in that
person's life. If a person has failed in their finances, and has nothing, they've failed in
their marriage, failed in their relationships, and they've got a track record that things are
not working out; that's not the person I want to ask: what do you reckon I should do.

[Laughs] You're going to get a bad reply - well I think... Well I don't really want to know
what you think. I really want to have someone, who actually has done the track record
of wisdom. Now someone's - their marriage broke down, they've gone through all the
difficulties and pain. Now they've rebuilt and they've got a great marriage, probably a
person like that will have a lot of experience that they'll be able to bring to bear. Go to
people that have got a track record. We've got some people that have got great track
records, but often they're the last ones to be sought out when it comes to getting advice.
I'm amazed how people seek the wrong people. You seek a friend who's on drugs,
you're going to end up down the same route they are. You've got to think it through.
Now not all people that are wise, are Christians. I think there's a lot of people who've
gained great wisdom, that are not Christians. I think there's a lot of people that have got
some good experience and wisdom to bring to bear; but seek someone, who can give
good advice. You say: well why would I do that? Because sometimes God wants to talk
to you through people.
Here's a question you could ask: has God already been talking to me through someone,
and I just didn't even recognise it? You see, we all want to just have the hotline with
God, and I believe we should all hear directly from God; but there are times when God
will speak through another person, and the reason He'll speak through another person
is two-fold: one, you're not listening to Him directly, because you've got your agenda;
and two, because this person now gives you a chance to deal with your pride in your
heart, whether you'll receive from a person or not. I get people say: it's just me and God,
and I'm hearing all this from God. Well okay, who are the people that you run your
wisdom by? Who's speaking into your life, that will actually have the right to be able to
talk, and give you some practical wisdom? One of the things we've been able to build in
the oversight team, is the ability to speak into one another's life, very openly, very freely;
but it starts when you are willing to do that.
Think about this: when Jesus came, His own town didn't receive Him; because they
said: that's just a carpenter's son. Who's He? Doesn't know anything. You understand,
you can miss God speaking into your life, when someone who's a person in the flesh,
says something you don't like, in a way you don't like; but it may still be God. I had to
learn early in my Christian walk, that sometimes the way people presented things to me
was pretty appalling; but it didn't mean there wasn't some truth in it, I needed to hear;
and it's very easy to get offended when God's trying to talk to you through a person, by
the vessel, and miss the message that God's trying to speak to you. How many of you
can think of an experience, where you've turned away from someone speaking to you, it
turns out that was really God trying to get a hold of you? There'd be heaps of us like
that.
Okay, so here's the last one you could think about. One of the things I think really helps,
is to continually affirm my trust and confidence, that God is leading me. I declare this
over you. Thank You Lord, today I hear Your voice clearly, and I instantly obey.
Continue to affirm your trust, God leads. His job is to lead, ours is just to follow; so I
pray the 23rd Psalm: Thank You Lord, You are my shepherd, and I go through the verse
- You lead me in right paths, for Your own name's sake. So I begin to declare it, and

acknowledge it, and make my default position: hey, God is leading me, whether I'm
aware of it or not, whether it sounds clear or not, I'm convinced that God is directing me,
and leading me. Thank You Lord, You are leading me. This is my declaration, I follow
You. When You speak, I instantly obey. I thank You today, I hear Your voice clearly.
Start to frame the spiritual environment, by speaking out. Silence doesn't build anything.
Speak words that build, so that you affirm and build up. Then the last one I found is:
follow the plan. Follow either: the last thing that God told you to do; or what you had
written down in your plan. So if you've got a plan for building your finances, and you're
struggling on the way a little bit, just stick with the plan, follow the plan. Don't make a big
swerve. God spoke to you about something, don't make any changes. Just follow that,
until you've got through on that area. Don't be without some sense of direction; so God
requires us to make plans, and to listen to Him. Put the two together: you make your
plan, you pray over your plan, and then stick with it. Just stick with it; then if God is not
speaking, that's okay. If He wants to change the plan, He'll speak to you at some point
on the way; but at least don't just sit there passively, waiting for something to happen.
We need to be quite proactive in this business of seeking God, listening for His voice.
Can we say Amen to that?
Alright then, this is what I want you to do, before we finish up. I'll minister and pray for a
few people in a moment, but what I want to do is this. I want to ask you two questions.
Here's the first question: How has God been speaking to you, in this last half an hour to
45 minutes? What has God been saying to you? In other words, what impressed you?
Now take it right back through the beginning of the meeting. Ten o'clock we came in to
meet with God. Now what touched you, impressed you, spoke into your heart, in that
last hour and a half? What? Try to think about it for a moment. What is it touched you?
What is it impressed your heart? What is it you would say: perhaps I felt God speaking
to me, touching me about something? I felt a stir, I felt a pressure, I felt perhaps: oh,
that's a challenge, I felt something really go right into me, I just felt something inside me
leap? What is it that you felt? What is it that God did?
Then here's the second question. What steps will you take, to act on that? If you can't
answer it, just sit still for a little while, and just listen to the voice of your heart, listen for
a thought to come up. Let's practice listening to God. You may not know the Lord, but
something may have touched you and impressed you today. What did you feel God was
saying to you? What will you do about that now? What steps will you take to act on what
God showed you?
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1. Introduction
· Jn.10:27 My Sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me.”
· We all have the ability to hear the voice of God.
· To follow Jesus we must be able to hear His voice, recognise when He is speaking.
· He speaks to us in many ways, and through may different channels.

e.g. Bible; Messages preached; People; Counsellors; Circumstances.
· We can develop and cultivate our ability to hear His voice in our spirit.
2. What Happens When God Seems Silent?
· Ps.28:1 “…Do not be silent to me, lest if you are silent to me, I become like those who go down
into the pit.”
· God always responds to us but not always what we want or when we want.
· It can be “very troubling” when you asked direction – but no reply
You listened for His voice – but no response
You need help – but God seems silent
· When God seems silent and does not seem to respond to us it is very easy to:
Wonder if you have missed his direction
Feel angry and resentful
Think God has rejected or abandoned you
Become discouraged and maybe depressed.
· 2 Chron.32:31 “God withdrew from him in order to test him to know what was in his heart.”
- God does not leave us or abandon us. We are joined to the Lord. (1 Cor. 6:17)
- Sometimes we may not be aware of His presence or voice.
- In times when God is silent issues in our relationship with Him surface.
3. What Not to Do when God Seems Silent
(i) Don’t withdraw from your assignment
e.g. Luke 24:13
· Disciples were full of grief and disappointment
· They withdrew from their place of calling
(ii) Don’t Harbour Resentment and Blame
e.g. Jn.11:21 “Lord, if you had been here my brother would not have died.”
· Martha full of grief over her loss – blames Jesus for his delay and Lazarus’ death.
· She failed to see the bigger picture and the greater outcome – resurrection.
(iii) Don’t Harbour Offence against God
e.g. Lk. 7:20-23 “Blessed is he that is not offended in me”
· John expected God to move – expected Jesus to get him out of prison.
· When God does not do what we expect it is easy to be disappointed and harbour offense.
(iv) Don’t Harbour fear and anxiety and act presumptuously
e.g. 1 Sam. 13:4-11 “When I saw …. I felt compelled and offered a burnt offering”
· Saul faced mounting problems, loss of support, delay in God speaking.
· Out of insecurity he asked presumptuously – fear and anxiety dominated his emotions and he
tried to control the situation.
(v) Don’t Strive to “Help God Out”
e.g. Gen 16:1-3, 11-12 “You shall call his name Ishmael, because the Lord has heard your
affliction. shall be a wild man”

· Consider the problems in the Middle East – the descendants of Ishmael.
· Abraham was 10 years in Canaan waiting for promised child.
· God gave direction but didn’t speak about famine (Gen. 12:10) or delay.
· Abraham was 86 when had Ishmael (Gen.16:16) and 100 when had Israel (Gen. 2:5).
· He came up with his own idea to help fulfil God’s purpose.
· The consequences of our Ishmaels are painful.
4. What to Do when God Seems Silent
(i) Examine Your Relationship with the Lord (Is.59:1-2)
· Any sin? What did God last say? Doing it?
· Any compromise? God spoke but thought it was only a person
e.g. Acts 27 – Paul
(ii) Strengthen Yourself in the Lord (1 Sam.30:6)
· Pour out your heart, feelings, pain, struggles
· Remember past victories and experiences
· Meditate in the Word of God on His faithfulness
(iii) Seek Wisdom (Eph.5:15)
· When not hearing from God and Bible not clear on the issue : seek wisdom
· Counsel of wise friends (proven track record) (Prov.12:15)
· Continue to ask God for wisdom (Jam.1:5)
· Set aside time in the presence of God to wait on Him.
(iv) Affirm Your Trust in the Lord (Prov.3:5)
· Don’t draw back – constantly affirm your trust in His faithfulness.
· Follow the peace in your heart. (Col.3:15)
(v) Stick with the Plan
· For a time doing the last thing the Lord said.
· Follow through your own plans – don’t be passive
· Application
1. What did the Holy Spirit speak to you about today? – what impressed you?
2. What steps will you take to respond to this?
3. Pray for one another.
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I want you to open your Bible at John, Chapter
13. We've been speaking on following Jesus,
and I still feel that that's what God is speaking
about: following Jesus, listening to Him. We
talked about hearing His voice. Everyone is
following something. We're either following
Jesus, or we're following something else, or
someone else. The challenge of our life is to
follow Jesus, and to finish our course
passionately following Him, and following His
lead. Jesus said: if you follow Me, I will make
you to become a fisher of men; so we get the
picture straight away, if you are followers of Jesus, you will be vitally interested in
people. It just goes hand in hand.
But I want to speak today, and just share a message on: the Evidence of Your
Discipleship. There's probably a lot of things that give evidence we're disciples of Jesus,
but there's one that He actually makes unmistakable; and I want to get this right out
there, so we could put a checklist: am I a disciple of Jesus? Am I a disciple of Jesus?
How many would say: yes, I am? Okay then, well let's look at what Jesus said it meant,
to be a disciple of Him. So we look in John 13:34-35, He said: a new commandment I
give to you, that you love one another; in the same way I've loved you, you love one
another. By this will all know you're My disciples: if you have love, one for another.
So Jesus clearly, unmistakeably, identifies the evidence you are a disciple of Jesus
Christ. Now notice some of the things it is not. He does not say: anointing and authority
indicates you're a disciple; because you can have a gift, and be totally disconnected
from Jesus, just operating in faith. He does not say: position or title means that you are
a disciple of Jesus. You can be a Pastor, and still not be a disciple of Jesus. Think
about it. He does not say: healings and miracles following you, indicates you're a
disciple of Jesus; because He said to those in Matthew 7: we did signs and wonders in
your name; He said: I never knew you. It does not mean that if I'm being blessed and
prospering, that I'm a disciple of Jesus, because there are people in many countries
suffering, enduring hardship, losing their lives. They are not being blessed, as we would
measure it, in terms of finances and external things.
It does not mean Bible study and prayer; so you can be studying your Bible and praying,
and still not be a disciple of Jesus. It does not mean spiritual experiences, visions or
angelic encounters. You can be having all of those, and still not be a disciple of Jesus.
You're just having experiences - wonderful experiences; but I remember in revival,
some of the people had the most powerful experiences. I remember two of them at
least, ended up in jail, because of the terrible things in their life. They were not followers

of Jesus. They enjoyed experiences with Him, but were not followers of Him, they were
not His disciples. So we look at all of those, so how can you tell? Here it is. It's so clear.
This is how you know. There's only one way you can know: that you love one another!
It's really quite simple isn't it, that you love; so in other words, how we relate to the
person next to you, and others in the body of Christ, and how we treat them - that's how
you know if you're a disciple or not.
You can call yourself a Christian, but in the Bible, the term Christian was reserved for
disciples. We've gone and got this loose thing now; but you see, Jesus made it very
clear, it's actually the one thing that speaks more than anything is this. It's the quality of
the relationships, and the way we treat one another. This is where the evidence of
discipleship is seen; because sin fractured relationship with God, relationship with one
another; the evidence of the work of Christ in our life redeeming us, is in our
relationships, and treatment of one another. Last week we had a message, a very
powerful message on unity, on how you grieve the Holy Spirit, or we can stop Him
moving totally; and become anti the Holy Spirit, not through our worship necessarily, or
our Bible studies or meetings; but by how we treat one another.
Okay, so let's move on. Notice it says 'one another.' Now He's talking about fellow
followers of Christ; not talking about the world now. He's saying: the way believers treat
one another, is the evidence of whether they're a follower of Christ or not. Isn't that
amazing? Treat one another. Jesus spoke to Paul, in Acts 9:4-5; He said: Saul, Saul,
why do you persecute Me? Now what we tend to do is this. We separate Jesus from His
church; and we say: it's okay to love Jesus, but I can treat people like I like. It doesn't
work that way. Jesus said, when Paul was persecuting the church, He said: you are
persecuting Me. Can't get it clearer, so think about this. You can love on Jesus on a
Sunday, but if you're horrible to a believer on Monday, you're not a follower of Christ.
There's a shallowness to your walk with God. There's no overflow, or evidence
outwardly, that Jesus is looking for. This is the fruit He's looking for. He's looking for
changes in how we treat one another.
Now we're in John 13, so let's have a look at the key passage I want to go through, and
I want to show you something about what loving one another might look like. Now
there's a whole heap of one-anothers in the Bible. We're just going to look here, at one
in particular: I want to look at the aspect of foot washing. Love is incredibly practical.
Love washes feet. Now we're not going to get into bringing a bowl out, and washing
someone's feet, so don't worry about that, it's not going to happen. I'll tell you why in a
moment - so John 13:1, and it says: before the Feast of Passover, when Jesus knew
His hour had come, that He would depart from this world to the Father - now notice this
- having loved His own, that were in the world, He loved them to the end. Now what
He's going to do now, is what love looks like, so watch what He does.
And the supper being ended, the devil had already put it into the heart of Judas Iscariot,
Simon's son, to betray Him. So without any doubt, Judas Iscariot has already got
betrayal in his heart, he's already got demonic seed in his heart; and then it says: Jesus,
knowing that the Father had given everything into His hands, He had come from the

Father, and was going to God. He was secure where He came from, where He was
going to, and in His identity; He rose from the supper, laid aside His garments, took on a
towel and girded Himself. After that He poured water in a basin, began to wash the
disciple's feet, and wipe them with the towel with which He was girded. Then He came
to Simon Peter, and Simon said: Lord, are You washing my feet? And He answered,
and said: what I'm doing, you don't understand now, you will know this afterwards. Peter
said to Him: You'll never wash my feet; and Jesus answered Him, He stood up to him,
and said: if I don't wash you, you have no part with Me. Now notice that's a very
important statement.
Then He goes on, He said: he who is bathed, needs only to wash his feet, he's
completely clean. You are clean, but not all of you; for He knew who would betray Him.
So, see He said: you're not all clean. And when He'd washed their feet, and taken His
garments, and sat down again, He said to them: do you know what I've done? He said:
you call Me Teacher and Lord, and you say well, for that's what I am. But, He said, if I
then, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet; then you also need to wash one
another's feet. I have given you an example, that you should do, as I've done to you; so
assuredly I tell you this: a servant isn't more important or greater than his master. The
one sent, is not greater than the one who sent him; and so He said: if you know these
things, you are blessed in the doing of it. Not knowing it, doing it. It's in the doing, that
the blessing flows; so let's just pull the passage apart, because there's some important
things.
Now the first thing you need to see is, love does not focus on position, or title, or role, or
function. Love focuses instead, on serving. It's the nature of the king. Notice what it
says. Notice there, where the people were, they'd come in; and of course they didn't
have nice roads and cars like we have, just had dusty roads, and people walk with
sandals; so they would come in, and the one part of everyone's body that got very, very
dirty was the feet. The feet got dirty, so you could imagine what it's like. Any of you have
had a day out there, and you come back in, take your shoes off and get a whiff of it, you
know what dirty is like. Now they would walk, and they had animals on the road, so
they'd pick up all kinds of animal droppings, they would pick up dust and mud and grime
and everything. They'd come in, and their feet are dirty and messy; and so it was
normally the custom that there would be a bowl of water provided, people would wash
their own feet; or the lowest gentile servant would come and wash their feet for them; so
that was the normal custom.
So you notice that this was the lowest job. Now here's the interesting thing. Jesus had
revealed His power and authority. See, up to this point, they've seen the miracles:
people raised from the dead, oh great! See water turned to wine - oh great! Oh, we've
seen the bread multiply, oh, that is fantastic! They've seen all kinds of miracles, all kinds
of healings. What they hadn't seen, is the nature of the King; what moves it all. See
people see power, and miracles, and signs, and these are wonderful, I love them - but
you've got to look past that, and see what the core nature of the kingdom is. The power
- the Bible doesn't say: God is power. It says: God is love. Power, is how He expresses
the love; but that's not the only way love is expressed; and so now Jesus does

something that stuns them. He exposes the pride, and the carnal way of thinking they
had, about positions and titles and so on. What He does is, He reveals to them, and this
is what He did, He washed their feet. He revealed the nature of the kingdom. The
kingdom we're part of, is a foot-washing kingdom. Now I'll get to what that means in just
moment. It's a foot-washing kingdom. He gave up heaven, and came to earth, and just
served. Now He just takes off His clothing, His outer clothing, puts on servant's clothing.
He's the Lord, He's the master, He's the rabbi, He's the miracle worker, He's the one
everyone comes to; yet He takes it all off, and just goes and washes their feet.
This is a total challenge to thinking. Now you think about this. How could God, come to
earth, and wash my feet? Jesus said: the things I do, are what I see the Father doing.
How could it be, that an amazing or powerful Almighty God, would not only create the
world, but when my life got into a mess, into sin, into all kinds of uncleanness and
defilement, He would come and wash my feet? It defies belief, because it's so contrary
to the way we see authority and power; and how we see it manifest in the earth. It is
completely different. God is not interested - He has ranks and titles and so on - but that
is not what the kingdom is about. It's about a nature of love, that shows itself through
serving, and entering people's world, where they're dirty and messy; and doing
something to help their world become a better place. It's not about literal foot washing.
The foot washing part was of the culture of the day. It's not what we do today, but the
foot washing that He was - He was trying to teach them something. He didn't say: do
what I did. He said do 'as' I did. In other words, understand what is behind this, moving
it, and then do that. Getting the idea?
Okay, so number one, love focuses on serving; not on position and title. He wasn't
concerned about that at all. Secondly - now get this one, this is a really good one: love
is not selective, in its foot washing. This is a very big one. This is a very big one for the
church. Love is not selective in the foot washing. Most of our foot washing, we're
selective. I'll show you what I mean by 'not selective'. Notice this: position-minded
people are incredibly selective in who they serve. So I will come, and I will serve this
person, if it looks like serving them, will get me ahead. I will come and I'll serve - no, I
won't serve this person. I'll come and serve this person; that's a Pastor, now that might
help me, that might help me get ahead. See? Or whatever, yeah. So what happens is,
people judge the value of others; and whether serving them, will help them get ahead,
and get me an advancement. I've seen it over, and over, and over, and over, and over
again; people using their serving, as a way to advance their own case, and their own
position. Literally, in other words, their serving has got a self-centred agenda, to get
them ahead somewhere; and you'll find with people like that, that the moment you
cease to get them ahead, they will stop serving you; because the serving never came
from love. It always came from: I want something from you.
It was never love; it was trading. I give you, you give me something; and even if they
never said: you give me; there was always an expectation. Now notice this, when you
look into the story - I've read it clearly, and tried to highlight as I was reading it - did you
notice that Jesus knew who would betray Him, that He absolutely knew Judas, not only
that he was a thief, and he was stealing regularly and ripping the money off from Him;

but he had it in his heart, right there at that point in time, that he'd already consulted,
and he already had it in his heart, to betray Him. Now you ask yourself this: most
serving is done to get someone somewhere; or, it's because people deserve it. We may
not serve just to get ourselves somewhere, but usually we think: we'll serve and do
something nice, if the person deserves it. If they deserve it, I'll do it; if they don't deserve
it, I don't do it. Now did Judas deserve what he got? He got God Himself, in the flesh,
came and knelt at the foot of a betrayer, and washed his feet; knelt at the foot of a thief,
and washed his feet. How can you do that?
I mean sometimes people do the slightest little thing, and we get so tiffed-off and so
upset, we don't even want to know them anymore. Jesus was able to go to them, and
washed his feet, knowing there's betrayal in his heart. Not only that, He was able to take
a piece of bread and dip it, put it in a pot, dip it and then give it to him as a sign of
friendship; and give him another chance to come clean, that there was treachery in his
heart. When you look through the Bible, the Bible speaks about many, many sins, and
of course people kind of got them all ranked; and there's many different ranks of sins,
but the number one sin, that is the biggest sin of all in the Bible is this - in my opinion and this is what it is. It is covenant-breaking, breaching covenantal relationship. That is
the number one, in God's eyes. You can get away with a lot of things, but you don't get
away with that. God is a covenant keeper, not a covenant breaker. Now this man Judas
was in connection and relationship, it was a covenantal relationship. He breached it by
stealing; he breached it because stealing and lying to together, by lying; and then he
breached it by finally selling Jesus out. Yet Jesus washed his feet. That's what love in
the kingdom looks like. It still can go to people who are messed up, and are doing things
that are bad for you, and show kindness to them. It still can serve people, in spite of the
fact that you see right through them, and see what's going on in their life.
Most of us, if we see something in a person, then we avoid them or turn away from
them; but Jesus came and washed their feet. Notice what He's saying: this is the
example I want you guys to get a hold of. This is what the church needs to get a hold of;
instead of looking at what's wrong in people's lives, and seeing the things that are
lacking and faults; and then deciding whether they deserve this, or deserve not. We
should actually come to the conclusion: I love, because that's who I am; that's what I've
got out of my relationship with God. I'm a loving person, I'm a generous person. Never
give because people just have a need, or because I feel good; always give because
that's what I am - I'm a giver, it's who I am.
Jesus was not selective. Can you serve a person, knowing they've been speaking
behind your back? Can you serve someone, knowing that they've done something
unkind to you? See, think about it aye? Can you serve someone who's talking to your
enemies? Can you? What stops you? This is what it means to be a disciple of Jesus; it's
overcoming all that stuff, and drawing from Him. Now you'll see the significance of His
next statements that He made, so Jesus was not selective and partial. He's serves
everyone, and this is the thing that church people get stuck with. We think that God's
just nice to the nice people; and He's judging, and He's got a down on the bad people -

not at all. He loves every person, and He does actually some wonderful things to people
who don't even know Him. It's something we could learn from isn't it aye?
Okay, so loving service. When you love like this you uncover pride. Notice what Peter
did? He said straight away: Lord, You're washing my feet, stop it! You'll never wash my
feet. So notice this, that pride - see when Jesus went down, and He knelt at Peter's feet,
and began to wash his feet, Peter's got two problems come up, and they've all got pride
around them. Number one, Jesus is throwing out His leadership paradigm. He's
thinking: leadership means power, position, high, up, up, up and he's looking to get up,
up, up, up and higher with Jesus. Now Jesus has blown it all out, and He's taking the
lowest role, and He's washing his feet. He couldn't cope with it, because it blew out his
thinking, of what it is to be great.
The second thing is, because of pride, he couldn't receive. Pride will stop us receiving
other's ministering to our needs. We would rather be independent, go it alone. Now a lot
of men know this one, when it comes to asking for directions. [Laughter] No, no, I can
find the way, I'll find the way. She knows you're lost, and haven't got a clue; but you still
won't consult the map. That's just pride: inability to actually admit there's a need, and
have someone minister to it. See, so that's what he did, and notice Jesus held His
ground. So pride loves recognition of position, and looking good before men, but you
see pride resists the uncovering of it's dirty feet, and having someone serve it. I wonder
what part of your life is dirty. I wonder who's got dirty feet; there's some part of your life
that's dirty, but you're resistant to opening it up to anyone to help you. That's tragic. It's
as good as Peter saying: no, no, no, no, no, I'll do it myself, leave it to me, no.
Okay, here's the next thing: Love is actually revealed in the foot washing. Notice what
Jesus said. He said there straight away, He said - notice this statement: if I don't wash
you, you've got no part with Me - number one; two, He said: you call Me Teacher and
Lord, and it's well, but if I your Lord, have washed your feet, you ought to do that one
another. I've set the example and the pace, so here's the first thing: will you let Jesus
wash your feet? Now when we say 'Jesus washing your feet', He's not going to get a
basin and come down, not that at all. Basically, will you let Jesus have access to the dirt
in your life, to bring cleansing? Now it's impossible that we don't get dirty feet. You walk
out of there, you'll just have the TV on, something will come up, you'll walk past and
there's something advertised; and then someone gives you a bad mouth or a bad
attitude, someone swears at you. Listen, you can't go through life without being dirtied.
That's how it is.
Jesus said: you're already clean, you don't need everything else washed, just need your
feet. That's your walk. It's your day to day life. Now most of us find we have
experiences, you get hurt, you get disappointed, you get upset by people, you get let
down by people, you have negative encounters with people. You have people with
tough attitudes, negative attitudes, bad attitudes; and you pick up dirt. You go out there,
it's impossible not to be exposed to some sexual uncleanness. It's just there
everywhere, so wherever we go, we get out feet dirty; and Jesus is saying this, He said:
if you won't let Me wash you, wash your feet, you can't be part with Me. Now He's not

saying, you can't get to heaven. He's talking about the fruit that comes out of being a
follower of Christ. Following Christ means we let Him have access to the dirt.
Here's the part that's a bit harder to take. You see, sometimes Jesus doesn't do the foot
washing directly, He does it through a member of the body; so now, can I open my dirt
to Jesus? Yeah, well I talk to Him about my problems. Alright then, so I'm not shifting in
my life. Now can I go to a person in the body of Christ, and expose my dirty feet, and let
them serve me and minister to me? That requires humility, accountability, openness.
You won't let me wash your feet, you won't have a part with Me. In other words, He's
saying: your portion of what God has intended for you to bring forth, in terms of fruit and
blessing, will not happen as it would do, if you let this happen. That's the first thing.
Second thing, so will you open your life? [Laughs] Let someone speak into your life?
Are you accountable in any way? I've got relationships with people where they speak
into me, where we can put anything on the table, we can talk about anything, and they
can talk about anything to me. I've got that set in my life. It's the most wonderful thing to
have happen, most wonderful thing that happens. It's a safe place to be in, and I've
welcomed them speaking in you see, because what it does, it means they can wash my
feet, they can say what I didn't see, or point out what I'm overlooking, or don't want to
face.
See, it's not just about Jesus washing your feet. He washes through His people, so we
need relationships, connections. If you're a solo Christian, your running, and you're not
connected to a group of people, in a meaningful relationship of building together, you
probably are not having your feet washed. Ooh, getting quiet, okay - here's the last one
then. Okay [laughs] well then, so now the first one, He said: if you don't let Me was your
feet you're in trouble. Now what He says is: I've set you the example. I've set the pace. I
am a foot washer. Those who follow Me, are foot washers. He said now listen, He said:
I'm the master, is that right? Everybody say: Jesus is the Lord? [Yes.] Okay, if the Lord
can serve and wash feet, what excuse does the servant have, not to wash feet? That's
what He's saying there. If the Lord of the house can wash feet, what excuse do we, who
serve Him have, for not washing feet? None whatsoever; and then He puts it a second
way. He said: the sent person, is not greater than the one who sent them; so we are first
of all servants of the Lord, and we are sent. We are sent, into a body; to serve and foot
wash in the body. We're also sent into community, to serve and foot wash in the
community; and we're not greater than Jesus. If anyone is, let me meet him - we'll
appoint him the next senior leader, be great. [Laughter] It'd be great - but it's not so.
So what He is saying, simply is this: I've set the pace what it looks like in My kingdom,
and that is, you become a foot washer. Now let's just look at what that looks like. I'll
finish with this, and just ask you to think about this: How are you serving? By foot
washing, it means you actually become available through relationship, through interest,
through commitment, to connect into where something is dirty and messy, get involved
with it, and serve to make it better. So that at one level could be just: do you have any
people that you're connecting with, about the issues of their life, which are messy and
dirty and painful, and grief; to actually engage them, and encourage them, and love

them, and help them? Oh not my problem, I'm not a counsellor. Okay, alright, no foot
washing, alright, okay. See? Have you moved on from serving? Now many have moved
on. Well I've moved on now. Really? What have you moved to? [Laughter] See you
can't move on from serving, when serving under-girds everything in the kingdom. Well
I've moved on into my ministry. Oh really? What about ordinary serving, and washing
feet? Well I've moved on, I'm in prayer now. Oh really? Well what about meeting people,
and serving, and washing their feet? Well I've moved on. I've moved on.
Well what about the children, that need someone to invest in them, and to sow into their
lives? Well I've moved on, that's not my thing. Well what about the young people, that
need someone to help them and engage with them, and listen to them and talk with
them; find out what's going on in their life and help them through engagement? That's
not my ministry, I've moved on. Oh, well what about just greeting at the church, and
making people feel welcome? It's not my ministry, I've moved on, I'm into deeper things
brother. [Laughter] Well they're too deep for me I'm afraid; too deep, far too deep. You
see never, do we ever lose the capacity, to just wash the feet. You know I make it a
practice: I just go wash dishes, clean the toilets; because we never lose being a
servant. If you lose or promote beyond that, you've lost what it takes to be where you
are, anyway. You're now in a position in a thing.
One of the things that people found hard to fathom me out on, one issue is that I can let
go a position or a role. I've been leader of a movement. People could not understand
why I let go the leadership of the movement. I said: well it's simple - Jesus called me to
serve, and now He's told me to do something different, it's quite simple. I picked it up,
and did it with all my passion; now it's time to change, and I put it down again. It's quite
simple. My life is not in the role. My life is in Him. It's not so hard to do that, and then
what about other things? Well you can still help people, and go clean up for them and fix
them up, or go round and help them with a meal, or do something. See, none of us can
move away from foot washing. If you've gone beyond foot washing, you are too far out
there to be any use to anyone; and here's one thing we can absolutely declare: you are
not a disciple of Jesus.
To disciple, to be a disciple, means an imitator and a copier of a teacher; and He's just
put it out there real clearly. He gets busy in people's lives where it's messy, dirty, not
pleasant. It's difficult, there's hardship, heartache, all kinds of messes; and He engages
them and serves them. What a challenge for us! Are you a disciple of Jesus, or did you
slip and move on beyond the foot washing? Maybe today, we could just in our heart,
make a decision: I'm coming back to foot washing; and this is why you need Jesus to
wash your feet, because we do get attitudes, we do get uppity, we do get disappointed,
we do get tired, we do get all these things come in. Then we just stop washing feet.
That's why, if you don't keep coming to Him, and let Him wash you; you don't have what
it takes, to wash the feet of others. You think: well, they don't deserve it anyway, I'm not
going to do that. See, rather than saying: oh, I've just come out of the presence of an
Almighty loving God, and He touched me! Oh, that thing He gave grace, and love to me;
I have got to overflow to someone!

Here's the thing. I'll finish with this one. If you can't do it in the church you're a part of, I
don't think it's going to happen anywhere; because here's the deal: we've all got grand
ideas, but at the end, it's the person next to you; like this one, and this one here - I'm not
going to wash his feet, no. [Laughter] You see immediately, I've missed the point. It's
actually the people around us here, it's our children, it's our single parents, it's our
widows, it's our older people, it's out there in the crèche, it's out there in the car park. It's
just very, very simple, but all of us need to say: I'll be a foot washer; and I can take my
gift, and use it to bless someone. What about your ministry? Here's the thing. Whatever
ministry you have, if you haven't got foot washing in your heart, it'll never succeed
greatly. It can't. It's missing the empowerment of the servant heart. Amen.
Father, we just honour You, thank You. We thank You for this day. We thank You for all
You're doing in our lives, and we just ask Lord, that you help us to come back to the
place, of firstly letting You wash our feet. Just while our eyes are closed and heads are
bowed, maybe someone here who doesn't know Jesus, this would be a great day to
open your life, to let Him in to the mess that's in there; and to allow Him to bring
forgiveness and cleansing. Maybe you're here today, and it's been a long time since you
let Jesus wash your feet, or let anyone talk into your life; in fact you've got all this stuff
going on in your life, you haven't talked to anyone about it. It hasn't changed, so you
think, that you're bringing it to the Lord, and praying about it, is going to change it. If
you've been doing that for years, and it hasn't changed, I don't think so. I think you need
to talk to someone else who you can trust, and say: I've got something in my life, I need
to bring out to the open, and I'd like you to pray for me and stand with me, and believe
with me, and help me. You know I would pray that there'd be many people would say:
well I'd count it a privilege to walk with you, and wash your feet. Maybe there's some
today need to just come back to the place, out of that place of pride, and say: God, I've
just lost the foot washing out of my life. Lord, restore it again.
Maybe for some of us here today God's spoken to you about serving, about in some
way washing the feet of the saints, ministering to people, using your home, using your
gift, using whatever you have. Find a way that you can engage in the work of serving
God's people. That's where it starts. By this shall all men know you're My disciples: your
love for one another.
Father, make Your spirit just rest on us. We thank You for each person here. So my last
question to you is this: what did you feel impressed you today, that you felt the Holy
Ghost was speaking to you? What will you do about it? I'd like you just to pray with
someone next to you, and just share what God was speaking to you; and just pray with
them, as they share with you, what God was speaking to them. Let's pray and agree
together, that God would help us, become outstanding at foot washing.
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1. Introduction
· Jesus calls each of us to follow Him.

· Mk.1:17-18 “Follow Me and I will make you become fishers of Men”.
· How could we know we are followers of Christ? His disciples?
2. Love: The Evidence of Our Discipleship
Jn.13:34-35 “By this all will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.”
· Jesus identifies clearly the evidence that we are followers of Christ.
· Note: Not anointing or authority Not Bible Study or prayer
Not position or title Not spiritual revelations or experiences
Not healings or miracles Not visions, dreams, angels
Not blessing or prosperity
· The Evidence: How we relate to and treat “one another”
· Love flows from humility of heart and is seen in practical acts of serving and kindness.
· “One Another” = fellow Christians – members of the same church body, wider church.
· Acts 9:4-5 Saul, Saul – why are you persecuting ‘Me’
Jesus identifies closely with His people – Do to them = do to Me!
3. Love is Practical – Love washes Feet
(a) Key Passage: Jn. 13:1-17 “He poured water into a basin and began to wash the disciples’
feet.”
(b) Love focuses on Serving not Position and Title
Jn 13:1-5 “He laid aside His garments, took a towel and girded himself.
· All the roads were dry and dirty where people walked.
· Feet were usually the dirtiest part of a person’s body.
· Foot washing was the lowest job in the household – kneeling to wash feet.
· Either water was offered and people washed self or a Gentile servant did the job.
· Jesus had revealed his anointing and authority – impressive miracles and power.
· Now he demonstrates the character and nature behind the power and authority.
· He again exposes the pride, positional thinking of His followers.
· He gave up heaven to come to earth – soon he will give up His ministry.
· vs1 He loved them till the end – Love washes feet!
(c) Love is Not Selective in Foot Washing
Jn.13:2,11 “He knew who would betray Him!” Also vs 25-26
· Position minded people are very selective in serving.
- Can you get me ahead? - Do you have influence I want?
- Can you benefit me personally? - Can I use this serving to impress you?
· Judas betrayal caused personal turmoil for Jesus vs21
· Can you serve a person - who harbours evil in their heart?
- who cannot be trusted with money or friendship?
- who is in communication with your enemies?
· Jesus washed Judas feet; Jesus dipped bread and gave it to him.
· Jesus washed the dirt off Judas feet and demonstrated friendship toward him.
· Love is Not Selective and partial – Love is a decision to serve the undeserving.

(d) Loving Service uncovers Pride
Jn 13:6-10 “Lord are you washing my feet? – “You shall never wash my feet!”
· Jesus knelt at Peter’s feet, exposed the dirt and began to wash his feet.
· Peter reacted and resisted Jesus serving him.
(i) Peter’s leadership paradigm shattered – Jesus the leader stooped to the lowest job.
(ii) He was unwilling to submit and receive – “You shall never wash my feet”.
· Jesus held his ground and refused to back down on foot washing.
· Pride wants recognition, position, wants to look good before men.
· Pride resists uncovering its dirty feet and receiving from another.
(e) Love is revealed by Foot Washing
· Love gets involved in the dirt in people’s lives and generously serves.
· Jesus revealed the nature of His Kingdom and its requirements.
(i) Will you let Jesus Wash Your Feet?
v8 “If I do not wash you – you have no part with me!”
· Not literal “foot washing”
· Will you let Jesus have access to the “dirt” in your life?
· Dirt – anything foul, filthy – mud, grime, dust, excrement.
· Dirt – grief’s, disappointments, hurts, offenses, attitudes, defiling words, bitterness and
hardness of people, sexual uncleanness.
NB Will you open your life daily to expose to the Holy Spirit – repentance, confess
NB Will you open your life to Jesus in his people washing your feet?
- Speak into your life, correct, confront, hold you accountable.
(ii) Will You Wash the Feet of One Another?
Jn. 13:14-17 “You also ought to wash one another’s feet, for I have given you an example…”
· “I am Lord, I have washed feet – are you greater than Me? Paraphrased
· ‘Foot washing’ is part of being a servant, part of being sent.”
· How are you serving? How are you serving our local church?
· Are you selective? Serving only if it is “deserved” or an advantage personally?
· Have you “moved on from serving” and become self-important?
· Are you involved with the dirt in others’ lives – washing their feet through words and acts of
kindness, speaking the truth?
Are You a Footwasher?
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Activating the Gifts of the Spirit (6 sermons)
God has created every person to be a supernatural spiritual being, with the capacity to
function not only in a natural world, but also to access the realm of the spirit, access
where God is, and to bring heaven to earth.
God's desire is that you be a channel for heaven coming to earth, for His presence and
goodness and healing and love and peace and prosperity to flow through you, and to
manifest in the world around you.
So in the course we'll be teaching about that supernatural dimension. We'll teach about
how miracles are activated, what the keys are around that. We'll teach you what the
foundational key is, is out of intimacy with God and hearing the voice of God, and we'll
give you practical steps, practical keys, how to start from wherever you are right now,
and step by step grow your faith, so you can be starting to operate successfully, and
regularly and confidently in the gifts of the spirit.
So in the course we'll teach on the gifts of the spirit, we'll give you a little bit about each.
We'll also give you some foundational understanding about the spirit man, and how God
works in and through us. Also if you're watching this by DVD you'll see demonstrations
of the power of God touching people, you'll see demonstrations of how to move in
words of knowledge, hearing the voice of God, minister to people. You'll see all of that
in this course, and it will inspire you and help you. God's given me ability to make it
extremely clear, and I know that you're going to really enjoy this.
Put in the effort. Invest in yourself. Do the course, and put into practice the things you
learn, and you'll just be overjoyed when you see God is far more willing to work through
you, than you really realise. His plan is that the kingdom come into the earth through
you. All you've got to do is learn how to do it.
In 1 Corinthians, Chapter 12, Verse 1, Paul says I don't want you to be ignorant of
spiritual gifts, and this course is to help solve that problem. God bless you. Have a great
time on the course and may you extend the kingdom of God boldly.

Gifts of the Spirit / Hearing From God (1 of 5) 2 Sessions:
a) The Gifts of the Spirit: Understand 9 operations of the spirit and how to position
yourself to flow in them. We are designed to be a supernatural being, to connect with
heaven and earth. You are designed to flow with the Holy Spirit. God wants us to add
understanding how to do it. He promises He'll give the gifts to every believer. He desires
to work through you, and its not about maturity, its about faith.
b) Hearing the Voice of God: How to recognise the Voice of God. It comes from within,
and its possible to exercise or "spirit man" by positioning ourselves to hear, and
knowing how it comes. We can be trained to recognise spirit impressions and hear
God's voice - for ourselves and others (demonstrations)
Prophesy (2 of 5) The Bible says all believers can prophecy; and some function in the
'office of a prophet' with a strong revelatory gift. It is a great gift to build in other people,
and we should be passionate to stir up this gift. There however definite boundaries,
guidelines, do's and don't's that we should be aware of, and definite steps to follow to
get us going.
Tongues and Interpretation / Words of Knowledge (3 of 5) Begins with an explanation of
how we can be immersed into the spiritual dimension, and be "clothed with power from
on high". This is a gift, available to all who desire it. Receiving the Holy Spirit (Born
Again) versus receiving the total immersion (Baptism of the Holy Spirit).
To express ourselves in this new culture we need a language which bubbles up from
within - energising our inner life, speaking out 'mysteries' and more.
Finally, learn how to operate the Word of Knowledge - a powerful revelation gift to open
up a person's life.
Discerning of Sprits / Words of Wisdom (4 of 5) A supernatural gift, a revelation, which
enables us to see the source or root of the problem. This is not a natural discernment
(working things out), but a spiritual impression that we can name e.g. spirit of infirmity,
divination. We can discern the activity of the Holy Spirit, demonic activity, or angelic
activity. We don't sit as judge, but look as an observer, and ask God how we should
deal with it.
Words of Knowledge; Prophecy; and Discerning of Spirits all need to be accompanied
with a Word of Wisdom - know what to do with what we receive.
Faith, Miracles and Healing (5 of 5) To pursue growth in this area takes courage, effort;
and a willingness to deal with blocks in our own heart! The gifts of Faith; Healing; and
Working of Miracles are defined, with examples. Difference between the Gift of Healing
versus praying by faith for healing. Find out how to prepare yourself to grow in these
gifts. Your community needs it.
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Gifts of the Spirit / Hearing from God (1 of 5)
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2 Sessions:
a) The Gifts of the Spirit: Understand 9 operations of the spirit and how to position yourself to flow in
them. We are designed to be a supernatural being, to connect with heaven and earth. You are designed
to flow with the Holy Spirit. God wants us to add understanding how to do it. He promises He'll give the
gifts to every believer. He desires to work through you, and its not about maturity, its about faith.
b) Hearing the Voice of God: How to recognise the Voice of God. It comes from within, and it’s possible to
exercise or "spirit man" by positioning ourselves to hear, and knowing how it comes. We can be trained to
recognise spirit impressions and hear God's voice - for ourselves and others (demonstrations)

Hello everyone, and welcome to our seminar on Activating the Gifts of the Spirit. For
those of you who are watching on the internet or watching through television, we want
to welcome you too. I trust that you'll download off the internet the manual you'll need,
and you can just follow it through with us. I encourage you, if you're in a group, that you
just practice with the people are in the group. Remember, it's just a practice. Life is just
a practice and so, as you practice, you'll get feedback from the person, and you'll be
able to explore what it is to hear the voice of God, and to flow with the gifts of the spirit.
So we're going to start in this first session, and the first session we're going to look at
the Gifts of the Spirit. In your notes it's Section 2, and we're going to read from 1
Corinthians, Chapter 12, Verse 1. In Verse 1 it says, now concerning spiritual gifts, or
concerning operations of the spirit, brothers, I would not have you to be ignorant, so
Paul is writing to the church. Notice here's the first thing. God wants you to move in the
supernatural. You are designed to be a supernatural being. You are a spirit being living
inside a body.
With your body you can communicate with the external world. With your spirit you can
communicate with the realm of God, with the realm of the spirit. So you are designed to
flow and access with the supernatural realm of God, so you don't have to become a
spiritual person. You already are spiritual. You already have a spirit dimension to you.
Your natural body has five senses; you can see, you can hear, you can taste, touch,
smell. Your spirit man also has spiritual senses. With your physical senses you can
interact with the physical world. You receive signals and whatever, and from that you
can begin to identify certain things. It's the same in your spirit. Many people haven't
developed their spiritual capacity, so the first thing is you are a spirit being, and God
wants you to operate supernaturally. That's His plan and so Paul writes, I don't want you
to be ignorant of the supernatural realm or how to work with the Holy Spirit.
The word ignorant means having no practical experience or understanding of this, so
the reason things are hard is because we don't know how, and over this seminar we
want to take away the mystery of how hard it is, and make it so it's actually really
simple. Everything that God does is incredibly simple and it requires just an open heart
to receive, so you don't have to be highly educated to move in the supernatural. You
don't have to be highly educated to flow with the Holy Spirit. He will use anyone who will
just open their life up and say God, here I am, I'm available, work through me - so God

will work through you. So the first thing then is that God wants us to be empowered and
equipped to bring His power to people. The church has long lost the flow of power, but
now, in these days, God is restoring power back to the church, and we'll see part of the
great commission is that you be anointed with the power of the Holy Spirit, and you are
able to lay hands on the sick, you are able to minister to people, you are able to flow
with the Holy Spirit.
That makes sense because the world isn't going to come into a church building. The
church has to go to the world and bring God to the world, so we want to show you how
to do this, and we want to teach you how to work with the Holy Spirit in an environment
where you're just practising and learning, then your journey is to develop what you learn
and grow it. Don't wait for some revival, and don't wait for some big experience. Take
what we give you and teach you, and begin to apply it and practice it, and you'll get
better and better and better. God is more willing to use you than you realise. Okay, so
this is the first thing.
The second thing is, and we're going talk a little bit about the gifts of the spirit
themselves. If you go down to Verse 7, now the manifestation of the spirit is given to
every man, to profit with all. The manifestation of the spirit is given to every man to profit
with all. So notice here it uses the word 'manifestation.' That word manifestation means
very simply this; it means something that's visible, tangible, that people can see, so he's
saying God wants to operate through you, in a way that's tangible, that people can
experience Him. I prophesied over someone the other day. I brought a word from God
to them, and I shared with them things God showed me, that were so personal and so
connected to that person, that when I asked them how did this affect you, they said I felt
like my whole life was open before God and He was here talking to me personally.
So the gifts of the spirit are manifestations of a person, the Holy Spirit, so it's not like
you have some kind of gift. You have a person, and you work with Him to bring His life
forth, so it's all about a relationship with the Holy Spirit. Now notice here it says the
manifestation of the spirit is given to everyone, so who is left out of the word everyone?
There's no one left out. This is for you. Everyone includes you. If you read further down
in Verse 11 it says, now these work the same self spirit dividing to every man severally
as He wills. So God is very clear in the word. He wants every person to be able to flow
in the spirit. Notice this, He gives the gifts of the spirit to everyone, so if you haven't
functioned in them or flowed in them or received them yet, it's mostly because you don't
know how to. If we show you how to, and you extend your faith, God will work through
you. It says He gives them to everyone.
Okay, so next thing you notice about it is this, is it is a gift, so the gifts of the spirit are
something God gives you, so you don't have to earn it. You don't have to stay in church
a long time for this to happen. As soon as the Holy Spirit empowers you, or comes on
you, and you're baptised in the spirit, you are able to operate in the gifts of the spirit
immediately, if you will learn how to recognise and work with the Holy Spirit. It's very,
very simple. It's never hard. It's just we have to grow this dimension in our life. Have you
ever as a man - I remember my wife, we had a whole group of babies in a crèche crying

and she said oh my one's crying. I said really? I can hear lots of babies crying, you
know, that's what I heard. I could just hear babies crying, but she could hear, that's my
child crying, because her ear was tuned in the midst of the noise to pick up the sound of
someone she recognised.
So there is a lot of noise that we have going on in our head and in our lives. We need to
learn how to calm down and quiet down, and just recognise when God is talking to you,
so we want to help you with that and demonstrate that. The gifts of the spirit are given to
everyone to profit all, so you notice here it's not an indication you're mature. God will
give the gifts of the spirit to any person. It does not make them spiritual. It means they're
just listening and responding to God, that's all. So a person can flow in the gifts of the
spirit but have perhaps other areas of their life they're very immature, so it does not
make you a very spiritual person being able to flow in the gifts of the spirit or the power
of God. It just means you've learned how to operate by faith in that dimension, but the
rest of your life you may have many issues and many problems.
We tend to put people that can move in the gifts of the spirit on this pedestal, as though
they're something special and unusual, because we've got this idea that only special
people will God use. We also have this wrong idea that you have to get your life
together and get your act together before God can use you. I challenge you to find that
anywhere in the Bible. It's just a religious concept, and if you think I've got to get my life
together before God can use me, you'll spend all your life focussed on trying to make
your life better, rather than focussing on walking with God, enjoying Him, and letting
Him work through you. So God wants to work through everyone and the gifts are given
to profit, they're given to profit others, so when God gives you a gift, it's not for you, it's
for someone else. You're the delivery boy, so the gifts of the spirit, it's like I'm connected
to God, I receive something from Him and I pass it on to someone else. That's what the
gifts of the spirit are, so I'm just the channel through which this flows. I'm the gate
through which God interacts with the person.
So it's good for you to see that you are described in the Bible as, you are a temple, or a
house in which God dwells. You are a gate for the supernatural to come into the earth.
Getting the idea? So once you see that it makes a huge, huge difference. Okay, now
let's have a look at the different categories of gifts. It's in your notes under Section 2.3
and it says, notice how we look down here and we read, in the manifestation of spirits
given to each one for the profit of all, for to one is given the word of wisdom through the
spirit, to another the word of knowledge through the same spirit, to another faith by the
same spirit, to another gifts of healings by the same spirit, to another working in
miracles, to another prophecy, to another discerning of spirits, to another different kinds
of tongues and interpretation of tongues. The one and the same spirit works all these
things, distributing to each one individually as He wills.
So you notice there are nine distinct operations of the spirit there. It helps if we put them
under three headings. It just gives you an idea of what they're about, and then we'll
explain them more as we go through and teach about them, so here it is. First of all
there are three of the gifts are gifts of revelation. That means God reveals to you

something you didn't know. Now if I talk to someone and they tell me, then now I've
learned it from them. If I've read it in a book, I've studied it and learned it, but if
someone just tells me a secret, it reveals something to me. So the gifts of the spirit,
three of the gifts of the spirit God just reveals something, you couldn't have worked it
out. You just couldn't have known. You couldn't have known, like for example, I
prophesied over a woman the other night and said at the age of between 10 and 14
she'd gone through these particular crises in her life, and this is how it affected her, and
God was now wanting to set her free from what had happened.
We had some ministry for her. Afterwards she told me that there were two crises in her
family, one when she was 10 and one when she was 14. There's no way I could have
known that. All I'm doing is sharing what God is showing me, but for her it was like her
whole life was opened up to God. Remember the woman at the well, in John 4 when
Jesus spoke to her, Jesus asked her a little bit, interacted with her and then He said
well why don't you bring your husband? She said I haven't got a husband, and He said
to her that's true, you've had five husbands and now you're living with a man. When she
went away she said I met someone who told me everything about my whole life. Now
why did she say everything about her whole life when actually He'd only said one thing
about her life? Because the impact of that supernatural revelation was to cause her to
experience the sensation that all of her life was suddenly opened and God could see
everything, so when you bring a word of knowledge, or move prophetically, it may not
seem much to you.It's like it's very little to you, because it's not for you, but when it goes
to the person oh, the person can be deeply impacted; how could you know that? It's like
suddenly their whole world is opened up, and so for you it was like a little tentative step.
For them it's like oh! This is a big deal, because now you've opened up something in
their life. This is so powerful, to flow in the gifts of the spirit. It's wonderful to be able to
operate in them.
Okay then, so there are three gifts. They're words of knowledge, word of knowledge,
just a little bit of knowledge about a person, some fact about their past or present; a
word of wisdom is a supernatural insight about what to do, or how a person needs to
act, or what they should do at this time; and discerning of spirits - we'll describe that a
little later - is the ability to see right into the root of what is behind things that are
happening. It enables us to see the motivations of people; it enables us to see what the
Holy Spirit is doing; it also enables us to discern demonic spirits.
There are three gifts of utterance where something is spoken and those are: the word of
prophesy, and inspired something, words from God; diverse tongues; and interpretation
of tongues, where the person speaks in a tongue and someone interprets, then gifts of
power when something supernatural is done, so something's revealed, something's
spoken, something's done, and those are by faith miracles are done, the working of
miracles and gifts of healing all fall under those power miracles. Okay then, so now if we
have a look then the next thing there is I want you to have a look in number four,
believers can operate in all of the gifts. So every one of you is able to operate in all of
the gifts. Okay, in Mark 16, Verses 17 and 18, notice what Jesus said, and this is
associated with the great commission, so it's page six in your notes, number four.

So Mark 16, Verses 17 to 18. Now you know this verse well. This is what it says; These
signs follow those who believe: In My name they will cast out demons; they'll speak in
new tongues, take up serpents, drink anything deadly, it will not hurt them, and they will
lay hands on the sick and they will recover. Now Jesus is giving the great commission.
He's sending us into the harvest field, and He's sending people into cultures where the
supernatural is well established. Now in a western culture, often people are very dull to
things of the spirit or supernatural, but in other cultures, the majority of cultures in the
world, there's a high level of awareness of the supernatural realm. You go into Asia,
Africa, South America, these different countries, idolatry is practiced openly. Sorcery
and witchcraft are practiced openly, and they have tremendous and very real power, so
Jesus was sending His disciples into cultures that experience supernatural power. What
they needed was something stronger, more powerful to deal with and confront the
demonic realm.
As I say, in a western culture it's not so obvious, but in Asian cultures and other cultures
of the world, these things are practiced very openly. You go to some villages, they all
live in fear of the witch doctor and his power is real. They live in fear of the supernatural
realm and so idolatry is practised. In our culture the supernatural's more hidden. It's not
so out there, but it is still there, and so Jesus was sending them into cultures
supernatural. He wanted them empowered spiritually to be able to do this, so notice
what He said; These signs will follow those who believe. It doesn't say these signs will
follow pastors. It doesn't say these signs will follow special people. It doesn't say these
signs will follow just greatly anointed people. It just says, these signs will follow those
who believe for these signs to follow, so God wants you to be a believer. You need to
believe for God to work through you.
We believe God will work supernaturally. We believe He'll do it in another country. We
believe He'll do it through Benny Hinn, but what we struggle with is to believe, He would
do it through me, and that's what He said: the signs follow believing, so we're going to
inform you of the how to. You grow the believing for it to happen and start to stretch out,
you'll be quite surprised. So notice several things there; casting out of demons which is
discerning of spirits and also working of miracles and faith is involved in that, speaking
in new tongues and maybe interpretations. You can see that one clearly. Taking up
serpents has to do with wrestling with the demonic, gifts of revelation and prophesy,
drinking any deadly thing, again supernatural miracles and laying hands on the sick,
gifts of faith and healing.
So Paul made some instructions then, in 1 Corinthians 12. He said it is given to
everyone. The manifestation of the spirit is given to everyone, so His desire was that
every believer could flow in the gifts of the spirit, and that's my desire too. God wants
you to, and we'll show you how to and it'll be great for you to step out and try to. So let
me just give you an example of it. An example that can easily be found is the example
of Ananias. Let me just find it for you, and we'll just read it for you in Acts, Chapter 9. In
Acts, Chapter 9 there's a man called Ananias. Now remember Saul had been
persecuting the church, and as he was going to Damascus he had an encounter, a
supernatural encounter. He was knocked off his horse and he was struck blind. He went

and fasted and prayed for three days. Then there was a disciple - Verse 10 of Chapter
9, Book of Acts - there was a disciple at Damascus named Ananias, and to him the Lord
said in a vision - so notice he saw something, and in this seeing, God spoke to him.
Now notice what God said to him. The Lord said to him arise, see? The Lord said to him
in the vision Ananias - He called him by name - and he said here I am Lord. The Lord
said to him arise, go into the street called Straight. Now notice he even was told what
street to go to, and then He said inquire in the house of Judas. He's told what house to
go to, find the house that Judas owns - He said and then there's someone in there by
the name of Saul, so there's another word of knowledge, and he is praying.
Now notice the revelation that's coming, he's being told things he couldn't know, and
Saul has seen in a vision a man called Ananias coming to him, so God is downloading
to him words of knowledge and revelation. Then He said, I want you to go him and lay
your hands on him and he'll receive his sight. Now this is a freaky thing, because he
knows that Saul's been murdering all the Christians, and now God's telling him go to
this place in this street, inquire, the guy is in there, and he's blind, and he's praying. I've
shown him that you're going to come, and you're going to pray over him. Now that takes
- remember this guy's life is on the line. Can you understand that all moving in the spirit,
there's a point where you have to take a risk? This was a big risk wasn't it aye? He's
having to go to the house of a murderer of Christians - that's a step of faith. He probably
said goodbye to everyone before he went, just in case [Laughter] you know? [Laughs]
And notice what he says, Ananias, I've heard a lot about this man, he does much evil to
Your saints, so he started to reason with God about it. The Lord said go, he's chosen
unto Me, and I will show him great things he must suffer for My name's sake.
So Ananias went his way, entered the house, laid his hands on him, he said brother
Saul, Jesus that appeared to you in the way as you came, sent me that you might
receive your sight and be filled with the Holy Ghost. Immediately he was healed and
filled with the Holy Ghost, spoke in tongues. Isn't that a great story aye, great story, so
there's an example of words of knowledge, works of wisdom, knowing what to do,
prophetic utterance, speaking over him, gifts of healing, and faith flowing. It's great.
That's a great story of many of the gifts all flowing together with one man. So we see
now that you are designed to be supernatural. God wants you to operate in the
supernatural. He is willing to do this for you. What is your part? What is the bit you've
got to play? There are some responsibilities we have concerning the gifts of the spirit,
so let me give you what they are. I'll lay them out for you, and then we'll finish this
session, then we'll give you something to do, give you a little activation. This will be
quite an easy one as well. Everything's easy, okay. Everything will be easy, and you've
just got to step out and do something, it's really simple. So let's have a look there.
Gifts of the spirit are given to everyone, so if God gives it to me, what does He expect
me to do? What's my part? There's a number of things that we're called to do, so I'm
going to identify them. Now you notice I'm referring to the Bible all the time, because I
want you to get a base from the word of God for how to operate in the spirit. If you have
lots of spiritual experiences without having a word of God base, you can go all over the
place. You'll find we'll continually draw you back to the written word of God as the judge

of your spiritual experiences, okay. So here's several things that God requires of us.
Number one, He wants you to learn how to flow with the Holy Spirit. He wants you to
learn it. Your responsibility is to be a learner, and learning starts tonight and goes on for
the rest of your life.
In 1 Corinthians 12:1, concerning spiritual gifts, I don't want you to be ignorant. So God
expects you to put in the effort to learn. Nothing comes just easily. You have to put in
some effort. You have to do something. We'll show you what kinds of things you do, so
He wants us to learn how to work with the Holy Spirit to build others. So here's an
interesting thing - God is wanting you to be a builder of people. Many people have got
the wrong paradigm, and they have very much a paradigm where you come to church
and you get blessed and ministered to, and church is all about you having your needs
met. That's only a part of the truth. Actually the real truth is higher than that. God wants
to meet your needs or bless you, so you can become a blessing to others, so flowing in
the spirit is about discovering how to fulfil my destiny with God in the workplace, in the
marketplace, wherever I am. So God expects me to learn and learning is a lifetime
thing.
Secondly, we're expected to passionately desire the gifts of the spirit. 1 Corinthians
12:31, earnestly, passionately, oh! Love with the gifts of the spirit! Why? Because when
you flow in them, it answers all arguments. If you have a miracle, no one can argue with
the miracle. I remember being in a meeting, and there was a lady there and she was
born deaf. I prayed for her, and both her ears opened up, and she could hear for the
first time. You could just - like the whole meeting all stopped for this woman, and I
watched in a moment as first of all there was shock because she could hear, then she
started to cry, then she started to laugh. Then she was just bewildered about what was
going on. It was quite extraordinary, and no one could deny that God had touched the
woman. There was just no answer for it, so in particularly spiritual cultures, people just
throng to get a miracle, so when I go into Asia they'll have meetings and they'll expect
the power of God to flow. People just get saved, all kinds of people get saved, because
you can't argue with the power of God. You just can't argue with the power of God. You
get deaf ears opened, blind eyes opened, people get healed and things happen. That's
God, and people want the God who does that.
In Pakistan in the meetings there that Dave was at, Pastor David, my son was at, all
kinds of miracles were happening, and people just flock to come in and receive Christ.
Muslims come in from all over to receive Christ, because they're seeing the power of
God. There's something about the power of God that just stops everyone in their tracks.
I had one guy, we did the seminar here, and he learned how to pray for the sick, went
back to his workplace, and he was working on one of the machines there, and one of
his friends walked by. He was obviously in pain in his back so he said hey, what's
happening? He said I've got a lot of pain in my back. He said well I've got two answers
for you; one, you come to church on Sunday and we pray for you there or two, I pray for
you now. Which will it be? Now that's pretty bold to do that, and so he said oh, okay,
pray for me now. So he just left the machine for the moment, laid hands on him and

began to pray. He said how do you feel? He said well it's a little bit better - prayed
again, the guy was totally healed, and everyone's watching.
So the whole of the workplace was affected, because of one miracle that took place.
Now of course they didn't all come to Christ, but that guy came to Christ, and favour
came on them to start a prayer meeting in the business, to pray for the business and for
the workers. Isn't that great? So God wants you to be passionate for this, to really yearn
for it. The Bible instructs us: earnestly desire the gifts. Here's the third thing and that is,
in 2 Timothy 1:6, it tells us I remind you to stir up the gifts of God which is in you through
the laying on of my hands. The word stir up means to kindle a fire, to get something
activated and happening, so we're called to stir up the gifts. So this is completely
contrary to a passive, waiting around and praying for a revival or hoping that one day
God will do something. This says you stir yourself up - and I'll show you exactly how to
stir yourself up, and what you do that gets yourself stirred up, and stay stirred up, so
you begin to find God working through you. So stir up there.
Here's the fourth thing the Bible tells us in 1 Thessalonians 5:19; don't quench the Holy
Ghost. In other words, quench means to put out a fire that God started, so it says don't
quench the Holy Spirit. Control, and fear in your life, they go together, they quench God
working. Unbelief - oh, I don't think God could do this - that will quench God working in
your life. There are things that facilitate the spirit of God working, and some things
quench His working in your life; reasonings in your mind will quench the flow of the Holy
Spirit. Negative, critical talk will grieve and quench the Holy Spirit, so we're called not to
quench Him but to learn how to co-operate with Him. And finally the last one is this;
don't neglect the gifts of the spirit. 1 Timothy 4:14, don't neglect the gift that's in you. In
other words, don't take it lightly, don't just waste what God has given you, don't despise
the little beginnings that you start with. Even if you start with a little and it doesn't seem
much, it can grow. It can grow until it becomes a great flow through your life.
So those are some of the first things that we see concerning the gifts of the spirit, that
there's supernatural operations, you're designed to be a supernatural being, to connect
with heaven and earth, you're designed to move and flow with the Holy Spirit. God
wants us to add understanding how to do it. He promises He'll give the gifts to every
believer, every person. He desires to work through you, and it's not about maturity, it's
about faith, believing for Him to do it, so you will have to extend your faith. Now faith
means something like this: I am convinced in my heart God is willing to do this, and so I
will step out, and start to put myself in a place where God can work through me. Always
there's this threshold you've got to cross where no matter what you've been taught, you
have to step out and just do something. That's the point where you start to grow and
develop in the things of the spirit [laughs] and you'll find God will always come with you.
He won't let you down. He'll always be there.
There are many different realms that we can flow within the spirit. There's different ways
we can operate in the spirit. You don't have to copy the way someone does it. God
wants to work through you naturally and easily in a very natural way, and as I
demonstrate it you'll see it's very natural. There's not any contriving or striving or

anything, it's very natural. So we're going to stop now, and I want you to do an
activation, okay? So what would that activation be? Well again I want it to be very
simple so the first one, who was successful at hugging someone? Okay, great, you all
hugged someone or two people so that wasn't that hard was it aye? Had to put your
arms out and just hold on. [Laughs] Okay, so here's the next one I want you to do. I
want you to find someone you don't know, and find something that you don't know about
them, find something about them.
Now how would you go about finding something about someone that you didn't know?
You'll have to ask. Now this is quite important when you're going to move in the spirit,
you'll need to start asking questions. You ask questions of the Holy Spirit and He shows
you things. Okay, so here's a good way to start. Go up and just meet someone that you
don't know and find out something you didn't know about them. We'll do that for about
five minutes, okay? So you can leave your seat.
Okay, are we ready for this session? Welcome to the next session. Second session we
want to talk about hearing the voice of God tonight and I want to show you how you go
about hearing the voice of God, how we recognise the voice of God, and I want to first
of all give you a context for it. We're going to look in Galatians, Chapter 3 and Verse 2.
The reason we want to focus on hearing the voice of God is because this is a major key
to the supernatural being released, a major key for the supernatural being released. I
want you to read with me if you've got a Bible or the notes - if it's an even page you may
not have it, except in the ones you get tomorrow. So this is Paul writing, so just if it's not
there that's okay, just focus on listening rather than searching.
In Galatians 3, Verse 2, Paul is writing to the Galatians Church. They started off as a
very vibrant Holy Ghost church and now they had lost it altogether, so he's writing and
he's bringing adjustment to them. One of the issues he addresses is their loss of the
manifestation of the Holy Spirit. One of the key reasons they've lost the manifestation of
the spirit was legalism. They came back under laws and rules, do this, don't do that, and
they lost completely the flow of the spirit, so he begins to challenge them and he asks
them two questions. Now what you've got to see is when he asks these two questions
he's actually - each one is to bring about an insight of where they're missing the mark,
and the problem he's addressing is that they thought you become mature by obeying
the laws. What he's saying is no, you need the power and presence of the Holy Spirit.
So notice the question he asks. I want to learn this from you, I want you to tell me this;
did you receive the Holy Spirit by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?
He asked them a question, how did you receive the Holy Ghost into your life? How did
you get born again? How did you get baptised in the spirit? How did you get a
supernatural change in your life? Did you get it by working hard, or did you get it by the
hearing of faith? Very simple. What is the answer? The hearing of faith. How do you get
saved? You hear the word of God, and you believe and respond, and the power of God
is activated by your response, see? That's how a person gets saved, so he appeals to
the foundation of their Christian experience. How did you get saved? Did you get saved
and supernaturally changed, and the spirit come into your life, because you worked

hard and went to church and did good things - or did you get it because you heard the
word of God and believed, and when you responded the spirit of God came? The
answer's really clear. It was never by the works of the law. They were supernaturally
transformed when the spirit of God came into their life.
He wants them to get that answer, because now he's going to ask them the real
question. So he asks them the first question to get their head clear - how did you start in
this game? Did you start by working hard to be a better person, or did you start by
believing God? Well believing God. Great! He's asking now the real question he wants
to ask, so then he goes on and he said: are you so foolish? You began in the spirit, and
you think you'll become mature by the flesh? Have you suffered so many things in vain?
He says now, He that supplies the spirit to you, and works miracles among you, does
He do it by the works of the law, or the hearing of faith?
So you notice he's asking almost the same question, but he's applying it to something
else. So the first one was like this: how did you get saved? How did you get your initial
experience with God - work hard, or believe God? Which was it? Believe God.
Now he does it a different way, he asks the same thing. This time he says how does
God supply the spirit to you? How does God do miracles among you? So in other words
he's saying, how do the gifts of the spirit flow? How do miracles happen? Work hard, or
hear God and respond? The answer's really clear isn't it? Now he's framed it up that
way by appealing to how they started as a believer. They heard God's voice, heard God
speaking to them and they chose to believe and respond, and they were into a flow of
the spirit. It was supernatural. He said the moving in the spirit's the same way, it's
exactly the same way. It's not by working hard. It's not by trying hard. It's by extending
your faith to believe and listen to God, so here is why, if we want to move in the
supernatural, we must practice hearing and identifying the voice of God. This is the
significant key to operating in the spirit. It is the hearing of faith. I extend my faith to
believe God will speak to me, I extend my faith to believe God wants to use me.
Now for some of you that may be a challenge, because it's easier to believe He'll use
someone else, than use you, and the core challenge is: will you believe in your heart,
actually there's no reason at all why God would not use me. There's no reason at all
why He would not want to do this. God loves me, He's justified me, I'm accepted. He
wants to work through me. He's designed me to work this way. Of course I believe, and
I'll extend now to listen and hear His voice, expect to hear His voice - and I'm going to
apply this when it comes to working with one another in the exercises. I'll get you
starting to stir your faith to believe, and listen, and then stretch out to see what God
does. That's how the activations will work, so for example - so always it involves faith, I
must extend out and believe that God will work through me.
Secondly, I need to tune in to hear God speaking to me; and three, I need to step out
and actually act on what God gives me. Think about how you got saved. You heard the
word of God, faith rose to believe it to be true, and then you stepped out and acted by
speaking out, or confessing Christ in some way, so the flowing in the spirit actually

works the same way. It all works the same way, and so we just need to practice hearing
the voice of God. In John 5, 19 to 20, Jesus answered and said: I tell you, the Son can
do nothing of Himself, but whatever He sees the Father do, that's what He does. So He
says the Father tells him, or shows Him, everything He's doing, so Jesus' miracles were
done by what He saw the Father doing. He just spoke out and did that. Notice He didn't
heal every person. Sometimes He healed everyone, but you know there's a guy by the
door of the temple, He walked past him every time He went into the temple and never
did anything. Why was that? Because He never saw the Father healing on that day, but
when Peter went by, after being baptised in the spirit, Peter looked at him and he
worked a miracle and the guy was healed.
So was it the will of God for him to be healed? It certainly was, but there was a flow of
the spirit that Jesus listened to. So He went to one place by the well, by the Bethsaida
[a place reputed for its healing properties] and the porters there, and there's a whole
heap of crippled people and one He heals. So why one? That's not very fair. I don't
know. I don't understand all the ways God works. All we know is, He saw what the
Father was doing, and did that. He avoided or resisted pressure to try and meet every
need. He learned how to listen to the Holy Spirit and work with the Holy Spirit, so we're
not called to fix all problems. We're not called to solve everything. We are called to learn
how to yield, extend our faith, listen to God, and obey Him, and it's in the little things you
get the miracles. Let me give you an example.
Before I was a Christian I was raised a Catholic. When I became a Christian I stopped
going to the Catholic Church and started to attend another church, a spiritual church. It
was a great offence to my grandmother, and she was deeply offended by it. We had
some significant issues over that and anyway her birthday was coming up. I thought I
need to get her something and my thinking in those days was you better make it up
somehow, thought I'd get her a nice gift, so I went downtown. The day came and went
and I got so busy I missed it. I thought oh no, double banger. [Laughter] I missed the
birthday, and I didn't go to church and I'm going to hell, you know? This is not good
[Laughter] so I thought then what I need to do then - my reasoning, which is not a good
reasoning, was I need to buy a nice gift to make it up. Actually that would never make it
up. You just couldn't appease the thing like that, but I did want to buy a gift anyway so I
went to the shops and I was looking and I couldn't work out what to get.
I went past this shop and I felt the Holy Spirit say go in there. It was a religious shop,
books and things, and I went in there and I looked around and there was stuff I didn't
really like there. It was full of all kinds of stuff, and I was wrestling with God over it. I saw
a little picture there and it was the shepherd with the sheep - you know the picture, I'm
the good shepherd and there's a picture of a lovely shepherd, robes and Jesus [laughs]
and he probably doesn't look anything like that, but that was the picture. Anyway I felt
the Holy Spirit say I want you to buy that and I just resisted. I just really - I thought no,
no, no, I don't even like those things. So I walked up the street, came back and I thought
no, I can't see anything, I'll go back to the shop. So I went back, I thought I've got
nothing to lose. I feel God's telling me, I'll just get it, I'm just going to get the picture.

So I bought the picture, and I bought some dried flower arrangement, and I put it all
together, bundled it off with a note, sorry I missed your birthday, here's a little gift and
blah blah blah. Anyway I met my grandmother a little later and I said to her did you get
the birthday gift? She said yes, thank you very much, I really enjoyed the little dried
flower arrangement. It was very, very pretty and smelled nice and so on. Oh good. I said
what about the picture? She said oh, she said that did bring back some memories, and
she said when I was at school in boarding school at the age of 12, a girlfriend and me
got into trouble with one of the teachers. We wanted to try and put it right with the
teacher, and so we decided we would buy a gift, and we bought that picture for her.
[Laughter]
Now only God could come up with something like that. We're talking something like 60
years prior, and God knew what she did, and when she saw the picture it triggered the
memory of trying to put something right in a relationship that was wrong, and she
associated with my gift a desire to put right with her something that was wrong. Now
only God could come up with stuff like that aye, so this is the blessing of being able to
listen to the Holy Spirit on different situations. Okay, getting the idea? So we need to
hear what God is saying. Alright then, so another example is found in Acts 14, Verses 8
to 10. Paul is in Lystra and a certain man without strength in his feet was sitting, a
cripple from his mother's womb, he'd never walked, and the man heard Paul speaking.
Paul - now notice what it says - Paul observed him intently, and saw he had faith to be
healed. Now that's an interesting statement.
Paul fixed his eyes on the man - in other words he stared at him, and as he stared at
him he perceived, that's in his spirit, that the man had faith to be healed. What does it
look like if you've got faith to be healed? What would you be looking for? What would
you be looking for? He perceived. In other words there was an inner knowing that this
man had faith. He went to him and prayed and immediately the man rose up and was
healed, so this is he saw something. So in flowing with the Holy Spirit, or hearing the
voice of God, we begin to hear that sometimes we see things, sometimes we hear
things, sometimes we will just perceive or sense something in our spirit. So let's now
have a look, as we've seen how Paul operated, and we see how Jesus operated, and
we see that it's by the hearing of faith that we can work in miracles. Now we want to
look at how to hear the voice of God.
What does the voice of God sound like? So the first thing I want to do is to point out this,
is that when you hear the voice of God, you will hear from within, not from without. God
put His Holy Spirit within you. 1 Corinthians 6 and Verse 17 says he that's joined to the
Lord is one spirit, so that's like a husband and wife being married. So being born again,
your spirit is joined to the Lord, so if you're going to hear the voice of God you will hear
Him in your spirit. You won't necessarily hear Him with your audible ears. You won't
necessarily see anything with your natural eyes. You will have to develop your spiritual
sense. Getting the idea? Okay then, now what I want to do is I'm just going to get three
people up, and I want to just do a visual illustration for you to give you an idea of
something - I want to put something visual in front of you, to help you understand

something spiritual. So I won't refer to all the notes as I do it, but what I've got in the
notes I will teach it by doing a visual demonstration for you. That okay?
Okay, so why don't we get three guys to come up. Can we get three guys? There we
are, there's one there, Brian, two guys over here. Won't you guys come on up on the
stage and just help me out here okay, help me out here. Alright then, so you don't have
to do anything, you've just got to stand there, okay, so here we go. See, stand there and
face over here, this is perfect. Come over and stand over here, face over here and you
face over there. There we are, it's perfect, alright then, you can see everyone. Now God
has designed us and we are body, soul and spirit. We're a spirit man; with a soul; living
inside a body, so your body has five senses: see, taste, touch, we can interact with the
physical world so we have physical senses and they will all feed into the soul.
Okay, I want you to just turn around this way here like this now, put your hand on his
shoulders, and you put your hand on his shoulders. That's right - so if I'm interacting
with Brian and connecting with Brian I see his physical body, and if I look into eyes I can
see there's a person in there, but what is in there is the hidden man of the heart. The
hidden man of the heart is found here. It's the soul, the mind, will, emotions, memories,
personality and it's the spirit man. Okay. Now his spirit man, and everyone has a spirit
dimension - you have a spirit being, a part of you which is spirit - the spirit man also has
spiritual senses. So we just all turn around, face this way again. Okay, now the spirit
man has spiritual senses. Just stand there, that's right. So his spirit man, dwelling inside
him, energises his body. Your spirit is incredibly important.
The Bible says that if the spirit is absent from the body, a person's dead, so this is how
important your spirit is. Your spirit energises and gives life to your soul and your body.
Your spirit is a vital part of you, but your spirit has many functions, so one function of
your spirit is to energise your soul and body. Your spirit quickens your body, because if
your spirit is withdrawn from your body, the body dies, so your spirit's very important. If
you spirit is wounded or damaged or hurt or injured you tend to get sick much more
readily, and the Bible tells that. It says a broken spirit dries the bones, so if your spirit is
damaged in some way, then it will affect your body and your body's health. Another
aspect of your spirit is that your spirit illuminates your mind. See, it says the spirit of
man is the lamp of the Lord, lighting up all the inner parts, so your spirit will illuminate
your soul with ideas and thoughts. How many have ever had a hunch that turned out to
be right? Where did the hunch come from? Oh, that's sixth sense. No it isn't, it's your
spirit. The sixth sense is actually your spirit.
So when we get a hunch or an intuition, actually there's an idea come from our spirit
that's come into our mind, that's what we're picking up and if you act on it then you start
to find things happen, for example so we now see that we are designed to operate,
we're quite unique. The soul area here is mind, will and emotions, and so your soul
retains memories, memories of various experiences, so when you have a new
experience you reference the old ones and come up with the conclusion. For example we'll just turn all around this way again, face all this way. Now I went to Singapore one
time and when I went to Singapore there was this dreadful smell, and I couldn't work out

what the smell was. I had no reference point for it whatsoever, so I could smell, but
there was no experience to attach it to. I couldn't recognise it. It was just an unknown
horrible smell, then someone said oh - I said what's that smell? They said oh, that's
Durian and they brought out this big fruit, and it's Durian, and it smelt! Some people love
it, some people hate it and mostly you can't eat it in a building, it smells everything out.
Now prior to that I had no reference point. Next time I came around [sniffing sound] oh,
Durian, you see because I could smell and the sense would then register and the mind
and memory would raise up them something and I was aware that's what that means.
That means Durian. That means a fruit. I had a picture, a smell and an experience to
relate this to and so next time round, no trouble, Durian! Now just turn around and face
this way again. Your spirit man will also pick up spiritual sensations, and they will go to
the same place that the physical sensations went to. They go into your brain, into your
memory, inside you, and your mind processes what you get, so as a unique person you
can receive from the physical world and recognise things from a memory bank, but you
can also receive from the realm of the spirit, and also build up experience so you quickly
recognise different things. You quickly recognise a different kind of spirit. You quickly
recognise various sorts of things. Why? Because you have developed your spiritual
senses and built experience. Get the idea?
Paul writes in (or the Hebrew writer in) Hebrews 5:14 says: you remain immature,
because you haven't exercised your spiritual senses to discern. You've got to practice to
discern. Do you get it right every time? No. Why do we not get it right every time?
Because our mind argues all the time, you know and I'll talk about that in a moment.
Okay then, so if you just put your hand on his shoulder now and your hand on his
shoulder over here. Right, that's right. So when you are born again the Holy Spirit
comes in and becomes joined one spirit with the Lord, so we see in 1 Corinthians 6:17
very clearly, he that's joined to the Lord is one spirit. That's how close you are to Him all
the time, so everywhere you go you carry the presence of God, and God knows all
things, so in your spirit you know a lot, and you have access to the source of lots of
things all the time, all the time. He's never going to leave you, never going to turn away
from you. You have access all the time to the presence of God, all the time.
How do you get in tune with that access? You've got to silence all the noise that goes
on in your head and tune in to your spirit. So now how am I going to hear the voice of
God? Well the first thing it's helpful to think of is where am I going to hear Him? The first
thing to recognise is you're not going to hear Him out here saying 'Hello, this is God."
[Laughter] You're not going to get that and - just all turn and face this way - so if you go
looking for signs and fleeces and all that kind of stuff, you're acting immaturely. That's
not where we're to be looking for God outside us. It's not where He's to be found. He
can be found inside you, so if you're going to grow in the things of the spirit, you have to
develop what's inside you. Getting the idea? So you find many immature Christians are
constantly looking for something outside them, looking for something shaking or moving
or this or that or a feeling or anything, but they're looking in the wrong place, because
the devil can manipulate circumstances, and manipulate everything around you. He can
make storms happen. He can do all kinds of things.

So we don't look outside ourselves. We look to our spirit man, because that spirit man is
joined to the Holy Spirit, and therefore has access to heaven. Put your hands all on one
another like that. Okay now, here we go. So the physical man accesses the physical
world, but through my spirit I can access the realm of heaven all the time, free to access
the presence of God. I've just got to learn how that happens. Okay, so turn around now.
We're going to show you how it happens. Turn around, put your arms on one another's
shoulder like that. Okay, so if God is wanting to communicate to me, how will He do it?
Very simply, the Holy Spirit will communicate with my spirit. How does He do it? Usually
in one of three ways. Now He can do it many ways but there's usually one of three ways
that there's direct spirit-to-spirit communication.
Here it is; number one, you see something. You don't see it with your natural eyes. The
Holy Spirit puts a picture into your spirit, and that picture in your spirit rises up into your
mind, or the Holy Spirit will speak a word into your spirit, and that word will rise up in
your mind, or the Holy Spirit will just put an impression. You don't know how you know,
but you just somehow know something. If I say: do you know you're saved? You say
yes, of course I know I'm saved. How do you know? I don't know, I just know. Well the
Bible tells me, but I know. I know. You know because there's an inward knowing. How
do you inward know? Inward knowing is the witness of the Holy Spirit with your spirit,
you're a child of God. It's an inner knowing. That's how you know you're saved.
Okay, so the Holy Spirit will do this, so if I'm going to be tuning into the voice of God
here's the first thing. The first thing is, I have to quiet the noise. You have got noise all
the time in your head. That's why I hate having headphones on, just noise in the head.
Some people love it, and I don't mind listening to a certain amount of music, but I don't
want my head to be full of noise of something else. So what kind of noise is in your
head? All kinds of memories, all kinds of pictures, all kinds of experiences, things that
have happened, all kinds of things in there. You have demonic voices talking to you,
they fill your mind with accusation, condemnation, not good enough, who do you think
you are? All that kind of stuff is noise, and the noise is a block to hearing God, so if I'm
going to hear God I need to number one, know I'm going to hear from my spirit so I
should activate my spirit by prayer, praying in tongues; secondly, I need to quiet my soul
so that my mind is not busy and all over the place. Thirdly, I need to tune in to what will
be spontaneous.
Now the language of your heart is different to the language of your head. The language
of your head is logical, structured, line upon line, and it's thought through carefully.
That's how the language of the mind works. Its logic, so for example if you're working
out some mathematics you're logical - one, two, three, four. You're trying to work out
where to put something, one, two, three, four. If you're trying to create something, now
it's intuitive and you start to flow, so the way we're designed is like this. Amazing design
God has given to us. We're designed to be supernatural, it's amazing. Your brain is
divided into two hemispheres or two parts. With the left side it's the logic side, so if we
got him doing some maths I suppose he can - do you do maths or something? Okay,
suppose he can do maths, or he's trying to figure something out, and we put a brain
scan on him and try to find out what part of his brain is busy, all the left side will be

busy. If he's dreaming and imagining or creating it'll be the right side of his brain, so
you're designed so that one part of you is logical and process oriented, one, two, three,
four, blah, blah, blah, like that. The other part of you is intuitive. It gets ideas, there's
flashes and ideas and things like that and it's creative, so if you're a creative person
you'll be very active in this part. If you're a logical person you'll be very active in that part
of your brain, but both sides exist for every person.
Now when the Holy Spirit is speaking to us what happens is, He imparts into our spirit,
and which side of the brain do you reckon it comes up into? It comes up into the right,
so what do you get? You just get spontaneous thought. You get a picture just pops into
your mind, or you get a word just suddenly comes into your mind. So what happens
immediately after that comes in, the other part of your brain takes over and starts to
argue it down and dismiss it. Men are often quite bad at that, and their wives are often
quite intuitive, so some of you may recognise - and we won't ask for any show of hands
- of a decision making process where the husband felt this was the right thing to do and
his wife said I don't know, I don't feel very happy about that. He says well why not? It's
logical, it all works out and she says no, no, I don't know, it just doesn't feel right. Well I
can't work with that, you know, that's just unreasonable. You're right, it is unreasonable it's intuitive. Then later on you go ahead and do it, and you find actually it was the wrong
thing to do, because your wife had this intuitive impression, and it was of greater value
in discerning what something was than your (my) mind was.
I'll give you another example. How many have met someone and they look good,
sounded good but you just felt something was not right about this person? Something's
creepy. That's the kind of language a woman would use - creepy [Laughter] you know,
don't like that guy. I don't like him. You know, they say I don't like him, and the man may
say what's wrong? There's nothing wrong with him. You know, he can't figure it out, but
he's operating out of logic, what he can see, what he can hear and he's working on a
reasoning basis. She's picking up intuitively from her spirit there's something not right
about this person or situation, I don't feel right about it. Now you think about this in
Colossians 3:15 it says let the peace of God be the umpire of your heart, so if you feel
troubled and no peace in your spirit, then no matter what it looks like, you know it's
going to be a problem. Initially you don't know that but you find out after you've had a
number of experiences where you overruled your spirit, did something and then it didn't
work out too good. You learn then actually listen to the voice of your heart more
carefully.
Now we do need to work things out. We've got a capacity to do that. We should develop
our mind and intelligence, but we need to also develop the intuitive side of us, so when
God speaks to us it's very simple. I just calm down and quiet my soul to listen. I stir up
my spirit through praying and focussing on the Lord, and as He speaks, spontaneous
thoughts, pictures or impressions come into my soul, and I pick them up as an
impression. Now you don't just do away with your brain and shoot your brain. You
actually then enquire, so I'll give you an example of someone. I was talking to one
person, and I had a word of knowledge they were extremely lonely and so I said I just
feel an impression that actually you're struggling with a lot of loneliness. No, no, no, no,

I'm not lonely. It came again, so I said it again. No, no, no, I'm not lonely. Now that's two
denials, but it came again, and so I said in the end I actually feel you're quite lonely. I
feel God's laying on my heart you're struggling with relationships and friendships, and
you're lonely. God added me a little bit more. She broke down and began to weep, so I
was right the first time, but the person tried to pretend that wasn't so, and just the
impression kept coming and coming and coming.
So remember it was just an impression that came that I couldn't shake off, so when I
gave voice to it then God was able to move. So the impressions that you get, your mind
will always argue them. Your mind will act like that can't be so, it couldn't be true. Like
you see a person smiling and God says they've got grief in their heart, and you look at
them and you think no, sorry, got that one wrong. [Laughter] You see your mind tries to
reason the flow of the spirit, so we need to learn how to train our mind to ask the right
questions, so my spirit can receive information from the Holy Spirit that my mind would
never know. The role of your natural mind then is to enquire, Holy Spirit, what does that
mean? How do I work with that? What do You want me to do about that? So you
enquire of God, rather than reason it all away. So there it is, it's not quite so difficult.
So why is it some people have trouble hearing the voice of God? Now the trouble that
people have with hearing the voice of God falls it seems to me into two categories. It
falls firstly into the people who are Dr Spock on Star Trek. They are totally head, and
they just reason everything, everything's structured. Usually with a person like that,
there's strong spirits sit around their mind, and they're disconnected from their heart.
Often there's issues been in their life that have disconnected them. They many times
need healing or deliverance or setting free, or training in how to engage with their heart,
because they've lived out of their head and logic all their life, and they haven't
developed their spiritual side. So very often there's spirits of rationalism and unbelief,
rejection and all kinds of things sit around that person, but they can be set free, and
they can develop the capacity of tuning in to spontaneity, to spontaneous ideas, to
thoughts, to feelings, to impressions, and learning to recognise and identify and name
them.
The other extreme is where you get someone who's often quite broken relationally, and
everything is God, God told me this, God told me that, God told me this. Now it's like
there's this flow where everything God told them. When you hear that, you know two or
three things; number one, God isn't saying all those things. Number two, they're very
broken people, and three, they've got major problems relationally, and so they're putting
it all out there of God to portray some spiritual hotline. The reality is we don't hear God
talking all the time that clearly. We have impressions and we learn to be led by... God
gives you wisdom to run your life without Him having to tell you what to do. He doesn't
tell you what to put on your shopping list. It's your job to figure that one out. He doesn't
tell you what colour you should paint something. He gives you room to be creative. He
doesn't tell us everything to do in our life, or we're like a puppet being told what to do.
He actually works with us in a relationship where we work with Him, He's the senior
partner and He guides us, but He gives us room to participate in life, so you've got to
learn to find the things that you yourself have and own them, rather than say it's all God.

When I hear people saying God told me this, God told me that, I know one, God isn't
telling them all those things; two, there's just a big show, and I'm not meeting the real
person; three, there's brokenness inside. They really need help. A person like that
usually is unstructured in their life, and create havoc in a church where you're trying to
flow and develop things in the spirit. You have to actually bring them into discipline
where they have to learn to structure their life and stop just listening to every impression
that comes, because they've got turmoil in the soul, and haven't learnt to filter out what's
God and what isn't. So both extremes happen, but none of you are in that extreme.
You're all here in that happy group who will just be opened up to listen to God, aren't we
wonderful? Okay then, so again just summarising it again: when God speaks He speaks
into our spirit, get the idea? And it'll come up as an impression which comes into your
mind, and then you just focus on that, and then begin to speak and act on what God
gives you.
As you speak and act on it, then the spirit of God moves, and that's when people get
touched. Okay? Well let's give them a clap and thank them for helping out. [Applause]
Good stuff, thank you. Okay, so are you getting an idea now about how all of this works,
because I want you to understand it clearly and [laughs] there, we'll see. Now I want to
just give you two or three examples out of the Bible just to support what I've been
saying, then we'll get you to do an activation, how about that? [Silence] Oh, there was a
lot of enthusiasm there, that's right! [Laughter] Okay, so again this is not in your notes
today but it will be there tomorrow, so let me just give you a few examples. You might
want to just jot them down if you wish to, but let me just give them.
The first one is found in Habakkuk, Chapter 2, Verse 1. He said I will stand on my
watch, and set myself on the rampart, and watch to see what the Lord will say to me.
Notice this word, I will watch to see what God will say. So he did a couple of things.
Number one, he positioned himself to be quiet. This is important to hearing the voice of
God, you've got to quiet yourself down, so when I get to do activations with you we'll get
you to do a couple of things. One of the things we'll get you to do is to pray in tongues
so your spirit becomes energised, alive with the flow of the Holy Spirit. The second thing
we'll get you to do, is just be quiet and focus your attention to just listen for a flow of
spontaneous thoughts that come, then the third thing is we'll get you to then identify
what you're thinking or feeling or what's happening, and speak it out.
Okay, so Habakkuk positioned himself to hear God, quietened himself, and then he
focussed on intuitive flow of seeing, hearing. That's how he got it, and he was able to
discern it. God spoke to him by a picture. In 1 Samuel 3:10, you remember the story of
Samuel, and Samuel was lying down, and the Lord came and spoke to him and said
Samuel! Samuel! And he jumped up and ran to Eli. Why did he jump up and run to Eli?
Very simply, he heard something so strongly he thought it was Eli. He didn't recognise
that it was God's voice, so it takes time to recognise the voice of God speaking to you.
You've got to practice until you get used to oh, that is the voice of God, I'm recognising
Him speaking to me. I know that's God speaking - and there are a number of ways we
can get that. A third example there is in Mark 2, Verse 8, it says Jesus perceived in His
spirit that they were reasoning. He perceived in His spirit they were reasoning, so it was

He knew something. Now what was going on, get the picture, Jesus is speaking - now
get this - He worked out what they were thinking. How did He figure out what they were
thinking? He felt it in His spirit what they were thinking.
Now you've probably had an experience like that, where you were talking with someone,
or they were talking, and then suddenly you felt something about that person, a thought
rose up. You just perceive it in your spirit. You can't shake it off, you just know you can
feel it's there. So the third example is the one we saw at Acts 14:9, where Paul looked
at the man intently and saw he had faith to be healed. How did he see it? He perceived
it in his spirit. There was a knowing inside, so you'll discover then that all of the moving
in the spirit, moving in the supernatural, comes out of intimacy or connection with the
Holy Spirit, where we learn to recognise His voice and act on it. The more you act on it,
the easier it is to recognise. The more you practice walking with God and listening and
responding to His impressions, the more easily it comes to you. It's like Jesus said, if
you have ears to hear, more will be given. If you don't have ears to hear, even the little
you have you lose, so it's like you have to use it or lose it. You've got to continually
develop listening to God in your personal private life, so it flows out of devotion.
Okay then, so the last thing I'll finish this session with, and then we'll get you to do
something. There are other ways that people receive revelation of course, but what I
want to show is just some things about the revelations God gives. There are a couple of
checks that you want to run by anything that you think God has given you, and here's
what they are. Number one - so these are tests of revelation. If you think you've got
something from God - you'll find this on Page 19 in your notes - number one, does it
agree with the Bible? If it doesn't agree with the written word of God, the Holy Spirit
wrote the written word of God; will He who wrote that Bible tell you something different
to what He wrote? Not going to happen, so if you come up with a revelation, and you
say that God has spoken to you this thing, but it's contrary to what the written word of
God says, you got it wrong. You've actually just got it wrong, and it's come either just as
a random thought, it's come out of your own desires or thoughts and perhaps that's how
you got it - but you got it wrong.
If it disagrees with the Bible it didn't come from God. You've got to have the Bible as
your standard for testing all revelation, so you know, if you find that you've got
something, and you think God's told you to do this and you find it's completely the
opposite to what the word of God says, you got it wrong. If you keep getting it wrong,
you should go and get some counsel to sort out if something's going on inside you.
Getting the idea? So if people come to you and say: God told me to do this and it's very
clear, you know, God told me it was okay, we're in love, we can sleep together, you
know, hello, give me a break! [Laughter] You're not married, you know? The Bible says
those that commit fornication shan't inherit the kingdom of God, so He's not going to tell
you that it's going to go good for you, personally, if He's told you in the written word
something different. Use the Bible. You've got to become familiar with the Bible, load
yourself up, read the Bible, get familiar with the Bible and automatically you'll be filled
with thoughts of God that are useful in ministering to people - very helpful.

Okay, the second thing is does it line up with the character of God? Is that something
that God would be likely to do, you know, like the devil took Jesus up into a high
mountain and said come on, the word of God says cast yourself down, there's angels
will take care of you, you want to jump. In other words, I'll put it another way - he was
standing on a high place and said go on, jump, it'll be okay, you'll just float to the
ground. You see this is contrary - it may have been what the words said, but actually it
was a misrepresentation of the nature of God. Interesting thing, God seldom takes
someone and suddenly moves them from here up to some big thing. God grows you
step by step, so it's not the nature of God to want you to suddenly show yourself off in
some big way or public exhibition, or to make a big scene of any kind, or to do
something spectacular. He just grows you little by little by little, so if it doesn't seem like
it's the nature of God, it probably isn't.
Then finally - or two other things - does it produce good fruit? So one way of testing a
revelation is if the fruit of it is good. That's why we'll teach you to ask after you've prayed
or ministered to someone hey, how did that go? What did you sense as a result of me
sharing with you these things? In other words just get a bit of feedback. The person
says well that was great man, it really helped me, touched me - you get feedback. If
there's fruit from God it's always good. Fruit from heaven is gentle and reasonable,
open to reason. If for example you get someone who says well just God told me, and
you can't reason with them, that is definitely not God, because the Bible says in James,
the wisdom that comes from heaven is quite easily entreated. You can appeal and talk
and interact, so we'll teach you when it comes to ministering a word from God that, just
do it gently, don't say well God told me like you're the authority in the earth. Just hey
listen, I just sense this or I just felt this or I had an impression, maybe God, about this. In
other words just do it much more low key. It's easier for you to interact with the person,
easier for them to receive as well, not so dogmatic, okay?
The final one is, if it comes from God it will bear witness with your spirit. When
something is right your own spirit bears witness to it. How many have had someone tell
you something - I taught Michelle what to do but Michelle had some guy come up to her,
said oh God's told me that I'm going to marry you. Now what does she feel straight
away? Now this is the dilemma when some guy carries on like that. A good Christian girl
wants to please the Lord, now he's saying God's told me this thing and she doesn't feel
it in her heart, but she wants to please God. You throw people into turmoil with that kind
of stuff. It's very manipulative. I said to her tell him just straight, God didn't tell me that,
so goodbye. [Laughter] In other words own your own life. I said he can think what he
thinks, and he can say what he says, but actually if it doesn't witness with your spirit,
don't go with it.
I've seen many people trapped into relationships, into business deals, if they'd listened
to their spirit, they'd have never been happy about it, but they kind of got impressed that
someone was very prophetic or very spiritual. How did they get impressed? Because
they projected it out that they were, but the wisdom from God is easily entreated. It's
gentle and pure, and it produces good fruit. One of the things it'll witness with your spirit,
so if something doesn't register as being right, then just say well thank you very much,

but no thanks, I'm not going to go with that. You can thank the person, be polite, you
don't have to be rude, but we don't need to receive things that aren't right, so let your
own spirit bear witness with that, whether this bears witness of good fruit or not. Okay
now, why don't we just stop now and I'll get you to stand up and turn around and sit
down and we're going to give you an activation.
Okay then, now what I want to do in this session, first of all I want to get you all to do an
activation. I'll just show you what it is in just a moment, and then I'll introduce you to
activations and how they work. After that we're going to talk about how to activate the
gifts of the spirit in your life, so I'll do the teaching session how to activate the gifts, after
we've actually got you to step out and have a try, so we'll get started first of all and then
we'll talk about the specific things. Then we'll have a chance for some questions and
hopefully just finish around about 9.30. So I want to just do a simple activation. Now this
is a very, very simple one, and in this one here what we're going to do is we want to just
pray an inspired prayer so I could just - Henrietta, just come on up here please. Can I
just practice on you? There we go, so Henrietta comes up, there we go and so this is
the kind of process.
Now with all of these activations, the thing to remember is now we're just practising.
Practising means we're stepping out to have a turn. We're getting on the bike to see if
we can ride it, and even if we wobble eventually we'll get going and we'll be riding the
bike, so we're just having a practice. The first thing I'd like you to do in any activation is
to ask with a smile, hey, can I practice on you? Great, that's right, so you get a very
positive response, yeah, great, go, do it! Great job, you know, I want, because hunger
and expectancy from a person can draw from you, can help you when you're learning
how to flow in the spirit, see? Always remember this, that God wants to speak to them
and bless them and help them because He loves them - so it's not about you. It's
actually about God being loving and the person needing to be touched by God. It's not
about you at all. You're just actually the channel through which it happens, so what
we're going to do, I could ask her something like well what would you like me to pray for
and ask what her need is and get her to tell me her need. That's one way we can pray.
You're used to doing that, well what's your need and so forth.
Or what I could do is just ask the Lord to drop into my heart a simple thought that will be
the basis of what I will pray. It could be a picture, could be a word, could be just an
impression to pray about a certain area, okay? So I need to do, so the steps that we'll
take is number one, we just say hey, can I practice on you? Yeah, a very positive
response, that's great. Now I'd like to take the persons hand, just make a connection
with them. So the first thing it's helpful to do is just if you begin to exercise or stir up your
spirit. The key in this remember is listening, just listening to your heart, so I'm going to
break it down very, very slowly because if I do it slowly then you can see what's going
on inside me. I'll explain it and then you'll see me doing it, okay, so we'll try and pull it
apart for you.
So the first thing I would do is just, at this stage, I'll just begin to pray in tongues, and as
I'm praying in tongues my inner man is starting to come alive, so I'm becoming stirred

up. I become aware of God see, because when you pray in the spirit your spirit comes
alive. Your spirit is praying. Your spirit is being built, so if I was to just - so I need to now
close off my mind to busyness. I've got to stop thinking you're all looking at me and what
if I get it wrong stuff, you know, all that sort of stuff, the what ifs. You've got to shut down
what-if messages in your head. They stop you receiving God. The way to shut them
down is to just redirect your focus. If I focus on myself then I'll start to fill with fear and
my spirit will close, and now I'm not going to get anything, because I need to get it from
my spirit, but if my spirit's closed because of fear I'll get nothing. I need to stay relaxed,
and the best way to stay relaxed is not to focus on me, but to focus on how much God
loves this person.
I might just begin to meditate on how much God just loves her, how important she is. I'm
sure that God who loves her, really does want to talk with her, so I just keep my
attention fixed, and I'm expecting God to give me something, see? So ask for
permission, calm yourself down, stir up your spirit man with expectation, then begin to
reach out for God to give you something, and you're looking for a spontaneous word or
thought or impression. Then you're going to turn that into a simple prayer, so you have
to start at some point - so right now I'm still trying to get something. [Laughter] But it's
okay because I'm very aware and I totally believe God knows all about her, God knows
exactly what she needs right now. I'm convinced God wants to do this. I just have to
relax and wait on Him. Now I'm slowing the whole process down, so you can see it
taking place see, then in a moment I'll just get an impression will just come, and just as I
was talking an impression came just then. One word just dropped into my mind; I'm
talking to you, suddenly a word just drops into my mind like that.
That word is a seed. When God gives you something, He only gives you the seed. You
have to actually step out with what you've got and start the journey, trusting God that as
you share what you've got that He will give you more, and a flow of the spirit will take
place. That's the risky bit isn't it aye? That's the bit, but if you've got nothing to lose, it's
only a practice, so I can focus instead of worrying about whether I pass/fail I can just
focus on being kind and praying for her, see? So now because I've got a word God
expects me to use a measure of intelligence. He doesn't want me to be a puppet, so
therefore He expects me now having given me an insight what to pray for, that I would
pray with some sense about that, so I'll have to start praying, well just I'll pray generally,
and then I'll start to pray about what God has given me, okay? So I'm just going to start,
you know, so you start to say something - you've just got to start a flow, and as you start
the flow and remain just fixed on the Lord, you'll get the words will start to come.
Alright then, so I have in the moment just one word so I'll just put my attention on that
word, and I'm starting to feel things now, so I'm just going to pray for her. I could
prophesy this but I'll actually just turn it into prayer, because I want it to be really simple,
because every one of us can pray, and mostly if you ask people if you can pray for them
they'll say yes. Okay, so here we go. Father, I just thank You for Henrietta. That's a
good way to just get started, see, quite easy to start the flow, something simple like that.
Then I'll start to move to what I felt God give me, and as I stay focussed on that and
relax and let my heart flow to her, there'll be a language just come forth. Don't try and

work it out in the head, just let my heart flow to her. Alright then, so just again just focus
- I can see the word again. Father, I just thank You for Henrietta, thank You Lord You
love her, and that Lord, You will never leave her to be on her own and alone. Lord, I ask
that You will just touch her in the depths of her being, and heal the loneliness that she's
been experiencing and feeling for some time. Pray Lord she'll feel Your presence loving
her, comforting her, and reassuring her, that You are always with her. Lord, let Your
presence and love just flow over her right now, in Jesus' name. Oops, have to hold on to
you, you'll be going over. Alright then, now did anyone work out what the word was that
the Lord gave me? Loneliness, okay, so you see how I just started generally, and as I
began to meditate in that word I could just feel all this grief around her, grief of
loneliness and that's been something around her life, and God is wanting to heal the
loneliness and just have her reassured He's there. [Laughs] What are you feeling? Just
tell us what you're experiencing just as a result of doing this.
[Henrietta] [Laughs]
[Pastor Mike] Okay, just take your time, its okay. It's alright to cry, because God is
touching her in a real area of her life. What did you feel or sense?
[Henrietta] That God is with me - and that's what I needed.
[Pastor Mike] Right. You needed to know tonight God is with you.
[Henrietta] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Isn't that wonderful. Has there been loneliness or struggle, a sense of
being on your own?
[Henrietta] There's been a sense of it and in it though I have - I'm aware that He's there.
I just needed more of an awareness of that, a deeper, greater level.
[Pastor Mike] Right, you need a deeper, greater level that...
[Henrietta] Of knowing that He is...
[Pastor Mike] ...He is there, alright then.
[Henrietta] ...right in the middle of it all.
[Pastor Mike] Okay then, well why don't we just help you with that now? Peter, get ready
to catch her in a moment, because I could feel the spirit of God coming on you. As you
close your eyes, I want you to just use your imagination to see that Jesus is just there,
right in front of you. He's there with you right now, and His presence is going to come
and just touch you, just in a moment. Thank You Lord, You're just coming on her life
right now, Your presence just touching her. Lord, just fill her with love. Let Your peace

just come on her now. Receive - there it is, very simple, whoa, wonderful presence of
God just over her. Just enjoy the Lord.
So when we move this way, people start to experience God. Nice to feel that isn't it
aye? [Laughter] Nice to do. That's why we come along. It doesn't matter about all the
teaching, we just want to feel God. [Laughter] Okay then, so I pulled it apart, and kind of
broke it down into bit by bit by bit so you can sort of see it, but actually when you work
and operate it's altogether like that, and it's just relaxed and natural. So the biggest
problem in flowing in the spirit is becoming focussed on yourself, and on yourself failing.
If your mind goes there, I can tell you now, your spirit will close, and it's very difficult to
function, so part of the discipline is to realise the gifts of the spirit are given to us to
profit others, so if your attention is on the giver, and the other, and away from yourself,
the flow takes place more easily.
So here's what we will do. We'll get you all to pair up with someone you don't know that
well, take their hand and smile, can I practice on you? They will say yes! [Laughter] Yes,
do your best! [Laughter] Make it a very positive encouraging experience, okay, then
what we'll do is we'll just pray in tongues quietly together, then go quiet and you just
focus. You're just waiting to receive something, an idea, a thought, a picture, an
impression - no big thing, just something simple. Then when you've got that something,
just focus on it, then launch out and start praying for the person around what God has
shown you, right? I'll just do it one more time. Come on Brian, come on up. Could I
practice on you Brian?
[Brian] Sure can.
[Pastor Mike] Awesome, that's fantastic, great, so let me take your hand then. Again I
just begin to reach out, and begin to start to focus on the Lord, let my attention be set on
Him. [Prays in tongues] Begin to pray in tongues and become conscious of the
presence of God, then I'm looking for something, and immediately a word came to me
just like that, just a word just dropped into my mind. So now that I know the word's
come, now how do I use that? What does God want me to do with that? So I'll start
generally, and as I start talking, just relax and lead into what God gave me expecting it
to grow and get more - Father, I thank You for Brian. I thank You love him and Your
hand is upon his life. That's the general bit see? It's getting started. [Laughter] Father, I
just thank You love him, I thank You Your presence is with him. Father, I just pray for an
increase in confidence in his life, confidence in hearing Your voice, confidence in
flowing with You. I pray Lord in his walk with You, he will greatly grow in his ability to
hear Your voice, grow in the confidence of Your power and presence with him, that
Lord, he will become bold in moving and ministering in the things of the spirit. Father, let
that boldness and confidence just begin to come over his life right now. In Jesus' Mighty
name, touch him Lord.
Notice the presence of God just coming on him now - ooh! [Laughs] Because once you
speak, the presence of God comes upon your speaking, in Genesis it says the spirit of
God brooded over creation, then when the word came, then the spirit of God began to

move, so you've got to learn to speak with confidence. Father, I just thank You for him
right now - just lift your hands up to the Lord and [laughs] the power of God is here
tonight! POWER of God touch his life right now, and there it is. Alright then, so we can
teach you how to do that too [Laughter] tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow. All of these
things can be learnt. I would not have you be ignorant, or just not know. God's plan is
that we know what to do, and we'll help you over these two days, tonight and tomorrow,
how to do it, but I need you just to step out and have a practice. Now whether you get it
right or wrong is not important at all. There's no right and wrong, or worrying about it.
What I want you to do is have the experience of reaching out to pray and minister to
someone, and you're leaning on listening to God to get what to say. He will only give
you a bit of it, and you've got to actually take the step and put some language with what
you've got - so what was the word that God gave me? Confidence, so what is it about
that? Did he lack it? Did he need it? That's what I was asking God. Well he lacked it,
and he needed it, and God wanted to grow him in confidence; what area? Around the
operations of the spirit. Okay, so how was that for you? Was that okay? It was right on?
Isn't that good aye, thank You Jesus. [Laughter] Like I say, we're all practising.
[Laughter]
So there's no pass/fail in this, there's just try, try and try again and we'll practice. So
remember the first and most important thing is to say: can I practice on you? And we do
want a smiley face you know. [Laughter] Yeah, come on, encourage me, I'll do the best
- and then we'll pray together, I'll lead you through it step by step, and then you go for it.
Okay, are we ready? So let's get someone ready to go, come on, get someone to
practice on. [Background chat] Have you got someone to practice on? If you haven't got
someone to practice on raise your hand and then look for someone who's got their hand
raised. Down there, two people. Okay, we all ready? Okay then.
Alright, now I want you all just to listen and walk with me step by step okay? So the first
thing is smile at the person and say this: do you mind if I practice on you? Give a nice
smiley response. Okay. Anyone missing someone to pray for them? You could - mm?
You can go in threes or you can pray for me. [Laughs] That'll be great. I'll come down.
Okay then, so are we ready? Everyone's asked if you can practice? Alright, now take
their hand, just make the personal contact, take their hand and then when you've taken
their hand then we close our eyes and begin to just pray in the spirit, pray in tongues or
pray whatever way you're able to. Set your attention towards the Lord. Keep your eyes
open so you can see. Okay, praying in tongues, [Prays in tongues] yeah, you pray for
me.
So what you do is you then focus your attention on the Lord. He loves this person so
much, He just loves them. They're very precious to Him. He wants to give you
something, make you aware of a need or something to pray for, so listen now, expecting
Him to give you something, a word, a picture, just a thought, an impression. Don't try
and work it out, what does this person need. Just God, You speak to me. As soon as
you get something lock on it, just focus on it. Thank You Lord. Thank You Lord. Then

when you're ready, just one person starts out first in a short prayer, no big long prayers,
just use what God gave you to pray a simple short prayer, then change over. Okay?
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] I just thank You for Mikes willingness to serve You and
to give his life to help to strengthen us in the Lord. Lord, I just thank You that You have
given him this passion in this teaching, and I just pray that You'll bless him mightily, that
You'll continue to work through him Lord, and show him new ways and revelations of
how he can strengthen the church in the Lord, how he can strengthen all of us in You
Lord and that You may empower him and enable him in his ministry Lord, to do even
greater works than he's ever done before, that You Lord will be glorified through him.
Lord, we just pray that You'll continue to strengthen him in the Lord, Lord and through
that he can strengthen us and we thank You in Jesus' name.
[Pastor Mike] Amen, thank you, wonderful. Very good.
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] Ok, all I got was 'strengthen us in the Lord'...
[Pastor Mike] That's right.
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] ...oh gosh, that's new.
[Pastor Mike] Okay, but it's all you needed to do, is just you take what you feel, and
always start to work with that. Did you notice once you started it started to flow?
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Yeah, so just relax. You don't have to be so fast. You can just relax in it
all, and feel the flow, okay?
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] My mind usually goes quite fast...
[Pastor Mike] I know, yeah.
[Person praying for Pastor Mike] ...and I speak fast then...
[Pastor Mike] Okay and then you speak fast, okay. Well if you just keep your mind
relaxed and centred on Him, and you'll get the flow quite easily, but that was good. That
was good. Thank you very much. Now let me pray for you. Can I practice on you?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yes.
[Pastor Mike] Okay, you'll want to watch then.
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] I pray with my eyes open, yes.

[Pastor Mike] [Laughs] Good, good, good. Okay. Thank You Lord, thank You Jesus,
[Prays in tongues] I'm praying in tongues. [Laughs]
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] I don't know if I recognise the language or not
[Laughter]
[Pastor Mike] You're brilliant. Thank You Lord. Father, I thank You for my sister. I thank
You Lord for her humility, and her desire and hunger to learn, and You see her heart
and You know the desire she has to be effective for You. I pray Lord You would
unusually gift her with revelation, so she would accurately and precisely get insights and
words of knowledge about people, and words of encouragement to pray for them.
Father, I release Your presence around her life to do this, in Jesus' name, Holy Ghost,
amen.
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Thank you. Wonderful aye?
[Pastor Mike] Yes. Okay...
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] We had an odd number...
[Pastor Mike] Yes, sometimes that happens, maybe an extra one tonight or tomorrow.
Okay, have you all had a turn now, all practised? Ask the person how did that feel to
you? Get some feedback how it went. How did it go? It was good.
[Female participant 1] She did good. She's a very new Christian.
[Pastor Mike] Oh right, excellent.
[Female participant 1] but she did really well.
[Pastor Mike] That's okay, you did well. Well done.
[Female participant 2] Really when you did what you did it really touched me. I found it
hard but a word came to me there that I hope was right for her.
[Pastor Mike] Wonderful. Well, it was?
[Female participant 1] Yes, yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Very good. Isn't that good?
[Female participant 2] Can I tell him what the word was?
[Female participant 1] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Yes?

[Female participant 2] It was Love.
[Pastor Mike] Oh good.
[Female participant 2] I don't know what the reason was but...
[Pastor Mike] Very good.
[Female participant 2] I'm just touched by it all, quite emotional.
[Pastor Mike] Yes. Yes, well you're feeling the presence of God touching you, and we
feel it's not in the head, it's in your heart. You'll feel His love, and so when you feel that,
you begin to start to weep. It's not uncommon for people when they start to feel God to
start to weep, and they don't know why they're weeping, it could be many reasons, just
because we feel loved. Most people go through life struggling to be loved, to be good
enough to be loved, but when it suddenly comes without anything, it's just undeserved,
you're just given, it actually can just cause you just to weep and weep and weep and not
be able to stop, not know why. So don't try and work it out in your head. Just enjoy that
you're feeling God touching you, see?
[Female participant 2] I've prayed the last 18 months - because I'm a new Christian, I've
prayed the last 18 months to feel and hear the voice of God and it's been in my heart...
[Pastor Mike] And here you are. How wonderful. Why don't you come over here and let
me just pray for you. Okay, just stand behind her, that's right. I want you just to close
your eyes and as I pray for you you will start to feel the presence of God come on you.
Lord, I just thank You. I thank You for my sister's love for You, and her desire for You.
Lord, let heaven open over her tonight, and day after day in this next season ahead, let
her begin to feel the presence of Your wonderful love. Touch her Lord right now, in
Jesus' name. Fill her with that love, in Jesus' Mighty name. Let it overwhelm her - and I
feel the Lord showing me that growing up you had to work so hard to be good enough. It
was like it was a constant struggle ever to be good enough, and I see words being
spoken over you, and the words seem to be no matter how hard you try, the words were
so critical of you. It's like someone's finding fault in every little thing, and it was
heartbreaking, because no matter how hard you tried it was just as though, I'm never
going to be good enough, and you've struggled and wrestled with this for years. So the
way you've worked to deal with that is by serving people and doing things for people,
but no matter how much you've done, it feels like it's still never enough. God wants you
to know He loves you. He loves you, He embraces you and celebrates you. He cares
about you. Amen.
[Female participant 2] Thank you. Gosh, you are so right.
[Pastor Mike] [Laughs]
[Female participant 2] Now I know it's God.

[Pastor Mike] Yes, see?
[Female participant 2] That's incredible.
[Pastor Mike] Yeah, this is actually word of knowledge, and then prophetic word flowing
together, so God showed me the pictures and I could see you as a younger girl, and
someone going like this and speaking words, and how difficult and painful it was. Then
as you've grown I can see how you've struggled in this area, and God wants you to
have it freely that He loves you. I'm so glad you came. [Laughs] Okay, let's just draw
everyone in. Alright then, so if we could just get you all just to be seated again, just gets
out of the camera line. Great, okay then.
Now how many experienced that the prayer that was prayed for you, was just so right
for you, it was just the right thing? How many had that experience? Whoa! Look at all
those hands. Come on, let's give you all a clap. [Applause] That's really wonderful.
Okay, how many felt emotions as the person prayed for you, that really touched your
heart? How many felt that? Whoa! Look at all those hands! Come on [Applause] that's
fantastic, wonderful. Okay then. So how many, when you stepped out to pray, you were
thinking, it just seems like it's just me but I'll do it anyway? [Laughs] How many had that
happen? Come on, be honest about that, that's right. Okay and there's a part in which it
was you, because you've had to give expression to something God was giving you, so it
was a thought in your head, so you identified it as your thought, and you had to speak it.
That's why you think it's just your thoughts, but we can receive thoughts from our heart,
we can receive thoughts from the Holy Spirit, we can receive thoughts which are
demonic - but we're in an atmosphere of faith and expectancy, and so even though you
may have doubted that it was God, and didn't recognise it was God, I got everyone to
put their hands up to say that they were touched by what you shared. So you know that
even though it felt like it was just you, for the person receiving, they got a touch from
God, through your prayer.
So you come to realise God could be speaking through me and I don't recognise it,
because I didn't sort of feel anything big. Remember, it wasn't for you. It was for them,
so that's where there's this faith element in it, where we're trusting God because God is
good, God loves people, God wants to help and encourage people, God is willing to use
any person to do that. We believe that, therefore without us feeling any great emotions,
God can work through us, and we don't necessarily feel anything except maybe later on,
oh, I wish I hadn't done that [Laughs] But actually God touched someone in spite of that,
and after a while you'll learn to work with the Holy Spirit without needing to feel any
great feelings or experiences. We operate by faith. Getting the idea? Okay.
How many enjoyed that as good starter exercise? It wasn't to hard was it aye? See, so
what we'll do is we'll gradually grow the experiences you have, but it all works off the
same thing; activating your spirit, settling your mind, listening for the spontaneous,
identifying it, and then sharing what you have, and allowing if there's more comes to let
the more come, and then when you feel it stops flowing just stop. We'll get you to do
more and more of that. You might be quite surprised how easily you'll receive.

Remember, you're made for this. This is not foreign. This is only a little unusual because
you haven't done it, but it's actually how you are designed - that's why we laid the Bible
foundation, you're designed for this, okay? I had the privilege of praying for a dear lady
here tonight, and you got quite touched too didn't you? Yeah, felt the presence of God.
Why don't you come up and just share with everyone what happened? Come on, just
come on up here where everyone can see you, that's right. You were telling me how
you're a new Christian, is that right?
[Female participant 2] Yes, I am, yes. I did an alpha course at the Village Baptist in
Havelock North, and I was brought up a Catholic.
[Pastor Mike] Wow.
[Female participant 2] I had a faith that never really grew. I believed in God from being
born...
[Pastor Mike] Right, yes.
[Female participant 2] ...being a little girl, and I was in a strict family, and never quite
good enough. I was married and again, in that relationship, I could never quite match up
to what I was expected to be. As a new Christian I've now got a faith that's a living faith,
and it's within me, rather than fear of hell and damnation and it's alright...
[Pastor Mike] Wonderful.
[Female participant 2] ...if you give to charities and live a good life, but that's not what
it's all about. It's a warm contented feeling now...
[Pastor Mike] With God, yeah. So she was sharing with me how she's a Christian for 18
months and had been praying to hear the voice of God and experience Him, for 18
months. She's come tonight wanting to hear the voice of God and experience His love,
and she was feeling emotional after I prayed for someone else, so I offered to pray for
her, and when I prayed for her God began to give me some words of knowledge.
[Female participant 2] I'm getting very hot. [Laughter]
[Pastor Mike] Hot is good. [Laughter and applause] Hot is good, hot is the spirit of God
resting on you, yeah. Okay - and the word that the Lord gave me, was that she
struggled to be good enough, and that from when she was very young she was
criticised and was never found to be good enough and had struggled all her life to be
good enough. God wanted her to know He accepted her and loved her. Isn't that
wonderful? Now only God could know those sorts of things, and of course as I spoke
then she began to be quite touched - and you're still being touched at the moment...
[Female participant 2] I am, yes.

[Pastor Mike] ...yeah.
[Female participant 2] Apart from the fact that I've got the most beautiful and caring and
loving husband now that's helped me find the Lord, given me peace and contentment
which I've never known, and he has helped the Lord...
[Pastor Mike] Let's give him a clap shall we? That's fantastic. [Applause] Good on you.
I'm so glad you came - so undoubtedly over tomorrow there'll be a lot more of this
happen, and that's what we came for. We came to hear the voice of God, and to be able
to flow with the Holy Spirit, and you see the tremendous blessing you can be, if you can
interact with people and get something from God, that only God knows, that can touch
their heart. I'll practice with you tomorrow and whatever I ask you to do I'll do it for you
first, so you can see it operating, then you practice and have a turn at it, okay?
Well we're getting near the end of the evening, so perhaps rather than do any more,
perhaps we'll just give an opportunity if any of you had some questions you wanted to
ask. We may cover it tomorrow of course, but some of it we may be able to cover just
right now, so if you have any questions you wanted to ask - I think one or two had
some. In the break they came up to me, so if you had a question to ask and if you could
stand and speak it out, and I'll repeat it so that the camera picks it all up, and do my
best to answer it. There's no bad questions, but there can be inadequate answers, so I
will do the best I can to answer well, as best I can. So anyone who had some questions
they wanted to ask before we finish this session? Yes, okay then, thank you.
[Male participant 1] My question is about the soul.
[Pastor Mike] Yes.
[Male participant 1] When you were talking, you interchange the words soul and mind...
[Pastor Mike] Mm-hm.
[Male participant 1] ...and memory. Now to me mind means brain...
[Pastor Mike] Right, yes.
[Male participant 1] ...which is where memories are stored.
[Pastor Mike] Yes.
[Male participant 1] But when you die and your brain dies and goes into the ground, that
means your memory's gone, but according to scripture it persists.
[Pastor Mike] Exactly.
[Male participant 1] So presumably then the memory is somehow bound up in spirit.

[Pastor Mike] Yes.
[Male participant 1] So that means soul is spirit, so that man has to...
[Pastor Mike] No, no. No, the Bible - yeah...
[Male participant 1] ...so could you explain what happens to memories when a person
dies? Is it material, or is it spirit? If it's material that's gone forever, if it's spirit and those
memories are in your soul, then a spirit is soul and its like two spirits. Can you explain a
bit more about that?
[Pastor Mike] Sure. Firstly although it's useful to consider spirit, soul and body as three
separate things, they are actually quite integrated together. In other words you separate
your spirit and soul from your body, then your body dies. The Bible talks that it requires
the word of God to separate your soul and spirit, Hebrews 4, so clearly the soul and the
spirit are quite closely bound together. When Jesus talked about the rich man and
Lazarus, the rich man died and was buried, and the Bible says he awoke in hell virtually.
Now in hell he had memories. He remembered his family, he remembered his brothers,
he remembered Lazarus, he remembered the experiences. There's no indication it was
a parable, so it's quite likely it was a real person, so the insight that we would get from
that, is that when a person dies, their soul which is separate but connected to their
spirit, carries with it the memories of their life.
Your spirit and soul use your body to interact with the physical world, so my
understanding of memories, is that experiences that we have are imprinted chemically
in the brain, and so there's a chemical imprint left from experiences. In fact actually your
memories are made up of the chemical imprints that go into the brain, but there must be
a retaining of them. There must be a mind of the spirit, there must be some way that all
of these things are retained in such a way that when you die, even though your brain
now ceases to function and returns to dust, the person still has all their consciousness.
So it would appear to me as though, according to scripture, your soul and spirit are
separate but strongly connected, requiring the word of God to separate and work out
the difference. It seems to me as though the soul, when you enter the spirit life, your
spirit man, the soul is the person residing therein there, the body seems to be used by
spirit and soul as a way of engaging and living in the physical world - quite interesting
that demonic spirits, when they enter a person will enter in and get involved in the body
part of the person, or around the soul in some kind of way, seems to affect both areas.
So the Bible isn't clear on all aspects of how it works, but it does seem to indicate that
spirit, soul and body are quite distinct, yet they are integrated to work together. They will
separate at your death, but be reunited in resurrection. How God does it all I really can't
answer, I can only give as much as I have learnt from the Bible, or learnt through some
of the stuff we've looked at in the science field. Science has been able to identify that
your memories for example, form like physical trees inside your brain, and that actually
memories, when they shift the shape and formation of those neuron trees will change.
Really interesting research has been done lately on that, but beyond that, there's a lot

that God doesn't say and I don't know either. So I think, you know, we need to research
and look into those areas a bit further - but that's about where my understanding of it is,
so see spirit, soul and body quite separate.
The bible refers to each one - you may be sanctified spirit, soul and body. It seems to
refer to each one as a separate thing, but I don't think soul and spirit are easily
separated.
So my understanding is when a person dies and goes into eternity, their form as their
spirit man is identical to the form of their physical body and the soul somehow is directly
connected into that so the person's like a living person, except they're not living in a
physical body. They have their existence in the spirit world now. That's the best I can
explain it I think - hope it helps. [Laughs] Okay, anyone else like to ask some things just
about what we've covered tonight? Okay then, we've got time for one more practice,
otherwise if anyone else has got a question we'll go for the question or we'll get another
practice? Okay, you're all going to have another practice? [unclear 01.55.27]
The thing is you're going to get good if you practice, and keeping on practising, so
basically you want to take this position: every time I get a chance to pray for someone I
will, and I'll look for the chances. When I get an opportunity to pray, if I know the need
the person has - just because they tell me their need doesn't mean that's their real
need, or all that God wants to say. I'll listen to God for something for them. We should
make it our practice that we're going to do it. Now the thing that seems to be the trouble
for everyone is something like this. [Just come on up here] This is where the crunch
point comes for almost every person, and so it helps if you can be aware of it. It helps
you to realise it's normal to go through this. If I - come here. Can I practice on you?
Wonderful. Can I take your hand? Thank you. Alright then, now at this point now, the
dilemma is, am I conscious of God or not? If I'm conscious of my failures, I suddenly
feel terribly distant from God right now, and I've got to do something, and so now I feel
under pressure to perform.
Now when a person's under pressure to perform, they don't flow from their spirit. They
will just try to perform, and there's no life in it, so what I'll do is I'll be religious: oh God,
just bless her. Father, you know her needs Lord. You just help her tonight and touch
her. Now it sounds nice, but there's no life in it whatsoever. I'm actually not engaging
her, and I will talk about that tomorrow in one of the sessions, about engaging with
people as you minister to them. So what I need to do is just direct my attention to the
Lord. Now if you build a devotional life, and you maintain your intimacy with the Lord,
and increase your awareness of Him in day to day life, what happens when you come to
minister is, it's only a short thing to just relax, just drop into your inner man, into your
spirit - oh, thank You Lord, You're there. Now Lord, You know her needs right now. Well
just pour out Your spirit upon her. Holy Spirit, just come on her right now, Jesus' Mighty
name - become conscious of God, and the presence of God comes on her, and she's
starting to feel the presence of the Lord.

Now I could reach in - just come back a little and let's do it again. So now I'll just
become conscious of the Lord. All I've got to do is just to stop and begin to think well
Lord, You know where she is, You know her need, just show me how to help her. What
do You want to say to her Lord? So I'm enquiring of the Lord. I'm in a place not of
struggling, but of listening and enquiring. Holy Spirit, I know You love her and You know
all about her. What would it be that You'd want to say to her? How would You want to
help her? Oh - then immediately a word came to mind, so now I've sort of got one word,
I know that God is - if you've got the seed you've got the tree. It's just growing it that's
the thing, okay? So I've got one seed, so I'll turn it into - I'll begin to pray, and as I pray
I'm not struggling to make anything happen. I'm just allowing my heart to flow to her,
towards her with love, allowing myself to just be aware God loves her very deeply.
Well thank You Lord that You love her, very precious to You, and You know the struggle
that she's been having recently, and I'm asking Lord, that You would bring around her
life a refreshing awareness of Your presence, that You'd bring Your peace around her
life, and that she would rest from the struggles of trying to do so many things. She'll
begin to learn the things that You want her to do, and learn how to say no. Lord, today I
just release Your peace into her life. Let the peace of God flow like a river to her now, in
Jesus' name. [Laughter] Okay. I know what you think the word was that the Lord gave
me. [Peace?] Peace was one word, yes. That didn't come first. The first one was?
[Struggle?] Struggle, okay. Can we talk about that? Okay, so what impact did that
prayer have on you? Was it relevant for you?
[Female participant 3] Yes.
[Pastor Mike] Okay, has there been a struggle going on?
[Female participant 3] Yes.
[Pastor Mike] There has been a struggle. I asked the Lord because all I got was one
word, struggle, and then I thought I've got to do better than that. What is the struggle
about? So I asked the question - as I'm talking I got the word so I'm asking the Lord
what is that struggle about? So many things to do and so many pressures, so many
things to be done, and of course it leaves you then drained and strained see? So then
the flow came out that way, yeah, then with the word from God came the presence of
God which you started to feel and get touched. You're still feeling it, is that right?
[Female participant 3] Yes.
[Pastor Mike] Yeah. [Laughter] Do you want some more?
[Female participant 3] No. Yeah okay, why not.
[Pastor Mike] See, that was a silly answer wasn't it aye? [Laughs] No, no, it's alright.
[Laughter] I want you to lift your hands up to the Lord. There it is - so again in
ministering to people we are ministers of the spirit, so what we're doing is we're

receiving from God, reaching into God, reaching to inner man and just - power of God
just touch your life. So we're receiving from God and releasing to someone. We are a
channel. We stand on earth between earth and heaven to bring heaven into earth. How
about that? Jesus said pray Your kingdom come, that Your will be done on earth as it is
in heaven, so what we see in the spirit or hear or feel God doing, we release it to the
person. What I've done is I've tried to put it in ways which are visual so you can literally
see it happening, but you do need to understand even if you don't see that, the same
thing happens. Even she never fell over this is what's going on, so I've asked the Lord
to help me have demonstrations which help you see it, so you sort of - almost like you
could see something just flow like a river like that, whoa, it's amazing isn't it? But what
really is going on is, it's just from being joined to the Holy Spirit, His presence comes out
to touch people.
Okay, ready to practice on someone? Come on, you've just got another three minutes,
just about time to fit in one more practice. Come on, let's do it. Find a different person can I practice on you?
Alright, can we just get some feedback from you now? How many people were quite
touched by what was prayed, it was just right for you? Just raise your hands if that was
you. Well that's fantastic, absolutely wonderful. Let's give you all a big clap then.
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Good morning to those who are watching on the internet or looking at it through a DVD.
We're so glad you could be a part of what we're doing, and I encourage you as we do
activations that if you're with a group watching this in a room, you practice these same
activations and interact with one another to see how it went. So let's get started.
Today we'll look at the gift of prophecy and we're going to pick up in a section in your
notes under 12, so first of all what is prophecy, the gifts of the spirit? Remember we saw
different gifts of the spirit? Go back to it and look at it in 1 Corinthians 12 and Verse 7.
See if we can find it in our Bible, 1 Corinthians 12 and Verse 7. It says this - let's go
back to where we were yesterday - the manifestation of the spirit is given to every man
to profit others. So God's desire is you build other people, and the gifts are given to help
you do it, so it's God's plan we all build up people, and the gifts of the spirit are a help to
do that. So we saw a list of the gifts of the spirit, to one by the spirit, the word of
wisdom, another word of knowledge by the same spirit, faith, gifts of healing, working of
miracles, prophesy, discerning spirits, diverse tongues and interpretations. In all these
works the one and self same spirit dividing to everyone severally, so God's willing not
only to let you operate in one gift. He will let you operate in any of the gifts. It's quite
amazing.
Severally means several, it means more than one, so all of us, it's God's plan we
operate in more than one gift. We saw the gifts were divided up into or could be
grouped as gifts of revelation, God shows you something; gifts of utterance where you
speak something, gifts of power where the power of God flows forth. We shared with
you the key on how to flow in that. We'll come back to that shortly, so first of all we're
going to look at the gift of prophecy and in 2 Peter 1 and Verse 21 it says: now
prophecy never came by the will of man, but holy men spoke of God, spoke as they
were moved by the Holy Spirit. Moved means that they were inspired, there was
something stirred inside them. So when we speak of prophecy it's not necessarily telling
the future. It is an inspired utterance. We read it in 1 Corinthians, Chapter 14, Verse 3,
means literally whoever prophesies speaks for edification, exhortation and comfort to
men.
So prophetic or the gift of prophecy, God gives you a small inspired thought. He gives
you a thought that bubbles up from inside you, and it is inspired. In other words you're
not trying to work it out with your mind. It is something God is giving to you, and it flows
through and expresses through you, so you receive an inspired thought, picture,
impression. You begin to speak, and as you speak there is a flow of God's words
through you, and when God flows through you, it sounds just like you. It's not sort of

something artificial or weird. It's just like you're talking, and there's a flow of thoughts
coming through. It'll also take on something of who you are, and how you would speak,
so God works through people. He is happy to work through people. There's no perfect
way of prophesying or perfect way of doing it. God just is willing to use you and flow
through you.
So notice that it tells us then, that the purpose of the gift of prophecy is three-fold, so
number one is edification. That means if you're going to bring a prophetic word it is to
build someone, it is to encourage them, to lift them up. The second purpose of the gift of
prophecy is the word exhortation, to come alongside them and strengthen them, or stir
the person, so the first person is to build them up. So if someone gives a prophetic
word, it should build the person up. A second thing is, it could exhort them or comes
alongside them, and after the person's had a word of prophecy, they feel like God came
alongside them and strengthened them. The thirdly, it is for comfort so when the word of
prophecy comes sometimes it will bring such a presence of God to the person that they
begin to weep, and they feel God touching them and loving them and comforting them.
I remember last night as I prophesied over one person, that they began to feel touched,
and began to feel the love of God, began to feel tears, and unexplainable sensations
that can only be interpreted that God has actually touched their life. So when you bring
an authentic word of prophecy or flow in a gift of the spirit like this, the impact on the
person is to feel like God came really near them and touched them, and God - I knew
God loved the world, now I know He loves me. That's the sensation often that people
have, and so it can affect people in very many different ways. So when you prophesy,
often when there's a release of the Holy Spirit to touch the person, and spiritual
atmosphere can shift, so prophetic words are amazing. Just you can speak to people,
and God touches them, and they often say how did you know that, or how could you
possibly have known that? It's a wonderful, wonderful gift.
I want to show you several things about the gift of prophecy. One of them first of all is all
believers are encouraged to prophesy, so 1 Corinthians 14, Verse 1; follow charity (or
love), and desire or passionately hunger after spiritual gifts, and rather than you may
prophesy. In other words God highlights prophecy, highlights prophecy. All believers are
able to prophesy. Verse 39, 1 Corinthians 14, it says this: brethren, covet to prophesy,
and don't forbid speaking in tongues. So the Bible says passionate, be passionate to
prophesy. Why? Because we're called to build people up and this is one of the best gifts
for building people up, so whenever you have been filled with the Holy Spirit you can
prophesy, so all believers can prophesy. Now tell someone next to you you can
prophesy you know.
The response probably then is well, really? How? [Laughs] Well we'll get to that. I'm
glad you asked that. We'll get to that in a moment, so there are some guidelines around
prophesying which I want to share with you, because prophecy like all the gifts can be a
great blessing, but also it can be misused, and create a lot of problems, so the misuse
of the gifts, or immaturity in operating in the gifts, can create a lot of problems for
people, so we need to have a few guidelines around it. So the first thing I want to point

out is we're going to read in Verse 29 of 1 Corinthians 14, notice what it says there; let
the prophet speak, two or three, and let others judge. So here's an interesting thing
about prophesying. It says in Verse 33, God is not the author of confusion but of peace,
so when there's confusion there is something else at work other than God. If God is
ministering to you, I notice this; He doesn't use lots of words, and He's incredibly sharp
and clear, so when something is confusing they may have got an idea right, but
something is filtered through it, and it's actually not right.
God does not bring confusion to you, so if someone speaks something to you, and it
leaves you confused or feeling flat, the chances are highly likely it did not come from
God at all, and the person has just got it wrong, or injected in their own thoughts and
ideas into what they're saying. So with prophesying it's okay to judge it, and when you
say judge it, it's not judging the person. We're just checking to see whether this really how much or what of this comes from God, so that means what is the content? Does
that feel right? What's the spirit of it? If someone prophesies harsh and judgemental,
immediately you can pick the spirit of that's not right. That doesn't come in the attitude
that Jesus would come, that's one of love and building people up. So we can assess
then a prophetic message in a number of ways. Here's some key things, if someone
brings a word of prophesy, you could ask. Firstly, does it agree with scripture? If it's not
in agreement with scripture it's wrong, just don't even receive it. No, I can't receive that,
it violates scripture.
The second thing is what does it do to your spirit? Does it witness in your spirit?
Remember if it comes from God, it will energise or lift up your spirit. You'll feel
strengthened or aware of the presence of God, so inside your heart, you must ask, what
did you really feel about that? Please be honest, and if you're honest you'll have a
witness in your heart about that message, all of it or some of it. So does it lift you up, or
bring you heavy after the person's ministered? So if someone's spoken something to
you, and you feel a lot of heaviness around you something's not right in it, just say well
Lord, I just let it go to You and I don't receive anything didn't come from You, just
receive what You have for me. So does it agree with the character of God? So those
are some kinds of questions. I tend to work off the content; does that sound right? Does
it sound like it's line with the word of God? Does it lift my spirit and bring life? Those are
the kind of key things I use on it.
Now there are some guidelines around prophesying I want to give to you, and these
come from years of experience, where I've seen the gift misused, so please notice
these very carefully, and bear them in mind also when you hear someone else
prophesying. So here's some cautions about it and then there's a few do's, and some
things that don't - so here's some don'ts about prophecy. Number one, don't use it for
Christian fortune telling. [Laughter] People all want to know their future, and you can't
believe the number of people that come up to me at various times, and what they want
is for me to bring a prophecy about what God's telling them to do. You are responsible
for listening to God. You are responsible for your life. If you come to me to tell you what
to do, you're letting go responsibility for direction in your life, and for choices in your life.

God calls all of us to the journey of faith, relating to Him, trusting Him and planning our
way.
Trust the Lord with all your heart, don't lean on your own understanding. In all your ways
acknowledge Him. He will direct your paths, so all of us are called to a faith walk. Don't
lean on someone to prophesy what you should do. Don't lean on prophesy as fortune
telling for you, waiting for God to tell you from someone else what you ought to do with
your life. You are failing to be responsible when you do that - a very, very important one
that. Better this way, that you make your decisions and then let God confirm, them and
the prophetic word will often speak confirmation about what you already knew in your
heart God was saying to you. That's a better way of dealing with it. Now can prophecy
tell the future? Yes, it can, but not generally the operation of this gift. It's more the
person operating in the prophet situation or prophet office, so we're talking here just
about the gift of the spirit that all believers can function in.
When a person gets very good flowing in the gift of prophesy, they have a resident
mantel over their life, and often they flow effectively prophetically wherever they are.
Then God can establish them in an office in the church, which is for the equipping of
people for operating in prophecy, and the person operating in an office of a prophet will
often be able to bring quite directional words, quite specific words about things that will
come and things God is wanting to do, and quite completely unravel what will happen in
the future, so that's a strong revelatory gift over the office of a prophet. Now we're not
talking about - we're just talking about believers functioning in the gift, so I encourage
you to avoid seeking either to tell someone where to go and what to do, or to seek for
someone to prophesy then over you. It becomes manipulative.
In the world of the occult people want to have their fortune told. There's a whole realm
of the spirit with spirits of divination that operate to try and then impress their thoughts
on people, so if you're going to move into that realm, take responsibility for your own
personal direction. Let personal prophecy confirm it. That a good idea? That's pretty
sound stuff. Here's the second one. Don't use prophecy to scold people. If you're getting
a prophetic word that's telling you off, there's something wrong. Don't inject your own
disapproval of someone. If we're prophesying, we prophesy love to build them. If it's not
going to exhort them and build them, keep quiet. Okay, don't use the gift of prophecy to
try to correct leaders, because you've got an issue in your heart about them. Don't use
prophecy to bring out your pet ideas. [Laughter] It's not about us, it's actually about
listening to God, and building up the other person. That's what the whole flow of the
spirit is.
Now here are three other areas which are really important so note these ones. Don't
prophesy and give direction over business dealings. There has been immense harm
caused when people have wanted someone to prophesy about a business deal. Again
this falls in the category of letting go responsibility for decision making, and this time
trying to put it into God's hands, when He says you must take responsibility for your life.
So in business you don't wait for someone to prophesy what you do. You have to work
out a business plan, you have to pray over what you do, you listen to wise counsel, you

follow practical wisdom and at times God can confirm things. If there's going to be
prophetic words around business let them confirm what you'd already decided to do, or
planned to do, or thinking of doing, rather than tell you some new thing you should do. It
will inevitably end with loss, financial loss and problems, because it's operating outside
the sphere God gave to operate in.
Okay, here's another that's a very important one. Do not prophesy over personal
male/female relationships. Well I believe God's going to get you to marry this one, or
going to get you to marry that one. [Laughter] This is a no no. Don't do this. Again it
violates personal responsibility. If two people feel that God has joined them into
relationship, they must take responsibility for their decisions in it, not look to someone to
prophesy. Prophecy can confirm it, but don't look to someone to kind of give a direction
that way. There's a normal process if a couple - they should find out, or should look out
for someone who has similar values, that they feel there's a chemistry between them,
they are flowing in harmony with God together, similar kind of direction in their life, and
there's a witness from either parents or those around them who love them, that they see
the fruit of God on the relationship, but prophesying that you should marry this one, this
is well and truly outside the boundaries, and can only end up in harm.
As I shared with you last night, one of my daughters had I guy tell her they were going
to get married, and of course that's what people use - God told me. Great, he didn't tell
me! So I just told her if anyone tries that on you, just say well He didn't tell me so forget
it. [Laughter] The guy was very persistent, God told me you're going to marry me, and
she was also quite persistent, and in the end he just wasn't listening, so I rang the
Pastor and said would you have a talk to him? He's totally out of order. He's
manipulating with the gift of prophecy, trying to bring emotional spiritual pressure on my
daughter. This is wrong. Please confront him, so they did that, and that was the end of
that. Okay, so [laughs] alright then, so here's another one; don't prophesy that God is
going to heal someone. I've seen so many problems over this one, of people
prophesying that God is going to heal another person.
Does God heal? Yes, He does. Can God heal? Yes, He can. Will God heal? Well that's
always the uncertain bit, and when you prophesy that God is going to heal someone, if
you have not heard from God, you have produced a false hope. Now what happens in
this situation, is people feel compassion when someone's not well, and they confuse the
feeling of compassion, with the direction of the Holy Spirit. So then they prophesy the
person's going to get well, and what happens is it brings a tremendous spiritual
confusion when the person doesn't get healed. I'll give you an example of it and look,
I've had this several times and I believe that people who prophesied this, should be
confronted about the misuse of gift, because it produces a false hope. It's like saying
what everyone wants to hear. It's not what the gift's about.
The gift is about encouraging people with real hope, so I had a situation where I had a
friend in another nation who's a senior business leader, a very important person in the
nation, a leading Christian in the nation. His wife also is quite a leading person, and his
wife got cancer. I went to visit him, and all these intercessors and prophetic people,

everyone without fail, had prophesied that God was going to heal her. Spiritual battle,
and all the kind of stuff that goes with it. I felt in my heart she's got six months and she's
going to die, so it's very difficult to know how to manage that, when all the popular
prophetic thing is all saying she's going to be healed. I feel in my heart that she's going
to die, so I put it to him that he had six months, and then there would be a major
tsunami, a storm in his life, and he needed to be preparing for it. It was clearly his wife's
death, and so the six month - now here's the thing. He himself didn't want to believe she
would die - of course you don't, and so he wanted to believe these other words.
Six months went, she died almost to the day, six months later, and so this was a huge
problem. Here's why it was a problem. It was a problem because everything had been
built around the hope that she would live, and now she died, so you've got tremendous
confusion took place, and no one's talking about it. So I went to him and I said that there
are two problems you face. I said number one, your wife has died, and this happens in
life, that when people come to the end of their life, we've got no power over that. People
die, and sometimes they die of cancer, and so you've got about two years to recover
from this tragic loss, and it will take a little bit of time. I gave him some practical advice. I
said the deeper thing is this; your wife has died but the rest of your future depends on
your relationship with God, and right now that's breached seriously because you think
God has let you down, so you've lost your trust in God because you listened to all the
wrong prophecy.
He was very open to me now because he remembered out of all the people who had
prophesied, I was the only one who said she was going to die, so he was very open and
I counselled him how to restore his faith, and how to rebuild his life over the next two
years. Then we were very, very glad a little later on to be able to see him massively
restored, and then ultimately introduced us to a lady and asked what we felt about this
lady. Everyone else said she's not the right one. [Laughter] I said she's exactly what you
need, and here's why. He was asking for help in making that decision, but you've got to
be so very, very careful. Do not take over someone's responsibility that God has given
them. Everyone is responsible for the decisions in their own life. Do not let anyone take
that over, and make that decision for you by prophesying something around your life.
You've got to recognise, it's just immaturity or ignorance of how the prophetic gift
functions.
If you've got those safety measures around you you'll be fine. You can just function,
stay within the boundaries, comfort, exhortation, edification, building people up. Getting
the idea? So when you are prophesying, here's a few practical things to do, and then
we'll get to speak on activating your spirit, you'll get an exercise to do together. So
here's a few practical things. If you're going to speak on behalf of God and that's what
you're doing, speaking to encourage, speak clearly, don't mumble. Speak clearly, speak
naturally. Don't put on a spiritual voice. Oh, Oh, OOOHHH! [Laughter]
If you read in the Book of Genesis, when God wanted to connect with Adam, He said
Adam, where are you, you know? Who told you you were naked? Have you eaten the
fruit of the tree? Very simple language. There's no whoo-ho-ho. [Laughter] That's just

people's way of just putting stuff together [Laughter] It's an unnecessary distraction from
listening to God. It focuses you on the person, rather than on where we should be
focussed, on what does God have to say. So just keep a normal tone of voice, and
speak in simple language, you don't have to use King James language. [Laughter]
It turns out that God is a 21st century god [Laughter], and people will hear God speak to
them in their own language, or their own way, or their own style, so if you're a highly
educated person you'll hear God speak to you in a way that you would recognise. A
person that's not well educated, they would hear God speak in a different way through
them, so every person will hear God speak in a way which is appropriate to them. So
when you speak and share, just speak naturally. I just sense this, or I felt this, or I had
an impression of this. Don't go in sort of adding 'God told me'! [Laughter] God told me!
Because what you're doing is you're positioning yourself out of accountability, and into
some kind of thing where you've got this hotline with God, and now you're an authority
over what's about to be said, and no one can challenge it, whereas actually we are to
judge the gift. So if someone said God told, they're kind of just stopping you even well
no, now wait a minute, wait a minute, God told? You know, I don't feel so right about
that - so don't go saying God told me this! Just speak naturally; I just felt this as I was
praying for you, or I had this impression while I was praying for you.
It leaves you more transparent and open. It leaves it easier for there to be dialogue
about what was said, and if it's God, God can stand up for Himself. He doesn't need us
to help Him, so if something came from God it will bear witness in the person's spirit,
and if it doesn't, it doesn't mean it was wrong. It just means perhaps they weren't
listening. If they were wrong they'll register actually that was God speaking to me at that
time, so just share. That's all your job is, to just have a heart to love people, listen to
God and share what you sense God giving you and showing you, then stop when you
feel the flow stop. Don't keep going. If you're in a meeting then please be sensitive to
the flow of the meeting, and also be yielded to the leader in the meeting where he gives
permission to flow and to operate, so in a meeting like a church meeting, which is
mostly in a house group or something like that, small group, cell group, in a thing like
that, then just be aware that you're functioning under authority, and don't kind of take
over from the leader because you've got this hotline to God.
This violates chain of command. It just violates what God's set in place, and it puts you
right out on a limb, and unable to be connected, and it's spiritually completely out of
order, so no good fruit comes from that. Even if you've got it right, it produces a problem
- so always the spirit of the prophet is subject to the prophet. It tells us that in 1
Corinthians 14; the spirit of the prophet is subject to the prophet, so how you deliver,
when you deliver, and what you say is subject to your spirit. You don't have to feel any
great thing. You don't have to wait until you're [inhales] you know, wound up. Initially as
we move in the gifts we can be a little nervous and get a little wound up. Oh, I'll give you
that right now - 1 Corinthians, Chapter 14. I don't think it's in there so let's see if I can
find it - 1 Corinthians, Chapter 14, Sprit of the prophet, Verse 32. The spirit of the
prophet is subject to the prophet, so in other words whatever you can manage yourself,

it's under obedience. That word means literally to be properly positioned under your own
spirit, so you don't ever have to get out of control prophesying.
Verse 32, the spirit of the prophet is subject to the prophet, so if you have something
that violently interrupts a meeting and then you try and tell the person, hey, that really
disrupted the whole meeting. Oh, well God told me! This is being unaccountable, and
it's violating that scripture which actually, the way you deliver, and how you deliver,
when you deliver, actually is your responsibility, so it puts it back on the person actually
you can learn when and how to flow. You can approach a leader and say actually, I feel
I've got something from God for the group, can I share it? That would be a good way of
doing it, or they may just open it up and say it's okay for everyone to share something
that God has given you, but you always stay subject to order. God always operates with
order, and although at times it can look chaotic what God is doing, it is always in a
divine order. So again, getting the gift of prophecy, how are we going to get flowing in
the gift of prophecy? How can we activate the gifts?
Now remember I shared with you, that you can stir up the gifts of God? I'm going to just
go back and just show you how you stir up the gifts of God, then we're going to get you
just - I'll give you the practical keys, then we'll get you started doing activation again
together. How about that, okay? So just go back in your notes, how to activate the gifts
of the spirit. You can literally stir up the flow of God in your life, and so 2 Timothy 1,
Verses 6 and 7, I remind you, stir up the gift of God which is in you, by the laying on of
hands. So that word stir up [found in Number 10, item Number 10, 10.1] Gifts of the
spirit getting activated, stir up the gifts of the spirit, right? So that means rekindle or fire
them, so there's something you can do that fires up or energises you, and there's many
examples of people activating the gifts of the spirit.
Elijah in 2 Kings 3:15 got a musician, so music can cause your spirit and soul to be
stirred, so you can flow in the gifts of the spirit. In Judges 16, Verse 20, Samson would
shake himself, and as he shook himself, the Holy Ghost would come on him and he had
tremendous strength, so he did it that way but we've got a different way that we can do
it. We can pray in tongues, stir the gift up that way. God gave us the Holy Ghost. We
can speak in tongues, and activate and stir our spirit man, so there are reasons why
gifts can become dormant. Often it's because of fear or because of unbelief, we just
don't believe God would work through us, or because we're under control, there's a lot
of control, no freedom to flow. Passivity can cause gifts to shut down, or just straight out
neglect, where we just don't do it, so gifts can become dormant, but you can activate
them again if you begin to re-energise your personal spiritual life, so there's a number of
ways we can do that.
I want to give you some practical keys on what I've found is a big help to stirring your
spirit man up, so you can begin to flow in the gifts of the spirit. A key part of it of course
is your personal devotional life. Building a life where you're in the word of God, reading
the word of God, praying the word of God, spending time with the Lord, worshipping
Him, sharing with Him, building your spirit man, praying in tongues, all of this is the
normal devotional life of a believer, so we need to be feeding our inner life, feeding your

spirit man, so you've got something to give. If you don't feed your life spiritually there's
not much to give, so we can make it a practice that we feed our spiritual life, hungry for
God, hunger - God, use me today God, today I just wait on You. Lord, today give me
something for someone or bring someone into my life that I can minister to and share
with. That kind of praying, you're stretching out for God to do something.
Now here's some simple things you can do in our environment, and this is a way of
breaking it down so it's very easy to do. Number one, free up your spirit. You can't
prophesy and flow in the gifts if your spirit is all uptight with tension, so free up your
spirit, relax, laugh more and pray in tongues, because praying in tongues actually
energises your spirit. When you pray in tongues, the Holy Spirit is speaking through
you. He's speaking language to your spirit, and your spirit is expressing, you are flowing
with Him. It's a great way, pray in tongues, stir your spirit man and it starts to energise
you, and we'll do some exercises on that a little later. The second thing is expect faith,
expect God to speak with you. You've got to reach out expectedly. See if I'm going to
pray for someone and I'm full of doubt, not that much happens when there's doubt, but
when you come, you say God, I just expect You to give me something for this person.
I'm believing that when I get myself in that place, You will give me something I need.
It sounds a little risky, but actually what faith does is it steps out trusting God. What am I
trusting, that I'm good enough? No, I'm trusting that God is good, God loves them, and
God's willing to help them. I'm just here available, so it's a faith that God is willing to do
something. The third thing is, so we stir up our spirit, reach out our faith, then just focus
your attention. One of the things that people find very difficult to do, is to just focus their
attention to listen. You know if you want to hear someone, you've got to stop and listen.
There's too much distraction, you can't hear, so the key thing we saw in flowing with the
gifts of the spirit is hearing, being able to pick up the small impressions of the Holy Spirit
- and they're very small, so I've got to get the noise out of my head. Now for some
people that's a problem, because there's a lot of noise, and the noise comes from
unresolved personal conflicts, spiritual, emotional conflicts. The noise comes from the
voice of demonic spirits speaking into our mind, condemning, judging, accusing,
belittling, pressuring, confusing. That's one aspect.
They also come from your own beliefs in your heart; I'm no good, God wouldn't work
through me, or I've just blown it, or I'm not - you know, all of those sorts of beliefs of the
heart, which are contrary to the word of God, demonic spirits use to stir up and energise
confusion and turmoil inside you. It's normal for us to be at peace and rest. In the
kingdom of heaven there's righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, so turmoil
inside your emotions have to do with what you believe in your heart, and that in turn is
activated on by spirits to keep you in a state of turmoil so you can't be useful to God.
Getting the idea? So we need to be committed to the journey of growing, growing inside
and in our freedom and peace on the inside. He's promised to give us peace, so one of
the things I have found - there's a lot of things can help in that, but one thing I've found
I've learned to meditate, to take the scripture and to picture it, and hold it in my mind
and begin to pray, and just keep my imagination fixed on that picture, locking in around
that. I've learned, I've trained my mind to stay focussed and you can do the same.

When you have your mind all over the place, sometimes it can be hard to pick up the
voice of the spirit, so quietness and peace. I don't like lots of noise in my head or around
me, I like quietness, because I've found in quietness it's easier to pick up the voice of
the spirit of God. It's a very still, quiet voice. If you're hurried or agitated for example - I
don't have time for prayer - your mind's going all over all the things to do. You're not at
rest and in a place to hear. You have to do something about that; write it all down, get it
out of your head, relax and just be in the presence of God. So number one, free up your
spirit and start praying in tongues quietly in an even spirit; faith, expect God to give you
something; focus, begin to just give your attention to listen to the spontaneous
impressions, then feel, identify what God gives you. Just try and identify the thought,
word, picture He gives you, and then when you've got that, focus on it, then step out
and speak. That's how it all works and all the gifts of flowing in the spirit all work out the
same way. They work on your spirit being alive, you are focussed to receive something
from God, you identify what it is and you begin to act on what God gives you.We saw
that God gives it to you in a little picture, a word or a thought or some kind of thing like
that.
Okay, so what we need to do now is we'll just stop the session now and we're going to
now look at giving you an activation to do. How about that? Well that was really exciting.
[Laughter] Great, I know you want to stretch out. There's only so much - I can teach you
all the stuff but at the end you've got to stretch out and do, so if you don't stretch out
and do, then nothing's going to happen. So would you like to come up here? Can I pray
for you? So what we'll do first of all is we'll look at the activation we did yesterday, and
keep going back into that again alright? So the first thing we did - can I pray for some of
you? Great! He's so positive. That's really good. Okay, can I take your hand then?
Alright then, so what we're going to do is just going to pray an inspired prayer, then from
that, we'll move to bringing an inspired thought. I'm not going to call it a prophecy
because then you'll freak out and think I've got to do something hard. [Laughter] Just an
inspired thought, I think everyone could have an inspired thought couldn't they? Could
you have an inspired thought? [Yes] How many had one last night, God used you?
Great! There you are. Okay, we can do it again today.
So what we're going to do now, I'm just going to ask the Lord to give me something that
I can just use as a basis for praying for her. Remember that as you do this, you just free
up your spirit and relax. If I focus on trying to do something, what's going to happen is I'll
stress out, and then I'll get uptight. My spirit will shut, and what I feared will happen [Inhales sharply] nothing! So just relax. Take time, just pray quietly in the spirit, [prays in
tongues]. Just allow your spirit to relax and just come to a place where I'm open to now
extend my faith and believe that God will give me something. So immediately I did that I
got one word just came. I don't know what all that means, but I've just got one word to
start with, and I'm expecting though that if I will just stay here focussed on that, God will
help me understand what that's about, and then I'll begin to pray. As I pray, I will use
that word or what God's showing me in that prayer, and there'll be a flow of the spirit of
God to touch you. Alright, so now another word's just dropped into my mind, so how did
that happen? Just a word just dropped in spontaneously while I'm in the middle of
talking, and I've learned to recognise that's most likely the Holy Spirit.

Okay, so I'll just wait again, pray and stir your spirit, relax, extend your faith, ask the
Lord to give you something. Now you're listening to your heart, not your head. If you're
listing to your head, you'll look and try to figure out now what possible needs could she
have, you know? You'll try and figure it out, so that's the language of the head. The
language of the heart is spontaneous, it's a flow, it just is a thought or a picture just
comes to mind. Okay, so go back there again to check I got it, and thank You Lord, just
thank You Lord, You love her. Thank You Lord that You really care about her. Lord, I
just thank you to give something just to help her. Alright, so that same word just is sitting
there, so I'll just now begin praying. Father, I just thank You for my sister. Thank You,
You love her. Thank You Lord that You are working in her life to stir up passion to reach
people for Christ. I thank You there's a fire burning in her heart, to win people to You.
There's a fire burning in her heart for the lost and the broken. There's passion, that You
are igniting, to bring Your power to people who are broken and damaged.
I thank You Lord, You're going to help her to enlarge in her spiritual capacity to minister
to people. I pray Lord that Your Almighty power would come around her life today, filling
her to do that work in Jesus' Mighty name. Thank You Lord. Holy Spirit, come over her
now. Amen.
Alright, now - so the word I got was Passion. Now I had no idea what that referred to. It
could refer to lots of things, but what I felt as I said it, it referred to a passion for people,
and a great desire to reach out to people, and see people saved. Would that be right?
[Person Pastor Mike prayed for] Bingo. [Laughter]
[Pastor Mike] ...and I also felt, so as I was praying I'm also listening to what's coming
out, because it's a flow from the spirit, not from my head, so my head can just be quiet
and listen to what's being said. As I'm listening I get to know her, and as I was praying I
could feel this passion for the lost, a desire to be able to reach them, a desire to be able
to bring the power of God to them, to touch them. That's what I could feel was there and
God wanting to do that through you. Amen.
[Person Pastor Mike prayed for] Amen.
[Pastor Mike] Awesome. Okay, well there we go, so praise the Lord. Give her a clap.
[Applause] Right, now it's your turn, it's your turn, so remember, this is just a practice.
It's very important just to ask the person: can I practice on you? The person - give a
very positive response - yes, do your best, see? That's it. It's nice to be encouraged. It's
good to have an environment which is easier to learn and practice in, but after that we
can go into any environment and do it. So then take their hand, quietly pray in the spirit,
if you can pray in the spirit. If you can't, just reach out and meditate on the Lord, asking
Him to give you something. Now that's the point, if you're going to go through turmoil,
you'll be feeling the turmoil. Calm yourself. This is not a win/lose. This is not right/wrong.
This is just we try to ride the bike [laughter] okay? I'm behind holding on a little bit to
give you a bit of guidance to make sure you don't get too many wobbles and fall off.

So what you would do, if you feel tension rising, you are centring your attention on
performing to make something happen. It will only get worse if you keep in that frame of
thinking. Just shut that thinking down, and just begin to meditate. Just allow yourself to
see, the Lord Jesus, You're there, You're my friend and source. Focus on the source,
not the problem or the fear. Focus on the source, see and as you focus on the source,
just relax beforehand. Just a firm thank You Lord, You love her. You love her. You're
just so glad to work through me, so I just wait on You. Maybe You will speak to me.
That's the language you use in your head. It's an affirming faith kind of language. If you
allow your mind to drift, and go on and think you're having to get something,
immediately you'll disconnect from the Lord and shut down with anxiety and fear and
tension. Then the more you focus on that, the harder it gets, then you'll just try and
make something up to get the heat off, and think I wonder if I can slip away at morning
tea time. [Laughter]
[Female participant 1] [unclear] [Laughter]
[Pastor Mike] The doors are locked. [Laughter] So there's no way you can explore
flowing with the Holy Spirit unless you do something, so these exercises are to get you
doing something to explore what it feels like, and it'll feel great, and there's also some
turmoils around it. It's all part of the journey of working with the Holy Spirit. The turmoils
are inner and outer conflicts. The joy is when the spirit of God flows through you and
you see the person - you open your eyes up to what you thought was just you, and
there's tears coming down, and God has touched them - and you thought it was just
you. Remember, it will be your thoughts in your head, and it'll be your voice. It'll feel just
like you because it's God working through you now. So you wait for a picture, thought,
impression, and then just turn it into a prayer. Start generally, and then pray. Let's do it.
We can do that, and then we'll graduate, and we'll do something just another level up
after you've done that, okay? Last night everyone did it okay, so come on, you can do
this. You know you can do it. Find someone, break into a pair, and then stand up
wherever you'd like to. Let's do it.
[Background chat] Right, pray quietly. Focus your attention. Reach out expectantly,
expecting God to give you something. Receive what you've got, then begin to turn it into
a prayer. [Background chat] Alright, let's just stop right where we are now, and let's just
get some feedback. How many people, the prayer that was prayed was just right for
you? Great, that's wonderful, okay. How many of you felt touched by the Holy Spirit
when that person prayed the prayer? Wonderful! Come on, give yourselves a great
clap. [Applause] How many of you felt it just seemed like it was just me, I'm kind of
thinking maybe it's just me, I'll just do it anyway? How many had that experience?
There's a few like that, okay. How many of you, it was really a struggle? How many felt
tense and uptight when that magic moment came when you're sort of waiting for God to
give you something? How many felt a little bit uptight then? Okay. Was there anyone
unable to overcome that? You got stuck at that point and just froze? Anyone freeze?
No-one, that's great. Okay, very good. You've done very well.

Right then, what we're going to do now is we're just going to extend that exercise a little
more. If you just sit down for a moment, and I'll show you how you can extend that
exercise now a little bit more, then we'll just take it a little further. So first thing is, we
should just - why don't we just give a clap, everyone did so well. [Applause] A number of
you were quite touched by what happened, because when someone speaks an inspired
thought from God, there is a flow of anointing, a flow of the person of the Holy Spirit and
it just touches your heart. For some people they feel inspired, some people weep
because they feel God is near me. That's why it's so powerful.
Now what we did was we made it a prayer, because a lot of people, the majority of
people, if you say can I pray for you will say yes, and if you would just stop for a
moment, and listen quietly, God will give you what to pray for, and it can deeply touch
their heart. I remember I was out and I saw two old ladies by a garden and I stopped
and I thought I've got to go over to them. I said I just felt to help them with the garden,
and then I said I'm a Pastor. Can I pray with you? They said yeah, that's fine, so I put
my arm on both their shoulder and thought God, You've got to show me what to pray,
and then I got an idea and I began to pray. When I opened my eyes one of the ladies is
just weeping. The other lady moved away. I thought that's fine, you know? Just what is
God doing? God's not working on her, He's working on this lady. I said tell me what's
the trouble, what's happening? Just asked her to talk about what's happening. She said
oh, my husband died only two weeks ago, and so we were able to talk. I got her to talk
about her husband, then I was able to lead her to the Lord. So just the prophetic prayer
opened the door, when loving care was expressed, for her to come to Christ. She just
was at a point and the prayer opened her heart and brought God into her life, then she
opened up her life to come to Christ, so there it is. How about that? Just a simple thing,
just oh, I should go and help these ladies and that's how the gifts flow, very, very easily,
very natural.
Right, then now what we're going to do as we move from prophetic or an inspired
prayer, we're going to go to an inspired thought, an inspired thought. We don't call it a
prophecy because otherwise you'll think it's too hard. [Laughter] Okay, so we'll just call it
an inspired thought, and so what we're going to do is we're going to follow exactly the
same kind of format. Ask the person to come up, can I practice on you? Yes, do your
best. Just pray in tongues quietly, wait expecting God to give you, and look for
something, just a thought from God for that person. We're not going to foretell the future
or anything like that. There's nobody prophesying like that, it's just something that God
gave to you, just an inspired thought that would do these things: encourage them,
exhort them or stir them, or comfort the person okay? So I'll need a volunteer for that
again. I'll have to stretch out and do it for you, then you'll see what it looks like okay, so I
need someone, so who do I get? Someone over here, one of these ladies over here.
[Laughter] You were pointing to someone - why don't you come on up here, come on,
that's right. Never point to anyone else. [Laughter] Okay, so first thing, can I practice on
you?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah!

[Pastor Mike] Wonderful, that's great. Okay, so we're all ready to go. Can I take your
hand? Okay, so it's not necessary to do this, but it can create a sense of connection, so
it can be quite a positive thing to do this. It's helpful if you ask the person's permission. It
just respects them, and some may not want you to do that, so it's helpful to show
respect for a person when you minister to them, by not trying to do something that they
don't want you to do. Okay, so I've been at meetings, had a word to someone, and they
didn't want to come up. So I said do you mind if I come to you? I went down and then
didn't touch them, just shared what I felt God giving me, so it didn't highlight or make it
too embarrassing, you've got to respect people's dignity. Alright, so we begin to pray in
tongues. [Prays in tongues] So I'm just reaching out, I'm just reaching in my spirit,
focussing my attention for God to give me a thought. Now it's up to Him what kind of
thought He gives. One of the things that we could start - since all of you are Christians,
one place that you can start practising in this, is looking for a thought from the Bible, just
a story from the Bible, a person from the Bible, some act, a thing that happened in the
Bible.
Is it Old Testament or New? Just reach out, and if you've read your Bible, God's able to
drop many things into your heart, so what I'll look for is a person or a situation in the
Bible. Then I'll say well, in what way does that relate to her? What aspect of that do You
want me to bring out? Okay, so we'll just see what happens. So of course there's that
initial tense thing; oh God, I haven't got anything, what do I do? So you've got to
overcome all of that. [Laughter] Remember, that's normal so just stay relaxed, just
breathe gently and relax. Thank You Holy Ghost. Thank You Lord that You love her,
You know all about her. I thank You Lord, You have something to inspire and to
encourage her with, something Lord that You just want to speak into her life. Thank You
Lord.
Now immediately I saw, or it came to mind, a story in the Bible, so I need to now just
focus on that story. I just saw a picture, and I saw a picture of two men, and Jesus with
them, and they're on the road to Ammaus. I knew exactly it was the story of the two on
the road to Ammaus. That's all I got, a path, two people, and Jesus with them, and I
knew immediately it's the road to Ammaus. Now what possible way could I share that
with her? I could just share it like I've done that. I want to now minister, so this is what I
will do now. I will just close my eyes and just go back, just become aware of God again,
and aware of that story. Now what aspect of that story, so I just look at the story and
then I can see it, so now I'll just begin to share. So while I was praying with you I sensed
- I'm not saying 'God told Me'. I just felt while I was praying, this is what I felt. I saw a
picture of the disciples on the road to Ammaus, and Jesus was with them, but they were
unaware He was with them. They were so caught up in their own issues, and their own
disappointments, and their own struggles and problems, and He was right there
alongside them, walking with them, and they didn't even realise that their eyes were
closed to Him being with them.
This is like you in your journey at this point, that you're so caught up in the things that
are happening in your own life, that you're not realising God is with you. He's been
walking with you quite a long way. He's with you. He cares about you, and His plan

when He talked with those disciples, was to turn them around and get them filled with
vision and direction and fresh passion, so He walked with them. He let them share their
heart, their struggles and their pains. He fellowshipped them, and then He began to put
faith into their heart again, began to put vision into their heart, and they realised it was
Him. They were restored and went back to their whole faith journey again. What I see is
God's doing this in your life. You've been walking with the Lord, but you haven't felt Him.
You're caught up in the things that are going on in your life, and can't see that He's with
you and loves you, that He's with you and He's wanting to help you engage your heart,
like He got them to engage their heart. He was quite happy for them to share their
disappointments, and as they did that, He then put faith in their heart again. That's what
God's doing with your life right now, and the journey was an uncomfortable one for
them, because all they could see was disappointment, but they ended up seeing Him,
and being passionate again, and that's what's happening in your life. You're on that
phase of the journey at the moment. But there's a great end in that story. [Laughs]
There we are. Now how did that go? Does that sound like you?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah. [Laughs]
[Pastor Mike] That's good and I can see the tears in your eyes as well. It just fitted you
like a glove.
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah, perfect.
[Pastor Mike] So thank you very much for being part of it. [Applause] So it helps if
you've read the Bible and know some of the Bible. [Laughter] You've got something to
draw from. If you haven't then you have to find another thing, so we'll forgive you there.
We'll try it another way a little later in the day, but why don't we just try this to see if God
will give me something, just something, a person. If it's a person, what is there about
that person? Is it an event? What is there about that event? That's all you've got to ask.
I mean we're just here to hear, and then to pass on what we saw, or felt, or sensed.
Now it doesn't need to be as substantial as what I had, it can just be quite simple. Okay,
you all okay to have a go? All ready to have a go? It could be fun.
Remember, just relax, Lord, where is it, the Old Testament, the New Testament?
Usually there's a person - who? What person? And a name comes to mind or what
event comes to mind? Let it come to your mind and then focus on it. Well God, what is it
about that you want me to bring? This is a great place for Christians to start because
you can work with another Christian, they've probably read the Bible, know a little bit
about it. But you find the Bible is full of events and people and situations that would be
really helpful. It's a good place to start. Okay, let's get someone, break into pairs and
then start. Lets start with: can I practice on you? [Background chat
Okay, let's just get your feedback. How many people today were really blessed by what
was shared, you felt touched by God? How many were really blessed? That is very
good. Give you a clap then. [Applause] How many of you felt as the person shared with
you wow, how did they know that? Wow, that's great, look at that. Wonderful! Okay

then, so it surprised you that they would know that, or be that relevant to you. That's
because it's come from the Holy Spirit, see? Okay then, how many of you were quite
touched by the Lord, with what was shared, actually touched you and you felt affected
by it? That's wonderful, look, it's the majority of people, wonderful - so that means all of
us are picking up the flow of the spirit and speaking in a way that's encouraging or
exhorting or comforting. It was just inspired thought by the way, it wasn't prophesy
[laughter] and how many of you experienced a block or a struggle at that crucial point
where you were reaching out to God? How many felt struggles then? Okay, that's
several of you there. Right, was there anyone unable to overcome that struggle, it was
just overwhelming? Okay, so you all overcame. That's interesting, so there is a point of
faith conflict, where you're stretching out for God to give you something and all kinds of
turmoils start to go on around you.
That's quite normal but if you will stay focussed and committed you can break through
all of that, so it's just great. I want to commend you there for pushing through. Let's give
them a clap the ones who pushed through that. [Applause] So you've had an inspired
thought and that's how God works with us. With prophecy we just get an inspired
thought or picture. How many got a picture that was a person, a story about a person in
the Bible? Okay. How many it was an event, something that happened in the Bible? So
some got that. Usually most people get a person. It's quite easy because you've read
the Bible, read the person. How many of you, when you started to focus on that person,
there was one aspect stood out to you about them? That was the bit you knew you had
to talk about? How many had that happen. That's wonderful.
Now you see what happened in the process is you just reached out expecting. God
gave you something, and as you enquired, you got more. That's how the prophetic
goes. Have you ever seen a newsreader on TV, they only have a couple of lines that
they're reading, and as they read the second line it changes, and then there's another
line. There's another line drops in and that's how it works prophetically, so the
newsreader has only got two lines at a time, but if he will read them then more will
come. If you have a tissue box and you don't know how many tissues are in there but if
you take one out, you think if I take that one out that's it. But no, low and behold there's
another one turns up! [Laughter] And you take that - whoa! There's another one - and so
it goes on. So the prophetic flows like that. You will take the first two lines and read
them, then God will give you some more if you stay looking. If you pull the tissue out,
another tissue is there if you'll stay looking, so if you stay focussed, looking and
expecting, it begins to flow like a river from inside you and it's just all these thoughts,
one after the other.
Okay, now how many of you found that you were listening to what you were saying, just
kind of like, I know I'm talking but I'm actually listening to what I'm saying as well? How
many had that happen to you? That's quite interesting. How many of you found that you
were quite interested to hear what God had to say to the person? [Laughter] That's
awesome. Okay, alright then. Now Sargin, have we got a morning tea break sometime
around about now?

[Sargin] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Alright then, I wonder if we could just fit in one more of those in, just
before we go for a break aye, if I keep squeezing it in? Alright then, so I'll get one more
volunteer, just one more to come up. No one's pointing at any more. Hands coming up
[Laughter] After a while you learn it's quite a good move to volunteer. [Laughter] Okay,
we'll try it again. This time I won't look for a Bible passage, let's look for something else
and just let God speak in any way He wants to. Can I practice on you?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Okay, great opportunity to practice, this is fantastic. Of course every day's
a chance to practice. Okay, now let's take your hand. Thank You Lord. Now just again
breaking it down into steps, in reality you've just got to flow into that quite quickly but
we'll just break it into steps. The first part is just energising the spirit. Thank You Lord.
[Prays in tongues] Thank You Lord - again just worship the Lord and set your mind and
heart on Him, so begin to set your attention on Him. If I focus on myself I shut down. If I
focus on Him I shut down. If I focus on the source, I'm connecting what I need - so thank
You Lord that You know him, and You care about him. Father, I'm just asking if You
would give something that would be encouragement and a blessing. Thank You Lord.
Alright then, now I just got something just dropped in like that. Okay, now I've got to
focus on it, and then I'll have to at some point begin to start to share it. Thank You Lord.
So go back there. If the thoughts come from the Lord, the moment you just drop back
into focussing on the Lord, or into the spirit again, what'll happen is you'll start to pick it
up again, so you don't have to worry about trying to remember it all.
If God gave you lots, you get to the end of it and say, now how did that start again? So if
He only gives you a couple of lines or a little bit of a picture - okay, so here we go, that'll
be it. So now this is what I sensed as I was just reaching out the Lord for you. I saw a
picture of a man running a race, and the way he's running it's like a sprint, and I could
see him run and he would run and then he would lose breath, stop for a little while, then
he'd run again, lose breath, stop for a little while because he's running the race like a
sprint. I felt the impression I had was that the race you're running is a marathon, not a
sprint, and the temptation or the tendency that you seem to have is that you will run at
things for a while, and then you lose energy and motivation and have to take a break.
Then a new thing will inspire you, you'll run at that for a little while, and then you've run
out of steam, and then you'll run at the next thing again. The Lord wants you to know it's
a marathon, and you need to learn how to pace yourself, and just keep a steady
journey, progressing through this walk with Him. It's more about the marathon, setting
the long term in sight, and starting to work your way, and just steadily move towards it,
rather than short bursts of energy, followed by sort of quietness and not doing anything.
So how does that relate to you?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah. There's some personal experience there, with
the aspects of running...

[Pastor Mike] Yes - oh, so you've done both? You've done a marathon and you've done
sprinting?
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] Oh wow, so this is a very good picture. [Laughter] I'd never have known
you'd done both of those. [Laughs] So you'd understand with a sprint you've got to put in
high energy but if you run out of puff...
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah, verifying you've got to plan, you've got to
strategise
[Pastor Mike] And that's what God's saying about your life, your walk with Him.
[Person Pastor Mike's praying for] Yeah.
[Pastor Mike] How about that? Awesome. [Applause] Alright then, so would you all like
to have another go? Come on, before you go to break, before morning tea, alright. So
find someone, can I practice on you? Let's go.
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I want to talk about diverse kind of tongues, and interpretation of tongues. For some of
you you may have a little insight around this - I want to help you with this - and there
may be some who've got no understanding at all about the gift of tongues, and then
wouldn't understand perhaps that there are two dimensions that God wants us to
understand. One is personal prayer, and the other is the operation of the gifts, so what
I'm going to do is first of all talk about the Baptism in the Holy Spirit and Speaking in
Tongues. I'll be focussing on the personal devotional gift every believer can receive.
Then we will move, and we will look at the ministry gift or the manifestation of speaking
in tongues with interpretation.
We saw that list in 1 Corinthians 12, Verse 7, that one on the list, the gifts of the spirit
was speaking in diverse tongues with interpretation. But what I want to do, because
some people aren't baptised in the spirit, I want to help you in this session. Anyone at
the end of this session who is not baptised in the spirit, we want to pray with you so you
get filled with the Holy Spirit and speak in tongues and have the devotional tongue.
Then we'll do some exercises speaking in tongues, but also I want to help you
understand about tongues and interpretations which go together. So this first part we
will talk just about being baptised in the Holy Spirit, filled with spirit, speaking in tongues,
what it is and how to get it. Those of you who are already filled with the spirit, I
appreciate just your patience for the ones who aren't. Perhaps there are some who are
watching over the television or the Internet, not baptised in the Holy Spirit, and today
you'd like to be, it'd be great. We will pray with you as well.
Okay then, so firstly I want to just open up several scriptures - so they're not written
down in your notes - you can just jot them in somewhere when you get to diverse kind
of tongues, and in Section 13 you could just, in the corner there on the left hand side at
the bottom, just jot a few scripture notes down. So I want to share with you something
that Jesus did and taught,so first I won't teach you all the scriptures on it, just enough
for you to get an outline. Jesus made it very clear, when He was about to depart from
this earth, that He would leave another comforter, the Holy Spirit. He made it very clear
He was going to give them a person. The Holy Spirit would be released to them. He
said in John 14, you've seen Him with you. Soon He will be in you. So Jesus made a
promise, before His death on the cross, that the disciples would receive the Holy Spirit.
He's the spirit of truth, He's the comforter, He will guide them into truth, He will reveal
things to come, He'll reveal Jesus. He said I'm not going to leave you alone.

So John 14, He tells us I will not leave you alone, I will send you another comforter, the
Holy Spirit. He's been with you, but now He will be in you - very, very important. Now
following from there we know Jesus died and rose from the dead, and then He
appeared to His disciples. We're going to read and pick it up from there and we're going
to look at some things Jesus did, some things He said. So here we are, in John Chapter
20 and Verse 21. He said as He appeared to the disciples, He said peace to you! As my
Father sent Me, even I send you. And when He had said this - Verse 22 - He breathed
on them and said: receive the Holy Ghost. He breathed on them and said: receive the
Holy Ghost.
Now I want you to understand He didn't just blow on them. [Makes blowing sound three
times] He actually imparted - just as God breathed into Adam the breath of life, Jesus
imparted into the disciples His Holy Spirit. He released into them the spirit of God - at
that point they were born again. He breathed on them, and said receive, or take into
yourself, the Holy Spirit. Now if I can just - I just need someone to come. Why don't you
just pop up here just so I can just demonstrate for you what I'm talking about here.
Okay, just Brian, would you like to come just there? So if you can just give me a hand. I
want you to close your eyes, and look up, and open yourself to the Lord. Now what
Jesus did was He didn't just breathe [makes blowing sound three times] He didn't do
something like that. What He did was He imparted from His spirit, see? It's from His
spirit, from the depths of His being, He released what He was unauthorised to release.
He released the Holy Spirit to come into people, so He went [releases one long breath]
like that, and something happened. There was impartation. They received an
impartation. The Holy Spirit came into them. Thank you very much, see? What did you
feel when that happened by the way?
[Female participant 1] Peaceful.
[Pastor Mike] You feel peaceful? Isn't that great. Okay, thanks very much. Now you
notice I first of all just went [makes blowing sound twice] and nothing happened. Then I
imparted. That's what impartation is. Something is imparted. Something someone has,
they release it to someone else. Jesus said in John 7:37, He said out of your belly will
flow rivers of living water, and He was speaking about the Holy Spirit, so God wants you
to have a flow from your spirit, but first you've got to be born again. So at this point the
disciples were born again. Now I want to share with you two other scriptures. One is
found in Luke, Chapter 24, and Jesus again appears to the disciples and - Verse 49 and He said: behold, I send the promise of My Father upon you. Now notice He's
already breathed into them the Holy Spirit. Now He says something else; the promise of
the Father. He said: I send to you the promise of the Father upon you. Wait in
Jerusalem until you be clothed with power from on high. So He's already breathed into
them, and they're born again. Now He's saying wait until you be clothed with power from
on high, okay?
Now let's have a look in Acts, Chapter 1, around about Verse 4. It said being assembled
together with them, He commanded them they should not depart from Jerusalem, but
wait for the promise of the Father. Now they're born again, He's saying there's

something else to wait for - for John baptised you with water, but you will be baptised in
the Holy Ghost, not many days hence. When they were come together they asked: well
when will this happen? When will you restore the kingdom to Israel? And in Verse 8 He
says this. You shall receive power, after the Holy Ghost has come upon you, and you
shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and the utmost parts of the
earth. So notice He has breathed and imparted into them the Holy Spirit, they're born
again, now He's talking about a second experience, where the Holy Spirit comes on
them, and He uses words like baptised. That means you - like when a ship sinks, it's
baptised, it's totally immersed. It's immersed in water.
If you had a garment, and you put it into a tub of water, it's baptised. It's immersed or
soaked or saturated, so He's saying you'll be baptised in the spirit. You will be
immersed into another dimension of the spirit. Okay, He uses another word. He said
you'll be clothed with power. He said there's something will come on you, you'll have the
Holy Spirit come on you, and your life will be clothed. Before it's like you were
unclothed. You were trying to do the job without the power. He said when the Holy Spirit
comes on you, you'll be clothed with power. You'll be wearing something. You'll be
equipped for something, see? So notice He's quite clear what He's talking about. Now
let's have a look when it happens, what actually happened. In Acts, Chapter 2, Verse 1;
When the Day of Pentecost was fully come, they were in one accord in one place, there
came a sound from heaven like a rushing mighty wind. It filled all the house where they
were sitting, and there appeared cloven tongues like fire sat on each of them. And they
were filled with the Holy Ghost - notice this - and began to speak with other tongues as
the spirit gave them utterance. Isn't that amazing?
Verse 12; Everyone was amazed, and were in doubt saying to one another what does
this mean? And some mocked saying they're full of wine, full of new wine. He said in
Verse 15, you're not drunk as you suppose. This is that spoken of by the prophet Joel. It
will come to pass in the last days, said God, I will pour out My spirit on all flesh. Your
sons and daughters shall prophesy, young men see visions, old men dream dreams. So
what has happened is the spirit has come upon them, and the first thing that happened
is, they were filled up with the Holy Ghost, and they began to speak or express from
inside, because what you speak, your words flow from your heart - out of the heart the
mouth speaks. So being filled with the Holy Ghost, they gave voice to a language they
had not learnt. It was a language given to them by the Holy Spirit, and they were so
overwhelmed by it, some of them were staggering around laughing, and they were
obviously like they were drunk.
You look at someone, if they look drunk, then they're behaving a certain way. Okay
then, so we see now that He's imparted in the Holy Ghost, the Holy Ghost's now come
onto them in power, and the first sign is that they began to speak in tongues. In Acts,
Chapter 10, Verse 44, the Holy Ghost came on the Gentiles. They also began to speak
in tongues - quite a common thing to find happening. In Acts, Chapter 10, the Holy
Ghost came on the house of Cornelius, and we find they began to speak in tongues.
Let's have a look and we read it now, Verse 44; While Peter spoke these words, the
Holy Ghost fell on them which the word, and the Jews which believed were astonished,

as many as came with Peter, because the Gentiles were - also the Holy Ghost was
poured out on them, for they heard them speak with tongues and magnify God. So
there's at least two instances in the Bible - there are others, another one there, where
the Holy Ghost came on people, they were filled, they began to speak in tongues, and
they began to magnify God with that expression or experience they had.
So what is this speaking in tongues, because this is a gift that they all received. It was
something that God gave to them, as part of being clothed with power. If God has a gift
to give you, then it must be important, and we need to understand a little bit about it, so
what is this speaking in tongues? We'll go down and have a look in 1 Corinthians,
Chapter 14 and get a little bit of understanding about speaking in tongues. So we'll read
it in Verse 2; He that speaks in an unknown tongue, speaks not to men but to God, no
one understands him. In the spirit, he's speaking mysteries, or things pertaining to the
kingdom of God. Verse 4; He that speaks in an unknown tongue builds up himself, but
the person who prophesies builds up the church. Verse 14; If I pray in an unknown
tongue my spirit prays, but my understanding is unfruitful, so I'll pray with the spirit, and
pray with my understanding as well.
Now let's just look at the gift of tongues. The gift of tongues is a language. In order to
communicate, you need language, you need language. Our ability to communicate is
really a lot dependant on the language we have to communicate with, so if you don't
know many words, like I went to Taiwan and apart from 'Ni Hao' I knew very, very little
language. I could not express myself in that culture without an interpreter, someone who
could give me language, see? So in interacting in a new culture, I needed another
language to enter into it, into that dimension - so God gives you a gift, because you are
about to be immersed into another culture, into another realm, the realm of the spirit,
and you need greater expression. It's hard to just keep telling Jesus you love Him - I
love You, I love You - you run out of words, so God gives you a language that never
runs out of expression.
So the gift of tongues is the Holy Spirit. They spoke, as the spirit gave them the
utterance, so your Holy Spirit imparts into your spirit the language, and then you let go
and surrender and allow that flow to come out. You are speaking in that language. So
notice what it says in Verse 14; when you speak in tongues, your spirit is praying, so
your spirit has a voice. Remember we talked about the different aspects of your spirit?
Your spirit has a voice. Your spirit has a mind. Your spirit can speak. When you're
speaking in tongues, you're not working it out with your head. You are letting your spirit
yield to the Holy Spirit, and speaking out a language. It's a real language. Notice what
happens, there's a whole number of benefits with that real language. Notice what it says
in Verse 4; When you speak in an unknown tongue, you are building up yourself like a
house being constructed, so praying in tongues strengthens and builds and develops
your spirit man.
When you pray in tongues you are co-operating with the Holy Ghost directly, and your
whole spirit man starts to energise with life. It's a wonderful gift, wonderful gift. It's very
neglected, speaking in tongues devotionally. You can pray anytime in the spirit,

because you just pray [Prays in tongues]. The flow of the language just never stops.
The Holy Spirit is the spirit of prayer. He's always willing to pray through you, so you can
pray in tongues anywhere, everywhere, any time of day or night, wherever you're going.
Keep your eyes open if you're driving - but you can pray in tongues, okay? [Laughter]
When you're doing this you are building up yourself, is one thing it tells us. It tells us
another thing: you are energising your inner life with the Holy Ghost, so when you pray
in tongues strongly for a while, you'll feel your whole body start to energise up, because
you are expressing the life of your spirit. Remember what we talked - one of the
functions of your spirit is to give life to your body? So start to pray in the Holy Ghost,
you come alive with spirit life! It's fantastic. Okay, another thing we notice there, is that
when you're speaking in unknown tongues it says in Verse 2 you are speaking
mysteries. Well that seems weird. It's a mystery because you don't know what it is, but
when the Bible refers to mysteries it's referring to the things of God's kingdom that He's
wanting to bring into clarity for us, so one purpose of praying in tongues with your
devotional tongue is to magnify God, to praise Him. Another is to build yourself. Another
is to speak out what God has for your life, so praying in tongues is a very powerful gift, a
wonderful, powerful gift.
In Romans 8 and Verse 26, it says that we don't know what to pray, nor how to pray as
we ought. How many know that experience? But the Holy Ghost helps us, and that word
help means, He comes in and begins to join in with us as we make the effort. He
energises, takes over and empowers all our praying. We don't know what to pray as we
ought, nor how to pray, but the Holy Ghost helps us making intercession on our behalf
or for us, so this is a work of the Holy Spirit. So there's a level of praying in tongues,
[prays in tongues] - I can pray quietly. [Prays quietly in tongues ] I can pray strongly and
stir my spirit man up, or as I yield to the Holy Spirit He may take over, and then there's a
whole different language of groaning in the spirit, of travailing in prayer. There's whole
dimensions of prayer available, so when you get baptised in the spirit - baptism in water
was meaning the end of your old life, the beginning of a new life, so you bury the old
because he's died. There's a new person begun. Baptism in the spirit is immersion into
the realm of spiritual things, of spiritual experiences, of prophesying, of having dreams,
of flowing in the supernatural. This is what the gift - that's why God wants to have
people baptised in the Holy Spirit.
The reality is many people, having had an experience, just peter out and don't
persevere to get more, to reach into more. There's a contending for these things,
because there's no way the devil wants you to operate in the supernatural, so there is
the gift of praying in tongues. So how could I receive the baptism in the Holy Spirit?
There's some very simple keys, I'll give them to you out of Mark. So we'll just find them
in Mark, Chapter 11. It's like everything you get, you get pretty well the same way. Mark,
Chapter 11, Verse 24, there's a great scripture here. Here it is. Whatsoever things you
desire, when you pray, believe you receive them, and you shall have them. What could
be clearer than that? Jesus' own words. Whatsoever things you desire - so notice now
the keys in here. Number one, desire: I must want. I must want something. When
someone is hungry and thirsty and wanting something, there is a draw and a pull into

their life. Even when you're ministering to one another, if the person's hungry for you to
help them, it draws out of you. It draws the life of God from you, so first thing is, if I
come to God, I must come wanting to be filled with the Holy Spirit.
Number two, when you pray, whatsoever things you desire when you pray. You've got
to ask Him. Now you don't ask Him like this: Oh God, if it be Your will then give me this.
You know what will happen? He'll just say - without you hearing it - you really don't
know what My will is, so how can you really expect to get anything? You actually need
to know, it's the will of God for you to be filled with the spirit, so I need to know that, so I
don't come to God saying well, if You want me to have it, I'll have it. That is passive. It's
religious. It's not how you receive anything from God. If you're going to receive anything
from God, I have to extend my faith and believe it's for now, it's for me, now. See? Now
that's a decision to push aside all the things, I'm not good enough, whatever. Listen,
that's all your history talking to you. That's the demons talking to you. That's your
brokenness talking to you. What is God saying? He's saying I love you, I've accepted
you, I want to fill you with the Holy Ghost. The gift is here. Will you believe?
That's how He works. Oh, I don't know, Lord, if you want me to have it. I can see you're
double-minded and a double-minded man doesn't get anything, so when you ask,
you've got to ask believing, and our believing is based on what we know God's word
says. So Jesus said wait, you'll receive the promise of the Father. Peter stood up and
said: this promise is for you, for your children, and all who are far off, so this Baptism in
the Holy Spirit is for every person, and the gift of tongues is for every person. Why?
Because it's to empower us internally, to help us in our spirit dimensions in our life - so
here's the keys then. Whatsoever things you desire, when you pray you've got to ask desire, ask. Number three, believe you receive it. Believe that when you reach out, God
will respond to you, He WILL give me this gift. Believe you receive it, and then He says:
you shall have it. So don't keep ask, ask, ask. Just say God, I believe Your word says
that I can be filled with the Holy Ghost, I can have the gift of tongues. I choose to
believe it. I believe You'll give it, and You'll give it to me because You want me to have
it. You want me to be a strong believer.
The gift is to build you up. Now to approach it oh well, I just think I'd rather have one of
the greater gifts. Well this is nonsense. It's just nonsense. God has got a gift to help
you. I don't care how little the gift is, I'll have the littlest one, and then I'll have more, but
if I ignore the little things He's giving me, it'll probably be very difficult to get more. So
one of the things about praying in tongues is God gets a hold of your tongue, so that
now instead of your tongue being turned to all kinds of things, it's turned to magnifying
God, and turned to speaking a spiritual language - very, very powerful. So number one,
desire; number two, ask; number three, believe; that as I ask then - four, receive. I've
got to consciously do it, Lord I just receive and now Lord, I just begin to speak in that
new language - and I've got to take a step.
Now when you step out to speak you don't stop to try and think now what could I say?
I'll make a sound like this. That's your head talking to you. No, praying in tongues,
you've got to tell your head stop arguing with me. You've been running my life all my

life. I'm flowing in the spirit now, and the proper balance is to live from your spirit, with
your head co-operating with your spirit, not ruling your spirit. When the language of the
mind is, when your mind talks to you, it argues. It's like a lawyer - oh, who do you think
you are? Why do you think that? Blah blah blah blah blah - ooh, sorry. See? So when
your mind is talking it dominates, it argues, it reasons, it belittles, it judges. You've got to
put your mind in it's right place, which is oh, thank you, I see the word of God says that,
I'll receive that, and I won't try and evaluate it because it's from my spirit. I'll just let my
mind focus on the Lord, and I'll just begin to worship Him.
So this is what we're going to do. It's probably best if we do this right now as a whole
group. Some of you - I don't know which ones aren't baptised in the spirit, speaking in
tongues. This would be a great time to get filled with the Holy Spirit. Why wait any
longer? Why wait any longer? Oh well I need to pray about it. No, you don't need to pray
about it, you've read the scriptures. We've read them. You just need to receive, okay?
Aah, some reasoning's going on. See, here's an interesting thing that Jesus said:
except you be converted, and become like a little child, you don't enter the kingdom of
heaven. Now what He's saying is very simply this, that to enter the kingdom is to
experience the benefits of what God has. To enter those benefits, He said you need to
be converted, or to have a change, so you become more childlike, not childish, childlike.
A child is trusting, so for a child, if they're up on the bench and daddy says jump, I'll
catch you, they say YAY! [Laughter] But when you're an adult, you don't approach it like
that. You see if you're an adult and someone says jump, I'll catch you, you say ooh I
doubt it! [Laughter] No, I don't think so. [Laughs] See, why do we say it? Because we've
had a lot of experiences which flavour what we think, and we've lost simplicity and trust.
Everything in the kingdom is about simplicity and trust, see? So coming into this is just a
simplicity and trust, so I'm going to do this. In a moment, I'm going to lead everyone
through a prayer to receive the Holy Ghost, and what we're going to do is were going to
follow through simple steps. It doesn't matter if you received or not, you can still all help
us. We'll all work together on this and if you're out there watching it on the television,
wherever you are, you can all just do exactly what we do, and the Holy Ghost is going to
come to you, you'll get filled with the spirit, speak in tongues wherever you are. It'll be
fantastic, because God's not limited.
Okay then, so this is what we're going to do. In a moment we'll stand, and then we'll
close our eyes. Close your eyes, you can forget about yourself, and forget about the
people around you. They're not looking at you, they've got their eyes closed too. Then
you can focus your attention on the Lord, who's the giver of a good gift for you. Just set
your attention on the Lord. He's a generous, loving, good giver. Now remember, how do
you receive or minister things of the spirit? By the hearing of faith. If you'll just believe
what we've read and shared from the word is true, it can happen to you. So how we'll
work it is this; I'll lead you through a prayer, and it'll go like this. We will ask the Lord for
the Holy Ghost, we'll ask Him for the gift of tongues, then we will receive by faith and
thank Him. Then we'll all begin to speak in tongues together, so practically, I'll lead you
in the prayer, you follow, we'll get to the end of the prayer, then just take a deep breath
like you're receiving. [Inhales deeply]. It's kind of like a physical action, like a faith action

that you're doing something physical, but the reality is a spiritual thing - I'm receiving
from God now, and I'm going to just speak in tongues. [Speaks in tongues] I'm going to
just tell Him how much I love Him. I'm going to let that language of love just flow and
flow and flow.
Now if your mind steps in, it'll argue and shut the flow. You've just got to tell your mind
no, no, be quiet, just be quiet. Shut up! Just don't talk to me. Just, I'm wanting to flow
with the Holy Spirit and worship God. We okay to do that? Why don't we all stand up,
and we can help those who haven't got filled with the spirit yet. You don't know who they
all are. I don't even know who they all are, so therefore it's not going to matter. [Laughs]
Are we ready? So why don't we close our eyes. Let's lift our hands up to the Lord. If
you're watching on television, you can lift your hands up to the Lord and all stand
together as well. I want you just to follow me in this prayer, and when we get to the end
of the prayer take a deep breath, and then receive the Holy Ghost, receive a fresh
anointing, and lets all begin to speak in tongues, okay? Just follow me in this prayer.
Jesus, I come to you now. I want to receive the Holy Ghost. I want to be baptised in the
spirit. I want to receive the gift of tongues, so today by faith, I receive the Holy Ghost. I
receive the gift of tongues. Thank You Lord for this gift, to praise and thank You. Amen.
[Repeated by congregation] Take a deep breath - receive the Holy Ghost! Let's begin to
pray. [Prays in tongues] That's right, let the gift rise up inside. [Prays in tongues (for
about a minute)] Okay, just stop. Just stop. We're going to start again in a moment. You
can turn this gift on and off as you will. This one goes on and off at will. If you decide to
pray, you can pray straight away. Now it requires - the Bible says 'they' pray, 'they'
spoke, so it's no use waiting for God to make your mouth go. He won't make your mouth
work. You make your mouth work. You yield; you speak. You say well I feel a bit funny
doing that. Well no one's listening except God, just be funny in front of God, don't worry
about it.
Just let go, and just stop being uptight and in control. Just let go, and love on Him.
[Prays in tongues] See? I remember when I first started to pray in tongues, my mind
was arguing saying you're an educated man, and you're babbling like an idiot, stop!
[Laughter] And my spirit was saying YES! Oh joy! Glory! I could feel this battle going on
inside, so I was walking around a block in Mount Eden. I remember stopping, and
saying mind - be quiet! This is doing me good. I haven't felt so much joy in a long time not without a glass of wine anyway. [Laughter] It was a different kind of joy. It's a joy that
bubbled up from inside, not a joy you had to tank up and then you got a hangover. This
is great stuff - so are we ready? So all again, on the count of three, we're all going to
pray in tongues strongly, loudly. You choose, come on, pray, let's pray strongly, loudly.
Give yourself a voice. Let yourself be heard. All these years of put down and held down,
come on, let's have a voice to speak out in the gift of tongues!
[Prays in tongues (for about a minute)] Thank You Lord, thank You Lord. [Prays in
tongues] Thank You Lord. Let's give the Lord a clap shall we? [Applause] Thank You
Lord. Great stuff - now when you're in the shower, there's no one around, you just pray
in tongues. [Prays in tongues] You can sing in the spirit as well, and start to give

expression as much as you can to that language, and you'll find it becomes a flow like a
river. When you're in that flow your spirit comes alive, you come alive. Don't let
heaviness, and kind of inferiority shut you down. Whatever you do in God, do it strongly
and boldly. I'll just show you what I mean. Let's just give the Lord a clap shall we, just ready? [Applause] Okay, alright, stop now. Okay, that's good. Now that's the base level.
Now the Bible says: clap your hands all you people, shout unto God with a voice of
triumph. Now this time I want you to put everything into it, not sort of [claps quietly]
polite clap, an English clap. Let's give - come on - just a great shout of victory and
triumph, and clap the Lord who CONQUERED SIN AND DEATH and ROSE MIGHTILY
FROM THE GRAVE. COME ON, LET'S APPLAUD THIS KING OF KINGS! [Applause
and victorious noise] Halleluiah! YES LORD, Halleluiah! Okay, whoa, okay, that's much
better.
Now you notice that the whole atmosphere changes when everyone, united, begins to
express the life of God, everything changes. You see anything that's done half-heartedly
never has any life on it. It's always got a death on it, feels like it's - oh, you know when
people have Happy Birthday and they all sing it, but they don't sing it really strongly?
You feel almost embarrassed for the person. One, they're singing to them and two,
they're singing so badly you think oh God, this is shocking. Anything done half-hearted,
no one's pleased by it, not even God, see? So when you do it with a whole heart,
passionate and you're just under Him, there's a life comes in it. You can sing songs for
45 minutes or an hour and have no release. You just do this for 30 seconds with all your
heart, the whole atmosphere changes, because our body and our soul hold back our
spirit flowing, and so when you start to clap and shout, and shake, yes, yes, yes, and
start to let go and start to GIVE to God, then your spirit just rises and flows.
So most people in New Zealand live under passivity and apathy and heaviness, so they
get in any kind of group, and you can feel it in the group. You can break it easily. Let's
keep on doing what we did now, shout - do it one more time shall we? [Yeah.] This time
shout and pray in tongues as well, do all you can, just make a big noise. If you want to
go like that, stamp your feet, you can stamp your feet as well. Want to shake your head
- whoa! Come on, just go wild, for just 30 seconds. You know, we won't remember you
were ever here, we'll shut down [Laughter] the camera has only got the back of your
head, it's not seeing your face, so you can just go wild for 30 seconds, just worshipping
God, okay? Ready? One, two, three - HALLELUIAH! [Praying in tongues, applause,
shouting] Yes Lord! Yes Lord! Halleluiah! [Prays in tongues] Halleluiah! Halleluiah!
Wonderful.
How many feel the energy level's just shifted in your body straight away? If you're half
asleep you wake up, just like that see, because it's really quite simple. Just work your
body so it yields, let your soul focus on the Lord, just let your spirit flow, speak in
tongues. Fantastic, because what happens is, the power of God starts to flow in you.
Your life becomes energised. You practice doing that in your prayer times, instead of
just head down and [makes mumbling noises] Go on! Get alive! Speak strongly, and
pray strongly, passionately! You don't have to do it very long and you come alive, see?
You can pray in other ways as well, but this will get you alive, and get you going. Amen

- and not only that, the power of God starts to flow in and through you. Your whole life
becomes energised. The atmosphere begins to change. If the whole church does that,
the whole atmosphere's completely different, but if they're all passive and shut down, it's
just dreadful. I just scream inside, can't stand it, that heaviness and shut down
religiosity, and you know the Bible abounds with noise and celebration.
David ushered in a whole new dimension of expressive praise and worship and dancing
and rejoicing and celebrating. In the New Testament, James prophesied - God would do
that again, so that is - see, so sometimes we just bring our cultural baggage in, and we
think that because that's our culture, that's normal. But heaven's full of shouts and
trumpets and noise and rejoicing and celebrating. There's joy unspeakable, see? It's
expressive, full of life, so just practice praying in tongues, and giving more expression to
your life with God, okay? So we'll do it one more time, 15 seconds this time. You ready?
One, two, three - YAY LORD! Halleluiah. [Praying in tongues, applause, shouts]
Halleluiah! Wonderful Jesus. [Laughs] Whoa! Great stuff, halleluiah. Okay, great. Give
someone a hug and let's sit down then. You'll get too excited now.
Isn't that great? Okay, we still haven't got to where we want you to get to, so we've done
baptism in the spirit, and speaking in tongues. Now you can pray in tongues all the time.
That's your personal devotional language, and it builds you up. So we're going to go
back now into 1 Corinthians 12 and Verse 7, and we're in Section 13, diverse kind of
tongues and interpretation. I'll move through this part reasonably fast now, but in 1
Corinthians 12 and Verse 7 it talks about these - the manifestation of the spirit is given
to every man to profit with all: word of wisdom; word of knowledge; faith; healing;
working of miracles; prophecy; discerning of spirits; diverse kinds of tongues; and to
another, interpretation of tongues. Now this is not your devotional language. This is a
gift. This is an operation of the Holy Spirit, like the other gifts, for a specific a person or
specific group, so not all may flow in tongues, interpretations as a gift. Do you
understand that? Everyone has a devotional language; but not all might flow in it as a
gift, and tongues with interpretations comes as a package usually, so if there's one
there should be the other, otherwise you haven't got a clue what's going on.
So if someone prophesies, you know exactly God's building the church. If there's
tongues you can't understand it, unless it's interpreted, and so this is not your prayer
language. This is actually a manifestation of the Holy Ghost, diverse tongues as the
Holy Ghost wills. Now we'll go and have a look back into 1 Corinthians - let's see if we
can find it in Chapter 13. Though I speak with the tongue of men and of angels - isn't
that interesting? So the language that, when the Holy Spirit comes on you, and you
manifest the gift of speaking in tongues with an interpretation, it is a language of men, or
it's a language of angels, so it's a language you're given - so example, I was talking with
Doug, and he had prayed among a group of Chinese. There was someone there who
knew Hebrew, and he said you have spoken in fluent Hebrew. He knew exactly what he
was praying, so this is a specific demonstration of the power of God.
In the Book of Acts, they began to pray in tongues, and as they prayed in tongues, for
some of them they were manifesting the sign gift of tongues, and people could hear

them and understand them in their own language, so when the gift of tongues - it is a
language. It is a real language, so it has expressions, so don't pray in tongues, or any
gift operation, in a monotone boring way you know? Language needs to be interesting,
and be alive and have expression, have you in it, not [speaks in monotone] just we're
talking like this, and there's no expression. Let life and vibrancy - put yourself into it,
see?
So the tongues of men and angels - so tongues means a different kind of language. It's
a distinct language. Sometimes the gift of tongues with interpretation, the tongues may
be a language someone could understand. Sometimes the tongues may be a language
understood by angels, so clearly He said: if I speak with the tongues of men or angels,
so quite possibly He spoke with the tongues of angels at times. I'll give you a couple of
examples of this. In Acts 2, they began to speak in other tongues, and everyone heard
them speak in their own language. Now you had people from all over the world, and
everyone who came there understood something someone was praying, so how did that
happen? That is supernatural. They've never learnt the language, yet they're speaking,
and they're speaking from their spirit a language they didn't know, and someone
understood the language. A most amazing gift really isn't it? We don't see much of that.
We need to believe for more of that, just to be able to pray and speak, and someone
from another language there and they - whoa, you were speaking something I
understood. Do you know my language? No, don't have a clue, I just spoke in the Holy
Ghost. Ha!
So people in different cultures did understand Him. It's quite an amazing gift, and I've
heard of people going into places, overseas particularly, and having prayed in tongues,
and actually someone understood what they were saying. It was their language. They
recognised it, and were quite astonished they'd never learnt the language, so the gift of
speaking in tongues with interpretation is a manifestation of the Holy Spirit, that comes
on you at a certain time. It's for a purpose, to build the church. It could possibly also be
a language of angels, and there's a number of things in scripture that talk about angels
being activated. In Psalm 103, it says: the Lord has established His throne in the
heaven - Verse 19 - His kingdom rules over all. Bless the Lord, you angels who excel in
strength, who do His word, harkening to the voice of His word. So when God's word is
spoken on the earth, angels can respond to that voice. I don't think we can command
angels. I think that's an area where there's not a lot in the Bible on it, so people have
different views, but I do believe that there can be a ministration of speaking in tongues,
where angels understand what it is, and can be activated because of it, so speaking in
tongues can be a very, very powerful gift of the spirit.
So what is the purpose of speaking in tongues? In 1 Corinthians 14:22 it says: it's a sign
gift to the unbeliever, so a person who has no understanding of anything spiritual, and
you speak in a language and they understand it, boy, they know that's God! That's
definitely a supernatural sign. It can be also, I think, for prophetic proclamations, we can
begin to speak out in the spirit and decree and declare things. I think angels are
released many times by the speaking in tongues and activating that gift. It can cross
language barriers - so again, for that gift to come on you, you'd need to desire to

operate in that gift, and then practice. I'd practice at home, letting the Holy Ghost come
on you, then begin to speak out, and so on. So we should ask the Holy Spirit to give us
the interpretation. In 1 Corinthians 14, Verse 27, it says: if any man speaks in an
unknown tongue - they're talking about in a church meeting or in a group meeting - let it
be by two or at the most three, one after the other, and let one interpret. If there's no
interpreter, let him keep silence, and let him speak to himself and to God.
So that's quite an interesting verse, so you notice there He's talking about two different
things. He's talking about the gift of tongues, in a group setting, needs to have
interpretation for it to build and benefit everyone, so we can all speak in tongues and
just worship God together, but when there's a sign gift of tongues, like prophecy, there's
a gift, when we have that gift, someone needs to interpret it, or it doesn't have any
meaning for anyone. So if a man speaks in an unknown tongue, let it be by two or three,
so don't have everyone doing this, just one, two or three, and there needs to be an
interpretation. If there's no interpreter - then that's the interesting thing - if you've spoke
out, you should pray you get the interpretation, and you interpret it - so how about that?
He said if there's no interpreter, keep silence, and speak to himself and to God, so
clearly when you are speaking in your normal language of tongues you're speaking to
yourself, and you're speaking to God, very, very clearly. So what about the
interpretation of tongues? It's a gift that God gives you, it just comes on you, and you
can actually - do you translate what was said? No, you don't translate it. Translating,
you listen and phrase by phrase, you make sense of it. This is actually God gives you
the inspiration, you just get the message, and you just share what God has given you so it's not a translation. It just catches the spirit of what God is saying, and so a person
may give a tongues message, but the interpretation's quite short, or the tongues
message could be quite short, the interpretation could be a little longer. It's got nothing
to do with translation. It's actually God is saying something by the spirit, and here's what
it means by the spirit. Together the two build up the church, and they can activate things
in the realm of the spirit.
So it's quite an interesting thing, because when you flow in those gifts, it energises and
activates and creates atmosphere, because God is released through the moving in
those gifts. Great gift to desire, great gift to begin to flow in. Not so many flow in it, and
for a whole number of reasons, so what I want us to do is, were going to just do some
activations together, and let's have a look, what time are we now? We're running out we'll just get you back on your feet for a moment, and I'm going to get you to do two or
three activations and praying in tongues. I want you just to stand with me and we're just
going to give you a couple of activations and praying in tongues, and I want you to
experiment with what you feel, and what you sense, as we do this. Then we'll go back
into our next session, I want to teach you about words of knowledge.
Okay, here's what we're going to do, so you can make a bit of space for yourself. I'm
going to give you a few exercises just in praying in tongues, and what I want you to do
is, I want you to experiment with what you sense and feel as you do this. I want you to
feel the flow inside, so first of all we saw, that praying in tongues, you pray as the Holy

Ghost gives you the word, so you can pray and we're going to pray. On the count of
three we'll pray. We won't pray more than 30 seconds, just 30 seconds, and when
you're praying in tongues, I want you to put your hand on your belly, I want you to pray
strongly in tongues, building up your own spirit man. And as you pray in tongues and
speak strongly to yourself, I want you to sense what happens inside you, what you feel
in your body as you do that. Are we ready? Okay, one, two, three. [Praying in tongues]
Okay stop, just stop now. Okay, now what did you experience? What did you sense as
you prayed? What did you feel? Lots of energy, okay, very good. Something rising up
inside you, yes. Something - like you were rising on the inside. Anyone else? Something
you felt? Bubbling on the inside. How many did you feel like you were expanding, like
you're sort of growing larger on the inside? Okay, that's quite a common experience to
have that one. Alright then, now this time what I want us to do is, I want us to see if we'll
all pray strongly in tongues, and we just focus your thoughts on the Lord, and we're
worshipping Him, we're just honouring Him and thanking Him, I want you to see what
happens in the atmosphere in the place as with one mind we set our minds on the Lord,
just fix on Him, hold Him in your mind. You mean to pray in tongues strongly, again 30
seconds and we'll do it as strongly as we can, and let's just see how the atmosphere is
affected by that. Ready? One, two, three. [Praying in tongues]
Okay, stop. Alright then, what did you sense or notice as we did that? [Breaking
through.] Yeah, breaking through, great, yes. Okay, anyone else? Breaking through.
What were we breaking through? Yeah, we were breaking through the atmosphere
that's present, or spiritual atmosphere that sits over our nation, over our areas, over our
region. When you begin to give expression to the life of God, suddenly you feel release,
and you've actually broken through an invisible but real resistance. So what happens for
many people, is there's something sits around them, that just holds them down. It's
working on the beliefs of the heart, and it's usually demonically operated around those
beliefs of the heart. It just holds you down, gets you in turmoil. When you decide to pray
in tongues, it's like it all breaks off you. Now lasting freedom requires usually
deliverance and change in the heart beliefs, and freedom from bondages, but if you will
pray in tongues I tell you, you can stir your spirit man up and become full of life.
When you become full of life, then power - there's real power. I'll just show you what I
mean. Just come on over here again. Okay, if you stand there. Brian, you can stand
alongside her. I need a couple of catchers this time, because there's two people there.
Now I just want to show you something. If I was just to begin to pray strongly in tongues
[prays in tongues strongly] I can feel my spirit rise up, and instead of being conscious of
myself, become conscious that God is within me. So if I - just lift your hands up to the
Lord, just expecting to receive - and so I can then reach, and God is with me, and the
power of God is there to touch people's lives. See? Mighty power of God, so I just put
my hand on her head and touch her, and I believe that I am charged and full with the
Holy Ghost, and so POWER of God can touch her life - like that. And I let go something
from inside me and you could see it visibly. Notice I did not put my hand on them. I did
that intentionally, didn't my hand on, so there'd be no pushing. You could see something

is coming out of this person. There is a life of God, the hidden life of the spirit is
designed to flow out of us.
Like to come on over dear? Just come on over, just come, just close your eyes, close
your eyes. So just lift your other hand up to the Lord. As you expect to receive from
Him, then I open my heart and inner life, and I just sense the mighty power of God just
flowing - POWER of God just touch her life. You can just stay there, and you'll feel the
presence of God over you. Now it can be strong, it can be gentle. I've done it in a
dramatic way, so you get something visual that gets you thinking about we connect with
the realm of the spirit and we bring from within us, from the gateway of our heart, we
release the life of God. Could you come over? I'll just pray with you, if you'll come there.
See many times when people pray, or we minister to someone - we'll get onto this later
on this afternoon - when people pray and minister, it's like because of inferiority and
rejection and the lies of the devil we tend to oh, we'll just leave it all up to God. Well
God, just You do it all. Now God wants to work through you, so you have to give
yourself, so you are joined one spirit to the Lord. So if you withhold yourself from loving
the person, and releasing what you have to the person, nothing will happen, so if I was
to go [blows three times] and just blow, nothing's happening because I'm deliberately
choosing to withhold me.
But if I begin to think how wonderful Josie is, and how God loves her, how God's heart
is filling me with that love [blows once deeply] and something happened that time that
was different. Now what happened that time that was different was there was a flow of
the spirit. There was just a flow from within my spirit, or we could do this another way just take your hand again, just look up. Now I get her to look to the Lord, not to me,
takes the pressure off me. Then I look to the Lord who's the source, so we're both
looking to the Lord. We'd expect something to happen, so the Bible says: have the faith
of God, and if you'll speak to the mountain, be removed and cast into the sea and not
doubt - notice this - not doubt what you say will come to pass, then you'll have what you
say. So notice it says: you speak, so the power of God can be released by speaking, so
if we're going to minister in healing and deliverance, we will have to speak.
So power flows when I am connected to God and I hear what He's saying or doing, then
I speak, see? POWER - and she gets touched by the power of God. Oh! See? So we'll
just give you one more blast. [Laughter] You ready this time? This time - Holy Ghost.
Now Holy Ghost, I just ask that you would come upon her, and just make her drunk,
[laughter] just fill her with your presence until she can't stand. Fill her Lord until she's
drunk. Let the joy of the Lord - drunk, drunk, drunk in the Holy Ghost. Now notice she's
starting to get that feel about her, that she looks like she's drunk? [Blows once deeply]
Fill her with joy Lord, fill her with joy, joy Holy Ghost, Holy Ghost, fill her, fill her, fill her
Lord, fill her with joy, fill her with joy. Let the joy just rise like [laughter] a mighty river.
[Lots of laughter! (female participant)] Give her more Lord. [Laughter] See?
Now this is exciting. We are ministers of the spirit. You have something to give.
Whatever God has given to you, you can give to someone else. Think about that - so
the more you can receive from God, the more you have to give. If you experience His

love, you can release His love. If you experience His joy, you can release His joy. We
need to engage God regularly so we have something to overflow, to give. We're not
trying to make things happen. We're taking what we have, so I've taken a long time to
gain these things. It's taken me time and effort to work on my mind, and deal with fears
and things, but you have something to give because of that. Isn't that exciting? Isn't that
great fun? Would you like to try that on one another later on this afternoon? [Laughs]
Well you see, why not? We're only going to practice. We're just going to practice. We're
just going to experiment and explore, what happens in our life, trying to work with God.
Now what happens when you work with God He's always willing to work with you. What
happens is you become aware of blocks and barriers and things in you that you need to
address in your journey with Him. We don't have to have it all now, it's a journey with
God, so on the journey we're learning stuff. On the journey you find there are blocks,
and so you work to remove the blocks. Is that good? Okay then, praise the Lord. Peter,
why don't we pray with you then, while you're just here? Why don't you just come and
stand here, just take your hand, just look up with your other hand to the Lord. Holy
Ghost, come on him too, let him get drunk in the spirit. [Laughs] Drunk, drunk, drunk,
drunk, DRUNK in the Holy Ghost. [Laughs] [Blows once deeply] Fill him with joy Lord, fill
him Lord. Let your presence - now you notice I've avoided touching him. We're just
calling on the spirit of God to come, just decreeing it. You've got to learn to exercise
your faith, not try to make things happen. See if I step out of faith, then I'll try and make
something happen, but if I don't step out of faith, if I just stay in the place - I believe God
is full of joy, [laughs] God is full of joy! [Laughs] And I see that joy - HOLY GHOST come
on him now mightily! He's starting to feel the spirit of God come on him.
So I ask him to connect with God, and reach out expecting, and I myself reach out
expecting and make God my focus. It's quite surprising what can happen, you know? It
is quite surprising what will happen. You might like to try it. Would you like to try it?
[Mm-hm.] You'd like to try it, well come on then. We need two others - you'll do, come
on, one, there's another one there. Why don't you come on over here too? Come on,
that's right. Okay, so we'll just put you in three. Come up on the stage. Everyone can sit
down, and this is something you may like to try a little later. Okay, so there we go.
Come on, all up on the stage now, okay, there we are, isn't that wonderful? Three
beautiful girls, and thank you for being part of all of this. Now remember that, for the
anointing of the spirit to flow, the anointing flows from within the person's spirit, through
their soul and body, out to touch a person. So if your soul is in turmoil, and blocks and
argues, there's no flow from your spirit. Bible says out of your belly flows, so your soul,
your mind and thoughts have got to co-operate. I've got to choose to set my heart to
believe, and to resist the distractions. If I do that then the spirit of God can flow quite
easy. He wants to do it.
Okay then, so what we're going to get you - we're going to get you to pray and minister,
and we'll get you to come around here, you can stand in the middle this time. You
ready? Everyone will have a chance. Stand here, put your hands up, that's ready to
receive okay? And you can be the catcher - oh no, you've got a catcher over there. Oh
okay, we've got a catcher, we can pay for both of them then. All ready? Okay then, so

ask if you can practice on them. [Can I practice on you?] Absolutely, isn't that fantastic.
Alright then, okay then just put your hand up here, just lightly there, so we're not going
to push. I'll just stand with you to help you, so we're just - God is as close as I am to
you. He's even closer, because He's inside you, see? So if you can just close your
eyes, now begin to pray in tongues [Prays in tongues] and focus your thoughts that God
is inside me. All that power, the power of God, Mighty God is inside me - and then on
the count of three, I want you just to release that, just you'll blow on her, ready? One,
two, three [Blows once deeply] like that, see what happens. Ooh, look at that, okay.
Ooh, wasn't that good? You ready? Okay, pray in tongues, let your mind and heart rest
no the fact that God is inside me, the spirit of God is with me. [Prays in tongues] Are we
ready now? You're going to release from inside. You're going to give your heart to her.
You're going to release the life of God that's in you to her, ready? One, two, three there we go. There we go. She's been touched by the Lord, that's right, that's right. One
more time? Ready? One, two, three [Blows once deeply] Holy Ghost, touch her. There
we are. She's been touched by God, see her?
You can sense the anointing is all over it, here it is see? [Woosh] there we go - a bit of a
delay there. She was trying hard of course, and trying hard tends to block things off.
[Laughs] Okay then, we'll get you to get the other girl to pray for you, how about that?
Come on up here and she can pray. Come on then, come on up here. What did you feel
when she ministered to you? You felt very relaxed, okay, very good. Would you like to
try, like to practice? Ask if you can practice on her. [Can I practice on you?] Yay! That's
it, okay, put your hands up ready to receive. Okay, put your left hand just on her
shoulder there, just lightly, just touch her there, that's right, okay. Just step in a bit
closer, that's right. I want you just to close your eyes and begin to pray in tongues,
become conscious God is with me. [Prays in tongues] The spirit of God is with me,
Mighty God fills me, great God who created who created heaven and earth is filling my
inner life. Thank You Lord. On the count of three, you're going to release what's inside
you to her - one, two, three [Blows once deeply] there you go, there you go. Look at her
getting touched by God. Whoop, whoop, whoop, she's staggering. [Laughs] Thank You
Lord.
There you go, looks like you can hardly stand up. [Laughs] Okay, what did you sense,
what did you feel? Something forth from you? [Forth, yeah.] That's right. Was that a new
experience? Ha, you have something to give. See most people are waiting for God to
do it, rather than we have something, we're connected to God and He works with us,
and we'll release what we have. As you do that you'll become more aware how
important it is to develop your spirit man, develop your inner life, deal with issues in your
mind and emotions, so you have more to give to people. Fantastic, thank you very
much. That was good. Let's give them a clap shall we. [Applause]
Okay, let's open our notes. We'll just do our last run before lunch, and we want to look
at words of knowledge, words of knowledge. Number 16, word of knowledge, so word of
knowledge is a gift of the spirit. A word of knowledge is a manifesting of God. This is
what a word of knowledge is. It's just a little piece of information. It's not that you know
everything. If you have a word of knowledge, you don't know everything, you only know

a little bit, so a word of knowledge, it just comes as an impression, a thought, it comes
as a mental picture, a still voice, and you become aware of something about a person,
you had no natural way of working it out. So it is given to you, it's a revelation. You don't
work it out, so you don't look at the person, and try and figure this thing out. You listen,
and God just shares the secret with you. Oh really? I didn't know that - so it's like a
thought that comes to you, so it's not accumulated knowledge. It's actually revealed
knowledge; God reveals something to you.
So what is the purpose of the gift? There's a whole range of purposes, but when you
have a word of knowledge, it helps you see what in a person's life, God is wanting to
work on, so for example in counselling words of knowledge are just so important,
because you'll just get something about a person, and it's related to their past or their
current situation. It's like their whole life starts to open up, and you have access to
minister into them, so a word of knowledge can uncover some details about a person's
situation, and it enables you to minister and help them very, very clearly. It's just such a
huge asset to get words of knowledge, because you know things that you couldn't have
known naturally, and the person is so surprised, and it opens the way to minister to
them, help them, and so on. Words of knowledge are just wonderful. There's a few Bible
examples listed there. Elijah, the king, the enemy of Israel kept planning these plans to
invade Israel, and every time he got there he would find that the Israeli army was there
already. In the end the king got very angry. He said who's selling me out? Who's telling
our secrets? They said no one's telling your secrets, but God is telling the prophet. Get
this - he said: well let's go get the prophet then. Hello! If God's telling secrets about
army battles, He's going to tell the prophet about what your plans are too, so it didn't
work out very well at all.
So in 1 Samuel 9, Verses 15 to 20, Samuel received about 16 pieces of information
about Saul, what he was doing, where was going, his father, his donkeys, what God had
planned for him. It's one of the most accurate words of knowledge in the Bible. There
are about 16 specific facts that God gave him, he could not possibly have known. It's
extraordinary. John 4:18, remember the woman with the marriage failure, and she's just
there talking to him, and he said go and get your husband. She said oh, I haven't got a
husband. He said yes, you've been married five times, and you're living with a man right
now. That is a word of knowledge. Words of knowledge can really - they actually scare
people. I remember the first time I was in a meeting where words - I had no idea what
words of knowledge were. All I knew was that man there was calling out secrets of
people in the congregation, and I was overcome with horrendous fear. I remember now this is how smart I was in those days - I remember hiding behind someone bigger
than me, just going down in the seat [laughter] so that he couldn't look at me, because I
thought if he looked at me, he would be able to see what was going on in my life, or
where I was at. It didn't occur to me actually God was telling him, and he could say
there's a guy over there hiding behind that guy there [laughter] Haaa! [Laughs]
I remember one of the most outstanding words of knowledge I heard of, was with Frank
Houston, and they'd been having trouble in their church with someone breaking into
their church and stealing sound equipment, and quite a bit of sound equipment had

gone. Frank's a Holy Ghost man, and he was overseas and he rang back the church,
he's ringing in the middle of a service, he's talking to his son Brian. He said Brian, God's
been speaking to me. I've just been to place a of prayer and he said if you look down
the back there you'll see right down to the back on the right side - you looking right the
back side? He said now go three rows forward on the right side there. Now he says a
guy two in who's got long white hair, is he there? He said yes. He said that's the man
who's been taking stuff from the church. The guy leapt and ran, he literally ran away, but
he had been the thief. He was the one seen. He'd come into the church meeting to case
out what was there, then later on come and steal stuff and so eventually he was caught
and returned the things. Isn't that extraordinary? Scary isn't it aye?
So the supernatural realm, when it operates well, is scary. It scares, because everyone
has this illusion that you're secret, and you can cover everything from everyone else.
When you suddenly realise, from God's perspective, it's all open, so He can see it all,
and He can tell someone, that's a little scary isn't it aye? It's just because you haven't
had that experience. I remember we were in Nigeria, and I had another one of the most
accurate prophetic words of knowledge. There was a whole row of people lined up
there, and the prophet had this first lady there, and she was pregnant. He stood in front
of her for a little while looking at her, didn't say a word, but he was listening to God. He
said to her: the child you're carrying is not your husbands. She was shocked of course,
and he said then, actually when you got married, you didn't realise that your husband
had a low sperm count, and so when you couldn't conceive, you went to the witch
doctor to get a potion for your husband, but he deceived you, and gave you a potion
that would turn your heart from your husband, and bring you to him. This child is the
witch doctor's child - and she just broke down, and wept and wept and wept, because it
was true. It was all true, so she repented, she was forgiven, and God touched her. Then
she had the baby quite soon afterwards, because the baby was well overdue, there was
a problem.
So these are the sorts of things that words of knowledge can do. Words of knowledge
are stunning, because they actually open up people's lives, in a way nothing else can.
When you know something about someone, and no one but God would have known,
they don't know about - they don't see you. They just actually know God is really
opening up their life. It's a dramatic, dramatic - I love it. Words of knowledge are great,
so words of knowledge are great in areas of counselling, when you can't sort out the
root of a problem, and then you just get a word of knowledge. I had someone come up
to me, and they were describing a certain problem, and I just had the word 'occult' come
to mind. I said have you been involved in the occult? We talked and interacted; yes,
there was heavy involvement with the occult, and there was heavy involvement in the
background with it as well. I said well this is the root cause of your problem, why you're
having this particular struggle, so that was able to be ministered to. So how about that?
Ananias received words of knowledge about Paul. Remember, we read that Verse in
Acts, Chapter 9, Verses 10 to 16, and God told Ananias go there, and go to that place,
this street, that house, this man, and he's blind, and he's been praying. I want you to lay
hands on him, he'll be filled with the spirit, and he'll be healed, and I've got a message

for him. So there it is, the prophetic word, the whole area of words of knowledge, all
flowing in together. Isn't it wonderful? Now this is in the Bible. Start to look for it, where
Jesus did words of knowledge, for example: He's going into town, there's a man up a
tree. How did He know his name was Zacchaeus? It's a strange town, strange people,
there's a guy up a tree. Whoa! Who's that? He said: Zacchaeus, come on down, I'm
going to your place for tea. How did He know his name was Zacchaeus? Word of
knowledge, so words of knowledge can even get names of people, dates, events,
specific things that have happened. God knows everything about your life. Now that
means it's a good incentive to get your life right.
I remember when we went to this prophet, I remember thinking oh, I was in the terror of
the Lord, I think dear Lord, I don't want to have him say all my secrets out in front of
everyone, got to make sure my life is right before God! So the fear of God comes in that
kind of situation. One of the meetings we were in there, I remember there was a whole
group of us from the west had gone to this country, and there was one man there, the
guy said you're a businessman aren't you? He said that's right. He said you're a leader
in your church aren't you? He said that's correct. He said no one knows that on your last
trip, you were involved with a prostitute over in this country, and he specified the
country. He was just shocked - but it was true, absolutely true, and so he repented right
on the spot, and got his life right.
So we tend to think that no one sees what we do, and no one knows what we do, but
God sees it all, and when the words of knowledge start to flow, it brings to the light
pieces of information, not to shame or hurt someone, but rather to actually help the
person. So I would probably have done it a little bit differently than that, but in this
particular situation, the guy came into a meeting where this was happening, and he
came in with a sin hidden in his heart, so it was outed in the meeting. Scary, so my first
introduction to Pentecostal meetings was scary meetings. They were scary meetings
alright. I was scared anyway. [Laughter] So when the supernatural operates, you hear
people use the term it 'freaked me out' you know, because they can't understand how
this sort of knowledge would happen, but it's words of knowledge, words or a piece of
information.
So how does a word of knowledge come to you? Well it may come to you just as a
picture. You just get a picture just come. You may just sort of see something. It may
come just as a spontaneous thought, you just have a thought turn up in your mind, and
just suddenly you have this thought. It may come as you feel, or you have an
impression inside you, about someone or something, so words of knowledge are
wonderful when they come, but they come as a picture, come as a thought, they might
come just as something that just - and very, very little, very, very small. So when you
get a word of knowledge, it helps if you ask for details, just enquire for a little more, so
instead of it just being general, it becomes more specific. Then we find that we can start
to - the more specific it is, the more risk you take, but the more specific it is, the greater
the release and the blessing for the person concerned.

So words of knowledge, so mostly it comes as a very little impression. You have to ask
God to give you words of knowledge, and when you get the word of knowledge, you'll
still actually go through the wrestling; man, I wonder how to say that, and how can I
share that? Now most of the words of knowledge you'll get will be of quite a gentle
nature, a simple nature. The ones I've described were people operating in a prophet
office, and so it was a different level altogether. So for example, Peter operating in an
apostolic office, and a man comes up to give, you know, Ananias. He said did you sell
the property? We did. Is all the money from the property? It is. He said how come you
and your wife have conspired in your heart to lie, not to men, but to the Holy Ghost,
while you sold the property and had the money it was yours to choose what to do, but
you have tried to lie to the Holy Ghost? With that he fell down dead. Isn't that
interesting? His wife came in, the same thing. How did Peter know that? He knew it by
word of knowledge.
Peter was not worried about the amount of money. That was not the issue. The issue
was hypocrisy. The issue was: it was his property. If he wanted to sell it, he could sell it.
If he wanted to give it, he could give as much or as little as he liked, but he gave
pretending it was ALL that he'd sold. In other words he was trying to create an
impression or an illusion of a generosity that wasn't there. He was trying to lie, and he
said you're lying to the Holy Ghost ,and so it had huge consequences for him. So so
many times in the Bible there are examples of words of knowledge. Anyone who flowed
prophetically moved in a mixture of prophecy, word of knowledge, right through the
Bible. I'll give you an example of this operating with Peter, when Simon the sorcerer got
converted, got baptised, and then he saw that when they laid hands on people, that
power came. He wanted that power, and Peter looked at him and said: I see that you
are in the gall of bitterness, and the bondage of inequity. He said underneath, driving
that request, is bitterness, and there's a whole crookedness in your life around the area,
of wanting power so you look good in front of people, so he was able to, with a word of
knowledge, go right to the very root issue that was there, and help the man face and
see what his motive was for doing things. So that's actually like a - it's revelation
knowledge, and it could be described as a word of knowledge, or it could be described
as discerning of spirits, picking the motivation of the man's heart.
It's a very powerful thing. Words of knowledge are great. One of my daughters served
as a - what do they call it? A responsible person, or responsible adult, RA, in a hostel,
and she had responsibility for the whole of the second floor. She had to look after all the
students, make sure that there's no one in the rooms, and that kind of deal. She would
lie down, and the Holy Ghost would speak to her, if there was a guy had come onto her
floor, and had gone into one of the rooms. He would just speak to her and tell her, and
she'd go down, knock on the door, ask to come in and so you've got a young man in the
room, and they would be shocked. How could she possibly know? But God told her, so
she just took it, and acted on it, and it opened up, and the whole thing came out in the
open. It's exciting isn't it? [Laughter]
You think you could hide from God - it's a bit scary isn't it? But this is normal in the
Bible, that the supernatural realm would operate. It's a normal kind of thing, so it could

operate around a whole lot of areas, around causes of problems in people's lives,
circumstances, family situations, and so on and so forth. God can open up these things
by revelation, can reveal, so when you're working with people, it's a great help if God
gives you words of knowledge, and prophetic words for them, because you start to see
things you couldn't see before, and it helps bring God to the person. It's a wonderful gift,
great gift and it comes very gently. It comes very gently. It's just like the slightest, least
impression, so in a group like this, there are bound to be many, many needs and so we
could reach out and say well Lord, is there someone here who has a need? Suppose if
we just, for example, we look at the area of healing. We're going to look at how could I
move in words of knowledge around the area of healing?
So I'll just show you a simple way of approaching it. There's many different ways of
approaching it, then we'll just step out and see what God does. Alright, so the first thing
is we look at - now suppose, how am I going to get a word of knowledge? A word of
knowledge will come as just an impression, a thought, a picture or some kind of thing
and be very gentle, very light. So if I was to begin to just picture the outline of a person's
body, and I would just ask the question, I wonder is that a man or a woman? Now when
you ask God things, ask always, is it this or that, this or that? You'll feel drawn to one or
the other - oh, I think it's this, see? So ask the Lord; Lord, is there someone here that
you want to minister to, and is it a man or is it a woman? A man or a woman? Which
way they were drawn, I sense a woman. Alright then Lord, well where would she be?
Would she be on the right side of this room, or on the left side of this room, where would
she be? Is it the right side, or the left side?
Now just listen for the gentlest impression, gentlest impression see, so is it a man or
woman? Is it on the right side, or on the left side - it's on the right side. Alright then, so
therefore, we know it's probably in this area. So I need to know, what is the area? So if I
just look at a person's body, and start to look just at the head, and is there any part of
the body I'm drawn to? So I'll just look at the head, maybe the ears, the eyes, I just
begin to just slowly, just mentally, just walk down through her body. Is there any place
that I'm drawn to, any place that stands out, any place I feel oh, there could be a
problem there? So what I sense is this: I sense that someone has a lower back
problem, a woman on the right side of this room. Is there any woman here, around this
area here, that's got a back problem, in the lower back there's pain, and we will just pray
for you right now and you're healed. Who's that? And there's another woman here, and
you've got a problem in your hip, in this right hip. Who's that's got pain in the joint, it's
actually in both your hips? There's a pain in the joint. Who's the person who has that
problem? Who's the one has the back problem? Can you just come? I'll pray with you,
the back problem. You probably think - there it is, look at that. Woman, right side, back
problem.
Okay, God bless you. So how long have you had the problem? [About eight years.]
About eight years? What happened eight years ago? [I'm not sure if it was anything, just
deteriorated]. It just deteriorated? [Yeah.] Did the doctor tell you what the problem is?
[Yeah, I go to the chiropractor every week.] Every week you go to the chiro - you've
been going for nearly eight years or something have you? [On and off, yeah.] On and off

for a long time. Are you in pain today? [Not right this minute but yeah, hard to sit in this
seat.] Yes, of course it is, okay, so is there something you couldn't do, or would be
painful to do? [Not in this situation, but like if I was doing something really active, like
picking up kids at work, like picking up...] Right, so picking up things creates some
difficulties, yeah, right, okay, like that. Okay then, so because the reason I'm asking that
is to try and identify where the problem lies, how long it's been there, and then what it's
painful to do, because I was going to get you to do something that would be difficult to
do, see?
Okay, but if you can't think of anything that's okay, don't worry about that. Can I just
have your hand then? Thank you, and can we just pray with you right now? So look to
Jesus. He's the source of healing. He is the healer. Now we know that because of word
of knowledge, God does want to heal her. This is a long-standing problem that requires
expensive treatments with a chiropractor. It'd be great if God healed her, so now we
need to pray. So we've got a word of knowledge on the healing situation, now we need
to get to believe God for a miracle of healing, so you believe for the word of knowledge,
then you believe for the miracle of healing, two things, okay. So I need to believe for
healing, so I need to start to pray in the spirit, and look to the source. If I focus on the
need for her to be healed, I'll feel stressed I've got to do something, but if I look at
Jesus, the healer, then I can become aware, and filled with awareness, there's nothing
too difficult for Him, and I can then, at the right time, just release healing.
We ready? So I just begin to thank You Lord. I thank You Lord - I'm just speaking out
loud now okay - I thank You Lord, You are the healer. There's nothing too difficult for
You. You're the Lord, our healer. I just love You. Thank You Lord that you desire to heal
this young lady right now, right now I thank You for Your power touching her. In the
name of the Lord, Jesus Christ, I speak into the spirit of infirmity, I command You
release her spine, release her back right now. I break all witchcraft that's come around
your life, to hold you back. I speak and break all generational witchcraft. I speak and
command that spirit of infirmity, loose her right now, in Jesus' Mighty name. Now Lord,
we just pray for Your healing power to just flow into her, and restore her completely, in
Jesus' name.
Now you notice as I began to pray, I started first of all to focus on the fact there could be
infirmity, and I started to not just pray for healing, but consider the possibility there could
be a spirit. Then as I began to pray into that area, I began to realise there's occult, and
there's witchcraft, there's something has been around her life, got on her spine, and
attached to her, so when I rebuked it, you notice the power flow was immediate. How
are you feeling? ,[Laughs] You feel a bit of a shock wasn't it aye? [Yeah.] There we go.
Did you get surprised how suddenly... [Yeah.] What did you feel? What did you
experience? [Just like release I think, I don't know...] You felt release? [...sorry, I can't
pinpoint it.] Yeah and when you fell over what happened, just suddenly couldn't stand
anymore or what? [I don't even know, I wasn't really...] You were over before you knew
it? [Yeah.] Wow, that's great. Okay, how are you feeling? Just move around, just see
how you feel now. Okay, look for a chance to lift someone. You feel different? Okay,

come on, let's give the Lord a great clap now. [Applause] Praise the Lord. Isn't that
wonderful isn't it?
See, now you notice we are moving from the simple, you know, just ask someone about
something, to listening for inspired thought. We're coming up to starting to get inspired
thoughts, words of knowledge and starting to look then at being able to minister to
needs in people's lives. You see, it's just a slow journey, but it all works on the same
thing, getting something from God, so remember what I did was, well Lord, is it that side
or that side? Oh, maybe that side. That's all I got. Is it a man or a woman? Man or
woman? I think maybe it's a woman. That's all I got. Then I began to look at the outline
of a body, and suddenly I could see - I saw almost like there's like a glow, or attention
was drawn, right to the lower back, so then I've just got to step out, actually there's a
woman here on this side, and you have a problem in your lower spine. Now if there's no
response, I'd have to then get more information, so the person then, it has to be me there's only one person could be like that. See?
Right, now who was the other lady that's got problems in her hip joints? Might as well
pray for you too. There's someone who's got problems with hips, I'd like to pray for you.
God bless, come on then. I did feel it was on the other side this time too so that's good.
There we go, so there we are. Again, just a slight draw, different side. Okay, now tell me
a little bit about the problem you've had. [I had a fall] You've had a fall? Right. [I fell over
and I hurt my shoulder and all that, but sort of later on... but the last three and a half
weeks I've had this...] Right, lower back, right. [Yeah.] Right across the back? [Yeah.]
Yeah, right across there. Okay, so she had a fall and injured her shoulder, and she was
prayed for and the shoulder was healed, but since then she's had this pain right across
the back, and so - stiffness inside, okay, so it's painful to bend or anything like that?
[Well it's very...] Yeah, it's stiff? [Yeah.] Okay. [It catches me.] Catches you, alright then.
You believe Jesus could heal you? [Too right.] Too right! Good on you, that's the spirit.
Well look up to Him, He's the healer, not me. You look to Him, and focus on Him. God, I
just thank You that You're a great God. Thank You Jesus, You're the healer - so again I
just centre my attention on the Lord, and should I be praying against an infirmity, or just
praying for healing? So I'm reaching out for the healing power of God to flow. If I focus
on the source, that God is the great healer. I thank You Lord for Your mighty healing
power. In Jesus' name, I command this infirmity to loose your spine right now. Father,
let Your mighty healing power flow. Let the POWER of God just come right through her
body, in Jesus' name. Lord, fill every part of her body, just restore completely this spine,
this back, in Jesus' Mighty name. Thank You Lord. Thank You Lord. Thank You Lord.
Why don't you just begin to move your back, just see how you are, see how it feels.
[unclear] What's that? [unclear] Okay, has it improved at all? Is there any shift or
change? [Not at the moment.] Not at the moment. Well we'll pray again - never quit after
the first time. [No.] See, Jesus prayed for a man and said: do you see? He said no, I
see men like trees, and so He said look up, and He prayed again another time. Okay,
so we'll pray again one more time, so just look up to the Lord.

We thank You, You're a mighty God, a healing God. Now it's quite important that you
don't get pressured to perform, quite important you just keep your eyes - it's God who
heals, so it's His healing power we need. So as you're reaching out now, you're asking
is there anything that would block, anything that would hinder? Lord, I thank You, the
mighty God who heals. Let Your anointing just flow right now, just speak into the spine,
command every part of your spine to come into divine order. I command this infirmity, to
release your spine in Jesus' name. Father, let Your power flow, TOUCH her Holy Ghost
right now, in Jesus' Mighty name. Fill her, fill her, LOOSE her now in Jesus' name.
Thank You Lord. Whoa! Feel the power of God now. Okay, now just begin to move
around now. Okay, now what I want you to do, is I want you just to begin to move and
walk towards me, begin to move like this. Just do the best you can. In other words,
instead of focussing on what hasn't happened, just begin to take steps of faith, okay?
Thank You Lord, thank You Lord, thank You Lord. Okay, thank You Lord.
Okay, now just begin to move around more - stretch. Sometimes miracles are
immediate, and the change is immediate. Many times they're like a seed, you get a little
bit of a shift, and then as the person just stretches and exercises faith, thanks God, then
it frees up completely. So you never know which it's going to be, and you have to
consider both are possible. Most of us just want it all to happen at once. I've found many
times nothing happens, overnight they're healed or sometimes they get a little
improvement, so I ask the question - this is the question I'd ask; has there been any
change? Did it get worse? If it got worse, I know it's a spirit. If it gets better, a little bit
better, I know the healing has started, and we persevere in the praying.
I remember praying for one lady, a severe back problem, and I prayed for her, and it
was in a group of Pastors. I prayed for her, and she got worse. She started to actually
physically be in pain, and you could see the gasp of disapproval from all these Pastors.
You have ruined her! You've hurt this poor lady by your praying. Now she hadn't fallen
over, or anything like that, but they just thought I'd hurt her. Now it just shows the level
of understanding. I said better or worse? Oh, a lot worse. I said okay, that's good, we
know what the problem is. It's a demonic spirit, and it's now manifesting, and resisting
the healing. I'll pray again, you will be healed - and she walked away completely free.
But see, people don't understand that. Yes? Okay, right. Okay now let's just move
around a little bit, move around a little bit, okay. That's looking a little bit freer isn't it?
[It's a little bit freer.] It's a little bit freer isn't it? We'll just keep thanking God, and you
see - yeah, that's right and just keep moving now, keep moving and enjoying your
freedom.
See, most people focus on what didn't happen, rather than what did happen. Focus on
what did happen, and thank God, and let it grow in your life, rather than focusing on
what didn't happen. When I was trained, I trained in physics and science and maths, so
my whole orientation was what didn't happen, so I couldn't move in these kinds of things
at all, until I changed and said, well what has happened? Has anything happened? If
there was a little improvement, something has started. Thank God, and keep moving,
and believe God for the full healing to take place, okay? Praise the Lord. Let's give the
Lord a clap [applause] then we'll have a break for lunch.

Father, we just thank You for this time. We thank You for everyone learning so much, in
such a short space of time. Thank You Lord for miracles of healing, deliverance. We
love You. We're just so glad You do these things, and we want to see and experience
more. Father, we pray blessing upon every person here, during this lunch break. When
we come back this afternoon, we want to see more miracles, more things happening, in
Jesus' name. Amen.
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A supernatural gift, a revelation, which enables us to see the source or root of the problem. This is not a
natural discernment (working things out), but a spiritual impression that we can name e.g. spirit of
infirmity, divination. We can discern the activity of the Holy Spirit, demonic activity, or angelic activity. We
don't sit as judge, but look as an observer, and ask God how we should deal with it. Words of Knowledge;
Prophecy; and Discerning of Spirits all need to be accompanied with a Word of Wisdom - know what to
do with what we receive.

So in this session we're going to start, I'm going to do some teaching in discerning of
spirits, and then we're going to do some activations for a little while just to get you busy.
So if you open up your notes there in Section 17, you'll see the section on discerning of
spirits. I'll just read to you a scripture passage, then we'll go into explaining it. This is out
of Book of Acts, Chapter 16, Verse 16 and Luke is writing. He's writing about his
adventures with Paul: and it came to pass, when we went to prayer, a certain young
woman who was possessed with a spirit of divination met us, and brought her masters
much gain by fortune-telling. The same followed Paul and us and cried out, saying
these men are servants of the Most High God, they show us the way of salvation. And
she did this many days, but Paul, being grieved, turned and said to the spirit: I
command you in the name of Jesus Christ, come out of her. And he came out that very
hour.
So this is an interesting story in the New Testament, of Paul is going to a prayer
meeting, and as he goes to a prayer meeting, the place that they were in was the centre
of occult activities. It was a centre of spiritism, divination, that kind of thing, and so what
happens is there's a young woman there. Notice her message; her message is: these
are the servants of the Most High God. Is that correct? Yes, it was. They're showing us
the way of salvation. Is that correct? Yes, it was. What she was saying was correct, but
the motivating power behind it was a demonic spirit, because she herself was involved
in divination. It said: there's a young woman, who was possessed with a spirit of
divination, met us. The word possessed is a very bad translation because it actually
means literally to have a spirit, not to be totally controlled. You use the word possessed,
you think totally controlled. She's not totally controlled. She had a familiar spirit,
because she was involved in fortune-telling.
It says she had a spirit of divination. The word divination is the word python, literally she
had a python spirit wrapped around her, speaking into her ear, talking into her. It was
invisible to the natural eye, but it was very real in the spirit world, so constantly, because
of her involvement in divination, in the occult, she had this spirit familiar to her, attached
to her, joined to her, would talk to her and give information about people. So people
would come, they'd pay money to have their fortune told, and the spirit, because of that
access to the spirit realm and spiritual network, spirit internet, it could share facts about
people that would stun them. Then as a result of that, they would open up their heart to
receive direction, and their lives would come into agreement with the spirit and into
bondage.

Now when you look at it, the woman is saying all the right things, but Paul discerns that
behind it there's a spirit operating, and he discerned exactly what it was. Luke said it's a
spirit of a python, and it brought the masters - so she was a servant girl - a lot of money
because of her fortune-telling. So the whole of that area was given over to fortunetelling, was given over to divination, given over to the demonic realm, and this girl came
with a spirit. Now Paul, it says an interesting thing. It said Paul - although she followed
us and cried out so and so, she did this many days - so Paul didn't address it
immediately, but he became irritated by it. It says Paul being grieved, or feeling
oppressed. The exact meaning of that word I'll just get for you. Let me just find it here the exact word there means literally to toil, or to struggle to break through, or to feel
worried or pressured, or to feel grief. Isn't that interesting?
So when a spirit is operating against us, then you can feel all kinds of feelings or
sensations, like difficulty breaking through, there's no freedom or flow. You can feel
turmoil around you, you can feel perhaps stressed trying to achieve what you're trying to
achieve, or you may even feel grief. Those are the kinds of meanings associated with
that word, and so he was experiencing the sensations, what she said was okay, but
what was behind it, at the root of it, was demonic, and eventually when the Holy Ghost
led him, he turned around, spoke and directly commanded the spirit: come out of her.
Immediately the woman, or over the next hour, she was delivered of that spirit, and of
course if you read on, you find then that there was a massive reaction, and Paul was
then put into jail and beaten up. But there was again further miracles took place.
So this is a region full of demonic activity, and this is the gift of discerning of spirits
operating. He discerned, or looked right through and found what was at the cause, or
what was the source of the problem, so discerning of spirits, this is what it is; it is
knowledge God gives you, so it's a revelation God gives you. God reveals something to
you. What does He reveal? He reveals what spirit is operating right behind some activity
or action. It's a supernatural gift of revelation. It means to see right through to what is
the root, or what is behind this matter, so the gift of discerning of spirits gives you
information, or insight, or revelation about three areas; one, the activity of the Holy
Spirit. We need to discern the work of the Holy Spirit. Jesus consistently discerned what
the Holy Spirit was doing, and did it, so one aspect of discerning of spirits is the realm of
being able to see right through what the Holy Spirit is doing.
Another aspect of it is to be able to identify demonic activity. When there are spirits in a
place, spirits in a person, or spirit behind someone's actions, we need to be able to
discern, or see what is operating there, otherwise we come under the influence of it.
Many times, on some of the big moves of God, they lacked experience in discerning of
spirits, and a lot of things they said were the Holy Spirit, were actually demonic
manifestations. I can remember being in a meeting one time, and they were just saying:
this is all just a Holy Spirit working and so on, and I looked at the person who was next
to me, or just in front of me. I could see clearly there was a spirit operating, so I just
quietly went up and just commanded the spirit to go. The person dropped to the ground,
it was all over, and she was set free. I found it impossible to just focus while there's all
this demonic stuff just going on around me, so that sort of dealt to that.

So you have to understand one of the things it's not; it's not natural discernment. It's not
working things out. You know some people train in body language, so they can work out
things from body language, look at the person, figure them out, you know? It's not
natural. It's not, you've developed some skill at being able to work out some things
going on in people. It's actually, revelation just comes to you, God just speaks and
reveals it to you, and so that's how you know. So He can reveal the activity, or nature,
or name of spirits that are in a person, so this morning when I was praying, you notice I
spoke against a spirit of infirmity. Now you notice that the moment I stood against that
spirit of infirmity, there was quite a quick reaction or response, so that tells me that it
was exactly what the problem was. There was a spirit was causing the pain in the
person's body, for example I had a young man - I was speaking in City Harvest and I
had a word of knowledge, it was a young man with a shoulder condition.
He had pain in his shoulders, so the young guy came up, and as he began to speak to
me, interact with me, I felt the Lord say he has a major root of bitterness against his
father. So I asked him how do you get on with your father? He said I love my dad, so it
seemed like his initial response contradicted what God had shown me. I said to him
well, isn't it true that your father travels a lot, and is not there for you, and actually
you've got quite a lot of feelings about that? He said that's right. I said: the Lord shows
me that you've been quite angry, and actually become resentful and bitter that your dad
has not been available for you when you needed him, and he said that's true. I said: well
the Lord's shown me that the reason you have this pain in your shoulder, it's actually a
spirit of infirmity, and it's come because of the unforgiveness in your heart towards your
father - now you see, so some of that was word of knowledge, and some of that is
discerning of spirits. The cause of the sickness is a demonic spirit - that's discerning of
spirit. The nature of the problem, the issue with his father, that's word of knowledge,
see?
So I asked him if he's willing to forgive his father, which he was. I led him in a simple
prayer, forgave his father, then as soon as I commanded the spirit to come out of him, it
manifested quite strongly, he fell on the ground. He got up after that, and he then
testified. He said actually, I didn't just have pain in my shoulder, I had pain everywhere,
all over my body I've had these pains. The doctor has told me my back is stiffening, and
by the age of 40 I would not be able to bend or move or twist at all, but he said I now am
completely free. So the spirit of infirmity had created pains in his body, and they were
associated with an issue in his life of unforgiveness with someone.
So you see how gifts work together, and we'll get onto the word of wisdom shortly - so
the gift of word of knowledge, and discerning of spirits, they work very closely together.
One gives you some information you couldn't have known, the other gives you
discernment to see right through to the problem. So discerning of spirits is not natural
figuring things out by studying a person's body or body language and so on. It's not a
natural gift, it's supernatural, where God just reveals to you: that's what the problem is.
So again, with all of these gifts, we need to learn how to listen and receive from God.
Another thing that it is not, so it's not natural, but there's another thing it's not. It's not
judging. I want to show you another scripture in Matthew, Chapter 7 - it's not mentioned

in there, I don't think, but in Matthew, Chapter 7 and the first few verses. Discerning of
spirits is not the same as judging, in the worst sense of judging. Let's read a few verses.
In Verse 1, judge not, that you be not judged. For with the same judgement you judge,
you will be judged; and whatever measure you measure to others, it will be measured
back to you again. So why do you look at the small speck that's in your brother's eye,
and you do not consider the beam is in your own eye? How will you say to your brother:
let me pull out the speck from your eye, and behold, there's a beam in your own?
Hypocrite! First cast the beam out of your own eye, then you'll see clearly to cast the
speck out of your brother's eye. Don't give that which is holy to dogs, neither cast your
pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and render
you.
Right then, now let me just go into that scripture. Jesus is speaking about a principle
that's very important. He's talking about a principle of judging. This word judge means
literally, to make a decision against someone, because of what you see, or think you
see, or whatever, and virtually to pass a sentence on them. You are guilty according to
the way I've judged you, therefore you need to pay the price. So He's talking about
having a judgemental attitude, and what He's saying is that if you judge others, you
unlock against yourself a spirit of judgement. The very thing you've judged will come
back to you. Okay, let me just give you an example of that. I had to pray for a woman
one time last year in Taiwan, and they sent her in for ministry. I asked what the problem
is, and she said well, I've got this young man interested in marrying me. I said okay, so
what's the deal? She said well, we were going out before, and then our relationship
broke up, and I got involved with someone else, had a baby to him, and now I've got the
baby, now this guy's come back, and he wants to marry me, so what do you think?
Now people only give you the sanitised version. It makes them look really good, you
know? So I said is he Christian? No, he's not a Christian. I said well, alarm bells go off
for her straight away, and I say, what about this other guy? She said well, he really
would like to marry me too, he's the father of the child. I said what do you feel in your
heart? No, not for that person. I said well, now tell me then, why did your relationship
break up? She said well, while I was going out with him, he was unfaithful to me, he had
other girls on the side. So I said well, is there any evidence that that has changed in his
life? Is there any reason why he would be different - and he hasn't become a Christian,
he hasn't changed in his heart. You're in for more of the same, and so why would you
want to marry him? She said, I really feel he's right for me.
I said tell me about your father - so why would I ask about the father, when it's an issue
of marriage? Because the Lord dropped in there's an issue with her dad - so she said
oh, well I don't talk to my dad. I said why is that? She said well mum and dad broke up.
They divorced when I was in early teens. I said really? Do you have any contact with
him? No, no, almost no contact whatsoever, and I said is that right? I said tell me what
was the reason that the marriage broke up, and she said very simply, he was unfaithful
to my mother. I said how many times? Three times he was unfaithful to my mother. I
said isn't this extraordinary. You've got a conflict in your heart with your dad, and you

have judged him. Now it's replaying in your life again. You actually - the judgement you
gave out about him, now it's being replayed back in your life again. Do you not see the
connection that what you're struggling with currently, actually is an overflow of what's
been going on in your path? She couldn't see it. I said I don't think I can help you then,
because you're going to go down that route, and play this thing right out until you've
actually experienced all the consequences of what you've got in your heart towards your
father.
Now you understand she had judged her father, and found him lacking, and now
unlocked against herself a real cycle of issues that would then go through the rest of her
life, so that's what judging is about. Discerning has more to do with being an observer
than a judge, for example, a judge will stand up, or a judge will usually be seated in an
elevated position. You go into a court, the judge is in the high position, so when the
Bible talks about judging, it's speaking about elevating yourself up, as though you know
everything and why people do things, and then passing a judgement on someone
against them. You've found them guilty, see? And now you've condemned them. Right,
now this is different to discerning. Discerning, you're not coming from the high ground of
pride, and being above everyone else. You're coming down from, you're actually a
human being yourself, understanding that people do have issues and make mistakes,
and you're looking as an observer, to see what God says about the situation. So God
shows you the root of this is a spirit, the root of this is bitterness, the root of this is this.
It's informational. It's not judgemental. It's to inform you of the nature of the problem, not
step up on the high ground and look down, and find the person guilty and condemn
them. That's the difference.
Now many people think that Christians shouldn't judge, but the Bible says the spiritual
man judges all things. Notice what Jesus just said in those verses. Notice He said: don't
give what's holy to dogs, neither cast your pearls before swine, lest they trample them
under their feet and turn on you. Clearly He's saying you need to know what to share,
and who to share it with, because some people, if you share it with them, it's like casting
something out before pigs. They'll trample it underfoot and turn on you. He's not being
judgemental. He's just saying that you have to look at people, and look at situations,
and be understanding of where they're at, and how they receive things. He said: you
don't give everything you have to everyone, so the Bible's very clear. A spiritual man
judges all things, but that means he looks right through to what the real issue is and
identifies it, not as one sitting up high looking down, condemning, but as a fellow
traveller, looking and observing and seeing that something is like this. You getting the
idea?
Okay then, so for example - and the more you have examples the easier it is to see it,
so discerning then is to be able to look through, and see what is behind this matter. I
know what they're all saying, or I know what I can see, but what lies behind it - that's the
driving factor? We need discernment, because in the world, and in the church, people
have all kinds of agendas, and it shouldn't be that way, but that's how people are.
People have usually hidden agendas, and the agendas are not so obvious, but if you
are discerning of spirits, you can pick what lies behind it, so there are a number of Bible

examples of that. We shared with one of you in the last session, and that was found in
Acts, Chapter 8, where Peter discerned the motives of Simon the sorcerer, so everyone
was coming up and saying: we want the power of God, we want the power of God, we
want the power of God. He came up and said listen, I'll give you some money, just give
me the power of God. He was able to look in and say no, you have got an issue. He
said underneath this desire for the power of God, is a deep rooted bitterness and a
crookedness, that makes you seek power so you can promote yourself. You've got a
deep rooted issue of insecurity in your life.
Peter discerned it. He saw right to the root of it, and confronted the man about it.
Getting the idea? So discernment enables you to see what is really there. As you'll see
shortly, we'll need a word of wisdom to know what to do with it, so in Luke, Chapter 13 I'll just find another example in Luke, Chapter 13, Verse 10. Jesus was teaching in the
synagogue on the Sabbath, and behold there was a woman who had a spirit of infirmity
18 years, was bowed down and could not lift herself up. Jesus saw her, called her to
Him, and said to her: woman, be loosed of your infirmity. He laid hands on her, and
immediately she was made straight, and glorified God. Now Jesus is in a synagogue, a
place of prayer and there's a woman who has an incredibly serious back problem. She's
bent and crippled right over. Now to everyone who looked, it's a back problem, and she
has a back problem, that's true. But He saw the root source is a demonic spirit. There's
a spirit attached to her spine, and when she was delivered, immediately she was set
free.
I had a situation in Fiji. I was invited by one of the members of our church to go up with
him to his property up in Yasawa, which is beautiful, a most beautiful area of Fiji but it's
very remote. It's right at the outer end of the Fiji area, and right up in the outer islands,
so in order to get there we had to catch a boat, and then we had to kind of catch a little
boat ashore, all of that kind of thing. Then we were invited to a meeting for me to speak,
at a meeting in the village, so to get there we waded out into the surf, got into a boat,
travelled around through the reefs and landed on another beach. Someone met us with
a lamp, and we went in, and we were in a building. I was the first white man to speak
there apparently - and there was a gathering of people there. The men had fled the
place. They heard I was coming and they fled, and there was a problem with spiritism
and witchcraft going on in that area, so I went into the meeting.
At the end of the meeting there was a lady came up, and she - when I say came up, she
crawled up. She crawled herself up, and she came up there, and I could see that she
was in trouble from her waist down, that she actually could not walk. She had come with
two crutches, she was unable to walk, and so I looked at her and I asked some
questions, first of all: how long have you been like this? She said 10 years. Then the
Lord just dropped into my heart exactly what the problem was. So how did I get it? I got
one, discerning of spirits and two, word of knowledge. The first word of knowledge was,
it had to do with her husband. The second was discerning it was actually a spirit of
infirmity, associated with the occult, so I asked her the question then - and this is how
you can bring out revelation, just ask questions - I said: what happened 10 years ago? I

said did someone near you, close to you die? She said my husband died. I said: is it not
true that he was involved in the occult and witchcraft? She said yes.
Now this was very significant, because this is a religious community, everyone's
supposedly Christians, but actually many of them were not, and many of them were
practicing witchcraft, and this was why the guy had got me to come over, because the
conditions he described, I could tell were witchcraft operating. Everyone was denying it,
including the local Minister. This brought it right out into the light, so now the woman's
saying yes, my husband was involved in witchcraft, he was involved in spiritism. I said
the Lord shows me, because the two of you will become one through marriage, that
when he died, that spirit has come into you. You have a spirit of infirmity, associated
with your husband and the witchcraft, so now everyone's absolutely stunned. So I broke
the curse, I broke the soul ties to her husband, I broke the curses that had been upon
her through her husband's activities, commanded the spirit of infirmity to go, helped her
to her feet and she stood up, and she walked without crutches, she walked home.
So you see again that the discerning of spirits helps you know what the issue is, and
you get a revelation, you get it from God. Getting the idea? So we've seen a number, a
number, so the gift of discerning of spirits enables you one, to discern the activity of the
Holy Spirit; two, to discern what the motives of people are; three, to discern the activity
of demonic spirits and identify what they are. Now it would help if I just shared a little bit
about your senses and how they work. We touched on it before. You have natural
senses and you have spiritual senses, so your natural senses - after a little while you
gain a memory bank of experiences, so you smell food, [sniffs] ooh, curry, Sargin's in
the building. [Laughter] So you identify with a physical sensation, you have a memory
you attach to it, and you identify it like that. So after a little while you can pick up lots of
things. You can recognise voices. If someone rings up and they don't tell you who they
are, oh, I know that voice, I recognise that voice.
So we attach associations to the experiences we have naturally. Now spiritually the
same thing happens. You are a spirit being, and do have spiritual senses, and you do
pick up stuff. People often call it a sixth sense, but it's actually your spirit man, for
example, how many of you have had some decision you had to make, but you felt this
terrible uneasiness, and lack of peace about that? How many have known that
experience like that? Okay, very good, and of course if you went against that and did it,
you ended up in trouble. We won't ask about that. [Laughter] You put that down to
wisdom, okay, so that's one thing. How many of you have met a person - most of the
women have met a person, and that person, a male, was incredibly creepy? There's
something about them - don't go near me, I feel defiled just being near you, okay. So
how many women would identify that experience? Quite a lot of women, okay.
So probably the second thought that came into your mind was, I shouldn't think like that,
but actually you are right. What's happening is, you're discerning an unclean spirit or
intention around the person, and you are feeling the impressions of it, and you're
identifying it as a yuck, I don't like this, I don't trust that man, I'll stay away. Understand?
That's actually discernment. Your spirit is sensing things. You've got to learn how to

recognise what it is, and how to work with it, and I'll show you what to do in a moment.
Okay, and men have a similar kind of thing. You may find yourself in situations, or have
you ever been into a house for example, and you go in there to meet some couple, and
as you go in there everyone's being polite and nice, but you can feel like the whole
atmosphere is full of tension, as though there's been a big row or something go on
there. How many - now let me ask you this then. How on earth did you feel tension?
What part of you felt that? Your spirit felt it.
So all of us have a human spirit, and all of us can sense things, but we can develop that
so we become sharper at it, and become more used to dealing with it. Getting the idea?
Okay then, so you have ability then to sense things spiritually, and when we're born
again of course, that whole - it's brought to a different realm altogether. We now have
the Holy Spirit with us. He can actually identify for us, what the things are that we're
dealing with, so here's a thing. Remember in almost all of the moving in the spirit, what
you get seems to be a thought, or impression, or picture comes into your mind. It's not
strong necessarily, or very big. You could easily sweep it aside if you didn't stop and
focus on it, so the way to deal with it is simply this, is - I think there's a couple of
practical things. Number one, I think we need to ask the Lord to help us to deal with
having a judgemental attitude. You can never discern properly if you have a judging
attitude.
You notice what Jesus said in Matthew 7? He said: if you judge, you'll be judged. The
measure you give to others is how it'll come back to you. Then He said an interesting
thing. He said: why do you say, I want to get the speck out of your eye, when you've got
a big beam in your own? Notice then what He said. In other words He's saying - I'll put it
to you a different way; if you had a little speck in your eye, you wouldn't ask someone to
help you dig it out, who had this huge log covering most of their vision. You'd say, no
way do you get near my eye, you can't see clearly, you'll mess this up. You'll damage
me and hurt me, see? Now so what Jesus then said was, take the beam out of your
own eye - speaking of judgement - and then you'll see clearly. So putting it another way,
He's saying if you have a judgement in your heart against any person, or you hold
judgements about certain matters, it will affect how you see and interpret what's in front
of you in life. So in the journey of growing in the things of the spirit, we need to deal with
bitterness and judgements and unforgivenesses in our heart, because it will colour how
we see people, it'll colour how we interpret life, it will affect our ability to discern. We will
tend to judge rather than discern, and think we're completely right and justified. That
make sense to you? Very, very important.
So if I was to allow the Lord to help me deal with any judging attitude in my heart,
against myself or against people, and to begin to meditate on the love of God, and His
great love for me, and grow in that love, I will see clearly, because when you love
people, you see clearly. When you have judgement in your heart, you can't see clearly,
and you mess it up every time, so this is an important thing. I need to cultivate purity of
heart in my motives towards people, or I can't see very clearly, so that's a very, very
important thing. I'll just stop from that point, and then just move on to, so how can you
work in this area? I'll give you an example of it.

A person - I used this illustration recently because I've had this experience. There's two
people standing in the entrance of a church, and one of them has got a deep rejection in
his life, or a judgement that there's something wrong with me, people don't like me. He
learnt that years ago. The other one hasn't got that at all, he's quite free. Suppose the
Pastor walks in and he's very, very busy, preoccupied and he walks past and both say
hello Pastor, and he just doesn't hear. He didn't hear it, he was preoccupied, so there's
no willing rejection of them. He just didn't hear, and carried on. Now each of them has
had an experience, an identical experience. Each of them will interpret it. Now the one
who's got the rejection and judgement in his heart will pass judgement on what it
means. He'll say: this means he doesn't like me, and he'll get angry, won't enjoy the
service at all. He'll be angry all through the service - Pastor doesn't like me, and it'll stir
up all his anger over this, but the judgement was in his own heart. The other person
looks and says: oh, he can't have noticed me, he must have been busy, I'll catch up with
him later.
Two people, same experience, but responded completely different. One just observed it,
and worked out a different strategy. The other judged it, and ended up in turmoil.
Getting the idea? So if you've got judgements in your heart, it'll filter all discernment, so
discernment - practice ridding your heart of judgements about people, and learn to be
an observer. To be an observer, you ask the question: I wonder what this means, rather
than: this means that. See? You ask the question, what does this mean? What am I
feeling? What am I sensing? What does this mean? You let God help you see His
perspective on it. Jesus said: I don't judge as the world judges. He said I judge
righteously. I don't judge what I see, I judge by what my Father says to me, so He
judged things on what He heard from God.
So how can I develop the area of discerning of spirits? Very, very simply. One, I need to
deal with the issue of judging in my heart that will cloud my ability to sense; two, I can
develop my sensitivity through fasting. Fasting and prayer helps me develop sensitivity
to the Holy Spirit, and then what you need to do is, learn how to identify what you feel
when you're in different situations, identify impressions you have when you're talking
with someone, when you are meeting someone, when you come into a meeting, when
you come into a room. When you go to different places, look for chances to identify
what your first impression is. The first impression is usually the one that impacts you as
you engage something, then you just move out of that, and start to reason everything
out, and interact with it differently. But when you're a spiritual person which you are, you
tend to be more sensitive, so you can feel things or sense things quite easily, and so try
to, when you sense something, ask this question: what do I sense? What impression do
I have? What am I feeling? Try to just get a name for it. Don't dismiss it. Just enquire,
Holy Spirit, what is that? Then the next question; what do you want me to do with that?
What does this mean?
If you judge, it must mean this, you've then lost your discernment. If you just say Lord,
what does this mean, and how do you want me to deal with this, you'll start to then
develop a lifestyle of being able to discern things, so there's heaps of places that you
can pick it up. One of the places to pick it up, is when you meet people. When you meet

people, just come with an open heart and shake their hand and look them right in the
eyes, and just let them interact with you. As they interact with you, you'll have an
impression come. Try to identify what the impression is. Listen for the things the Holy
Spirit drops in your heart. You walk into someone's house, what impression do you get?
What does the atmosphere feel like? You walk into a church meeting, what does it feel
like? What does the atmosphere feel like? When everyone's worshipping, or things are
happening, what does it feel like? What does it sense, is there? Develop, practice
discerning, or exercising your senses, to listen and identify impressions you have about
situations, and then act as an observer, not a judge; oh, that's interesting, I'm feeling
this. I wonder how I should respond? I wonder what God wants me to do? So you don't
move into judging mode, you stay in discerning/working with the Holy Spirit mode.
Now notice Paul went for several days before he turned around to the woman and
rebuked the spirit. In other words, he waited until he had actual wisdom from God what
he should do. You notice this, if he had stopped and reacted on the first day, he'd have
been in jail straight away, and had no chance to do any ministry at all, so he didn't
immediately address what he could see was the problem, until he felt the Holy Spirit
show him: this is what you need to do, do it today. A lot of people can't handle that.
They pick something up, they want to deal with it straight away. That isn't always how
God works, because dealing with it straight away can create more problems than what you may solve one, but you've actually created something bigger, and different. So if
Paul for example, had turned and rebuked the spirit that same day, all those days that
he was able to preach and minister would have been cut out and cancelled short like
that, so he knew there was a spirit, but waited until the right time, and then turned and
dealt with it, and that triggered off a reaction in the whole city towards him. Shortly after
he exited the city.
So we need to know and be able to discern what God is saying, or what God is wanting
us to learn, and we need to be able to identify those sensations and impressions we
have, so all you do is just identify, what did you feel?. You're on a phone to someone we used to teach this when people were doing phone ministry to people. After you get
off the phone, just quieten down, and just worship the Lord, and just sense - what are
you feeling in your spirit? I'll give you an example. I had someone that I spoke to, and
they were incredibly angry, and they were angry with me. I thought that's interesting, I
wonder why they're angry with me, so we checked it out, and this is what had
happened. They had been talking with someone else who had an unresolved offence,
and was angry at me and after being with them, they came away angry at me as well.
So what had happened was, they had not discerned this person has an offence, and the
biblical way of dealing with the offence is to put it right with the person. They came
under the influence of the spirit of anger and bitterness over the person. It affected
them, and they were then operating with that thing around their life - so I always ask
people, after you've been in an interaction, how did you feel? What did you sense?
What are you sensing in your spirit? Just practice doing it, try to identify the sensations,
identify the feelings.

Then we need wisdom from God, what to do, so in the next session we will look at the
word of wisdom, and where to go with that, and how to respond to that, but I'll get you
now to just do some interaction, we're going to do activations. I think you need to do
something now, otherwise you'll fall asleep. [Laughter.] Okay then, so we've got heaps
of things that we could do, but I'm going to give you one that's an interesting one, and
this one will challenge you a bit, so you'll need a pen and paper to do this one, because
you're going to write something. You'll need a bit of space. If you need a bit of space,
you can move your chair out, and this is what we're going to do. This activation is called
inspired writing, so you've had an inspired picture, an inspired thought, inspired prayer.
This is inspired writing, so if you haven't a piece of paper, write it on the cover at the
back of the manual will be fine.
I want you to write up this question, and you're going to listen, to let God speak to you
about you, okay, so here's the question you write up: Lord, how do You see me? Lord,
how do You see me? Write it down exactly as I said it, Lord, how do You see me? This
is your prayer or question to the Lord, and what we're going to do is we're just going to
pray for a little while. We're going to do this just like you are ministering to someone,
except you're just coming into a place where you're listening to let God speak to
yourself. If you can get into a flow of this, this will be one of the greatest assets to you
over the course of your life, to help you hear from God, and develop hearing from God.
It's called journaling, and journaling's got a number of aspects, but this aspect of
journaling, one aspect of journaling, is just writing your thoughts and feelings,
experiences. This aspect is journaling what God is saying to you, so you ask the
question; God, or Lord, how do You see me?
Now, I know how some of you see yourselves, and you may not see yourself too good.
You come to all kinds of conclusions about yourself. Wouldn't it be good if you stopped
listening to all of that junk and instead, Lord, how do You see me? You might find it a
little hard to take how He sees you, because it's very loving, and very kind, and it's not
like others who you may have experienced, so He can be incredibly kind and loving. So
what I want you to do is we're going to do very simply like we did the others. We would
say hey, can I practice on you? Well this is just a practice. You're practising on yourself,
okay then and a very positive response, yes, this is going to be great. Then we're just
going to pray in tongues for a little bit, and I want you just to pray in tongues, and then
begin to focus, just begin to think about the Lord, think about His goodness to you. Then
you may start to get Him, just some thought come to mind, start to write.
Now don't try and work out what you're going to write next - aah, ooh, you're a loser.
[Laughter] Don't work it out you know? You may get terrible things if you try and work it
out, and you certainly won't hear God on that, so what you do is just relax, listening to
Him until you sort of start to get a thought or an idea, then start to write. Now just relax
as you write, and just let it flow, let it flow out of your writing, flow and flow and flow. If
you find the flow stops just rest again; thank You Lord. Lord, just speak to me, give me
more Lord. Just stay focussed on Him, and then just continue writing, begin to write
again. What will happen is, write from the flow that comes from your spirit, don't try and

figure this out with your head. If you try and figure it out with your head you'll be
completely limited, you won't have revelation. God actually wants to speak to you.
Now it's like prophesying over yourself virtually, and here's the interesting thing. When
you learn how to do this, you can do this any day you like, all the rest of your life. You
can ask the Lord questions, and begin to journal what He has to say to you. For some it
may be lots of things to say, some it may be just a few lines. Hey, we're just practising.
Ready? Okay then - and some may have a blank paper, that's okay too. If you find you
have a blank that's interesting - I have a blank. I wonder why I can speak to others
about what God sees about them. I'm finding it hard to speak to myself. What's going on
here? Why is there that block? Can you see, it's like instead of being a judge, you just
be the observer, and the listener, and the one who shares what you're observing and
hearing. It's a very, very important positioning in your heart to take, where you don't
become a judge anymore in life. You become an observer; oh, that's interesting, I
wonder what that means? Lord, how would You have me respond?
So this one, Lord, how do You see me? How do You see me Lord? How do You see
me? Lord, I just reach out to you now - so come on, let's just begin to pray in tongues,
and then we'll give you just a few minutes to write. If you're looking at this on the
Internet you could sit down with a piece of paper, and you could do this too. Write down
the question: Lord, how do You see me? Just begin to pray, pray in tongues, just
worship God for a little while, and then as a thought comes to you, begin to write. You're
writing a letter to yourself, like you're writing from God to you. You're putting words to
what God's saying. Let's do it together shall we? Thank You Lord. Lord, release a spirit
of revelation right now. [Prays in tongues] Thank You Lord. Thank You Lord. Lord, begin
to speak to individuals here, reveal the tremendous, amazing love, the wonderful heart
that You have for each of us. Let it just flow out of their hearts onto paper. Thank You
Lord. We just bind every distracting influence, everything that would hinder us, stop us
and we just release that life and vitality now in Jesus' name. Thank You Lord.
As soon as you feel free and start to get an idea, just begin to write. You're not trying to
work it, you're just writing out of the flow of what's in your heart like you're listening to
someone dictate to you, and you're writing it. You're actually writing it to yourself. It's
this flow of the spirit, coming up from within. If you get stuck, just pray in tongues, relax
and re-focus on the Lord again. [5mins]
Alright then, how are we doing? I see a lot of people are writing, and all got to different
levels. Let me just ask for a little bit of feedback. How many had a flow of writing, you
had some thoughts come to you, that came from the Lord? You obviously felt a flow of
things start to come? Alright then. Did anyone get stuck, you just went blank? No one
got completely stuck. Did some find they just had a little bit, but there wasn't much flow
in it? Some had that. There would be always some like that, and sometimes that can
reflect we're not good writers, we're better talkers and we talk better than we write. But
again, relax and let the flow come. How many of you found that what God spoke to you
was very personal, actually was extremely specific for you? How many found that?

Wow, that's great! How many were quite encouraged by what God said? Oh, that's
really good too. Well this is very, very good.
How many of you, God told you how much He loved you? [Laughs] He often starts with
that, and talks with that. How many of you, did God give you some kind of direction, or
insight to what you need to be doing at this time in your life? Isn't that good? Wow,
that's great isn't it? That's helpful isn't it? So it's quite good for you to come to the Lord,
and to learn how to journal daily with Him, and keep a track record of what God is
speaking to you, because you can go back and look at it again. If you have a journal,
and you're keeping a journal that God is talking to you, it still helps if you've got
someone else who you can run your thoughts around, and run your thoughts with
before you make any major decisions, just so you've got the wisdom. The Bible says: in
the wisdom of many counsellors there's safety, so this is a great way - it also has limits
on it, and so it's helpful if we stay having counsel about any major decision.
So there's many questions you could start to ask the Lord now, so if we just asked you,
how does He see you, and He would talk about the goodness and the good things He
sees in you, the possibilities in you. You could ask about, how He sees your church.
You could ask about various aspects, and then wait on the Lord, just let Him talk with
you about life, and about things. Isn't that wonderful? Isn't that great? Thank You Lord.
How many people were quite surprised by what God shared with them, gave you a bit of
a surprise? Oh, that's interesting. What was it surprised you? [What was it that surprised
me? I just get that He talked about seeing me as I am now and just how precious I am
to Him, about how He has a greater plan and...] Wow. [...and just yeah, He actually
showed me I'm like a precious stone, you know, like inside the rock...] Right. [...rocks on
the outside, but He sees the raw, unfinished product but that He's got such greater
plans that will take me out of that...] Wow. [...clarity will increase.] Wow, so it's very
specific and it's... [...precious as I am.] ...even as you are you're precious. That's... [And
He's got the plan] ...wonderful, so God assured He had a plan. She's precious as she is,
but that plan will bring enlargement and greatness. It's wonderful, don't you love that?
Such a wonderful thing. So you're in a good space now to be able to minister to
someone else.
So what we'll do now is get you to break into pairs, and what I'd like you to do is to bring
a word of encouragement. Now we're not going to prophesy, that would be too spiritual
for us. [Laughter] What we'll just do is, we'll bring an inspired word for someone, so
again we'll get with someone that - preferably someone you have not prayed with
before, someone that's different and remember, ask permission; can I practice on you?
Get a good, positive response, then we pray in tongues, pray in the spirit for a little bit,
then listen and then share something that you feel God shows them that would
encourage them. You've just done it for yourself, now do it for the other person. So
you're looking for a thought, and an idea. Remember, pray, relax and focus on the
source, listening, just waiting and just let thoughts just come. Something drops into your
mind, focus on it until it comes a little clearer, then start to share; well I just sensed this
as I was praying for you. Keep it simple and easy and light. Okay? Let's see how we do.

Find someone and let's have a practice. If you're watching this on the Internet, why don't
you find someone to practice on, especially someone you don't know so well?
Okay, let's just come back, close up what you're doing. Let's get some feedback on how
it's going. How many of you were really touched by what the person shared with you, it
was very appropriate for you? Wow, that's wonderful, great. How many sort of felt God
as they shared with you - oh my, that's God speaking to me? How many felt that? Very
good, wonderful. Okay then, anyone got blocks in this? How many struggled to get
something? Okay, we've all moved quite a long way now, that's fantastic. How many of
you, it still just feels like it's you doing it? You kind of think this so much, seems like me,
I don't sort of feel much of God in it? How many found that? Actually that's quite normal.
To tell the truth, some of the best ministries I've had for people, I didn't feel a thing, but I
have learnt to just relax, and understand I am a spirit being, God is in me, and if I will
yield, He will speak through me. Whether I feel anything much, or experience anything,
is irrelevant. It's not about me, it's for the other person. I'm just the servant, to bring
about the work.
Once you get that idea we're just here to serve people, it's not about your feelings or
experiences at all. It's actually what God does in their life. It's about them, and God, and
of course as you do it, you just grow so immensely. Amen, okay, so you've found that's
been a good challenge for you? Okay then. Would you like to stretch out a little further,
and try a little something harder? Little bit harder? NO! Please don't make it any harder.
[Laughter] Okay, alright then, well this is - I just need someone to help me, just need a
volunteer really, someone that can help me? Okay, you're going to help me? Alright
then, so just come on up here. Now this is what I want us to do this time. We're going to
get you to do two things. The first thing I want you to do is, see if you can get a word of
knowledge about the person, in other words a little piece of information, that we wouldn't
have known naturally.
Now I do know Caroline, so I've got to then dismiss from my mind everything I know
about her. I have to just literally push aside, and listen to my heart, not listen to my
mind. If I go anywhere towards what I know, then I won't hear my spirit at all. I've got to
just push aside anything I may know about her, and then actually just identify what I'm
feeling in my spirit. Alright then, and I want to show you just simply how you can.
Remember, we shared with you for getting words of knowledge about the body? Just
begin to think about a person's body, and you may just find is the right side, the left
side? Is it, you know and just go through the parts of the body, and you may feel drawn
to a part, just only the slightest draw - that can be what a word of knowledge is, just a
slightest little impression. So what we're going to do is, we're going to look for an area
where the person is facing a struggle, asking this question; Lord, is there any area of
this person's life where they're facing a struggle? Okay, and we'll show you just how to
do that in just a moment.
Then the second part will be now Lord, how do You want to speak to them, to
encourage them? Okay, so first is the word of knowledge, the second's the prophetic.
The word of knowledge: is there an area where there is a struggle going on? Second

part, is there something God wants to say, to help the person in that part of their life? So
if God identifies the struggle, He certainly will want to do something to help them, and
there could be many ways they could be helped, but at this point, the level of help we'll
give is, we'll look for a word of comfort and inspiration, encouragement for them, okay?
That keeps it quite an even level. We're not trying to prophesy. We're actually just - see
if we can find out a little piece of information. Now remember, when we asked you in the
second activation of this series, go to someone and ask them a question, find out
something about them? So now we're going to ask the Lord the questions, so you've
already done it for yourself: Lord, how do You see me? You know you can ask God a
question and He will answer, so now we've got to, in love, say Lord, is there any area
this person's struggling? There may well be there's none, and if there's none, then
there's none. Don't make one up. [Laughter] Don't put on them, your struggle. [Laughter]
Is there a struggle? And if there is a struggle, see if you can frame what it might be, and
then lay out then,, just we need to look to God for a word for the person, okay? Alright
then, so just come and stand in front of me there. So if I have to pray and minister to a
person, there's a number of ways - you can just say well God, just show me, and just
wait for something to happen. That's one way, or you can use your imagination a little
bit, and just reach in to different areas. Now for most people in their life, there's not a lot
of areas that they would have a struggle. If you think about it, if I was to just say, look
back through Caroline to her family background; she could have a struggle with her
father or mother or in the family, so if I was just to mentally just look, has there been a
struggle there? Yes or no? No, I don't feel anything. Okay, alright then, well that's alright
then.
So if she's a married person, then I might look is there someone on the right, the person
standing next to them, is there a struggle there? No. Alright, that's okay. Alright, are
there children? I look down because there's offspring, so is there some issue there that
there's a trouble? No. Alright then, so what other areas are left? Well is there trouble in
her body? Look at her - is there an area of sickness or struggle going on? No. Alright
then, so then we look then what other areas are there? Well, is it work related, or is it
finance related, relationship related, or ministry? It's not so many areas, we've covered
most areas of the person's life now. So if I just mentally just stop and look, and while I'm
listening, I'm just mentally going around is there any one of those I'm drawn to? Then I
may just find a draw to one of them, so I'll just stop for a moment and if I feel a draw
there, then there's something going on there, that I need to be able to get a word from
God for, okay?
So it's not such a hard thing, so if I just - can I practice on you? Great stuff, and so
bearing in mind I've got to dismiss anything I might know, and now just begin to look into
the Lord. So Holy Spirit, You just know everything about Caroline. You know Lord where
her life is at this point and Lord, You can just reveal things that You want to help her,
and encourage her. So Lord, I'm just asking You, well just show me where there's any
area of struggle, so I'll just start to mentally now do what I'm going to do, just go looking
in each area, mentally reaching in to see if God will show me something, so I reach in
the background. I don't feel God quickening. There could be an issue or something, but

God's not wanting to do that today, so I don't have to worry. I'm not trying to make
something happen. I'm just looking and enquiring, I'm just an observer, listening for
God, see? So I could reach in there, is there anything there? No, reaching in then,
marriage, no, there's nothing there. Reaching then to any children? No, there's nothing
there, so then what other areas?
Oh, and I just become conscious of her hand, and I'm thinking finance. Now I could look
around all the other areas, but I might just stop there. So I'll just stop, thank You Lord. I
sense that's a struggle area, so I could say Lord, what is the struggle, and what do You
want to say, to help her in this area? There could be other areas of struggle, so we can
pray for two or three people, and you may pick up - people pick up all kinds of different
things, but this is not about knowing a problem. It's about loving a person. It's not about
being nosey. It's about finding a way to bring God to them in their struggle, because
when you have a struggle, you get preoccupied with it, it overwhelms you, it gets out of
perspective, and you feel alone. So if you identify a struggle a person has, even if you
don't go into all the details of it, and you bring something from God, it can bring
tremendous comfort. Alright then, so Father, I just thank You.
What I sensed was, there's a struggle around finance, as though there's not enough. It
seems like there's never been enough, and it's been quite a difficult situation for you to
manage, because in your heart you don't feel there's enough for you. God wants you to
know that He is your source and supply, that you can trust in Him. Have you ever gone
without? Have you ever gone in lack or need? Have you ever suffered? The Lord says,
I've always been there to provide for you, and I know the pressure and difficulty you're
feeling right now, but the Lord says, I will help you. I will give you victory in this area
that's been a struggle for you. I will help you come from the place of struggle into the
place of rest, and the place of abundance. The Lord says: in Me, there is always more
than enough. Right, now I'm going to go a little further, because I feel God wants to help
her, wants to minister to her.
So you notice we've just touched an area. I didn't go and expose all kinds of details or
anything, but there's enough has come for me to be aware, God wants to comfort and
help her in the midst of the struggle. Now you notice what I said, with struggles there's
also a lot of emotion and pain in it, but with this particular struggle, I feel a spirit has
come against her to continually tell her there's not enough. There's something has
rested on her, so even in good times, and when there was enough, there's never been
enough. See, it doesn't matter how wealthy you are, if there's a spirit sits on you, and
your heart believes there's not enough, there's not enough, because you can't see
there's enough. You just can't see it. You're in torment all the time, and there's a
wrestling goes on, so what God's given you, you can't enjoy, because of the torment. So
I've found that people enter into peace, not because of how much they have, but
because they find contentment in their heart, and learn to live within the framework God
has given them. Godliness and contentment's tremendous gain.
Let me just pray. Thank You Lord, so this has come over you a long time ago. This
came over you when you were a young girl. It came over you in the midst of turmoil. It's

come around your life through your mother. God wants to help you today, wants to
break the belief there's not enough for me. He wants you to see that He's a God of
abundance, and will help you in every situation. Father, in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, I break the ungodly belief that there's not enough for me. I break the ungodly
belief of financial failure and poverty. I come against fear, and the spirit of poverty, loose
right now, in Jesus' name. Let your presence and peace just come over her life. Thank
You Lord. There it is, God just touching you now, just bringing rest around your life, in
Jesus' Mighty name. Thank You Lord. [Laughs] Holy Ghost. Just stay there and just
enjoy Him.
Now, did you notice, all I did was just start to just look, waiting, listening on God to give
me something. If He doesn't give anything, that's okay. I'm not going to nose. It's just I
have a heart to love the person and help them, and so because of that, we're willing to
just look, and reach into God for something for the person. Now sometimes God can
just drop it in, and you didn't even do any of that, but I'm trying to provide for you an
approach that you can grow in this gift area. You understand that actively pursuing is
always a vital part of it, and so I just look, the background, the parents, spouse,
children, finance, work, relationships, ministry, is there any of those areas? And that
pretty well covers everything, so in the midst of looking like that, God can just cause you
to be drawn to something, feel a struggle around a relationship. I wonder what the
struggle is, or what the relationship is? You don't have to get all the details, but if you
can get a little bit of detail, then now you've opened up the person, and what does God
want to do to help them? Amen.
Bless you. How was that for you? [Can I just share something?] Sure. [I don't know
whether it's connected, but when you said about finance, but I felt all the time I've been
a Christian, I don't know whether it's connected with what you've said...] Yes. [...that
[unclear 01.07.54] other people that it's like you feel sometimes your need is so deep
and so great and the whole thing is so big in your life...] Yes. [...that there's not enough
of God.] [Laughter] [I don't know whether that's connected...] Yeah, they are connected,
yes. [...with that too?] Yeah. [Because He's sort of brought me to a place recently of
being - well I thought I'd been okay with what I've got and...] Right. [...that probably
there's areas of need for discipline...] Right, yes. [...in my finances too.] Yes, of course.
[So that's - I don't know whether that's relevant.] Mm, I didn't say anything about that
area. [Laughter] [No, well actually I haven't been - like He's sort of told me to stay away
from shops...] Yeah. [...and actually I feel I've been - the spirit of materialism has almost
sort of been broken...] Yeah. [...in my life because of that...] Yeah, right, that's great.
[...because I've been obedient, but - so yeah.] Right, so this is obviously what's shared
is in line with what God is speaking to you about this area in your life right now. [Oh
definitely.] Yeah, that is why... [Not to be impulsive and...] No, great. [But I failed
yesterday.] [Laughter] And hence today! [Laughter] Well thank you for your honesty.
Let's give her a clap and just appreciate her. [Applause]
Remember, the ministry of the spirit is always gentle and loving, so when Paul is writing
about the gifts of the spirit in Romans 12 and Romans 14, in the middle of it he stops
and he said: you have to be loving. Of all things be loving, or this is very empty, and

doesn't represent what Christ is like. So the power of ministry is wonderful, but we have
to be loving of people, honouring of people, valuing of people in the flow of the ministry,
so we don't do things that would embarrass them. You can word things in ways that are
not embarrassing. I could just say well, you know, do you have a struggle, or is there a
difficulty in your life in this area? Is there something going on, and just put it in the form
of a question, or if God spoke to you more clearly, you may just put it, I feel this. So God
has got to show you, and we'll talk about that when we get to words of wisdom - so why
don't you all have a try, and have a practice aye, how about that? Oh, that's a very
excited response isn't it aye?
So what we'll do for this one here, what we're going to do is this. We'd like you just in
this time, instead of all of you just going at your own pace and let it free run, I'd like us
just to do it as a step by step, so what I'll do is, I'll encourage you where to look,
otherwise you just get then you can't remember everything, and where to go. So what I'll
do is, we're just going to do it step by step, and I'll guide you, and all I want you to do is
just be open to the Lord, and if you feel a draw around something, just identify it, and
that's it. That's all you need, that's my one. There may be others, but you won't worry
about those. The one you feel that, that's the draw on, or that's the, you know, I feel
something draws me other that one, that's the one, you just hold in your mind, and then
we'll ask the Lord for what to say, okay? Alright then, so get in pairs, especially with
someone you don't know.
Okay, let's get in pairs. You can come out the front here, over the sides. Okay, alright,
now I want you just to do this. If you're watching this on the internet, you can just follow
it through step by step, just leave the volume on, and the picture on, and you can walk
through it step by step, then later on, turn it all off, and just try it without me guiding you
in it. For this session, we're going to just guide you step by step, okay, so the first thing
is of course, what we've done, smile and look at the person, can I practice on you? Give
a very positive response. Okay, alright then. Now you may know a little bit about the
person. Please just push aside all you know, because if you look in that area of what
you know, you'll just have turmoil. You've got to be listening for God. You're listening for
the impression of the Holy Spirit, so let's just begin to pray quietly and just worship God
just for a little moment there, just begin to worship the Lord. [Prays in tongues]
Thank You Lord. We thank You Lord. We love You Lord. We thank You, You know
everything about this person. You love them deeply, and You're so willing to help them,
right where they are right now. Okay, now just go quiet. I want you to look with me,
there's the person standing in front of you. Look like you were looking behind them, and
in the background behind them are their parents, the father, the mother. Is there a
problem there between the parents, or with a father, with a mother? Do you sense
something there? Alright then, now just look to the left of that person. Maybe there's a
spouse. Maybe there's an issue in a relationship. Is there a difficulty or a challenge
there? Yes or no? Do you feel a draw there? What is that problem? Then look like
you're looking down at their children. Is there a problem in family, a challenge,
something that's creating difficulty? Now look over to the right of the person, their
workplace, what they do. Is there a challenge they're experiencing?

Just look at the person again. Is there a problem in their body? Is there some struggle
that they're having internally? Is there a difficulty in a relationship? Then look upward;
are they having a struggle in their walk with God? Perhaps you've felt something there I'll just go back through them again, and as I go through them, if you feel a draw on one
of these, just stop and enquire what is the struggle Lord? What do You want to say to
them, to share with them? Is it a problem in their background with their father or their
mother, their family? Is there a problem with a spouse? Is there a problem in the family?
Is there a struggle in some relationship? Is there a struggle at work, financially? Is there
a struggle in their ministry? Is there a struggle inside themselves? What is the struggle?
Now Lord, give me something to encourage them, so just begin very simply, well I just
felt an impression that there's a struggle going on in this part of your life. Maybe it's this.
Just be quite gentle and easily entreated over it and then share what God has given
you, share what God is saying to encourage the person. Let's just do it and see what
God does. Okay, first one begin to share. [Background conversation] Okay, change
over so the other one's shared. [Background conversation] Okay, let's close our sharing,
and let's get some feedback how it went. [Background conversation]
Alright then, okay, just sit down for a moment, let's just see how people got on. How
many people had this experience, they identified exactly an area of struggle that you
had. How many had that experience, the person identified very clearly? That was very
good. How many of you found it was a struggle to get that one? [Laughs] Because it's a
bit more specific, you're reaching into an area. That's okay. Okay, how many of you
were deeply touched by what was shared with you, it really helped you? Well that's
wonderful. Come on, give yourselves a clap then, very, very good. [Applause] [Laughs]
Well done, well done. Okay, so you can see that you approach it where focus is on
Jesus, and we are listening and observing and seeking to find something. That's the
spirit that you work in. It's one of enquiry, and observing, and then sharing what God is
giving you. It's not over the top, or way out there, it's quite a gentle flow of the spirit.
Everyone can practice these things.
I'm going to share with you - we'll have a coffee break shortly. I want to share with you a
little bit on the word of wisdom, and then we'll have a break for afternoon tea, so you've
done very, very well. So the word of wisdom, that's Section 15 in your notes. Wisdom is
a great gift. Wisdom is knowing what to do. Wisdom is knowing what to do, and when to
do it, and how to do it. [Laughs] Wisdom is knowing what to do, when to do it, how to do
it, so we face many challenges in life, and in ministry, when you're working to minister to
someone, if God gives you a word of knowledge, you need wisdom to know what to do
with it. If God gives you prophecy, you need wisdom to know what to do with it; God
gives you discernment, you need wisdom to know what to do with it, so wisdom is a
very important gift to get, and to get a word of wisdom does not make you a wise
person. You are wise for five minutes, that's it. [Laughter] I'm sorry - and it doesn't stick,
because five minutes later you can be very foolish [laughter] so the word of wisdom
does not make you a wise person.

It does not make you a spiritual person. It means someone smarter than you, shared
with you, something very smart. [Laughter] That's really what it is, that's all it is.
Someone who is very wise, shared with you, something that was surprisingly wise and
appropriate, so the word of wisdom is just a revelation from the Lord, what to do in a
certain situation, when to do it, and how to do it. Remember I shared with you a story
about buying a gift for my grandmother? Only God could have known what to get, and
what would do the trick. Only He knew, so listening to Him, I was able to get wisdom,
and get an outcome that far surpassed anything I could naturally do, so we need words
of wisdom.
So one is given the word of wisdom through the spirit. It's the first one mentioned in the
list of the gifts of the spirit, is the word of wisdom. It is a great gift to pursue. God, give
me wisdom to know what to do. In James 1 it says: if any man lacks wisdom, let him ask
of God who gives freely to all men, but let him ask in faith, not doubting, for he that
doubts is like the waves, just tossed this way and that way. So if you're going to ask
God for wisdom, expect Him to give it to you. Then you've got to step out, that what
He's given to you, is the right thing to do, and the right way to do it, and the right time to
do it. Okay then, so that's the word of wisdom. So wisdom works on how to do - it shows
you what God wants you to do, how He wants you to go about doing, how to resolve a
situation. Sometimes problems you know, are really messy. Sometimes you try, and you
can't seem to fix it. You've got to ask God for a word of wisdom; God, what do You want
me to do? Then be happy to trust that that's actually the right thing to do, and leave it at
that.
Sometimes we can be in so much turmoil ourselves, we just want to get everything right
so we feel better, and God will just say no, I want you just to leave it be for the moment.
I'll work on it myself, and then I'll show you when you need to step and do something.
So I've found some situations I haven't known what to do, and haven't been able to do
it, and actually attempts to do it have made it worse. I've just left it to the Lord, and said
God, show me what to do, and when to do it, then He'll suddenly just now, move now,
act now, speak now, this is the time to say something. When that happens don't miss it.
Don't miss that moment. That's the important moment - so how to pray for a person.
Someone tells there are problems, you think oh my goodness, what do I do? Lord, I
need wisdom what to do. Show me how to pray, because what they ask for, may not be
what you really need to be praying about. That's the dilemma. People come, and if you
tell them what's your need, or what is your problem, they'll spill you with so much stuff.
They already have lost their way, and they're trying to get you to also lose your way, by
telling you all the problems. [Laughter]
What you really need is - I've learnt now when people come for prayer, say: don't tell me
all your problems, just what is it you're believing God for? What do you need from God?
That forces people out of, I'm full of problems, to looking for solutions, so for example, if
you go to McDonalds and line up at McDonalds and they say what do you want, you just
stand there saying oh, I don't know, you know, whatever you feel to give me. It's sort of
nonsense isn't it really, so - and suppose you go to McDonalds and stand in line up
there, and they say what do you want, and you begin to talk about how hungry you are,

and how long it is since you've had your last meal, and you start to - you know, they're
going to get bored with all that, so just tell me what you need, you know? So when you
come to an altar call, or someone's come up for prayer, and you ask: what do you want,
and they say oh, whatever God wants for me.
I say, well He wants lots of things for you, but if you don't know them specifically, you
probably won't get any of them. People don't like that answer, but it's actually very true.
It sounds very spiritual, oh whatever God wants. Actually, if we know what God wants
for us, we can ask specifically, and believe to receive it. If we have that kind of attitude,
whatever He wants to give, it's passivity and full of unbelief. It'll produce nothing. You've
got to realise that, so that's why Jesus many times in the Gospels asked people, what
do you want? The blind man comes up. Now hello, what's up with Jesus? You know,
there's a blind man, and He said: what do you want? Hello! [Laughter] I know, I can't
see. [Laughter] But can you get the idea? But Jesus was wanting him to verbalise what
He was looking for, so many times Jesus asked the person: what do you want, so He
made them express their need, or their faith. He made them give voice to what they
were wanting from Him, so when you're ministering to people, it's helpful if they tell you
what they want, what they're believing God for, or looking to God to do.
You may not have all the answers, but at least you're focussed on the solution, not on
all the problems. Having said that, there are some counselling issues that people need
help to pull their problem apart, and find out what it's rooted in, and sort that out.
Without knowing that, you can't deal with it, but it just helps if you can keep people in a
faith mode. So the word of wisdom is, what do we do? In 2 Samuel 5:22 to 25 David
was anointed king, and immediately he was anointed king, the Philistines rose up to go
out to battle, and they wanted to kill him. His immediate response was this; he put on
his armour, put on his sword, got the army together, went out to fight. Then when he
slowed down a bit, he said Lord, do You want me to fight? [Laughter] Should I go into
this battle - two questions: Lord - now notice they're simple, and they both actually have
a yes/no answer. Lord, should I fight this battle? Yes or no? God says yes. The second
question, will I win the battle? Yes.
So he said: then how do You want me to do it, and He showed him how to do it. That is
a word of wisdom - what to do, when to do it. Next time he comes back, they come back
again, he defeats them, routes them out, gets rid of their idols, they come back a little
while later, back into a new battle. So now the tendency is to think like this: oh, the
Philistines, I know how to deal with them. I've already one victory. I'll do it this way,
leaning on your experience, rather than leaning on the Holy Spirit. He was not like that.
He went God, what do you want me to do? God said don't do it the same way, this is
how you do it this way. You wait, go around behind the trees and ambush them from
behind, when I set it up for you - so that is a word of wisdom, what to do, when to do it,
how to do it. You'll find many situations in marriage, family, ministry, work, you don't
know what to do, you need a word of wisdom - what to do, when to do it and how to do
it.

Noah got a word of wisdom. God showed him to build an ark. God revealed what's
about to come, gave him a prophetic word: there's going to be rain. What's rain, Lord?
They hadn't any rain. He said okay, let me put it to you this way, there'll be no ground to
stand on. [Laughs] The whole place is going to be covered in water. He said well, what
do I do? Build an ark, so He showed him what to do, gave him the pattern and how to
do it. That's wisdom, wisdom from God. Think about this. Jesus was out with a group of
the religious leaders. They brought a woman caught in adultery, she's caught in the very
act. Now she's caught in the act - where's the man? They caught them in the act, I
mean if they're caught in the act, there's got to be two of them. Where's the guy? So
there's a hypocrisy here, where they're judging the woman, and they're trying to set
Jesus up, so they bring in the woman to Jesus, and say Jesus, Moses Law said she's
been caught in adultery, we caught her in the act, there's no doubt about the crime.
Moses Law said she should be stoned to death, what do you say?
Now it was a set up from the beginning because if He said - or Moses Law said, stone
her to death, then they say whoa, what kind of loving creature's this? Man, He's hard.
We don't even do that. You know, we let them off from time to time too, so they'd do
that. If He said oh, let them off, they'd say oh well, He's against Moses' Law. Moses'
Law is very clear this is what needs to happen, hear Jesus against the law, He's eroding
the law. We need to put Him away and kill Him. You see the trap? Religious spirits will
always try to set up this or that, right or wrong, yes or no. God has got 100 ways
through it, and so when you're trapped in a right and wrong, yes or no, Jesus never,
never went either way. He found a different way through it - word of wisdom. So Jesus,
in this case, didn't even answer them. He just carried on writing in the sand, and while
He's writing in the sand He's thinking Father, what do You want Me to say? What do I
say? A word of wisdom drops in. He said okay guys, yeah, you're right. That's what the
law says. Whoever's got no sin, cast the first stone, and He just carried on writing. Now
He stunned them, because now they're trapped.
Sure, that's what the law says - stone her, okay. If you've got no sin, you go and throw
the stone. Really, no sin? [Laughter] They walk away. Their own conscience convicted
them. They knew what they were up to, and there's no way - if they came out and did
that, someone would expose them. There's no way they're going to go - so they set up
the trap, and He snapped them, then He turned to the woman. He said: where are your
accusers? I don't see anyone. He said I don't accuse you either, go your way, don't sin
any more - so He didn't minimise the issue of sin. It's just He didn't judge it. Son of
man's not come to judge, come to save, so He didn't judge her. He just said: this is
destructive in your life, don't do this, you know? You need to change your lifestyle,
change what you do, don't sin anymore.
So that's a word of wisdom, so there are many situations we need a word of wisdom,
and so let me give a few practical things just on the word of wisdom. The first one is,
don't be impulsive in making decisions. Don't be impulsive in making decisions.
Impulsiveness inevitably ends up with a disaster or some kind of problem. The second
thing is don't act under pressure of people or circumstances. Don't react because
people are pressuring you, or circumstances are pressuring you. Saul did that in 1

Samuel 13, it cost him his whole leadership, because he so blew it by responding to
pressure. So ask the Lord for wisdom. Lord, what should I do? Or we talked to you
about experiencing things of the kingdom, how you need to have the attitude of a child;
Father, what do I do? I don't know what to do. Help me to know what to do. Give me an
insight how I should respond, and what should I do, and when should I do it - so we just
have a simple thing.
You may just suddenly see a picture of what you need to do. It can drop in like a picture,
drop in as a thought, drop in as an idea, and you suddenly - you don't know how you
know, you just know exactly what you need to do. When you know what to do peace
comes. The problem isn't solved, but you are at peace because now you have wisdom,
you know what to do. So a word of wisdom is an important gift to seek after, because in
every situation where you're ministering, you have needs or whatever, it gives you
direction from the Holy Spirit what to do. It comes as a picture, an impression, a
thought, inspired idea, and you might just be reading and suddenly something leaps out
and you've got it - a word of wisdom from God, just exactly what to do. You might even
be listening to someone speak ,and they're speaking on one thing, and in the middle of
it you just hear, I know exactly what to do.
You might even be having a shower, and in the middle of the shower, [whoop] I know
exactly what to do. You might just be lying down resting, as you're going to sleep. More
often it happens when you wake up. You go to bed asking the Lord what to do, wake
up, oh, I know what to do, because your spirit stayed working through the night. So
that's all it is, it's just what to do, when to do it, and how to do it, and it comes as a
picture, an impression, and it makes a huge difference. The biggest issue is, we tend to
react to circumstances and people rather than waiting and leaning on God for wisdom
what to do. Here's a simple, typical example. Jesus had a very close friend called
Lazarus - John, Chapter 11 - and Lazarus was sick. They said your friend is dying. He
did nothing. They said excuse me Jesus, your friend is dying. Did you hear the word
DYING? And nothing. Then a third time, you know, Jesus, he is nearly dead - so there's
pressure. In other words, the implication is, you're his friend, some kind of friend you
are. You could heal him, and you won't. So you see the pressure that brings?
But Jesus refused to respond, and then He got a freedom - He saw what the Father was
doing. This is not going to end with death, it's going to end with glory. There's a
resurrection coming, so when He got there, already the family were offended, because
they expected Him to come straight away. This is their friend Jesus, and He didn't help.
What is that about! But He had a word of wisdom, and He was able to bring a much
greater miracle into that situation, a resurrection. So pressures of people and
circumstances can lean you into having to operate in the flesh, rather than just lean into
God and say, I can wait until God speaks to me what to do. It's so important to really
desire of all things seek wisdom, wisdom, knowing the right thing to do, the right time.
This is one of the biggest and best gifts to have. Solomon, when he was given an
opportunity for everything, riches and whatever, he said I have one thing. Give me a
heart that hears, and wisdom to know what to do. God said boy, you asked an important
- that was a great request. I'll give you that and I'm going to give you everything else

that you didn't ask for as well, because if you have a hearing heart and wisdom you can
handle all the other things.
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To pursue growth in this area takes courage, effort; and a willingness to deal with blocks in our own heart!
The gifts of Faith; Healing; and Working of Miracles are defined, with examples. Difference between the
Gift of Healing versus praying by faith for healing. Find out how to prepare yourself to grow in these gifts.
Your community needs it.

We've talked about the gifts of the spirit being for everyone, the flow of the spirit,
hearing the voice of God, how God speaks to you, how the gifts all work out of hearing
God. It's not so religious or so outrageous, it's just actually quite simple and very
natural. Then we saw then how to get words of knowledge, we saw how to get prophetic
words, how to actually pick up a thought, pick up an idea and begin to move. Then you
have to then learn how to minister to people as well, so we'll give you a few practicals
on that, but I might just pray for a few minutes just to get warmed up, and then we'll look
at the area of healing, then faith and miracles, then just some practicals in ministering to
people, and pray with you.
Now whatever you get, you've got just the seeds of it. Everything that you grow into your
future, you have to grow by diligently working with God in this area, so you can just
have a one-off seminar - get some experience, see God work, have Him work through
you and then go no further; or you can make a decision that I want to grow in these
things. All of us have to make growth in this area, a pursuit. It just does not happen. It's
a pursuit to stay alive in the spirit, it's a pursuit to deal with issues in your life. It's a
pursuit to keep stretching out looking for opportunities, and letting God work with you. It
takes courage and effort to put yourself out into the risk zone. It's easier to be
comfortable and not do it, but it's so exciting when you do. [Laughs] It's so exciting when
you do.
It's God's plan in this hour that the church be filled with power, and it go out in the
community, and that most of your ministry's done outside the church walls, so we've
provided an easy and safe setting, and I've tried to break the teaching down so you
could see it easily, then begin to just have a chance to practice. All of you have really
broken through beyond where you started, and some have discovered you've got some
internal blocks. How many found that you started to notice internal blocks in your life?
Okay, that's alright to have those. That just is where you are, in your stage of your
journey. Let me just help you, by describing the internal blocks. Most of those internal
blocks have to do with yourself. They have to do with fear, they have to do with what
you believe about yourself, about God, and about circumstances of life.
So when there's a block, it means you're not connecting with your heart, so you say: I
don't know why I'm not connecting with my heart - because your heart has been trained
to shut off when it's in certain conditions or situations. All of us, the Bible tells us very
clearly in Proverbs 4:23, keep your heart with all diligence, for out of your heart flows
the issues of your life. So your life, what you live out, actually comes out of not all that
you think - it comes out of the issues that are in your heart, and those issues you learn

over the course of your life, so some of the things that are blocks in the heart are what
I'd call generational curses and generational spirits. They're generational in origin. You
were born into life with them, and you can be delivered of those blocks. Unless you're
delivered of those blocks, of the inequity, and the spirits around it, you tend to repeat
the patterns of your parents, although you fight against it all the way, and don't want to
be that way.
A second area that is a cause of problems, are where we actually have bondages in the
heart, where there's been painful situations, trauma or abusive or hurtful situations,
betrayal in relationships, and as a consequence of that, you have defended yourself by
building walls and barriers in the heart. It could be inner vows, death wishes, it could be
control, it could be statements that you've spoken into yourself, that now build a wall
around your heart to keep you safe, and that's what now you're dealing with, because
you're trying to access your heart. So when you were young you defended yourself,
because you had no other way of coping. Now you're older, you've got Jesus to defend
you and to help you, but now you find you can't break out, because you've got these
things inside you, so this is the journey of walking with the Lord, and we run various
things in the church to help with that. Pastor Sargin and his wife Jessie run a course for
healing the heart, prayers that heal the heart. From time to time we run a deliverance
course, and a restoration course with Pastor Lyn. It helps open these areas up, so
whenever you see something advertised, enrol and get into it, so that you can address
opening up your heart, and growing in freedom of heart.
Another thing that happens in life is, we come to believe certain things. Whether they're
right or wrong is not the point at this moment. If you believe it, then it's true for you, so if
you believe that no one likes you, that everyone is against you, if you believe I'm not
good enough, if you believe I'll always fail, then that's actually what you'll begin to
experience in life. It's like a negative expectancy pulls things into your life, so if you, for
example, had in your heart these firmly rooted beliefs that have been there for years: I'm
not good enough; I'm a failure, or I fail; I never get anything right; or people will laugh at
me if I make a mistake; if you've got those beliefs in your heart, then the moment you're
put in a situation like this, where you're in front of someone and vulnerable and you're
wanting to reach into your heart to get something, all of that stuff bubbles up, comes up
and creates turmoil around you.
So if you've had turmoils, the turmoils are like I'd call flows of energy, destructive
energy. That's the best way to describe it - that frustrate you moving to do what you
really want to do. Now the first thing is, just face that that's what it is, and explore it that's where I'm at right now. Don't condemn yourself - that's just where I happen to be.
If a person's got a broken leg and they're hobbling along, you don't mock them, ridicule
them, or push them, because they're hobbling along, they're just hobbling along. They're
doing the best they can you know, it's hard to walk along you know, got a broken leg. So
if you, in that sense, have got a broken leg in your soul, your emotions or somewhere,
and you're hobbling along, that's just where you happen to be right now - but it doesn't
mean you have to stay there. You could engage the journey with God, of resolving

those conflicts and shifting your belief systems. This would then change and bring
freedom and you're no longer hobbling along, you're a lot freer on the inside.
The ministry of Jesus, if you notice it, He said in Luke 4:18: I've come to preach the
gospel to the poor. I come to reconcile people, and build relationship with the Father,
second thing, to heal the broken-hearted. In other words, He came to restore intimacy,
and the capacity to be intimate, which is damaged in life's relationships, when we have
trauma. Thirdly, He's come to proclaim deliverance to the captives, or deliverance to set
you free of the things that restrict you from intimacy, connection, relationship and
connection specifically with God; fourthly, to open the eyes of the blind, or literally, to
put vision in your life, so that you can see what you're called to do, and escape from the
prison of having no dreams, visions or future; called to lift off us the crushing loads of
guilt and blame and burdens, all this stuff that we've carried like junk that stop us going
forward. That's the ministry of Jesus, to bring us into the destiny He has for us.
So wherever you are right now for you is okay. It's okay - but don't stay there.
Determine to grow, so if there are blocks that come to the surface during these times of
these opportunities to do activations, take note of what they were, and what you think
they've originated in, and start to pray into them that God would bring them to the
surface, help you see them, and then explore getting some help, whether it be
counselling or a course, or something that will help shift the blocks. They're only there if
you let them stay there. It probably wasn't really - you know, it just happened that that's
where you are. There were some choices you've made, but you know when someone's
hurt, and they've got no one to turn to, they just do what they can to save themselves.
Now you're an adult, you don't need to save yourself. You can let Jesus save you, by
opening that part of your life, surrendering control, and letting Him help you in the inner
journey. Unfortunately, many people won't do it, because there's pain in it, it's
uncomfortable. But you've got to see the other side of it is the victory. The other side of
it is a changed life. The other side of it is flowing with the Holy Ghost. It is worth it to get
your future back again.
So if you're operating at this level, you could operate at that level. What would it take to
shift you up there? What would you have to grow in? What would need to shift in your
life? That's what you're going to work on. Now for me, I was challenged by a message
someone spoke one day, Pastor Clark Taylor, and he said: if you knew that there was
one issue in your life that was hindering your life, wouldn't it be worthwhile investing,
even if it was six months, in dealing with that issue, knowing that all the rest of your life,
you would live life at a different level? I thought that's me! So I went home, and I
recognised that what I was wrestling with was rejection, and fear of rejection, self pity
and unbelief. These things were sitting around my life, and they were spirits pushing on
me, working in brokenness in my heart, so I made a decision that I'm going to fight this
thing. I got into prayer and fasting, and every day decreed victory over these spirits,
every day declared to the spirit world that I was broken out of this thing, it had no power
any more, I'm free of it. Then I would spend the rest of the time releasing forgiveness
where I felt I needed to, blessing people that had hurt me, then most of the rest of the
time in meditating that God is with me.

I meditated Psalm 23, in the presence of God being with me. I took time to picture it,
imagine it, imagine what it would feel like to have Jesus, my friend. I would picture it - it
felt ridiculous. It felt unreal, because my heart was saying: you ain't got any friends;
you're alone; nobody likes you. My heart was lying all the time, and I had to reject the lie
and meditate in the truth, until it began, eventually, one day the truth become real in my
heart. The day it became real, I suddenly felt the spirit world around me change. No
longer were those things pressing on me, and I was just overwhelmed with the reality of
the love of God. I then practised daily for a while after that, just remaining and coming
into His presence to enjoy Him, because what I got by revelation I can give to you, so
what I got then, I've carried all over the world. It was worth the couple of months, it was
worth it to carry something that could change lives.
It may take you longer. It doesn't really matter how long, but it is your life, and your
journey. Why not just decide whatever blocks your heart, you'll address it. Meditation
and fixing, learning how to train your mind to fix on the presence of God so you become
conscious of Him, so now I can just stop at a moments notice, even just driving the car,
and just stop at the lights just for a moment, just go down into my spirit, become aware
that God is with me, and His presence starts to come. I didn't used to be able to do that.
I used to feel in the middle of a party with alcohol and drink I'd suddenly have this
overwhelming I'm alone. It's an unreal thing, like you're there in the middle of it, but
you're not there, and not connected at all, but now I can feel the presence of God, so
that means you've got something to bring to people. You are a minister of the spirit. It is
worthwhile doing that, not just being filled with information, but letting the heart be
transformed, so we have reality of God. Wouldn't that be great? Just think if you could
do that.
So I've given you keys, and tried to make the teaching simple, but the real journey is
outside here, what you do. The real journey is the journey of resolving things in your
heart, so you begin to become more conscious of God, and then able to bring what you
have to other people. It's well worth it, well worth it. I mean wouldn't it be worth it just to
be able to pray and things happen? Isn't that great? Ooh yes, it's well worth it alright,
see so I can have a confidence that if I just go - look, for example I'll just show you. I
wonder if I could just pray with you? That's right, just come, that's right, this one here
come, yeah, just come, yeah, that's fine. I'll pray with you later if you like? I saw you why don't you come too? Come too, come on, come too. No, both of you come. Alright,
just come and stand up here, that's right, okay then, wonderful, thank you. Can I
practice on you? See, good, I'm still practising see, and great to have people, happy
people, ready to let me practice on them, isn't that good. Now what I want to do is, I
want to just talk to you, just for a moment, about just this power of meditation to change
the spiritual realm that you live, and flow in.
So all I want you to do is, very, very simple, you don't have to do anything at all. You
just have to relax, and close your eyes, and I want you just to become aware what you
feel of the presence of God, okay? So just close your eyes now, and I'm holding your
hand so we're connected to one another, and what I'm going to do now is, I'm just going
to begin to meditate in the 23rd Psalm, so how do you do that? Well first of all I

memorised it, so it's no strain trying to remember, because if your head's trying to
remember, your heart just can't engage at all. Your head's too busy, so I've learnt the
23rd Psalm, so I then make it very personal. The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.
You all know that bit, but what perhaps you don't know is, this is the greatest king of
Israel, is saying how he's made God Almighty his personal friend, so if you were to pray
it slightly differently, and to pray it and let your whole imagination enter into the
experience, so let me show you how you'd do it.
So the Lord, Almighty God, who made all heaven and earth, is my personal friend and
companion, and so if He's my friend and companion, how would He look? Well, He
would be smiling at me, because He's my friend. If I meditate as much as I can, and try
to see the smile that Jesus would have, the joy that's on His countenance, the wonderful
happiness He has at seeing me. He's so glad to see me, His eyes absolutely no
condemnation, no judgement whatsoever, full of love and fire, absolutely wonderful. His
countenance, full of life, and His hands reaching out, He's so glad to see me. This is my
friend that I love, and He loves me - so I reach out and I just imagine, thank You Lord,
You're my friend, You're with me. I have everything I need. I receive your love into my
life right now. There it is, it's the presence of God just starting to touch me right now,
see? Now she's getting the overflow. I'm not actually ministering, but as soon as I
started to connect with Him through meditation, now she's starting to feel the overflow of
it right now, see?
So meditation, when coupled with faith, links you into the spirit world, and the reality of
God. It's one of the great things in the Bible, it's a great truth. If you're too busy, you
can't do this. If you hurry, you can't do this, and if you've got lots of clutter in your head,
it's not easy to do it either. You've got to de-clutter, slow down and reflect, so television
and internet get you busy. You've got to find a way to find space to just slow down, and
just for a few moments allow yourself to dwell in the presence of God, and become
conscious of Him. Like to come - now, so she will have felt the presence of God. That's
good, praise the Lord, okay. It'd be good for you too, wouldn't it aye? [Laughs] So just
close your eyes, and so I'm not trying to make too much happen. At the moment all I'm
trying to do is just encounter the presence of God, so I just again thank You Lord,
You're my shepherd.
I went through every line of that verse. Sometimes I prayed the whole thing, then I'd go
back and pray one verse, two verse, three verse, meditate on one verse, then another
verse, try to meditate on any of the verses, until I could feel the reality of it see? So
thank You Lord, You're my shepherd and friend. I love that. Often I'd never get past
that, just that first oh, He's my friend, and He's there with me! I begin to see Him, and
feel His presence, and then thank You Lord, my cup runs over. Oh the joy, of just full of
the presence of God. Thank You Lord for Your wonderful presence just flooding me
right now. I just begin to enjoy it, so I learnt to just stand by the bed, and just fall on the
bed and yield and see, just - no bed here now, so I'll just stand on my feet. I just learnt
to receive from God, and so what would happen is, you start to feel His presence.
Thank You Lord, just touch her now Lord. [Releases one long breath] Let your presence

flow all over her life right now. There we are, and you're starting to sense something
there, the presence of God is on you just like that.
So learn to yield rather than wrestle, so I practised just yielding to God, yielding to His
presence. I'd just put the bed behind me and just stand there and just yield, and I'd be
childlike, and just let myself fall [like whoa!] at the presence of God. Then I'd lie there
and enjoy Him, and get up again and do it again, and again, and again, until it was easy
to just open up and oh, thank You Lord. There's His presence and POWER of God just
come over her life right now. Don't you feel the touch of God? You start to experience
like a peace comes around you see? What else did you feel? Calm, isn't that great. It's
good isn't it aye? Praise the Lord. What did you sense and experience? Yeah. Yeah,
huge love, so as I was meditating, meditation opens up the spirit world, or your
connectedness to God, and there's an overflow of life through you, and around you. It's
great to understand that, isn't it aye? Otherwise you're going to be a performer, trying to
perform, rather than a relater, have a relationship, and abiding, and receiving, and being
able to give things to people. Isn't that good?
Okay then, well I'll just show you how I did something here. We'll just take a look on this
gift of faith, and let me share on that, then I'll get back. I'm going to minister to some,
and just pray for a few people shortly, because I want to just put together these areas of
moving in the spirit, words of knowledge, prophecy, discerning, and I'll just put it
altogether for you, and start to pray for a few people, and explain which gifts are
operating as they're operating, okay? So we'll do that shortly. So we'll just have a quick
look here, and I won't take too long on this one. I want to look at faith, gift of faith, the
gift of faith. Okay, there it is, 18, alright then. So a gift of faith - now a gift of faith is not
the same as walking by faith. It's not the same as your daily faith life. It is not the same
as getting saved, although when you are saved, you receive a gift at that point to
believe, so in a sense, getting saved is a gift of faith at that point. You got faith, and you
believed immediately that you're saved, okay.
So what the gift of faith is; it's not a fruit of the spirit, and it's not just daily walking
trusting God. A gift of faith is an ability to believe at a moment in time, you know
something is going to happen, you absolutely know it. You say: how do you know it? I
don't know how you know it, you just know inside what God is going to do, and that it
will happen. You have an assurance it's going to take place, absolute assurance it'll
take place, and so when you have that deep assurance, then you absolutely know
something's going to happen. I want to tell you one, this is a classic one for me, and
then we'll give you a few examples about it, but the best thing is if I just share a
personal story, and you'll see how it can operate. I go to Taiwan and minister up there
reasonably regularly, and they set up various meetings, and the Chinese have got their
own way of doing stuff you see, so anyway I went up there into this particular meeting,
and as I came out, I stepped straight into the meeting out of the lift, into this room where
there's meeting, and then right in front of me there's a wheelchair, and a guy sitting in
the wheelchair like this. I think oh no, a wheelchair! I know we'll have a great meeting this is all what went through my mind - have a great meeting, and then at the end
nothing's going to happen over this wheelchair.

I was just a bit put out, and so anyway I went over to my seat, and as soon as I got to
my seat and began to worship the Lord, He said you've got a bad attitude. [Laughter] I
rebuke the devil! [Laughter] No, that was you! He said you've got a bad attitude, and I
just went quiet and listened, so while everyone's worshipping, I'm listening. He said your
attitude is wrong to this man. It's filled with disappointments, where you've prayed and
nothing happened. He said: I want you to meditate on this man being healed, really. So
while everyone else is worshipping, I was just in my mind seeing the wheelchair, and
seeing the man stand up, seeing the wheelchair, seeing the man stand up, seeing the
wheelchair, seeing the man stand up. I was looking, just imagine, just praying, just an
attitude of worship, not struggling or striving, meditating, watching, and suddenly oh! It's
going to happen, I know it!
So before I was imaging it, and then suddenly there was a point where faith came. I
thought oh, he's going to get healed. I was so excited - a bit nervous too, because I
didn't know what to do you see, whether to go over and pray for him straight away, or
whether - I just think I better warm up first you see, so [laughter] pray for the easy ones.
[Laughs] So anyway, we sort of shared, and then I began to move in the spirit, began to
pray for various people, and some different people got healed. The Pastor came up to
me, he said: well what are you going to do now? I said: see that guy in the wheelchair,
I'm going to grab his hands, and pull him out of the wheelchair! He said [inhales sharply]
you're freaking me out, you can't do that. I said: you watch! [Laughter] So anyway we
prayed for a few more people, and then we got there, and by the time we got there to
this guy in the wheelchair, there was a second wheelchair there. I don't know where that
one came from. [Laughter]
There was a lady in a wheelchair, so she's sitting in the wheelchair. I thought no, he's
going last. I felt in my heart this is where I'm going to go, finish the meeting on that, so
anyway I prayed for the lady in the wheelchair. She'd been in the wheelchair for three
years, she'd had tremendous pain, a whole number of things happening in her life, and
she hadn't walked for three years. Normally the muscles all shrivel and everything goes.
Even if you get them on their feet, they don't easily walk, so I prayed for her, helped her
out of the wheelchair, and she stood up and blow me down, she began to walk a few
steps. I thought whoa, look at that! This is great. I'm feeling very encouraged now, ready
to get this guy. So I went over to the guy, and I asked him the question: how long have
you been here? Ten years, and he'd been having operations on his back, and he's just
sick of the operations, he's had enough, and he's just - there's no more operations,
there's no more hope.
So I said to him: wow, so I just knelt down and just prayed, said thank You Lord for
healing this man. There was no big prayer, no great issue, no nothing. I said: now can I
help you to your feet? I took his hand, helped him. He stood up just next to the
wheelchair, and then I'm thinking I'll just help him walk, you know, don't want him to fall
over [laughs] so I'll help him walk. He made me let go of his hand, and then he began to
just walk like this [laughter] right across the room. I'm terrified he's going to fall over and
hurt himself [laughter] and he walked across the room and back again, and he's totally
healed! Now what amazed me was this - the caregivers immediately wanted him back

into the wheelchair. Now notice this. He hadn't walked for 10 years, but they want him
back in the wheelchair, because that's where their paradigm is, still locked in, that he's
crippled. They could not quickly catch up he's now walking, and I didn't feel a thing. I
absolutely didn't feel a thing when that happened, not one little feel, not an ounce of
God, not an ounce of emotion, nothing. It's just, it just happened, so that was a gift of
faith.
You just know. Now does that mean everyone I pray for? No, I knew that guy, that day,
that time, would come out, and I could act boldly in that situation. Later, he came up in
the altar call, gave his heart to the Lord. They were still trying to get him into the
wheelchair, so now I've learnt that if they get out of the wheelchair, fold up the
wheelchair as quickly as you can, get them walking - same with walking sticks. So
again, that's how faith just came. It says faith comes by hearing the word of God, so as I
meditated, I heard from God in that sense. Faith rose. Now I'm not saying that I can turn
that on or off for any situation. All I'm saying is, that it is a gift, comes in a moment of
time, and some people operate in it so much, and so frequently, it's like around their life,
the gift of faith, and many miracles happen around their life, and around their ministry.
I know one particular person who's a friend of mine up in Malaysia, tremendous
miracles he has happen everywhere he goes, just stunning gift of faith. There's a
resident gift lives in his life, and he just operates in a whole faith dimension. It's very
inspiring. There's a gift of faith comes just in a moment, and then you can grow in that
whole dimension, until you actually seem to have a residing gift, or mantel of faith over
your life. It is astounding when that happens, to see these things, so I've seen that
happen a couple of times. I had one, a lady that was totally deaf, and born deaf. I
prayed for her, nothing happened, and then I felt something in me rise up. I cannot
describe it, it had to be faith. I just refused to give up. I prayed not once, I prayed four
times. On the fourth time, her ears popped, and she could hear. Imagine if I just quit,
and had given up after the first time, she'd still be deaf.
What about the other guy in the wheelchair? Imagine if I'd allowed myself to stay in that
cranky, unbelieving attitude. He would still be in the wheelchair. People need someone
to break through on their behalf. Why not you? Now you don't necessarily quickly get to
that. You grow your faith level by level, so don't matter how many times you pray and
nothing seems to happen. Just keep meditating in the word of God, expecting God to
work in your life, and believing that you'll break through, and come into different
dimensions. Amen. Praise the Lord. Why don't we get you to step out in faith for
something in a moment aye? Would that be good? Step out in faith and pray for
someone, that'd be really, really good. Then we'll just look at the gift of healings and
working in miracles, then just some practical keys, so why don't we just get you to do
something with one another, how about that?
So I tell you what, this'll be quite a good thing to do, and this is, we'll get you now into
groups of about four or five, and this is what I want you to do. I want you to put one
person in the middle, and the others all get some word of encouragement for them, so
instead of it being one to one, you maybe have at least three people ministering to one

person, no more than three, so no bigger groups than four, or it just takes too long to do
it. So you get one person in the middle, and then you all pray, then one by one, you
share a word of encouragement for them, to bless them, encourage them, and help
them. How about that, can we do that? Okay, let's do that.
Okay, let's be seated, I want to get on with the next session, and then we want to just
minister and pray for you. Let's be seated, and this time look at Section 19, Gifts of
Healings. In 1 Corinthians 12, Verse 7, the Bible talks about: to another is given gifts of
Healings, by the same spirit. Notice He used the word 'gifts' of Healings, and so a gift of
healing is a gift given to you, at a time where you just have faith for someone to be
healed. Now what I have noticed happens, is that when a person has a gift of healing,
there is always a result take place, so we can pray by faith, or if we get a gift, God gives
a gift at a moment of time - you can call it faith, call it a gift of healing - the person gets a
breakthrough straight away at that time. So notice it says: gifts of healing, not gift, so
what I have observed is, some people get very good in praying for backs. They'll just get
freedom every time they pray for a back. They've got faith for backs, they've got like a
gift of healing around their life. Some have got it for ears; some will have it for other
areas, so people can develop and focus in a particular area of healing.
Some are very good in getting deaf ears opened, some are very good at getting backs
and joints healed and freed, and you get them to pray, they get 90 to 100 per cent
success rate. They've got a gift around their life of healing, that's faith for that area. I
was reading just concerning Todd Bentley and some of his ministry, and he teaches on
how you grow from level to level in this area, and he had a point where I think one of his
family members, his mother was deaf. He began to contend in prayer for breakthroughs
with deaf people, and he prayed for hundreds and hundreds of people, nothing
happened. He just began to contend, and eventually got a breakthrough. Once he got
one, it just kept growing, until now wherever he goes, he will pray for the deaf, and get
something like 80, 90 per cent of people with deaf ears will open up, so that's a gift of
faith, or a gift of healing in that area. So we're all on a journey, so don't compare with
someone else, just settle in your heart how God wants to work with you, and start to
believe to grow in that area. So let's just give a couple of examples of it.
In Mark, Chapter 16, and we read here at the Great Commission. We're commissioned
to go into the world, which is full of sickness and demonic oppression, and it says we're
to preach the Gospel about how people can come to Christ, come to God, come to
know the Lord, and walk in His kingdom, but it says - notice this - it says in Verse 17,
these signs shall follow them that believe. In My name, they'll cast out devils, so if you
can believe for it, when you pray, demons will come out of people. You have to believe
it'll happen, not doubt, or wonder whether it'll happen. It says in the last one, they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover. They will lay hands on the sick, and they
shall recover, and that means gradually, or progressively, come to a state of wholeness.
So when we think of praying for healing, we tend to think of it all being instantaneous.
That was kind of like a mentality I had, probably seen it in one of the movies or
something, I had this idea you pray, there's this immediate miracle, everything's just

exactly back to normal. I realised actually in real life, God does not seem to operate that
way. He operates in different ways around the healing area.
So for a gift of healing, at a moment of time, you just know in your heart when I pray
something's going to happen. That's a gift of healing. The rest of the time, we just pray
by faith. In other words, we follow the scripture: you lay hands on the sick and they shall
recover, so sometimes you get a miracle, the healing is immediate. The transformation
takes place immediately, like if deaf ears open it is immediate, they hear or they don't
hear, but it can come in a couple of stages, where they hear a little, then it comes
complete, and they hear the whole. Same with the eyes; the eyes are either not seeing,
or seeing, and if they're not seeing, you pray and they start to see a little, then pray
again, and believe for it to be progressive. So I have noticed that sometimes, the
majority of times I've prayed, I've had to persevere in prayer, and believe that this would
work, and then they break through, and they get the miracle. Sometimes I've seen
cataracts healed, just gone. People couldn't see, and then suddenly they see, but it took
praying a couple of times to push through the barrier and resistance that was there,
same with hearing of ears.
I began to grow faith for walking sticks, for people on walking sticks to be healed.
Initially I just hated praying for people with walking sticks. I'd want to run the other way,
because I never got any results. [Laughs] I just didn't like that, but I made a decision I'd
persevere, and believe God I could get breakthroughs, and so I started. So now most of
the time when I'm in Asia, if I've got any evangelism meetings, I will look for people with
walking sticks when they come in. I'll look for them, and I'll ask for them to come up, and
give it a go. I had one meeting, I had about 45 people get off their walking sticks and
walk, but that - faith is grown for that area. I found sometimes I'm getting better results
in some areas than I've done before, but you can grow in this area, so notice what it
says: They'll lay hands on the sick, so God called 'laying hands' is to identify with a
person, so we lay hands on the sick person and pray for them. They may get a miracle
immediately. It may be progressive, and they recover over a day, two days, three days,
four days, so you need to take into account you may not see anything immediately
happen. It doesn't mean it hasn't happened.
I found when I first started to pray, it used to so put me off, because I'd pray and nothing
would happen, I'd feel discouraged, and not even enquire later on whether anything
happened. I've found since then, you can't believe the number of people I've prayed for
them on Sunday and Monday they were well, that when they walked away they weren't
well. It didn't seem like it anyway, but actually something had been imparted to them,
and it began to manifest. The healing gift manifested, so instead of thinking of it cut and
dry, yes it happened or not, learn to just persist in prayer, and sow in prayer, and
believe in prayer. A gift of healing, you just know it, and when it comes the person's
going to be healed straight away - but the rest of the time, we pray by faith. So here's a
few simple things. The first one is, it's helpful to lay hands on the person, lay hands,
identify, connect with the person, and let the Holy Spirit show you where to lay hands.

He may show you to lay hands on the head, may get you to put your hand on the part
that's - if it's appropriate - on the part that's sick or not well, or He'll put your hand on top
of a person's hand, whatever seems appropriate. The second thing you need to
consider is, maybe you need to cast out a spirit of infirmity. If you have a look in the
Gospel of Luke, Chapter 13 and Verse 10, Jesus is teaching in the synagogue on the
Sabbath, and there's was a woman had a spirit of infirmity for 18 years, and was bowed
down and could not lift herself up. She had a back condition that was caused by a spirit.
It was a demonic spirit that caused the problem. Medicines could not fix it. It required
deliverance, so if there's a spirit of infirmity, praying for the sick person won't set them
free. You have to cast the evil spirit out. You've got to speak to the spirit, and command
it to go, so you notice when the girl was standing there, I spoke to the spirit,
commanded it to go, and as soon as it left her, she just fell over straight away, and then
there's a change in her condition in her back.
So when you're praying in this area for people who are sick, think in two dimensions;
think one, it could be a spirit that needs to be cast out; two, it could be just a weakness
in the system, a virus in the system, a degeneration in the system, or it could be some
kind of thing that needs healing to take place. If it's degenerative, it needs a creative
miracle for God to restore. If it's just something damaged or broken or whatever, it
needs God to heal, so keep thinking in terms of: one, I may need to cast a spirit out;
two, I may need to pray and release God's healing power into their life. A third thing you
need to learn to do, is to command, to speak to things, like they are living. In our
western culture, we're not used to doing that, but if you look in Acts, Chapter 3, Peter
and John went up to the temple - Verse 1 - about the ninth hour, and a certain man,
lame from his mother's womb, was carried, whom they laid daily at the gate of the
temple called Beautiful, to ask alms. He saw Peter and John going into the temple, and
asked for alms. Peter fixed his eyes on him. He must have got a gift of faith for the
healing, must have got a gift of healing then, because he knew something was going to
happen, so notice what he did.
Silver and gold have I none, but what I have - so what did he have? The gift of healing such as I have I give you. Now notice how he did it. In the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth, rise up and walk. That's not namby-pamby stuff. You've got to learn to speak
with authority. These things resist. They resist wellness, they resist health, so learn to
speak firmly - not loudly. Shouting doesn't do it - with authority from your spirit, fully
believing what you say would happen. Notice how he's prayed: In the name of Jesus
Christ, rise up and walk. See? So he didn't even go talking about the curse, or the spirit,
or whatever it was, just said rise and walk. Now notice what else he did. He took him by
his right hand, and he helped him up. Now notice this, when the miracle happened,
immediately his feet and ankle bones received strength. When did they receive
strength? When he got on his feet, see?
So if he had stayed on the ground, he would not have walked. He had to be helped up
onto his feet, and when he got him onto his feet, that's when the miracle happened, so it
doesn't always happen immediately when you pray. Sometimes you've got to take an
action of faith, that precipitates the miracle happening. If you study Jesus' miracles,

many times miracles happen when the person did something, or when He did
something, so for example, remember he told the guy - the blind guy to put a mud pack
on his eyes, and said walk through the town and go to this pool, and wash and you'll
come back seeing. So the guy walked from when Jesus spoke to him to the pool, and
he was blind all the way, until he washed his eyes. When he washed his eyes, he could
see, so Jesus required a faith action of him. The lepers, He said: go show yourself to
the priest. Now they were still lepers when they walked away from Him, but as they
walked, they were healed, so when they did what was physically impossible, when they
did what they could do, God did the rest.
There's another guy standing there, and he's got a crippled hand, and Jesus is getting
him to stand up in the synagogue - not very nice to make a handicapped man stand up
in front of everyone, but he gets him to stand up. He says: now stretch out your hand.
Now that's physically impossible, but when he began to stretch, suddenly the power of
God came. Now it's helpful for you to understand, sometimes you've got to get people to
do things, so I had one person for example, a lady had a shoulder, and her shoulder
was a lot of pain, so I prayed for her. I said any improvement? She said just a little. I
said: well then, why don't you move your hand. She said: oh, it's a pain, it's hurting, it's
hurting, it's - oh, it's gone! [Laughter] So it was as she ignored the pain, and took the
faith action, that's when the healing power began to flow, and she got free, and got the
miracle. If she hadn't taken a faith action, nothing would happen, so many times when
you pray, don't just think God will do it all. Often you need to get the person to give
some feedback to you, what's happened, and then get them to take a faith action. So if I
pray for someone and there's no immediate result, I will pray again, and try to get them
to do something they haven't done before, and it's often in that that you get the
breakthrough.
Now one caution, one word of caution: do not encourage a person, or tell them to stop
taking medication. You're not a doctor, you're not a prescriber of medication, therefore,
you're not authorised to tell them not to take it. Not taking medication has legal
consequences, and physical consequences potentially, so what is important is we
understand, if a doctor has prescribed medicine, let the person go show themself to the
doctor, and let the doctor release them from the medicine, or let them take
responsibility. Don't you go diagnosing someone doesn't need medicine anymore, okay
then? So don't encourage them to no longer see a doctor, if they're going to a doctor,
just pray for them. Don't be something you're not - you're not a doctor, so our role is to
pray for people. We just pray for them, and see how they are, and check them out
afterwards, and just encourage them then to continue to thank God for what's happened
to them - so that is the gift of healing.
So the 'gift of healing' is different to 'praying by faith for healing'. We pray by faith for
healing, we just believe, according to the word of God, that if we pray for the person,
they can be healed. Are some people not healed? Yes, sometimes unforgiveness will
block their healing, sometimes unbelief will block their healing, sometimes there can be
control or occult powers will block their healing. You've got to ask the Lord to show you,
what blocks the healing. When you get a gift of healing, you just know the person's

going to be healed, and when you pray, it does happen, and it happens pretty well
straight away. The rest of time, pray, check the person out, break the power of a spirit
over their life, and encourage them to take an action that they haven't taken before - so
there's ministry of the healing gift again.
Now gifts of healing are wonderful. Pray for gifts of healing - there are so many sick
people. They go to chiropractors and doctors, and it costs them thousands of dollars,
and here one prayer could set that person free. What a great thing, if you could begin to
flow in gifts of healing - in your workplace, wherever you are. People can be stunned in
the community, they just get a healing in the workplace, get a healing wherever you
happen to see them. They get so shifted, it's quite astonishing the effect it has on their
life. Wouldn't that be great? Now related to gifts of healing are the working of miracles.
We won't spend a lot of time related to that area, but a miracle involves the breaking of
a natural, or it means that the natural laws are overridden by the realm of the spirit. God
brings a superior power into play, so there are heaps of miracles in the Bible where God
has invaded the natural realm, and a miracle took place.
I'll give you some examples of Peter walking on the water. You can't walk on water. You
all know you can't walk on water, so what kept him up? The power of God. Now I guess,
how did he know? I guess he never knew he could walk on the water, until he stepped
out of the boat, and got his foot in the water, and who knows how far down it went
before it was solid? You don't know. There's been examples of people doing this in
Indonesia during revival, crossing rivers that you couldn't cross, and the people came
after them, went in the river and they were swept away it was that deep. So there are
many examples; the feeding of the 5000. You notice that what Jesus did was He took
the bread, He blessed it, He spoke over the bread. He spoke words over the bread, He
looked up to heaven to the source, spoke words over the bread, then broke it, and gave
it to the disciples. Now at that point, it still hasn't multiplied. It was when they distributed
it, it began to multiply, so they give out a piece, and there's another piece taken its
place, and so on, and so forth.
We heard from Heidi Baker in Mozambique, and they had a huge number of people to
feed, a large number of people to feed, and they looked at the food they had, and it
wasn't enough, so they just began to pray over it. Well, they fed everyone, and had food
left over. No one knows how they did it. So I've heard a whole number of stories like
that, in modern times, of the food just being multiplied. How did it happen? They asked
God what to do, just prayed over it and distributed it out, and God did the rest. It was a
miracle, a working miracle, so some aspects of miracles are overriding natural laws.
Another aspect of miracles is deliverance. Deliverance is the working of miracles,
because in deliverance, God displaces a demonic power by the working of miracles, so
deliverance is also a working of miracles. There are many examples of these in the
Bible. How do we move in it? I think you've got to desire miracles, you've got to hunger
for them, and pray for them, reach out to God for them, and I've noticed that most of the
miracles take place where there are needs that are being met, by people serving
people. I've noticed that's where most miracles take place.

Most common miracles are not necessarily in a church meeting, they're actually out
where people are doing something, to help someone. It's in those environments that
God works the greatest miracles. It's where the unsaved are. I've looked at the
meetings I've taken overseas in Asia, because I've seen heaps of miracles, heaps of
healing, heaps of deliverance, and I noticed that the best miracles, the best miracles,
were with people who were unsaved. Time and time again, I'd have a word of
knowledge on people that were unsaved - I didn't know whether they were saved or
unsaved, they're just Chinese people to me. But they'd come up and we'd pray for them
to get healed, and then later on they're in the altar call to get saved. The miracle power
opened their hearts to get saved. They saw the reality of the power of God, so it's
fantastic.
How many enjoyed that, liked that? Is it good fun? We should pray for a few people
shouldn't we aye, should reach out and pray for a few people? Alright then, so what I'll
do now, is just start to pray and minister to some. Then what I want to do is to lay hands
and pray, and just release an empowerment in your lives, and I want you to go out, and
just give it a go. Never give up, just practice. Ask God to give you words. Ask God to
bring people into your heart life that are ready to receive something, and then give it a
go. What have you got to lose? Learn on the way. Don't wait until you've got your head
full of theory, just learn on the way. If someone's sick, offer to pray for them, and there's
a few practical things in offering to pray for them. We've given you some of those, we'll
get to that in just a moment.
So what I'll do then is, I'll just show you what I mean. I'll just put some of the gifts
together, and just begin to flow with the Holy Spirit, and I'll identify the different gifts as
we're flowing, then you'll see how they just operate. Now most of us, are not going to be
in a meeting, doing something in a meeting, so for most people, it's as you interact with
people, and they identify a need; you step up and say: I'd just love to pray for you, or
you may just sense something about a person. Go over and relationally interact with
them, and then share with them what you feel God showing you, and do it in a nonreligious way, so it's very, very simple, and someone can easily receive it. So for most
people, it's quite a simple sort of process - and expect that as you're doing, God will
give you things. Now clearly, no one wants to step into that unless you've had time with
the Lord, and are building a personal relationship with Him, but if you are, then let's go
for it.
So what you could do simply in your personal preparation, is go through the Gospels
reading the stories of Jesus, and healing, and meditate on those stories of people
healing, meditate, see it, thank You Lord, when I lay hands on the sick, they shall
recover. I thank You Lord, when I lay hands on blind eyes, they open. Begin to picture it,
and see it, and hold it, that this is what's true in your life, even before it happens. Don't
wait to see it, then I'll believe it. Believe for it to be seen in your life in ministry, see? So
thank You Lord, that when I pray, that deaf ears will open. I thank You Lord, that as I
minister to people, Your presence touches them powerfully. Today Lord I surrender my
hands, I yield all the works of my hands today Lord. My hands are blessed. All I put my

hands to Lord, are blessed. Lord, when I lay hands on people, the power of God will
touch them.
Start to decree and declare over your life, the things you're believing God to do. We
talked about removing some of the blocks in your heart, but arise expectantly day by
day. Today Lord, bring someone into my life who is in need of prayer or help, and show
him to me in a way I can see it. Then enjoy looking out for people. Give it a go, you
know, and if nothing works, or nothing happens, well you've got nothing to lose, just well, you were giving it a go, and it's in the giving it a go, you grow. I've never seen
anyone, get anywhere, by just filling up on books, information and meetings. It's
actually, at the end, you've just got to get down and pray for someone, and see what will
happen. You might be surprised what happens, and there's an element where, you don't
know until you're engaging with them, what God will do, so for example if I was just to
pick this girl out here - would you like to come up? Yes, that's right, why not, come up
here, that's it.
Now you see what you've got to do is - I've got no idea. I'm just going to just take an
opportunity to just, reach out, and just see what God will do - so can you tell me your
name? [Wooty] Wooty, that's a great name, great. I'm so glad you came. Have you
been enjoying yourself? That's awesome, that's great. Okay now, the moment I started
to interact with her like that, then immediately I got a word from the Lord. I'm expecting it
you see? I don't want it to be something that's very hard, and very difficult. I want it to be
something that's very, very easy, so I just interact with her like that, and just try to make
it as relaxed as possible, and I really am glad that you've come, and you've been
enjoying it, but this is what I felt. I just felt the Lord show me, that you struggle with fear,
that you've got real desire in your life to actually do a whole number of things, but often
fear will lock you back, as though I'm afraid to step out, or afraid - and so now I'm going
to reach out to see, I wonder where that fear's come from, see?
So what I'll do is - what I feel the fear has come, it's from people around - it's from
around family, it's like, it's tried to push you down into a box, that that's where you
belong, and would you be younger in the family? Yeah [laughs], you're pushed down,
like the young one in the family, and so it's like there's an order, and you're at the
bottom, or way down here. That be right? See, words of knowledge. Now can you see
it's sort of natural? It just flows naturally, I'm just talking with her, see, and so what I'm
seeing is this, is that God's wanting you to - you're not in a box any longer, and you're
not subject to that any longer. You can actually rise up. You have got a wonderful gift in
your life, and so I wonder what the gift is. See? Well, I see - what I feel is, I feel you're a
very creative person, you've got a very soft spirit, you love to worship God, and you're
very creative on the inside. In fact actually, you have been restricted so long, but you
long to break out, you've got lots inside you to come out, and the thing that's been
holding you back, is just the words that were spoken, that have put you down, and the
fear of doing anything to break out of where you feel you're assigned to be - and God
will help you with that today.

He wants you to know, you're not what they say you are, you're who He says you are.
He says you're a mighty woman of faith. He says you've got a ministry to touch many,
many people, you've got a heart for young people, you've got a heart to reach out and
help them, and God says that you have got greatness inside you. You are not the
youngest in His eyes, you're not the least in His eyes. He sees you as great, because
you've got a real desire to love people, a capacity to work with people, and you're in
training for this, aye? [Laughs] Can you see it's quite natural? I can see you're already
being touched, because you know I could not have known any of these things. I don't
think I've met you before today. [No.] So how could I read her mail like that? So what
you're experiencing then, it's something like, first of all you're a bit frightened - is that
right? That's because the spirit knows I'm onto it, because I'm about to pray for that
spirit in a moment. [Laughter] So that fear you were feeling, actually was the spirit being
afraid. That's why you suddenly felt the fear, see? And like it gripped you suddenly.
That's because the demon knew I'm onto it, he knew what's going to happen, and so
you suddenly feel his fear. It's not your fear, it's his fear. He's the one afraid. You've got
nothing to be afraid of.
God loves you. I love you. The people here love you. There's nothing to be afraid of,
see? But the fear you're feeling, is actually not your fear, it's the demonic fear, but it's
gripped your life for years. It's been like a part of your life, see, and you don't have to
live that way anymore, okay? You don't have to. Today's change day for you. You're not
going to go back into that box, go back into that way, alright then, so we want to pray for
you now. Alright then? Okay.
So your heart's been touched, that's right. That's great. We need tissues. [Laughter]
Okay then, can I take your hand? Just come forward a little bit now. Alright, I want you
to close your eyes. Just close your eyes. Now this is - I'm not going to do this in front of
everyone, but there's some specific people who've deeply hurt you. I want you just in
your heart, to picture them, and then release forgiveness. Lord, I just forgive them. I
forgive them for what they said, I forgive them for what they did, I forgive them for how
they've treated me. I forgive them for boxing me in, like they did. Just let it go. God sees
your heart. He knows why that's there, and not forgiving will block the deliverance you
see? [Mm.] So now I thank You Lord, You love her. Thank You Lord that Your presence
is coming on her life right now, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I break abusive
words spoken over your life. I take authority over word curses spoken over you. I break
them in Jesus' name. I come against words of death, I come against words of hatred, I
come against words of despising, I break their power over your life today, in Jesus'
name. You spirit of fear, you tormenting spirit, loose her in Jesus' name. Right now, let
her go, let her go, let her go, NOW in Jesus' name. Thank You Lord. Thank You Lord.
Thank You Lord, thank You.
Father, I just pray peace into her now. Father, I thank You for the anointing of the Holy
Spirit flowing right now. I break the generational curses of hatred, and abusive women, I
break them in Jesus' name. I release you from the grip of those things. I break the
negative words spoken over you. Spirit of death, I command you: loose her, in Jesus'
name. I break all agreements wanting to die, loose her in Jesus' name. Now Lord, let

Your peace just come around her now. I just call forth creativity, life, freedom, in Jesus'
Mighty name. Father, bring her complete peace.
Now you notice then, the gifts of words of knowledge, then prophetic flow mingled in,
and then discerning of spirits, what actual spirits were there, that need to be broken off
her life, and then ministry. See how it all just flows together, just like that? I got her to
interact with us, so you can see one, how natural the flow is. It's not a forced or difficult
or hard thing, it's just remaining relaxed, and just interacting, and listening to the flow
from your heart. You can see as she talked and interacted back, you could see how
deeply she's been touched by, suddenly, God knows me, He knows my difficult journey
and my struggles, and He cares about me, He wants to help me. This is a most
wonderful experience, absolutely blessed experience. Praise the Lord. How are you
doing now? How are you feeling now? [I feel really good.] You feel really good, isn't that
fantastic?
Now when we prayed to command that fear to go what happened, what did you sense?
[unclear] Something came out of you? [Yeah.] You felt something leave you, and go out
of you. You won't feel the same again. You'll feel quite different. [Not heavy.] No, not
heavy, no. It's gone, it's gone, [Thank you.] [Applause.]
So now, so you see we taught you just foundations of this. All you've got to do is grow in
it, and who knows what you could do. There's no limits. There's no limits really, with
what you could do, because God has got an area of people for you, to be with, and
interact with, that I'll never meet, so He wants to work through you to touch them, and
not in a church meeting, but outside, wherever you are. Isn't that exciting possibility that
God would use you in such ways? Isn't that great? So praise the Lord. There's someone
here who has trouble at night times, and its a woman and you wake up with severe
nightmares, you have these tormenting nightmares, you wake up and they're quite a
trouble for you. They occur quite regularly, they disturb you at night, and you wake up
and you're quite frightened. Who's the woman that has that problem, if you could just
come right now we'll pray for you? Woman, young woman, you've had this problem for
quite some time and God wants to set you free. Who's the woman that has these
nightmares, you wake up and these tormenting thoughts and dreams - I'd love to pray
for you right now. Who's that person? If you think that's you, just come quickly, come
quickly. God bless you, there you are there [Thank you.] Come on up, that's okay. It
doesn't matter if you're the only one comes up, I'm still happy to pray for you, praise the
lord. [Laughs]
Okay. You're special today, God bless. God loves you. You're special to me, we've
been able to practice... [laughter] And you're special to God, He loves you, and today's
your day. You know, He's been wanting so much just to have some change, why would
it not be you? Why not you? [unclear] Exactly, why not you and you begin thinking that
way, instead of why me, rather why not me, aye? Praise the Lord, okay, and you've had
this for quite some time. Now, okay, so since you were a child? [A child.] Since you
were a child, okay then, and about age six, somewhere around about that? [Oh,
probably four.] Four? Quite young, okay, and you'd wake up at night quite afraid?

[Yeah.] Okay... [Definitely.] ...you'd feel the presence of something around you?
[Absolutely.] Okay, when's the last time that happened? [Probably last night.] Last night,
okay. [It's constant.] It's constant torment? [Yeah.] Okay, alright then, so what I'm going
to do is, I'm just going to help you - tonight isn't all the ministry you need, but we can
just help you with this part of it, okay? Alright then, so now there's clearly occult
background in your family? [Yes.] Whereabouts is it located, parents or grandparents?
[Great grandfather.] Great grandfather, what was he? [I think he was a warlock.] Oh, he
was a warlock, oh that's... [Or something like...] ...a big deal. [Yeah.] That's a big deal,
yeah. [He was seriously into...] He was seriously into it... [...satanic...] ...satanic stuff,
okay then.
Because he was seriously into those kinds of things, he would have committed his
family, for generations, to occult powers, and the spirit world would recognise that, and
it would lay claim to everyone of the descendants, and particularly the girls. So unusual
things would happen to all the girls in the family, they're unexplainable it seems, and
you'd end up thinking why me, why has it always been, why is this stuff happening?
[Mm-hm.] That be right? Okay and that's because of a curse running down through the
family. Now Jesus died for our curses, and so what we need to do, is reach out to Him.
We become accursed, so that the blessing of Abraham would come on us, so here's
two things that we need to get you to do. We need to get you to follow me in a prayer,
just to confess Christ and what He's done, okay and secondly, to release forgiveness to
your ancestors that have opened the door for this problem. You need to forgive. Hello,
we've got a problem. [Laughter]
[I've tried before...] Okay, you've tried before? [Yeah.] It's hard, it's hard, okay. Why not
believe today, that you can let it go? I'll just help you with that in a moment, then we
need to renounce, or speak off your life, speak words, to break that curse, in other
words get hold of your life again. We're going to put the cross of Christ between you and
your background, you've got a new start in life, okay? [Okay.] So forgiving, is not a
favour you do someone else. Forgiving is for you, to move forward. It's releasing the
debt that they owe, so when you look back - you did this, you hurt me, you've messed
my life up. You know you've got to let it go, and say hey, that's not my business, that's
God's business. I'm just releasing it, so I can walk on. [Yeah.] So unforgiveness will lock
you to your past. It just keeps you frozen in time, and you can't move on, so that's why
it's so important. [Yeah.] Not only that, God forgives us so much. Has God forgiven you
much? [Big time.] Big time! [Laughter] Well that's called grace. We don't deserve it, but
He gives it, and so to stay in grace, we release forgiveness to others, not because they
deserve it, by the way... [Yeah.] ...but just because that's what we do. If we want to stay
in grace, we let grace go to others.
So letting go, is letting go... [Yeah.] ...okay? We're alright, now I needed to do this,
because it's no use me ministering, without your understanding a little bit about the part
she has to play. See I can't just fix all her problems. What I need to do, is lead her to the
One who does, and there may sometimes be a part she has to play. Notice I talked
about letting forgiveness go in the heart. It was quite important to do that, so from a
heart level, she let go, then she's free to get out of that stuff, and the spirit left straight

away, so something will happen this time. So I may get the names of certain spirits and
things to break, it'll be discerning of spirits, and operating in revelation knowledge to do
that, okay? So we're on the way now.
How are you feeling? You look like you're getting agitated? [Yeah.] Okay, tell me what
you're feeling. [Pretty exposed.] You're pretty exposed? [Yeah.] Close your eyes and
turn everyone off, and focus, just let your heart reach out with love to give. This is a very
vulnerable position to be in, especially in front of everyone like that. I just appreciate
your honesty, but anyway it's over in a few minutes aye, and that's the great thing. I just
thank you for just being willing to just respond, and being so open. It really is of God do
that, and we can all learn, and we all witness, so you may be watching - what I'd like
you to do is to be praying, praying quietly in tongues, and lets all join together. She's
part of our family, the family of God, and when one suffers, all suffer, so let your heart
flow with compassion. We don't know all she's faced, and gone through, but what we're
looking for, is God to bring release, is that right? Okay, so just close your eyes, just
make everyone vanish for a moment, there's just you and me and the Lord here.
Thank You Lord. I want you to just follow me in this prayer. Father, I come to You in
Jesus' name. I confess Jesus Christ is my saviour and Lord. I am redeemed by the
blood of Jesus from every curse. I belong to You Jesus. I renounce now every
generational curse, every generational agreement with evil spirits, for all my family
members, I renounce it. I put the cross of Christ between me and that curse, and I break
it. I release forgiveness for family members who opened the door to spirits by their
actions. I forgive them. I let them go, and I turn to You Lord Jesus, and I ask You to set
me free. Thank You Lord. It's going to be real easy now. In the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, I break all agreements formed by your great grandfather with evil spirits. I break
the curses that came through his life, and his actions. I break the agreements he made
with evil spirits. I break the power of agreements made through blood on altars. I break
all blood covenants that he formed with evil spirits. I break written agreements he made
in blood, that enabled family members, generation after generation, to be afflicted by
evil spirits. I cancel the right of all evil spirits from your grandfather, to enter, or to
remain in your life, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Now I just speak now, in the name of the Lord Jesus I command this tormenting spirit,
that's tormented you since a young age, of four, with nightmares and dreams, I speak to
you now and all related spirits, spirits of torment, I command you now GO in Jesus'
name right now, release her now in Jesus' name. Thank You Lord, thank You Lord. Just
rest there, that's right. Father, in the name of the Lord Jesus, we just pray for your
healing anointing and flow of your blessing upon her now, in Jesus' name. I just take
authority and break every ungodly belief that you had, there's something wrong with me.
I break your agreement with that lie right now in Jesus' name. I break every desire,
every death wish you've spoken over your life, just wanting to die, I break it in Jesus'
name. Now Lord, I just ask for Your loving presence to come around her life. Thank You
Lord, You love her. Fill her, in Jesus' name. There you go, how about that? [Applause.]

You feel awesome aye? [Yeah.] Isn't that great? You'll enjoy some happy nights now
aye? [Yeah.] Peaceful nights, instead of being tormented, isn't that fantastic? Thank you
for coming back - we had someone else who was tormented, but he didn't come back.
[Laughter] So I want to thank you for your courage in coming tonight. Let's just give her
a great clap. [Applause.]
Someone else here, you've twisted your right shoulder, and you're in pain in your right
shoulder. Who's that person? This one, yeah, here we go, come on, come now. Okay,
so how long ago did you do this? [...in January.] Right, so all since January you've had
problems with that shoulder? [Yeah, I've been trying to cast it out myself] [Laughter]
Okay, well that's - today God knows about that, so what is it, it looks like it's stiff, you
can't move it or raise it? [Very sharp pain.] Very sharp pain in your shoulder. It just came
on you suddenly? [Yeah, suddenly.] No reason at all? [Yeah I feel like it's just not going
away, so I was praying that you would call me today.] [Laughter] Well there you go. See
what happens? When there's hunger and desire that's when these kinds of things
happen, okay, right. [The pain is terrible.] The pain is so terrible, so since January she's
been in tremendous pain in her shoulder, she's been asking the Lord to help and came
in pain today, believing God to do something.
When did you come back from Malaysia? [In January.] Isn't that interesting? [Yeah.]
Okay, so what I'm... [I have this in February]. So I'm just looking to how to pray, so
here's the options. One is we just pray for healing, one is we pray into the realm of the
spirit, that there may be a spirit causing the affliction, and I've noticed that she has been
trying to cast it out herself, so it's almost like, in her heart, she's aware there's a spirit
there. [Yes.] See? Okay, now so then the question is, if she's been doing that, and
hasn't had any result, I wonder why that is so. I kind of ask questions. I don't just
quickly, just jump in. You just start to ask questions, and how long were you over in
Malaysia for? [Four months.] And you were sharing about Jesus for lost people? [Yes.]
Were they all happy about you sharing Jesus? [Yes, really.] Yeah? That's good. okay.
[A lot of restoration.] A lot of restoration? That's good, okay. Was there anyone that was
unhappy with you doing that? [Not really, although when I went back, there was a
spiritual warfare, but then that - I mean my sister, she really know Christ, came to
Christ...] Oh good. [Yeah.] Listen, just give me your hand then. Thank You Lord. Father,
I just thank You that you're a God that reveals, and that there's nothing too difficult for
You. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I take authority over witchcraft. I come
against every word curse spoken against you. I come against every spirit of witchcraft
assigned against you. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I break that spirit of
witchcraft off your life. Infirmity, I command you to let her go now, loose her now in
Jesus' name, loose her now, loose that shoulder in Jesus' name. We just break your
power, and command healing to flow in the joint, and the nerves, we command this
shoulder to be released now, in Jesus' name. Thank You Lord. Whoa! [unclear] Okay,
so it's leaving your shoulder? [Yeah.] Do you feel better now? Okay then, just begin to
move around, just see how it feels. [It feels better.] It feels better? I can see you doing
things you couldn't do before. Isn't that wonderful? [So stiff!] See it was very stiff, it was
visibly stiff, and the pain - how's the pain? [Yeah, it's better.] It's better now? [Yeah.]
Isn't that wonderful? Lets pray for her one more time. Thank You Lord. Just look up to

the Lord. Holy Ghost, just come upon her, fill her Holy Spirit right now, in Jesus' name,
wow! User her in healing.
Now - so what, how do we pray? So I listened. Don't jump into conclusions, just stay
long enough to listen. Listening is the big deal, then act boldly on what you see. So I
listened, and I felt that feeling, and that's why I was asking the questions, I just felt
someone actually was very upset with her, and had cursed her, so that's why I broke
that witchcraft curse, and spoke against the spirit of infirmity, then immediately she just
freed up, just like that. Isn't that wonderful aye? Oh, how glorious is our God.
Well, we're just running out of time now. How many other people here are sick today,
anyone here sick? Why don't you just stand where you are, if you're sick in your body,
got a sickness that needs healing? Why don't you just stand right where you are,
because the table's going to gather around you, and pray for you. That'll be great, won't
it? You'll have a chance to do something, to pray for a sick person. Okay, we've got a
very sick table down there have we, three people? [Laughter] Okay, move around, and
go to one of the other tables, and let some people there pray. Gather around the ones
who have got a sickness. When they come to you, tell what the problem is, what you're
believing God for, and the team will pray for you, and lets just see what God does.
Afterwards try doing something you...
Alright then, okay, let's just be seated. We'll just finish up, tidy up now. Wonderful. Well,
I wonder if we had some healings here? I'd like to just identify if anyone got healed
through prayer? One, two, three, four - great, what happened to you? You can bend
right down? Awesome, wonderful! [Applause.] Okay, someone else have a healing
they'd like to just testify to? Yes, what happened? Right shoulder, it loosened up? Boy,
she got up quick, didn't she, ahead of you aye? [Laughter] You could have said it was
right shoulder as well. What happened to you? Your shoulder got healed, and freed up.
Show us what you can do. [unclear] Yeah. [unclear] Yeah. [unclear] Yeah, great. Alright,
okay, wow. [unclear] Wow, so praise the Lord, God's touched you today. Wonderful.
Come on, let's give Him a clap. [Applause.] Amen. Alright then, praise the Lord.
Why don't we just pray? I'd love to just pray for people, just to get an impartation, just so
you can go away fired up, so why don't you come up, just make rows here, we'll quickly
pray for you. Front row stand here; second row, eyes open, catching. [Laughter] Okay,
and where's - Pastor Lyn, would you like to come up and help us with praying for
people? Joy, like to come up, and help with praying? If you can get away from there,
you can come up and help pray. That'll leave Horowai with the cameras. Okay, just lift
your hands up. You know what it is you've come for, you're wanting God to touch you.
Just close your eyes, lift your hands up. Now, we won't pray for you if there's no one
behind you to catch you, I don't want you to fall over. There's no one there, that's right.
Okay, are we ready? Okay, let's begin to pray in tongues, just pray in the spirit now.
Thank You Lord for Your goodness, thank You for Your presence, thank You for Your
power. Thank You Lord. Holy Ghost come, thank You Lord, thank You Lord. [Prays in
tongues] Father, we just pray release, increase, of the flowing of the gifts of the spirit.

We pray an impartation of faith, that from this day forward, each one would be
empowered in a new way, to bring Your presence to others. Holy Spirit, come mightily,
come powerfully in Jesus' name. Power of God, just touch her right now, in Jesus'
name. Thank You Lord. We'll just speak to these ears, we'll just command them right
now, OPEN in Jesus' name, release her right now. Thank You Lord.
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